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Abstract

Today, there is a strong trend towards networked multimediadevices. However, com-
mon multimedia software architectures are restricted to perform all processing on a
single system. Available software infrastructures for distributed computing – com-
monly referred to as middleware – only partly provide the facilities needed for sup-
porting multimedia in distributed and dynamic environments. Approaches from the
research community only focus on specific aspects and do not achieve the coverage
needed for a full-featured multimedia middleware solution.

The Network-Integrated Multimedia Middleware (NMM) presented in this thesis
considers the network as an integral part. Despite the inherent heterogeneity of present
networking and device technologies, the architecture allows to extend control and co-
operation to the network and enables the development of distributed multimedia appli-
cations that transparently use local and remote componentsin combination. The base
architecture of this middleware is augmented by several middleware services that es-
pecially aim at providing additional support for developing complex applications that
involve mobile users and devices. To this end, previously not available services and
corresponding abstractions are proposed, realized, and evaluated. The performance
and applicability of the developed middleware and its additional services are demon-
strated by describing different realized application scenarios.

Kurzfassung

Eine wachsende Anzahl von Multimedia-Geräten verfügt heute bereits über Netzw-
erkschnittstellen. Verfügbare Multimedia Software-Architekturen beschränken jedoch
die gesamte Datenverarbeitung auf ein einzelnes System. Verbreitete Software-Infra-
strukturen für Verteilte Systeme – üblicherweise Middleware genannt – bieten nur teil-
weise die Eigenschaften, die für die Multimedia-Datenverarbeitung in vernetzten und
dynamischen Umgebungen benötigt werden. Ansätze aus derForschung behandeln
nur spezielle Teilaspekte und erreichen deshalb nicht den Funktionsumfang einer voll-
wertigen Middleware für Multimedia.

Die in dieser Arbeit beschriebene Netzwerk-Integrierte Multimedia Middleware
(NMM) betrachtet das Netzwerk als integralen Bestandteil.Die Architektur erlaubt
trotz der inhärenten Heterogenität der vorhandenen Netzwerk- und Gerätetechnologie
die Kontrolle und das Zusammenspiel von Systemen auf das Netzwerk auszuweiten.
Dies ermöglicht die Entwicklung verteilter Multimedia-Anwendungen, die transparent
lokale und entfernte Komponenten zusammen einsetzen. Die Kernarchitektur dieser
Middleware wird durch verschiedene Dienste erweitert, diespeziell die Realisierung
komplexer Anwendungsszenarien mit mobilen Geräten und Benutzern unterstützt. Ins-
besondere werden neue, bisher nicht vorhandene Middleware-Dienste und zugehörige
Abstraktionen vorgeschlagen, realisiert und evaluiert. Anhand verschiedener Anwen-
dungsszenarien wird die Leistungfähigkeit, die Effizienzund die praktische Relevanz
der entwickelten Middleware und der ergänzenden Dienste demonstriert.





Extended Abstract

Despite the fact that there is a strong trend towards networked multimedia devices,
today’s multimedia software architectures adopt a centralized approach where all pro-
cessing is restricted to a single system. The network is, at best, used for streaming
predefined content deploying a client/server architecture. Network transparent control
and cooperation of distributed multimedia devices is not supported.

Available software infrastructures for distributed computing – commonly referred
to as middleware – do only partly provide the facilities needed for supporting multi-
media in distributed and dynamic environments with users and devices being mobile.
Approaches from the research community only focus on specific aspects of distribu-
ted multimedia and do not achieve the coverage needed for a full-featured multimedia
middleware solution.

Together, one can observe that there is currently a gap between the possibilities
provided by the already available physical networking capabilities of the present in-
frastructures and the realized chances. The overall goal ofthe work presented in this
thesis is to explore this space, to find applicable solutionsthat cover all important
aspects, and to make the realized functionality available in an easy and efficient way.

The Network-Integrated Multimedia Middleware (NMM) presented in this the-
sis considers the network as an integral part. Despite the inherent heterogeneity of
present networking and device technologies, the architecture allows to extend control
and cooperation to the network and enables the development of complex distributed
multimedia applications that transparently use local and remote components in com-
bination. Within NMM, a specific multimedia functionality is modeled by creating
a distributed flow graph of connected processing elements, e.g. multimedia devices
or software components. While an application accesses and controls these elements
using request-reply interaction, multimedia data and control information needs to be
forwarded between connected elements using a streaming approach.

Since many building blocks for such an architecture are already available, we focus
on providing an open and integrating framework that combines previously researched
techniques in a systematic way. On the one hand, this means that available networking
technologies, protocols, and middleware solution suitable for fulfilling the communi-
cation aspects needed for distributed multimedia can be used and combined. On the
other hand, the framework allows to take advantage of existing multimedia libraries,
drivers, and locally operating multimedia software architectures. Correspondingly, the
main contribution of this part of the thesis is the identification and realization of a rela-
tively small architectural middleware core that provides the openness and extensibility
that allows to take full advantage of existing solutions. This core needs to provide a
uniform way of handling the different interaction paradigms needed for multimedia
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middleware.
Rather than relying on a fixed set of technologies, this approach provides the possi-

bility of integrating and combining available solutions – either for performing commu-
nication or handling multimedia – and therefore helps to usepreviously incompatible
technologies in combination. Therefore, the developed framework also offers a higher
level of abstraction that allows an application to access resources in a network trans-
parent wayand a technology transparent way. However, this transparency is scalable
meaning that applications can still decide what degree of transparency they require –
or if they want to configure lower layers manually.

Because of its openness, the individual building blocks of the NMM architecture
can be exchanged and extended. This allows for tailoring thesystem to available re-
sources – a property that is typically not available for existing middleware solutions.

The base architecture of NMM is augmented by several services that especially
aim at providing additional support for developing complexapplications that involve
mobile users and devices. To this end, previously not available middleware services
and corresponding abstractions are proposed, realized, and evaluated.

As a fundamental service, the registry service allows to manage available resources
within networks of loosely coupled and heterogeneous systems.

While access to remote resources provides many benefits, thesetup of complex
distributed multimedia applications needs to be eased by a further service. The result-
ing graph building and format negotiation service demonstrates new techniques that
allow an application to only specify the most relevant partsof an intended functional-
ity; the distribution of the resulting configuration and theconnection of originally in-
compatible components are handled automatically and guided by a user-centric quality
measurement.

In order to increase the sense of collaboration among users,a further advanced
and previously not available service is derived. This service, called session sharing,
allows to automatically map requests sent to the registry service to already running
applications. This allows to simultaneously and synchronously access the same (or
similar) content on different devices controlled by different users. At the same time,
this helps to reduce resource requirements by reusing active configurations and enables
shared access to a single hardware device.

To enable mobile users to explore the capabilities of their surrounding environ-
ment, a further advanced middleware service is realized that was not presented before.
This service allows for the seamless reconfiguration of running applications, for ex-
ample, to realize adaptation due to a change in the environment. As an application, we
demonstrate the handover of audio playback between systems. Being the most timing
sensitive part of media handling, such a handover can even beperformed lossless and
synchronized when using our approach.

Together, the main contribution of this part of the thesis isto explore new ideas and
present techniques that have not been researched previously. We demonstrate that once
a full-featured and fully implemented multimedia middleware like NMM is available,
these approaches can provide high-level abstractions and still be realized efficiently.
In particular, we are able to show how advanced services for distributed multimedia
can benefit from using the facilities provided by other more fundamental services or
by the base architecture of the middleware itself.

The performance evaluations of all parts of NMM, its base architecture and its
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services, demonstrate that despite the open design approach, the clean, simple and
unified design still allows for great efficiency. Especiallythose performance charac-
teristics that can be directly compared to commercial and highly optimized traditional
middleware solutions show competitive or even better results.

The applicability of the developed middleware and its additional services is demon-
strated by describing different realized application scenarios. We are especially focus-
ing on the provision of a networked multimedia home entertainment system employ-
ing various mobile and stationary devices in combination. Based completely on top of
NMM, this shows that even large scale projects can be realized efficiently. To this end,
the flexible and extensible architecture of the overall homeentertainment system is a
further contribution of this thesis.

The result of our work is available as Open Source for the GNU/Linux operating
system. NMM is used for current and future research and developments at Saarland
University, but also within other organizations and companies, and the Open Source
community in general. Last but not least, this was another major goal of our work.
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Zusammenfassung

Obwohl netzwerkfähige Multimedia-Geräte eine immer gr¨oßere Rolle spielen, ver-
wenden heutige Software-Architekturen für Multimedia immer noch einen zentral-
isierten Ansatz, bei dem die gesamte Datenverarbeitung aufein einzelnes System
beschränkt ist. Das Netzwerk wird bestenfalls im Rahmen einer Client/Server Ar-
chitektur zum Empfangen und Versenden statischer Medien-Inhalte verwendet. Die
netzwerk-transparente Kontrolle und die Zusammenschaltung von verteilten Multi-
media-Geräten wird nicht unterstützt.

Verfügbare Software-Infrastrukturen für Verteilte Systeme – üblicherweise Mid-
dleware genannt – bieten nur teilweise die Eigenschaften, die für die Multimedia-
Datenverarbeitung in vernetzten und dynamischen Umgebungen mit mobilen Geräten
benötigt werden. Ansätze aus der Forschung behandeln nurspezielle Teilaspekte der
verteilten Multimedia-Datenverarbeitung und erreichen deshalb nicht den Funktions-
umfang einer vollwertigen Middleware für Multimedia.

Zusammenfassend kann man feststellen, dass die Möglichkeiten, die durch die
bereits vorhandene physikalische Netzwerkinfrastrukturbesteht, momentan nicht voll
ausgeschöpft werden. Das Gesamtziel der vorliegenden Arbeit ist es, einen Lösungs-
ansatz dafür zu erarbeiten und anwendbare Techniken zu finden, die den gesamten
möglichen Funktionsumfang auf einfache und effiziente Artzugänglich machen.

Die in dieser Arbeit beschriebene Netzwerk-Integrierte Multimedia Middleware
(NMM) betrachtet das Netzwerk als integralen Bestandteil.Die Architektur erlaubt
trotz der inhärenten Heterogenität der vorhandenen Netzwerk- und Gerätetechnologie
die Kontrolle und das Zusammenspiel von Systemen auf das Netzwerk auszuweiten.
Dies erlaubt die Entwicklung komplexer und verteilter Multimedia-Anwendungen,
die lokale und entfernte Komponenten transparent zusammeneinsetzen. Innerhalb
von NMM wird eine bestimmte Multimedia-Funktionalität durch das Erstellen eines
verteilten Datenflussgraphen modelliert, der unterschiedliche Verarbeitungselemente
verbindet, wie z.B. Multimedia-Geräte oder Software-Komponenten. Während eine
Anwendung auf diese Elemente durch Request-Reply Interaktion zugreift, werden
Multimedia-Daten und Kontrollinformationen zwischen verbundenen Elementen mit
Hilfe unidirektionaler Datenströme verteilt (Streaming).

Da viele Bestandteile einer solchen Architektur bereits verfügbar sind, liegt der
Hauptfokus unserer Arbeit auf der Bereitstellung eines offenen Integrations-Frame-
works, welches die systematische Kombination von bereits erforschten Techniken er-
laubt. Einerseits bedeutet dies, dass vorhandene Netzwerktechnologien, Protokolle
und Middleware Lösungen verwendet und kombiniert werden können, um die Aspekte
der Kommunikation in verteilten Multimedia-Systemen abzudecken. Andererseits er-
laubt dieses Framework verfügbare Bibliotheken, Gerätetreiber und lokal operierende
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Multimedia-Architekturen zu nutzen. Dementsprechend besteht der Hauptbeitrag des
ersten Teils der vorliegenden Arbeit darin, die relativ kleine Kernarchitektur der Mid-
dleware zu identifizieren und umzusetzen und somit einen offenen und erweiterbaren
Ansatz zur Integration vorhandener Lösungen zu schaffen.Dafür muss die Kernar-
chitektur eine einheitliche Abstraktion zur Realisierungder benötigten Interaktions-
paradigmen bereitstellen.

Anstatt sich auf eine limitierte Anzahl von Technologien zubeschränken, erlaubt
dieser Ansatz vorhandene Lösungen zu integrieren und zu kombinieren – sowohl um
die Aspekte der Kommunikation also auch der Multimedia-Datenverarbeitung abzu-
decken – und hilft somit bisher inkompatible Technologien zu vereinen. Demzufolge
bietet das entwickelte Framework auch ein höheres Abstraktionsniveau. Anwendun-
gen können nicht nur netzwerk-transparent sondernauchtechnologie-transparent auf
Ressourcen zugreifen. Diese Transparenz ist jedoch skalierbar; Anwendungen können
einen bestimmten Grad der Transparenz festlegen oder aber tieferliegende Schichten
manuell konfigurieren.

Aufgrund des offenen Designs können die verschiedenen Bausteine der NMM-
Architektur ausgetauscht oder erweitert werden. Dies erm¨oglicht es, das Gesamtsys-
tem an vorhandene Ressourcen anzupassen – eine Möglichkeit, die typischerweise
nicht für vorhandene Middleware-Lösungen existiert.

Die Kernarchitektur von NMM wird durch verschiedene Dienste erweitert, die
speziell die Realisierung komplexer Anwendungsszenarienmit mobilen Geräten und
Benutzern unterstützen. Insbesondere werden neue, bisher nicht vorhandene Middle-
ware-Dienste und zugehörige Abstraktionen vorgeschlagen, realisiert und evaluiert.

Als ein grundlegender Dienst ermöglicht es eine Registry,die in einem Netzwerk
vorhandenen Ressourcen zu verwalten. Besonderer Fokus wird hierbei auf die Un-
terstützung nur lose gekoppelter System-Verbunde und dieIntegration heterogener
Ressourcen gelegt.

Obwohl der Zugriff auf entfernte Ressourcen vielerlei Vorteile bietet, sollte die
Konfiguration komplexer verteilter Anwendung durch einen speziellen Dienst unter-
stützt werden. Der resultierende Graph-Building und Format-Negotiation Dienst zeigt
neue Techniken auf, die es einer Anwendung erlauben nur die wirklich elementaren
Teile einer gewollten Konfiguration zu bestimmen. Die Verteilung der daraus abge-
leiteten Gesamtkonfiguration und die Verbindung ursprünglich inkompatibler Kom-
ponenten wird automatisch gehandhabt und durch ein auf Anwender zugeschnittenes
Qualitätsmaß gesteuert.

Um den gemeinschaftlichen Zugang zu Multimedia-Inhalten zu verbessern, wird
ein weiterer und bisher nicht vorgestellter Dienst abgeleitet. Dieser Dienst, Session-
Sharing genannt, erlaubt es Anfragen an die Registry automatisch auf bereits laufende
Anwendungen abzubilden. Dadurch wird der gleichzeitige und synchronisierte Zu-
gang zu den gleichen (oder ähnlichen) Inhalten durch verschiedene Geräte und Nutzer
ermöglicht. Gleichzeitig erlaubt dies, den Ressourcenbedarf durch Wiederverwendung
aktiver Konfigurationen zu reduzieren. Auch wird so der gleichzeitige Zugriff auf ein
einzelnes Gerät möglich.

Damit mobile Anwender die Möglichkeiten ihrer aktuellen Umgebung nutzen kön-
nen, wird ein weiterer Dienst realisiert, der bisher noch nicht vorgestellt wurde. Dieser
Dienst ermöglicht die nahtlosëAnderung der aktuellen Konfiguration einer laufenden
Anwendung, um z.B. angepasst auf eine sich ändernde Umgebung zu reagieren. Als
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Beispiel zeigen wir diëUbergabe der Audio-Wiedergabe zwischen Geräten. Gerade
dieser sehr zeitkritische Teil kann mit unserem Ansatz ohneDatenverluste und syn-
chronisiert ausgeführt werden.

Zusammenfassend besteht der Hauptbeitrag dieses Teils dervorliegenden Arbeit
darin, neue Ideen und Techniken anzuwenden, die bisher nicht erforscht wurden. Wir
zeigen, dass diese Ansätze ansprechende Abstraktionen bieten können und mit Hilfe
einer umfassenden und vollständig implementierten Multimedia Middleware, wie z.B.
NMM, effizient realisiert werden können. Insbesondere wird dargelegt, wie kom-
plexere Middleware-Dienste für verteilte Multimedia-Anwendungen durch die Fähig-
keiten anderer fundamentaler Dienste oder aber auch der Basisarchitektur der Middle-
ware selbst profitieren können.

Die Evaluation des Leistungsverhaltens aller Teile der NMM-Architektur, d.h. der
Kernarchitektur und der Dienste, zeigt, dass trotz des offenen Designs durch einen
einfachen und einheitlichen Ansatz eine überzeugende Effizienz erreicht werden kann.
Insbesondere zeigen die Leistungswerte, die direkt mit kommerziellen und hochgradig
optimierten Implementierungen traditioneller Middleware-Lösungen verglichen wer-
den können, konkurrenzfähige oder sogar bessere Resultate.

Anhand verschiedener Anwendungsszenarien wird die praktische Relevanz der
entwickelten Middleware und der ergänzenden Dienste demonstriert. Besonders de-
tailliert wird ein vernetztes Multimedia Home-Entertainment-System vorgestellt, das
verschiedene mobile und stationäre Geräte vereint. Da dieses System vollständig auf
NMM basiert, kann gezeigt werden, dass der gewählte Ansatzauch zur Realisierung
umfangreicher Projekte geeignet ist. Somit ist auch die flexible und erweiterbare Ar-
chitektur des gesamten Home-Entertainment-Systems als weiterer Beitrag dieser Ar-
beit zu sehen.

Die Ergebnisse unserer Arbeit sind als Open Source für das GNU/Linux Betriebs-
system verfügbar. NMM wird für aktuelle und zukünftige Forschungs- und Entwick-
lungsaktivitäten an der Universität des Saarlandes eingesetzt, aber auch innerhalb ver-
schiedener Einrichtungen und Firmen und der Open Source Gemeinde im Allgemeinen.
Nicht zuletzt war dies ein weiteres Ziel unserer Arbeit.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The rapid development of the Internet over the last ten years– and as a consequence
thereof the evolution of networking technology in general –has led to far reaching
paradigm shifts not only in computer science or telecommunications but also in many
other areas. To this end, several trends in the area of distributed systems have been pre-
dicted. The advent of the network computer has led to marketing driven statements like
“the network is the computer”. The idea behind this slogan isto move the complexity
of computing away from the desktop to the network where it canbe managed more
easily [Fat02]. Mark Weiser envisioned the ubiquitous computing paradigm, where a
large number of sensors and processors, which are invisiblyembedded in our environ-
ment, perform user-centered tasks [Wei91]. Other trends are commonly referred to as
“on-demand computing” technologies, where sufficient computational resources will
be available like electricity or water [SJ02].

While the benefits of these ideas are manifold, realizing these visions is still a big
challenge. On the one hand, this requires to establish new technological infrastructures
like high bandwidth and pervasive networking. On the other hand, it is not enough to
simply provide networking capabilities in order to effectively use the possible benefits
of these infrastructures. Software architectures need to be developed that are able to
use resources within the network in a simple and efficient way.

When looking at the area of multimedia computing or, more specific the area of
home entertainment, there is also a strong trend towards networked multimedia de-
vices. For example, the USB standard and particularly the IEEE 1394 standard (also
known as FireWire) are commonly used since several years nowto connect all kinds
of multimedia equipment like video cameras or recorders to the desktop PC. Bluetooth
becomes more popular for data exchange between PCs and mobile devices, such as
mobile phones, e.g. for transferring audio files. Local areanetworks are not only ba-
sic equipment within companies or universities – where theyalready start to replace
other infrastructure like telephone lines – but are becoming widely available in private
households as well. This is even more true since wireless networks like the various
IEEE 802.11 standards provide high bandwidth data transferat an affordable price and
can be employed without high costs or installation effort. At the same time, telecom-
munication companies plan to provide comparable data ratesfor mobile users with a
large coverage all throughout the countries.

Then, of course, there is the Personal Computer that can be found in almost all
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Figure 1.1: Despite the fact that we are surrounded by a constantly growing number
of networked multimedia devices – such as mobile phones, PCs, set-top boxes, hi-fi
equipment, video recorders, or PDAs – multimedia architectures still adopt a central-
ized approach where only directly connected devices can be accessed (e.g. a camera
or display) and all processing is restricted to a single system. The network is used as
sink or source of data only, for example when receiving streamed multimedia content
from the Internet. Often, these networked applications need to be set up manually, are
restricted to a specific task, and provide no fine-grained control.

households these days – at least within highly developed countries. More often, sev-
eral PCs are available within a single household. Nowadays,PCs typically provide the
capabilities needed for all different kinds of multimedia processing: enough process-
ing power together with sufficient memory capacity and bandwidth, large amounts of
hard disk space, high-quality audio and video input/outputcapabilities, DVD drives,
TV boards, and interfaces for FireWire and others. Connected to the local area network
and the Internet it seems that the vision of seamlessly networked environments is close.
This is even more true, since a growing number of electrical devices already provide
networking capabilities together with enough computational power and programma-
bility that would allow them to perform various tasks. As an example, you could
take current set-top boxes for receiving and decoding TV that employ modern oper-
ating systems, writable memory, and networking interfaces. Such system could also
be used for performing other operations, e.g. playing back stored multimedia content.
Finally, mobile devices like PDAs or cellular phones becameubiquitous over the last
few years. Consequently their capabilities in terms of processing power, networking,
display resolution, and programmability also evolved to allow for basic multimedia
processing.

However, when looking at the majority of applications that are currently performed
within these networks, then you will probably find email, browsing in the web, or
downloading files from the Internet. In the area of multimedia computing, besides local
playback of multimedia files, you will find transferring databetween FireWire devices
locally connected to a PC, e.g. for applications like video editing, or file exchange
between a PC and a mobile device. Then, there is the area of streaming predefined
content from servers in the Internet to clients running within the home networks. Such
setups are mostly used for immediate playback of data.
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Most often, these application are built on top of platform specific multimedia soft-
ware architectures. These architectures provide the building blocks for realizing dif-
ferent applications together with support for common multimedia devices and data
formats. However, all these application still adopt a centralized approach where pro-
cessing only takes place within one system; the network is – at best – used for manually
transmitting data (see Figure 1.1). The reason for this is that the available multime-
dia architectures do not provide the capabilities to efficiently use resources available
within the network.

1.1 Why Distributed Multimedia?

To sum up, despite the fact that the networking and device technology is available
and ready for much more advanced applications, the architectures used for building
applications do not embrace the potentialities. This is especially unsatisfying due to
the fact that for multimedia computing the potential applications for true networked
computing are manifold.

Let us consider a simple example scenario with two systems; aset-top box in
the living-room that provides television reception and a PCin the study room that
has no access to TV. If both systems are connected via some networking technology,
an obvious idea would be to allow for watching TV on the PC or torecord the TV
program to the hard disk installed in the PC. To this end, the PC should be allowed
to switch TV channels. Together, one advantage of a softwarearchitecture supporting
distributed multimedia is the ability to integrate remote processing devices (such as a
multimedia device for receiving TV) into local processing.

Consequently, another interesting application scenario would be to allow for re-
ceiving the TV program on a mobile device. As such mobile systems often do not
provide sufficient processing power to playback the original data stream, other sys-
tems within the network could take over the task of converting the original audio and
video material to fit the capabilities of the mobile device. To summarize, another ad-
vantage of distributed multimedia is the possibility to useprocessing resources, such
as computational power, available within the network to runsoftware components for
performing certain tasks.

Together, the two advantages for distributed multimedia pointed out so far allow to
provide functionality (such as watching TV) for systems that originally do not provide
the required devices, software components, or resources toperform a specific task.
Furthermore, such a networked multimedia system allows to be extended to offer more
performance (e.g. by adding processing capacity) or additional functionality (e.g. by
adding new multimedia devices). In both cases, the system only needs to be extended
“somewhere” within the network – at best, the used software architecture will allow
all connected hosts to benefit from this extension.

But distributed multimedia provides even more benefits. By combining the ca-
pabilities of different distributed resources, totally new “virtual” devices can be real-
ized. As an example, consider a networked camera together with a microphone and
loud speakers installed at an entrance that both get activated whenever the doorbell
is pressed. By connecting these two devices to a digital video recorder, e.g. a DV
recorder connected to the home network via FireWire, a new device similar to an an-
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swering machine for telephones can be realized. Video streams of persons ringing
the doorbell are captured with the camera and recorded to thevideo recorder together
with an optional voice message. Later, these recordings canbe queried from another
system, for example a PC at the workplace connected to the home network via the
Internet.

Besides these mostly technical advantages, distributed multimedia provides the
means to naturally integrate users into application scenarios. On the one hand, this
allows for services such as location-aware multimedia access, where users can employ
the devices present at their current environment or hand offactivities between different
devices. On the other hand, distributed multimedia provides the capabilities for differ-
ent users to be connected in order to perform collaborative activities such as enjoying
the same (or similar) content simultaneously using different devices.

1.2 Limitations of Client/Server Streaming

Apparently, the first above described application scenarioconsisting of a networked
set-top box and PC could be realized with traditional solutions that allow for stream-
ing multimedia content from a server (the set-top box) to a client (the PC). However,
several issues have to be addressed when using this approach. First of all, clients need
to know how to locate the system that provides the functionality of the server. If the
server process is not running already, clients need to know how to start it. Once this
is done, clients need to determine the parameters to establish a network connection
with the server. Then, the precise format and characteristics of the data stream the
server provides needs to be set for all clients – or this information has to be known in
advance. Finally, servers often do not provide options for controlling them. Even if
some possibilities for interacting with a server are given,clients still need to determine
what functionality is available and how it can be accessed.

Together, streaming client/server solutions often correspond to a “black-box” ap-
proach where no – or only coarse grained – control is available. The network is mainly
used as source (or sink) of data. Usually, clients and servers are monolithic application
developed for a single application scenario and cannot be extended easily. For exam-
ple, a server for receiving and streaming TV can usually not be used for streaming
video provided by a camera. Likewise, a client for playing back multimedia streams
does not provide the capabilities needed for storing streams. Consequently, clien-
t/server streaming approaches do not provide the facilities for efficiently realizing more
complex application scenarios as described above. For example, such approaches do
not allow to distribute workload for converting multimediacontent within the network.

To summarize, it is not a question ofif certain application scenarios for distributed
multimedia can be realized using a client/server streamingapproach; it is a question
of how easy and efficient it is to do so – and a question of what abstractions provide
suitable means for developing more complex distributed applications.

1.3 Towards Network-Integrated Multimedia Middleware

Besides the capabilities for handling multimedia, the above described scenarios also
have many properties typical for distributed systems in general – a research area that
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has been studied thoroughly for the last decades. Software architectures that sup-
port application development in such environments are often realized as middleware –
roughly meaning a software layer running in between the operating systems of distri-
buted systems and the applications running on these systems. In general, middleware
is expected to mask out the complexity of the underlying infrastructure and to ease the
task of developing distributed applications by providing aprogramming model that
is similar to local execution. This is achieved by providingdifferent dimensions of
transparency, e.g. for transparently accessing and controlling distributed entities. An
application built on top of middleware is therefore a true distributed application rather
than two separate processes running on different systems asin the case of the above
described client/server approach. Additionally, the termmiddleware is closely related
with the idea of service provision: a distinct additional functionality that provides a
certain service within the programming model.

However, middleware approaches widely available today do not provide the ca-
pabilities needed for realizing distributed multimedia applications. First, such solu-
tions mainly cover programming models needed for request-reply interaction, – an
interaction paradigm that does not fit the characteristics needed for transmitting high-
bandwidth and time-sensitive multimedia data streams. Furthermore, a typical multi-
media networking environment can – if at all – best be characterized by its inherent
heterogeneity, both in device and networking technology. To put it in other words:
“the nice thing about standards is that there are so many to choose from” [Tan96].
Therefore, the extensibility and openness of the overall architecture is of major impor-
tance in this area – aspects not addressed by the “black-box”approach taken by many
middleware solutions. Finally, in order to realize the above described application sce-
narios, middleware for distributed multimedia needs different and additional services
than traditional middleware.

To summarize, despite the fact that there is a strong trend towards networked multi-
media devices, today’s multimedia software architecturesadopt a centralized approach
where all processing is restricted to a single system. Contrariwise, common middle-
ware solutions for distributed computing do only partly provide the facilities needed
for supporting multimedia in distributed environments.

Previous approaches from the research community only focuson specific aspects
of distributed multimedia and do not achieve the coverage needed for a full-featured
multimedia middleware solution. Since implemented architectures are often not made
available for future research, this hinders the development of advanced and new mid-
dleware services needed for ubiquitous and seamless multimedia computing.

1.4 Goals of this Thesis

The overall goal of this thesis is the design and developmentof a middleware archi-
tecture for distributed multimedia that considers the network as an integral part – the
Network-Integrated Multimedia Middleware (NMM) [NMMb]. Consisting of a base
architecture and additional services, NMM enables the easyand efficient development
of the above described applications and allows for realizing even more complex sce-
narios.

The base architecture provides the means to access, control, and connect compo-
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Figure 1.2: The Network-Integrated Multimedia Middleware(NMM) presented in this
thesis considers the network as an integral part. The architecture allows to extend con-
trol and cooperation to the network. Despite the different underlying technologies, lo-
cal and remote devices and processing capabilities can be integrated transparently into
a single application. The provided framework enables the development of advanced
and new middleware services.

nents, such as devices and software modules, available in the network (see Figure 1.2).
Such configurations are set up in order to realize a certain application scenario for
distributed multimedia. While access and control requiresrequest-reply interaction, a
completely different interaction paradigm needs to be provided for supporting stream-
ing data connections between components. However, both types of interaction need to
be possible despite the inherent heterogeneity of present networking and device tech-
nologies – the middleware should play an integrating role intransparently accessing
these different facilities.

Previous approaches for distributed multimedia have mainly concentrated on spe-
cific aspects. In contrast, the presented work aims at creating an integrating archi-
tecture. Rather than reinventing the wheel, the developed architecture allows for the
systematic combination of previously researched techniques where appropriate. On the
one hand, this means that available networking technologies, protocols, and middle-
ware solution suitable for fulfilling the communication aspects needed for distributed
multimedia can be used and combined. On the other hand, the framework allows to
take advantage of existing multimedia libraries, drivers,and locally operating multi-
media software architectures.

Together, this results in an open and flexible architecture of the middleware base
system, in which a relatively small core only provides the functionality of forwarding
information between entities, for example between an application and its controlled
multimedia components, but also between connected components. While this func-
tionality is provided in a unified manner, the communicationaspects of different inter-
action paradigms are handled by integrating available lower-level technologies. Based
on these facilities is a generic architecture for distributed multimedia that – again –
leaves the realization of functionality specific for handling and processing multime-
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dia to already available components or algorithms. The architecture only provides the
facilities for integrating arbitrary existing solutions.

Such a strict separation – middleware core, communication,and multimedia – is
the key for realizing a flexible and extensible middleware that can be extended in var-
ious ways. Due to the possibility of using and combining available technologies, this
middleware provides a higher level of abstraction in form ofa meta-architecture and
helps to use previously incompatible technologies in combination. Identifying the
needed core functionality and creating an open and integrating framework for mul-
timedia middleware that covers all aspects involved in a unified manner is the key
contribution of this part of the thesis.

Despite the fact that the task of middleware is to mask out thecomplexity of a
distributed system, we also aim at providing scalable transparency by offering different
layers of abstraction. This allows for optimizing and tailoring configurations such as
used network technologies – either manually or using higherlevel services.

Although GNU/Linux is rapidly becoming a favored platform not only for PCs
but also for embedded systems, multimedia computing is still not well supported on
this platform. Besides other mostly technical consideration, this was the main motiva-
tion why we chose this operating system as basis for our work.To this end, another
challenge for the design of the our architecture was the ability to provide a locally op-
erating multimedia architecture for GNU/Linux. This specialization of our middleware
should prove the concept of an integrating and open architecture that is independent of
a full-featured middleware solution for distributed computing.

To further ease application development, the architectureshould provide the right
abstractions to develop not only distributed multimedia applications but should also al-
low an application – or indirectly an user – to focus on the functional aspects of a given
task and not on a possible concrete realization. Therefore,new application scenarios
of particular interest should be identified together with the imposed requirements that
need to be fulfilled – either by the core architecture of the developed middleware or
by additional advanced middleware services. To this end, the main contribution of this
part of the thesis is the proposal, realization, and evaluation of new services – services
that were simply not possible to realize before due the lack of a fully implemented
multimedia middleware. For all developed additional services, appropriate high-level
abstractions and suitable programming models have to be established.

To this end, following additional requirements for distributed multimedia in dy-
namic environments are identified to be handled by middleware services. First of all,
available resources throughout the network need to be discovered, administrated, and
made available for application development. The resultingregistry service is espe-
cially designed to operate in networks of only loosely coupled systems and allows for
integrating available device technologies.

While distributed multimedia applications provide many benefits as argued above,
developers need to be supported in the setup of complex configurations. Therefore,
an additional service, calledgraph building and format negotiation, is realized that
allows to only focus on the most relevant parts of an application; the distribution of
components and the connection of originally incompatible components are handled
automatically and guided by a user-centric quality measurement.

Due to the increased number of multimedia devices, applications involving several
users are of particular interest. To enhance collaborationamong users and to reduce
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the resource requirements for common tasks, an additional middleware service is de-
veloped, which allows to share parts of running applications, possibly across different
systems. This service is calledsession sharing.

With users and device being mobile, support for location-aware applications be-
comes more important. In such scenarios, users are allowed to explore the capabilities
of the surrounding infrastructure. To this end, a specific service was developed that
provides the possibility to reconfigure a running application in a seamless and syn-
chronized manner, for example when handing over the audio output from a mobile
device to a nearby stationary device. However, since this service can be applied in
general, it is calledseamless reconfiguration.

Together, these four services allow for realizing advancedapplication scenarios
easily. Based on a full-featured multimedia middleware, the provided high-level pro-
gramming models and offer a level of abstraction that was notavailable before.

Finally, the implementation and the evaluation of the performance of all aspects of
the architecture should prove its applicability in variousreal-world application scenar-
ios using commodity systems offering different resources in terms of computational
power or networking bandwidth. Although the NMM architecture can be used to re-
alize all kinds of multimedia applications, the developed applications mainly focus on
the area of multimedia home entertainment. This choice was made due to the possi-
ble dynamics of such scenarios – especially when multiple users and mobile devices
are involved. The main contribution of this part of the thesis is the demonstration of
a networked multimedia home entertainment system consisting of various stationary
and mobile systems. Since the overall system is built completely on top of the NMM
framework and its additional services, several key features not available before can be
demonstrated in an integrated manner, for example the sharing of entertainment op-
tions, such as watching TV, for multiple users using different devices, or the seamless
handover of activities, such as audio playback, between different systems.

To summarize, for the area of distributed multimedia systems, there is currently a
gap between the possibilities of the available technological resources – like networking
capabilities and device programmability – and the realizedchances. The overall goal
of this work is to explore this space, to find applicable solutions that cover all important
aspects, and to make the realized functionality available for developers and users in an
easy and efficient way.

The results of our work are by now available as Open Source. Webelieve that the
implementation of our architecture provides a good foundation for further development
and research activities. Last but not least, this was another major goal of our work.

1.5 Main Contributions of this Thesis

The main contributions of this thesis are:

� The design and realization of an open middleware architecture for network-
integrated multimedia.Unlike previous approaches this middleware consists
of a relatively small architectural core and strictly separates the handling and
forwarding of information from all communication aspects and the multime-
dia functionality itself. To this end, our approach consists of an integrating
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communication framework that is independent of a particular application do-
main and a generic architecture for distributed multimediadeveloped on top of
this framework. Together, this allows for an easy and seamless integration and
combination of arbitrary available networking and multimedia technologies and
therefore is the key design decision that helps coping with heterogeneous envi-
ronments [LRS02, LS03, RWLS04, RWLS05].

� The proposal, realization, and evaluation of new and advanced middleware ser-
vices.These services augment the base architecture and especially aim at provid-
ing additional support for developing complex applications that involve mobile
users and devices. We demonstrate that once a full-featuredand fully imple-
mented multimedia middleware like NMM is available, these approaches can
provide high-level abstractions and still be realized efficiently. Therefore, the
proposed services further help to close the gap between requirements imposed
by application scenarios of interest and the facilities provided by the underly-
ing infrastructure. In particular, previously not researched ideas, techniques,
and algorithms are presented for the graph building and format negotiation ser-
vice [LSW01], the session sharing service [LRS03b], and theseamless recon-
figuration service [LRS03a].

� Applicability, completeness, and appealing applications– especially for multi-
media home-entertainment.The applicability of the developed middleware and
its additional services is demonstrated by implementing various complex real-
world applications. We think that especially for multimedia home entertain-
ment, our approach provides the largest coverage within a single architecture
presented so far – a result of the clear, simple, and unified design of NMM
and its integrating approach. To this end, the flexible and extensible architec-
ture of the overall home entertainment system is a further contribution of this
thesis [LS02, LS03, Loh03c].

� Competitive performance, implementation, and free availability. The perfor-
mance evaluations of the base architecture of NMM and its services demonstrate
that despite the open design approach competitive or even better results can be
achieved than available for specialized solutions that do not provide the cover-
age achieved by our work (see [RWLS04, RWLS05] and Chapter 8). The imple-
mentation of NMM is available as Open Source for the GNU/Linux operating
system [NMMb]. We believe that NMM provides an ideal test-bed and starting
point for future research and development, especially for research institutes, but
also for companies and the Open Source community in general.

Together, the presented work consists of a multimedia middleware, its additional ser-
vices, and applications built on top. Being a software architecture, this thesis also aims
at “proving the correctness” of the chosen approach by demonstrating that a middle-
ware can only be as powerful as its design allows to, additional services can only be
as powerful as the underlying middleware allows to, and applications can only be as
powerful as the underlying services and middleware allow to.
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1.6 Outline of this Thesis

This thesis consists of five parts. The following gives a brief outline of the structure
and the issues addressed in the specific parts.

Part I: Foundations of Multimedia Middleware

The main goal of this part of the thesis is to point out the foundations of middleware
supporting distributed multimedia applications. Therefore, we will start with an intro-
duction of the fundamental concepts of multimedia and design approaches of current
multimedia software architectures in Chapter 2. First, we will restrict this review to
commonly available architectures that adopt a centralizedapproach where all process-
ing is restricted to a single host. This will help to focus on the general requirements
for supporting multimedia, like handling of data streams and synchronization. Within
the review of today’s common architectures, we will identify common ideas and dis-
tinguishable features.

Chapter 3 provides insights into the foundations of distributed systems and mid-
dleware in general. First, the main requirements for such systems are explained. Spe-
cial focus will be made on the different dimensions of transparency that should be
supported by a middleware. Again, common abstractions and different architectural
choices are discussed, followed by a review of some of today’s most important mid-
dleware technologies and standards for distributed objectcomputing.

As an synopsis of the previous two chapters, we then analyze the requirements
for middleware supporting distributed multimedia in Chapter 4. This will include the
review of different research approaches but also the examination of available technolo-
gies that could be used as building blocks for a more general integrating architecture.
Especially, we will discuss the main motivation and goals for our work and the re-
quirements that are especially important within this context. Furthermore, we will
point out additional needed capabilities for multimedia middleware that we focussed
on, namely the requested architectural support for maskingout the heterogeneity of
the overall system, the assistance for dynamic reconfiguration and as a special case the
support for user and host mobility, the support for collaborative multimedia activities,
and the support for automatic setup of complex applications.

Part II: Network-Integrated Multimedia Middleware

In this part, the base architecture of the Network-Integrated Multimedia Middleware
(NMM) will be described. In Chapter 5, the fundamental architectural decisions are
pointed out. An overview of the developed architecture is given; in the following chap-
ters, the different aspects of the architecture are presented in more detail. Throughout
the presentation, we will motivate the design decisions by addressing requirement.
First, the developed architecture should be generic in the sense that it allows to real-
ize different specializations, e.g. for handling multimedia in distributed systems, but
also for traditional request-reply interaction. Secondly, the architecture should provide
the openness and extensibility needed in the presence of heterogeneous environments.
Especially the integrating aspects of the presented approach will be discussed. And
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finally, the architecture should provide the possibilitiesto allow for the development
of advanced middleware service.

In Chapter 6, the design and implementation of an architecture supporting network-
integrated computing in general will be discussed in detail. In particular, a framework
for the serialization of arbitrary data types is presented.This framework is the basis for
a unified messaging and communication architecture for realizing different types of in-
teraction. An extension that provides type-safe and object-oriented interfaces for these
different interaction paradigms is described. Finally, a binding framework that estab-
lishes communication between the entities of the architecture and allows to integrate
and combine various existing lower level technologies is presented.

While the architecture described in Chapter 6 provides the building blocks for
realizing different middleware solutions, an in-depth description of an architecture
for distributed multimedia based on these facilities is provided in Chapter 7. The
concepts and elements of NMM flow graphs, the underlying processing model, and
the facilities provided for realizing distributed synchronization protocols are discussed
in the following together with several implementation issues. Again, the design of this
part of the overall NMM architecture is especially discussed under the premise of the
integrating nature of the approach. To this end, the presented architecture allows for
an easy integration of existing multimedia components.

A final summary of the preceding three chapters together withan evaluation of dif-
ferent performance characteristics of the current implementation is provided in Chap-
ter 8.

Part III: Middleware Services

Besides the base architecture itself, the other important part of middleware are the
provided additional services. Part III of this thesis discusses four of these services.
Special focus will be paid on the possible benefits that one service gains from using
the facilities of another, and the programming model all these services together provide
for application development. The presentation of the different services will follow a
common structure. After motivating the need for the specificservice, related work will
be reviewed. Then, the service itself will be described, followed by different exemplary
applications. Furthermore, the performance of the serviceand the achieved results are
discussed and conclusions are drawn.

Finding and allocating components within the network – for example an NMM
component that represents a certain multimedia device – is afundamental service mul-
timedia middleware has to provide. The registry service presented in Chapter 9 makes
this functionality available. Again, we will discuss what features the registry provides
to allow for the integration of third-party components and technologies. Current efforts
to integrate support for quality of service (QoS) management into the registry service
of NMM are described, mainly to explain the benefits that suchfacilities provide for
the advanced middleware services to be presented in the following chapters.

The setup of complex distributed multimedia applications requires to handle a va-
riety of low-level details, such as the choice of matching data formats or the physical
location of components. The need for higher level abstractions led to the develop-
ment of an additional middleware service that is described in Chapter 10. This service
provides automatic setup of distributed multimedia applications from an abstract high-
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level description. Furthermore, a quality-driven format negotiation tries to meet the
user’s demand for the best perceived quality of the multimedia presentation. After an-
alyzing the requirements and reviewing related work in thisarea, the chosen approach
is described in detail and the developed service is evaluated.

The session sharing service described in Chapter 11 was developed to accomplish
for the demands for collaborative multimedia activities, where a number of users en-
joys the same or similar content using different devices. After motivating the need
for such a service by describing some application scenarios, related work is reviewed.
Then, the required extensions for the middleware architecture described so far are
pointed out followed by an in-depth description of the developed algorithms. Finally,
different application scenarios and the performance provided by the developed service
are evaluated.

The need for being able to dynamically reconfigure a running multimedia appli-
cation can be seen as the consequence to changes within its underlying infrastructure.
Being able to adapt to these changes was also identified as a key feature for multimedia
middleware. The service presented in Chapter 12 focuses on seamless reconfiguration
of applications. Although such a service can be used in many different scenarios, in
this context, we focus on the provision of synchronized handoffs of parts of multime-
dia applications during run-time. This service builds uponthe facilities provided by the
distributed synchronization architecture, the session sharing service and the registry in
general. Besides showing the relation between our work and other approaches, we
demonstrate various results. Finally, we show that a new kind of transparency, namely
reconfiguration transparency, should be an essential part of middleware for distributed
multimedia. The chapter concludes with an outlook of how such a service could be
realized in general.

Part IV: Applications

Part IV then demonstrates how the facilities of the NMM architecture can be used to
easily develop real world applications. Starting from simple applications, which only
use some of the possibilities provided by NMM, more complex setups follow that use
all or most of the available features in combination.

In Chapter 13 an application that allows to easily set up distributed multimedia
application is described: From a textual description of thespecific configuration, a
distributed flow graph is set up. Additionally, such a description can employ the ses-
sion sharing service.

The NMM architecture was also used to develop a system that allows for the
recording and later playback of all aspects of a talk or lecture. This includes the storage
of an audio and video stream of the speaker but also the synchronized recording and
later presentation of the used additional material, like electronic slides. The application
developed is described in Chapter 14.

A much more complex application is described in detail in Chapter 15, the so
called Multimedia-Box: a Linux-PC based multimedia home entertainment center that
integrates a variety of different entertainment options (like TV, video recorder, DVD
playback, MP3 player, etc.) within a consistent and extensible system that can be
controlled with a remote control. The seamless integrationof other distributed sys-
tems allows for different applications: Remote multimediadevices can be integrated
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transparently into local processing (e.g. a remote device for receiving TV), or time
consuming jobs can be distributed in the network (e.g. transcoding of a DVD to a
different format). Within such a network of home entertainment systems, users can
join running applications using different devices. Furthermore, mobile systems with
restricted resources can be seamlessly integrated and are allowed to hand off media
processing to stationary system.

During the time of our work, one main motivation for the development of this
application was to have a demanding test-bed for the NMM architecture where all
available features can be employed within a complex application framework. To this
end, the architecture of the Multimedia-Box itself was thoroughly designed to allow
for later extensions.

Part V: Final Summary, Conclusions, and Future Work

Finally, in Part V, the last part of this thesis, an overall summary is presented, conclu-
sions are drawn, and ideas for future research are discussed.
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Chapter 2

Foundations of Locally Operating
Multimedia Systems

To identify the requirements for an architecture that supports distributed multimedia,
an understanding of the subject matter, namely multimedia,is essential. This requires
a precise characterization of multimedia systems including multimedia data streams,
devices, processing, networking, synchronization, and support for quality of service.

Then, we will identify common abstractions for multimedia systems. This is fol-
lowed by a review of how available multimedia software architectures have realized
fulfilling the imposed requirements. To help focus on the keychallenges for support-
ing multimedia, this evaluation will be restricted to approaches where all processing is
restricted to a single host and the network is used as source (or sink) of data only.

2.1 Terminology

2.1.1 Multimedia

Defining the term multimedia is not straight forward. Although the term multimedia is
often used to generally express that information can be represented through audio and
video, in addition to text, image, graphics and animation, the following will introduce
a more precise definition as presented in [SN95] and a variation that is more generally
applicable.

Literally speaking, the word multimedia is composed of the wordmulti (lat.: much)
for “many” andmedium(lat.: middle) as a mean for distribution and presentation of
information. Media can be classified according to the following.

� Perception: the way how a human perceives information, e.g.by seeing or hear-
ing.

� Representation: in which format the information is coded within a computer,
e.g. a sampled audio signal.

� Presentation: the means through which information is delivered by (e.g. on a
screen) or introduced into the computer (e.g. by a camera).
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� Storage: the medium on which the information is stored within a computer, e.g.
a hard disk.

� Transmission: the carrier over which the information can betransmitted, e.g.
cable networks.

� Information exchange: all information carriers to be used for exchanging infor-
mation between different places, e.g. all storage and transmission media.

According to this classification, multimedia could be defined as the presence of mul-
tiple media. From a user’s point of view, this would mean the presence of multiple
perception media. To further evolve this definition, it is important to notice that differ-
ent media can also be divided with respect to time.

� Media like text and graphics are considered to betime-independent(or discrete)
if their handling is not subject to a time component. This could for example
mean that the processing is not time critical.

� On the other hand, media that periodically change over time are calledtime-
dependent(or continuous). For example, full-motion video that changes with
25 frames per second. While internally video also consists of discrete video
frames, from a user’s perspective it is continuous when displayed with 16 frames
per second or more [SN95].

Therefore, the term multimedia can also be understood not only in a quantitative but
also in a qualitative way [SN95]: Multimedia then requires the presence of at least a
discreteanda continuous medium.

According to [SN95] a multimedia system can be defined as follows.

A multimedia system is characterized by computer-controlled, integrated
production, manipulation, presentation, storage, and communication of
independent information which is encoded at least through acontinuous
(time-dependent) and a discrete (time-independent) medium.

Besides requiring the presence of a continuous and discretemedium, this definition
further demands independent information and computer-controlled integration. The
former implies the ability to handle different media independently; the later means
that different media could by interconnected in form and content, e.g. by establishing
timing relationships between different media. Finally, the communication aspect is
also included in this definition – one of the main objective targets of this thesis.

In general, the termmultimediaandmultimedia systemis also often used as syn-
onym [hypb].

Although this definition is very precise, it is in some sense too restrictive and
does not reflect many cases in which the term multimedia or multimedia system is
commonly used today. For this reason, we provide a weaker definition of the term
multimedia.

Multimedia is the computer-controlled, integrated handling of a contin-
uous (time-dependent) media and optionally discrete (time-independent)
media.

The essence of this definition is the presence of continuous media.
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2.1.2 Multimedia Architecture

After having defined the term multimedia, it becomes clear that the challenges for de-
veloping complex multimedia applications are manifold. Anabstraction layer in form
of asoftware architectureis needed. In general, a software architecture is the structur-
ing of a system in terms of its basic elements and their interrelationship1. According to
Shaw [Car], these structural models state that a software architecture is composed of
components, connections among these components, plus someother aspect or aspects,
like configuration.

A multimedia software architecture, or simplymultimedia architecture, conforms
to this definition but can be seen as a special case of aframework: a set of architec-
tural elements that embodies an abstract design for solutions to a number of related
problems [hypa]. The specific features of a framework that allow to model solutions
are commonly referred to asprogramming model[BS98]. Accordingly, Shaw charac-
terizes the primary emphasis for framework models of software architectures to be the
coherent structure of the whole system [Car]. Especially, domain-specific architectures
should be regarded under this premise.

The term multimedia architecture will be used throughout this thesis to denote
such architectures. If the special focus lies on the aspectsof the framework, the term
framework will be used.

2.1.3 Examples for Multimedia Applications

The following gives some examples of what kind of applications a multimedia ar-
chitecture should support. Together these applications can be divided intooff-line
andreal-timeapplications. Off-line applications do only impose weak timing restric-
tions on handling multimedia data (e.g. “as fast as possible”) but require that all mul-
timedia data is processed. Examples for off-line applications are:

� Converting between different media formats, e.g. generating MP3 files from au-
dio CDs.

� Editing multimedia data, e.g. editing personal audio and video recordings. This
often includes controlling devices like FireWire DV cameras.

Real-time applications require that the handling of multimedia data follows certain
timing constraints, e.g. during playback or recording. Multimedia data that is pro-
cessed “too late” (like a video frame that is received significantly later than the cor-
responding audio data) is of no use for these applications. Examples for real-time
applications are:

� Handling the playback of files like MP3, MPEG, etc. Sometimes, these files are
streamed from servers, e.g. for Internet radio.

� Production of multimedia presentations, e.g. recording oflectures or other pre-
sentations including audio, video, and other presented material like slides.

� Live streaming and control, e.g. for controlling surveillance cameras.

1From this definition follows that every software system has an architecture, which shows the need
for documenting an architecture [BCK03].
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Figure 2.1: A typical multimedia system showing the variousaspects a multimedia ar-
chitecture has to handle: different devices are connected to hosts that process the multi-
media data. The network is used as sink or source of data. Streaming data connections
are used between these different parts of the system. Synchronization is needed to take
the timing constraints of multimedia data streams into account. If possible, all these
aspects should provide a certain quality of service to achieve satisfying quality, e.g. as
perceived by a user of the system.

2.2 Characterization of Multimedia Systems

After having defined the term multimedia, we will analyze thecharacteristics of mul-
timedia systems as focussed in this work2. This is important to understand the re-
quirements for multimedia architectures and the abstractions used within different ap-
proaches.

Figure 2.1 shows a typical example for a multimedia system. Acamera and mi-
crophone are attached to a computer, namely PC1. This host isconnected to another
computer PC2 that has attached a display and loudspeakers. The motivation for this
particular setup is to continuously capture audio and videowith the devices attached
to PC1, to transfer this data to PC2, and to playback the audioand display the video
with the devices attached to PC2.

As can be seen from the figure, there are different aspects involved in this setup.
Devices, processing, and networking form the building blocks of a multimedia system.
Streaming takes places between these different parts. Synchronization coordinates the
overall interaction. Finally, quality of service (QoS) requirements are imposed for all
parts.

To focus on the general requirements, we will examine these aspects without look-
ing at the technical details for now. However, despite the fact that networking is also
part of these aspects, for the scope of this chapter, the network is only regarded as
source (or sink) of data; seen from an application, all processing is restricted to a sin-

2Aspects of multimedia systems that are not handled within the scope of this thesis include anima-
tion, computer-generated images, hardware architectures, storage media, multimedia DBMS, security, or
content analysis
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gle host. For the application scenario shown in Figure 2.1 this means that there are two
separate applications running: a “server” on PC1 that uses the network as sink of data;
and a “client” on PC2 that uses the network as source of data. Both applications have
no knowledge of the other application apart from the data connection between them.

2.2.1 Data Streams

The process of “continuously transferring data” as described above is commonly re-
ferred to asstreaming. According to [hypc], adata stream, or simplystream, is defined
as:

A stream is an abstraction referring to any flow of data from a source
(or sender, producer) to a single sink (or receiver, consumer). A stream
usually flows through a channel of some kind. Streams usuallyrequire
some mechanism for establishing a channel or a ”connection”between
the sender and receiver.

An additional requirement for multimedia data streams is the time-dependent nature
of the information flow.

The concept of streams is fundamental for multimedia systems. In our example,
several streams are present: the stream between the camera and PC1, or between the
microphone and PC1. Furthermore, depending on the type of processing, data is also
“streamed” between different software components runningon host PC1. Then, there
are one or more streams between the two hosts PC1 and PC2. Again, processing – and
therefore streaming – could also take place at host PC2 before video is streamed to the
display and audio to the loudspeakers.

For each of these streams, different parts act as “source” or“sink” according to the
above definition. Furthermore, a component that acts as a sink can simultaneously be
the source for another component. Also, different “channels” are used: data can be
streamed between different devices and hosts using some networking technology or
streaming can be performed within a single host by moving chunks of data in memory
between components.

Communication Channels

Despite the fact that all these streams could be regarded as “continuous” from a user’s
point of view, for computer-controlled multimedia, a stream is a sequence of discrete
data packets. Therefore, the main characteristics of a communication channel – and
therefore also of its corresponding stream – are [CDK01]:

� Bandwidth: the total amount of data that flows from source to sink in a given
time.

� Latency: the delay between the start of the flow of a data packet at the source
and the beginning of its reception at the sink.

� Jitter: the variation in time taken to deliver a series of packets.

If the traffic between source and sink is not regular, the characteristics of a communi-
cation channel are extended by the specification of its burstiness.
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� Burstiness: the maximum amount of data that may arrive too early (in respect to
a regular arrival rate) in a given time.

Transmission Modes

Streams can offer different transmission modes [SN95].

� Asynchronous transmission mode provides no time restrictions. It operates at
“best-effort” meaning that packets are transmitted as fastas possible from sender
to receiver. Therefore this mode is best suited for unsynchronized, discrete me-
dia. Handling of synchronized or continuous media requiresfurther effort. Eth-
ernet in local area networks [IEEc] is an example for this transmission mode.

� Synchronous transmission mode specifies a maximum delay foreach packet
transmitted from sender to receiver. Contrariwise, no minimum delay is speci-
fied which could require buffering data at the receiver for ensure proper timing.
SDI-Video (ITU-R BT 601) is an example for this transmissionmode [WR04].

� Isochronous transmission mode ensures bounded jitter by providing a maximum
and minimum delay for each transmitted packet. For example,IEEE 1394 [139]
provides such a transmission mode.

Although these characteristics originate from the area of communications systems,
they can also be applied to streams of data within a single system. Accordingly, Inter-
process communication (IPC) for a standard UNIX operating system without real-time
properties could then be classified as asynchronous transmission. Similarly, forward-
ing references to chunks of multimedia data within a single process can be regarded as
the same transmission mode.

Periodicity, Packet Size, and Continuity

A further important characteristics of continuous data streams is the periodicity of
time intervals between consecutive packets.Periodicstreams provide a fixed interval
between different packets – and therefore zero jitter. Forweakly periodicstreams, time
intervals follow a periodic function. Foraperiodic streamsno such property holds.
Another classification of streams can be done according to variation of packet size.
A regular stream provides a constant size of packets, whereas this number periodically
changes forweakly regularstreams. Irregular streams contain packets of arbitrary
sizes. The continuity of a stream is a further discrimination. Consecutive packets can
either be transmitted continuously or with gaps in between.

These three characteristics are primarily independent of the used transmission
mode; rather they impose different requirements that a certain transmission mode can
fulfill or not. On the one hand, streaming a strongly periodicstream in asynchronous
mode would destroy its periodic nature and requires additional effort to establish this
characteristics again. On the other hand, a non-continuous, irregular, aperiodic stream
can be streamed in isochronous mode but will require some preprocessing, e.g. to fit
into predefined packet sizes of the isochronous channel.
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Logical Data Units

The information units of media can be divided or grouped intoso calledlogical data
units (LDU) [SN95]. What is considered an LDU depends on the particular context.
For a video clip, an LDU could be the complete clip, an individual scene, a group
of consecutive frames, a single frame, a block within this frame, or a single pixel.
The relationship of different LDUs often describes an intended hierarchical structure.
LDUs with a predefined duration are called closed, otherwisethey are called open.

Discussion

For shared resources – like networking bandwidth or computational resources that are
used by different processes –, these characteristics pose important implications for
resource requirements and utilization. The following sections will further examine
what kind of streaming takes place between the different parts of the example setup,
namely devices, processing, and networking.

2.2.2 Devices

Essential parts of a multimedia system are input devices, like the camera and mi-
crophone, and output devices, like the display and loudspeakers in our example (see
Figure 2.1).

Digitization

As input devices usually capturetrue continuous signals from the real world, these
signals have to bedigitized to be represented in a computer3. This includessampling
andquantization[SN95]. For example, the physical oscillations of a source of sound
can be transferred to an analog electrical signals by a microphone. This signal is then
measured at some specific points in time, usually at a fixed sampling rate (sampling).
The sampled continuous values are then rounded to a discretelevel to be represented
with a certain number of bits (quantization). Additionally, different channels can be
digitized, e.g. two channels for stereo audio, or, for video, different color channels per
pixel.

Rendering

The inverse of digitization, the process commonly known asrendering, takes place for
outputting multimedia to the environment: video is displayed by the graphics board
on an attached monitor; audio is played out via loudspeakersconnected to the sound
board. Again, video is usually rendered as single frames, e.g. with 25 frames per
second, whereas audio is not played out by an application by individually outputting
every sample but by processing bigger chunks of data at one time.

3A hard disk (or a similar other device) could also be considered as a multimedia I/O device that
already works with digital representations.
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Discrete Representation of Continuous Media

Besides many issues involved in these steps, like choosing the “right” sampling rate
according to Nyquist’s sampling theorem4, the important observation is that it usually
makes sense to represent digitized video as a sequence of individual frames whereas for
audio different fractions could be used depending on the requirements of the current
application: setups that require low latency should process audio data in chunks of
some milliseconds of real time; off-line application couldhandle several seconds of
audio in one step (compare Section 2.1.3).

For both steps, capturing and rendering, this subdivision is not only a natural
choice but also analog to the way in which most hardware devices and their corre-
sponding device drivers of the used operating system handlemultimedia data. This
has implications for the latency of a stream as the design of many systems does not al-
low to start processing a piece of memory before it is received completely5. For video
streams, this means that the latency according to the above definition will be increased
from the start time to the end time of the reception of the current frame.

Device Technology

Another important point is that there exists a large varietyof different devices and
ways to connect these devices to a computer. An analog cameracould be connected to
a special PC board that performs the digitization step, e.g.a video board for the PCI
bus. It could also be connected via USB [AD01] or IEEE 1394 (FireWire) [139]. In
theses cases, the digitization is already done within the camera itself.

Controlling a particular device and accessing its data stream strongly depends on
the used technology. Fortunately, these differences are mainly covered inside device
drivers or higher level standards.

On the one hand, device discovery and control is often handled by the operating
system. On the other hand, many different and competing standards for these tasks
exist, like UPnP [Uni], or Jini [Jin], to name only the two most popular ones.

Furthermore, different technologies provide features that others do not. For exam-
ple, most standards allow that devices can be connected or disconnected at any time
(hot-plugging). Additionally, standards like IEEE 1394 allow a single device to be
connected to several systems at a time, e.g. to two PCs.

Therefore, a multimedia architecture needs to be able to integrate different tech-
nologies easily and provide uniform access whenever possible.

Formats and Requirements

The analysis of the above mentioned multimedia data streams, namely uncompressed
audio and video has further implications. First, a audio stream certainly has a differ-
ent format than a video stream. In the context of multimedia systems, a format can

4The Nyquist sampling theorem states [Nyq28]: “For losslessdigitization, the sampling rate should
be at least twice the maximum frequency response.”

5For main stream PC processors several streaming media extensions like ISSE have been introduced
over the last years [TH99]. However, these approaches only work on a very low level and are not control-
lable from high-level programming languages but rather used automatically, e.g. by the used compiler
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Format Specification Data rate

CD-quality stereo
audio

2 channels, 44.1 kHz sampling rate
with 16 bits/sample

1.4 Mbps

DVD-quality video
(uncompressed)

720x576 pixel, 12 bits/pixel, 25
frames/second

124.4 Mbps

HDTV video (un-
compressed)

up to 1920x1080 pixel, 24 bits/pixel,
24-60 frames/second

1194.3 Mbps to
2985.9 Mbps

Table 2.1: Typical data rates for uncompressed multimedia streams in millions of
bits per second (Mpbs) for CD-quality stereo audio, DVD-quality video, and High-
Definition TV (HDTV). The values indicate the requirements in terms of networking
bandwidth, memory throughput, and computational power required for handling mul-
timedia.

generally be seen as the meta-data that specifies a certain stream by precisely defining
properties, such as the framerate and resolution of a streamof video frames.

Secondly, these streams are high-bandwidth. This is especially true for video.
Table 2.1 gives an overview of some required bandwidths for different data formats.
These values show that even with today’s computational and networking capabilities,
handling these bandwidths efficiently is still a challenging task. This is even more
true as the increase of computational power and networking bandwidth leads to more
demanding applications – a situation that can be observed inmany areas in computer
science and that is depicted by the termwindow of scarcity[ATW

�

90]: for each point
on a historical time line, the available resources can be insufficient or abundant to fulfill
the requirements of a particular application. In between isthe window of scarcity,
where application can only be realized when handled properly. For multimedia this
means that continuously growing demands in different dimensions (e.g. display size,
sample resolution, number of channels) will increase the requirements for handling
multimedia. Managing the requirements that lie within the window of scarcity can
only be realized when special care is taken.

2.2.3 Processing

There is a broad spectrum of different possibilities of processing multimedia data.

Input and Output

The operation of capturing and rendering as described abovecan be seen as “process-
ing” depending of when and how it is performed. Consequently, the reading from or
writing to storage media like hard disks or DVDs can also be included. Therefore, the
ability to read and write different data formats is essential. As new file formats are
emerging continuously, a multimedia architecture should allow to be extended easily.

Filtering and Conversion

Besides the input and output of multimedia data, there exit different further possible
transformation. On the one hand, the data values of multimedia streams can undergo
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Format Data rate Compression Data rate Ratio
(uncompressed) (compressed) Ratio

CD-quality
stereo audio

1.4 Mbps MPEG2 layer
III audio

128 kBit/s approx.
10:1

DVD-quality
video

124.4 Mbps MPEG2 video 4 Mbps approx.
30:1

HDTV video 1194.3 Mbps to
2985.9 Mbps

MPEG2 video 20 Mbps up to 150:1

Table 2.2: Typical data rates and compression ratios for compressed multimedia
streams in kilo bits per second (kBit/s) or millions of bits per second (Mpbs) for CD-
quality stereo audio, DVD-quality video, and High-Definition TV (HDTV).

a transformation, also calledfiltering. Examples include: changing of amplitudes of
pulse-coded audio; or, for video, the variation of brightness (luminance) of pixels.

The above mentioned transformations keep the original dataformat but change the
content of multimedia data streams. Other transformation are conversionsthat change
the data format, e.g. changing the color space of uncompressed video from some YUV
representation to an RGB representation [Poy96].

Compression and Decompression

Other transformations that are extremely important for multimedia systems are com-
pression and decompression, or more general, encoding and decoding of information.
For a specific encoding and decoding technique the termcodec is used (short for:
coder/decoder).

Compression techniques allow to reduce the high data rates of multimedia data
streams (see Table 2.2). This is essential to be able to storeand transmit these streams.
It is important to notice that the space reduction is achieved by increasing the process-
ing requirements for both compression and decompression, respectively.

Compression techniques can be either be lossless or lossy. Lossless means that
the original data is obtained when decompressing compressed data. Lossy methods
are often domain specific meaning that they were especially designed for a particular
medium like audio or video, or even for a specific type thereof, e.g. voice or music. The
main concern for lossy methods is to be able to reproduce the original information with
comparable “quality”, e.g. in terms of the user’s audio-visual impression. In general,
lossy methods can achieve higher compression ratios.

The methods used for compression is calledasymmetricif the compression algo-
rithms are more complex – and therefore require more computational resources – than
the algorithms for decompression. If this is not the case, the codec is calledsymmetric.
Video compression uses either intra-frame compression, where each frame is encoded
separately, or inter-frame compression that uses information from other video frames
to encode the current frame. These interdependencies are often arranged within dis-
tinct structures called group of pictures (GOP).

The bit rate at which a stream is generated by an coder is either constant bit rate
(CBR) or variable bit rate (VBR), wherevariable means that for the same incoming
data portion, the coder can generate output packets of different size. As a consequence,
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the resulting streams might require higher peak bandwidth than average bandwidth
(compareburstiness, defined in Section 2.2.1).

This area has drawn many benefits from various research and standardization ac-
tivities. Especially the standardization of MPEG-1 [ISO98] and MPEG-2 [ISO04a]
has led to the creation of other standards like the digital versatile disc (DVD) [Tay01]
or digital video broadcasting (DVB) [Digb].

On the one hand, more efficient codecs are being introduced regularly and new
standards like MPEG4 [ISO04b] emerge. A multimedia architecture needs to be able
to include these easily. On the other hand, these standards follow a general structure
where often a combination of different codecs is used, e.g. lossy and lossless.

Multiplexing and Demultiplexing

Besides the compression and decompression techniques used, the processes of multi-
plexing and demultiplexing are also very often part of the various standards. Multi-
plexing takes two or more streams and mixes them into a singlestream. Consequently,
demultiplexing extracts different streams out of a single stream. Furthermore, multi-
plexing often includes the synchronization of the different streams within the resulting
new stream, e.g. this also also covered byPart 1: Systemsof the MPEG-1 and MPEG-2
standards.

Discussion

Despite the different kinds of processing routines, a multimedia software architecture
has to provide the appropriate abstractions that provide uniform access to different
routines and allow for combining these within an application. As all these operation are
running as processes within the operating system of the hostsystem, the capabilities
of this underlying platform are also very important.

2.2.4 Networking

Although the introduction of multimedia systems in this chapter is restricted to locally
operating architectures, the network is still often used assink or source of data. This
is also the case for the application scenario shown in Figure2.1.

The term “networking” as focussed within this thesis standsfor standards like the
Internet protocols and technologies but also for special purpose networks, e.g. in the
area of home networking, or emerging technologies like UMTS.

ISO-OSI Protocol Stack

The ISO Open Systems Interconnection Reference Model (ISO-OSI) consists of seven
layers, namely physical (layer 1), link (layer 2), network (layer 3), transport (layer 4),
session (layer 5), presentation (layer 6), and application(layer 7) [ISO]. Due to the
fact that for most implementations layer 5 to 7 are running within applications, this
protocol stack is often restricted to five layers, with layer1 to 4 as defined in ISO-OSI
and a single application layer as layer 5 [KR01]. This approach is also taken by the
Internet protocol stack. However, the further refinement ofthe application layer is
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especially interesting when considering protocols for transmitting multimedia data or
middleware layer protocols.

Physical and Link Layer

In particular, the term “networking” then includes PCs connected via Ethernet (layer
2), e.g. using commodity PCI Ethernet adapters with 100 Mbps. Furthermore, these
hosts are today usually connected by switches with full-duplex mode and dedicated
access. Therefore, the bandwidth between each of the networked hosts can be assumed
to be typically up to 100 Mbps in both directions, which is sufficient to transmit several
compressed audio and video streams but not enough for even a single uncompressed
video stream in DVD quality (see Table 2.1 and Table 2.2).

For wireless network access, the different IEEE 802.11 standards [IEEa] are of-
ten used. These networks either run in infrastructure mode with dedicated access
points or in ad hoc mode as a network with no central control. IEEE 802.11b has
a maximum throughput of 11 Mbps but since a significant amountis already used for
communication coordination, only up to 5.5 Mbps can be employed [Wikb]. Band-
width is also shared among different users as the IEEE 802.11MAC protocol is a
carrier-sense multiple access protocol with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA). Adding
additional access points that use other non-overlapping channels can increase the to-
tal bandwidth [McL03]. The IEEE 802.11g standard is backward compatible to IEEE
802.11b and operates at 54 Mbps which results 24 Mbps maximumthroughput.

Notice however that the characteristic values like bandwidth and end-to-end delay
are not guaranteed in these networks. This is because link capacity is typically shared
between different hosts and applications, and – for wireless networks – may strongly
depend on the physical environment.

Network Layer and Transport Layer

For layer 3, network, the Internet Protocol (IP), is used. While IPv6 [DH98a, Wikd]
is supposed to be the upcoming standard, currently IPv4 [Pos81a, Wikc] is still widely
used. Mainly two different protocols are used on layer 4, transport: the Transmission
Control Protocol (TCP) [Pos81b] and the User Datagram Protocol (UDP) [Pos80].

One main concern for multimedia systems is the service provided by the trans-
port protocols: TCP provides a connection-oriented reliable data transfer; UDP a
connection-less unreliable data transfer. Here, unreliable also means that received
datagrams are not necessarily ordered.

While the reliability of TCP is important for application layer protocols or for off-
line multimedia applications, it has several disadvantages for transferring continuous
multimedia streams for real-time applications [KLW01] (compare Section 2.1). First,
the connection establishment via three-way handshake and the “slow start” of TCP
introduce additional delays. Secondly, acknowledgments during transmission take ad-
ditional time and bandwidth. Thirdly, the reliability of TCP comes at the price of pos-
sible retransmission of packets. For a continuous multimedia data stream, timeliness
can be more important than reliability. If packets arrive too late they will have to be
discarded by the application (compare Section 2.2.5). Retransmission of multimedia
data packets therefore wastes bandwidth and processing resources, and – even worse –
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usually leads to severe delays for following packets. Finally, the TCP flow control and
congestion control may decrease the used sending bandwidthunnecessarily [KR01].

Notice however that TCP/IP and UDP/IP providebest-effortdelivery service. For
both protocol combinations, this means that there are no guarantees for the end-to-end
delay of transmission or variation thereof (jitter). This makes it extremely difficult to
develop networked real-time multimedia applications.

Session, Presentation and Application Layer

In general, the session layer should provide dialog controland synchronization facili-
ties [TvS02]. The presentation layer further looks at the content of data packets, e.g.
for the receiver to notify the sender or for notifying the application about the occur-
rence of a certain event.

On the application layer, a large variety of different protocols is being employed,
such as HTTP [FGM

�

99], FTP [PR85], or SMTP [Pos82] to name only some. As
already mentioned above, the session, presentation, and application layer are often
regarded as a single layer. Within the scope of Chapter 4, we will further discuss the
requirements imposed for a multimedia architecture to handle a constantly growing
number of application layer protocols. For now, we will review a protocol already
widely employed in the Internet today.

The Real-Time Transport Protocol (RTP) is a standard for thetransmission of mul-
timedia data and other time sensitive data [SCFJ96, Sch]. Usually running on top of
UDP, RTP can be either seen as an application layer protocol or as a sublayer of the
transport layer because it provides services to multimediaapplications. RTP defines
a header that (among other information) holds a payload type, sequence number, and
timestamp. The payload is used to indicate the data format. The list of all payload
types includes the most important formats. Depending on theused format, the data
stream is split into consecutive RTP packets, for example byusing the division given
by MPEG packets. Timestamps and sequence numbers can be usedto detect lost pack-
ets, to reorder received packets, and to synchronize further processing. Together, the
creation of RTP packets is called application level framing.

While RTP is used for data transmission, the RTP Control Protocol (RTCP) allows
to periodically send statistics like the number of packets sent, the number of lost pack-
ets, and jitter [SCFJ96]. This information is computed fromthe values given in RTP
headers. Applications can then use this information to adapt the data stream, e.g. a
sender might choose a higher compression ratio or adjust itssending rate.

While the abilities provided by RTP are important for the development of net-
worked multimedia applications, the same restrictions as for UDP apply since this
protocol is commonly used to transport RTP messages.

Although not officially specified, RTP can be considered a session layer protocol
within the ISO-OSI protocol stack since it provides controland synchronization mech-
anisms. Correspondingly, RTCP can be regarded as combined session and presentation
layer protocol.
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Multi-Party Communication

A last property important for networked multimedia application is the ability for multi-
party communication where one or more senders deliver packets to a number of re-
ceivers. In terms of efficient usage of network bandwidth, this can be achieved by
using broadcast or multicast networking (when available, see [KR01]). IP multicast is
also supported by RTP.

The lack of widely available multicast infrastructures hasled to newer approaches
for multi-party communication like application-level multicast. These techniques will
be further discussed in Chapter 11.

Other Standards

Other important standards that partly cover all layers of the above described protocol
stack or use a different layers, are Bluetooth [Blu, IEEb] and UMTS [UMT, 3rd]. As
both these technologies also provide the possibility to useIP, they can be seen as aug-
mentations or replacements for other IP networks – althoughwith lower bandwidths,
e.g. 723.1 kBit/s for Bluetooth [Wika] and depending on the provider even less with
UMTS. Especially interesting for home-networking is the possibility to create ad-hoc
networks using Bluetooth.

2.2.5 Synchronization

In the scope of this thesis, the termsynchronizationis used to describe temporal rela-
tions between media objects or LDUs (see Section 2.2.1). This notion can be further
classified.

� Intra-stream synchronizationrefers to the temporal relations between LDUs of
the same media stream. An example is the relation between consecutive frames
of a video stream with a specified rate of 25 frames per second.In this example,
the goal of the intra-stream synchronization would be to reduce jittering as much
as possible by trying to present each frame for exactly 40 msec.

� Inter-stream synchronizationmaintains the temporal relations of LDUs of dif-
ferent streams. Here, the goal is to minimize theskew(or offset) between cor-
responding LDUs. A special case thereof is lip synchronization of audio and
video from a human speaker.

The actual requirements for synchronization strongly depend on the used media and
their combination. Furthermore, the requirements can onlybe specified by human
observers, which makes it necessary to determine bounds by perceptual experiments.
Such experiments have shown that for lip-synchronization (and similar audio/video
combinations) skews of up to a maximum of +/- 80 msec are tolerable [SN95]. In par-
ticular, humans accept larger delays for audio signals since such situations are known
from everyday experiences due the difference between the speed of sound and the
speed of light.

In general, there are two phases of synchronization. First,temporal relations have
to be established. This can be done automatically during capturing of multimedia data
or by explicitly specifying timing constraints later on, e.g. by adding an audio track to
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Figure 2.2: Four-layer reference model for synchronization according to [SN95]. The
media, stream, object, and specification layer offer different degrees of abstraction.
The services provided by each layer are either used in higher-level layers or directly
accessed by an application.

a video. Secondly, these relations are used during the presentation of the multimedia
data. The termlive synchronizationrefers to the goal of exactly reproducing captured
temporal relations during the presentation. On the other hand, synthetic synchroniza-
tion uses explicitly specified timing constraints, e.g. set by a human with a special
editing tool.

Mechanisms for Synchronization

For performing synchronization for both discrete and continuous media, some tim-
ing information needs to be added to the discrete chunks of data. Therefore, in gen-
eral timestampsare added to LDUs. The generation, modification, and interpretation
of timestamps is then performed by the different layers of a synchronization architec-
ture.

For both intra-stream synchronization and inter-stream synchronization, these time-
stamps are then used to trigger the processing of LDUs at the “correct” time according
to some time-line: processing is then delayed until the value of the timestamp corre-
sponds to the current value on the time-line. For example fora video stream of 25
frames per second, the presentation is started at a particular time given by the time-
stamp of the first frame. Consecutive frames are then displayed for 40 msec each.

As multimedia data streams are delay sensitive, data packets that arrive too late
to be processed in time should be discarded in order to be ableto process following
packets in time. Special care must be taken for late packets of inter-stream encoded
multimedia data. For example for an MPEG video stream, if an I-Frames of a group
of pictures (GOP) is dropped and discarded, all following P-Frames and B-Frames of
this particular GOP cannot be decoded correctly.

Four-Layer Reference Model

So far, we have defined synchronization to operate on LDUs. These units can also refer
to different abstractions (see Section 2.2.1). In order to further specify the requirements
for synchronization, a four-layer reference model was introduced [SN95].

As can be seen in Figure 2.2, the different layers are calledmedia, stream, object,
andspecification. The services provided by each layer are either used in higher-level
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layers or directly within an application. The media layer operates on the sequence of
LDUs of a single continuous stream and only offers intra-stream synchronization. The
stream layer then extends this model for inter-stream synchronization. Following is the
object layer that handles complete, synchronized presentations given in specification
languages like SMIL [W3Cc, W3Cb]. Such descriptions were generated within the
specification layer that needs to offer corresponding toolslike authoring systems.

Source, Sink, and Stream Synchronization

Our example setup as shown in Figure 2.1 uses both intra and inter-stream synchro-
nization in live mode. For achieving lip-synchronization,it is important to notice that
synchronization is not only performed during playback of multimedia data at PC2,
but also during capturing at PC1. This is due to the fact, thatin many cases differ-
ent hardware devices (e.g. the camera plus connected PCI board and the microphone
plus connected sound adapter) use different clocks within their hardware design. In
general, different clocks are not synchronized and therefore also impose adrift that
needs to be taken into account. For this reason, the timing relationship between video
LDUs and audio LDUs needs to be established explicitly, e.g.by setting corresponding
timestamp for both audio and video data chunks.

A drift can also be found between different clocks of devicesfor outputting multi-
media data. To synchronize different streams, LDUs can either be delayed, discarded,
or adapted to match the intended presentation time, e.g. chunks of audio data can be
“stretched” to compensate for the drift between a clock of a sound adapter, which
controls the playback of the audio data, and an other clock.

Furthermore, if both audio and video data are to be transmitted to PC2 as a multi-
plexed data stream, it is often useful to further synchronize data streams, e.g. by plac-
ing corresponding LDUs of the two streams in consecutive transmitted packets. This
eases synchronization during presentation. A corresponding operation is for example
specified inPart 1: Systemsof the MPEG standards [ISO98, ISO04a, ISO04b].

Discussion

Synchronization is an important aspect of multimedia systems. Correspondingly, a
multimedia architecture needs to support source, sink, andstream synchronization.
Furthermore, the realization of different synchronization protocols specific for a par-
ticular application scenario should be supported.

2.2.6 Quality of Service

Besides the pure functionality provided by a certain aspectof a system, thequalitywith
which this functionality is provided is also important. This is especially true for mul-
timedia systems that handle delay-sensitive audio and video streams to be consumed
by humans. The termquality of service (QoS)in general denotes the non-functional
properties of a service [BS98]. The most important properties that effect the quality
of service are reliability, security, and performance [CDK01]. Within the scope of this
work, QoS will mainly be considered as the reliability and performance of a service.
Furthermore, the way a service can adapt to changing system configurations is also an
important part of service quality [Bir97].
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According to [BS98], quality of service management consists of static aspects like
QoS specification, negotiation, admission control, and resource reservation, and more
dynamic aspects like QoS monitoring, maintenance, and renegotiation.

� QoS specification: provides appropriate means for specifying QoS requirements
in form of a QoS contract.

� QoS negotiation: in this step, the precise values of all QoS parameters are ne-
gotiated. As a result of this process, the contract can either be fulfilled or is
rejected.

� Admission control: determines, whether the system can deliver the requested
resources at that particular time.

� Resource reservation: follows the admission control; reservations for resources
are performed during this step.

� QoS monitoring: checks the resources needed for achieving acertain QoS; mon-
itors if the negotiated QoS can be achieved and reports discrepancies.

� QoS maintenance: tries to keep a certain QoS level by performing specific op-
erations.

� QoS renegotiation: if QoS monitoring reports that the QoS contract is broken,
renegotiation can be performed in order to adapt to the new situation.

In order to achieve a certain quality of service, required devices plus necessary pro-
cessing and networking resources need to be available at theappropriate times. We will
further examine, how – or, if at all – this can be realized considering the underlying
infrastructure as described in the previous sections.

Hard and Soft Real-Time Constraints

The QoS aspect of performance refers to the fact that multimedia systems handle high-
bandwidth and computational expensive streams of data withreal-time constraints
(compare the notion of a real-time application in Section 2.1.3). In this context, real-
time describes the fact that a process delivers the result ina given time-span [SN95].

Real-time constraints are either classifiedhard or soft. Hard deadlines need to be
kept in order for a system to work properly, e.g. for controlling an air-bag. For multi-
media system, soft real-time constraints apply. In the bestcase, an unmet deadlines is
not even noticeable to humans, e.g. like a single video framethat arrived 20 msec too
late and is therefore not presented. In other cases, these violations can lead to a de-
creased quality of the presentation as perceived by a user, e.g. dropped audio samples
are easily noticeable for human listeners.

Layered Reference Model

In [Ste00], a layered reference model for QoS management is described. As can be
seen in Figure 2.3, QoS management operates on different levels: user, application,
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Figure 2.3: Quality of Service (QoS) reference model according to [Ste00]. Specifi-
cations of perceived QoS at the user layer are mapped to the lower layers application,
system, device, or network. These mappings can also be performed from bottom to
top.

system, device, and network. Furthermore, appropriate mappings between the differ-
ent layers exist. While users will specify QoS in terms of “best possible quality for
this device”, the application handles such a specification as a certain multimedia data
format, e.g. 25 fps, resolution of 720 by 576 pixel in YV12 color space. This format
is then mapped to the system layer where it requires a certainutilization of resources.
Furthermore, networking bandwidth might be needed for receiving or sending multi-
media data. Finally, resources of devices need to be allocated, e.g. a certain memory
area of a display adapter needs to be reserved in order to be able to render the video
frames with the specified resolution and color space.

All these mappings can be done from higher to lower layers or the other way
round. In this sense, a certain device capability could restrict the quality of service as
perceived by a user to “poor quality”.

Operating System Support for QoS

Although a lot of research been done in the area of real-time operating systems and
multimedia support for operating systems, today’s commodity operating systems for
PCs and also for many mobile devices like PDAs do not provide features needed for
handling multimedia with strict QoS guarantees. One can say, that these systems still
only offer best-effort services: resources like memory andcomputational power are
shared by all competing processes. In general, main memory can be swapped to sec-
ondary memory, which increases access times by several magnitudes. Processes can
– if at all – be divided into different priority classes that get assigned processing time
differently.

Although many devices specifically made for multimedia home-entertainment use
real-time operating systems like RT-Linux [Yod], these approaches still suffer from
limitations. For example, the main memory that can be used within real-time processes
is restricted to the kernel memory. Copying between real-time memory and general
purpose memory is not subject to real-time scheduling.
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QoS for Multimedia Devices

In contrast to commodity operating systems running on PCs, specified QoS parame-
ters can often beguaranteedto be met for specific multimedia devices. For exam-
ple, a camera connected to a PC via IEEE 1394 can use an isochronous transmission
mode that will guarantee a certain bandwidth, e.g. for receiving full-motion and high-
resolution video.

However, if these devices are connected to a PC that does not offer a real-time
operating system (see above), the QoS settings still often cannot be achieved. For
example, the high bandwidth of the stream between the memoryof the device driver
and the main memory of the operating system can be too resource intensive. If this
is the case, frames that are not processed fast enough will simply be discarded by the
device driver.

Another example is a video adapter that could in principle render video frames
without any jittering. This adapter is still triggered by its corresponding device driver
within the host’s operating system. Therefore, no strict frame rate can be guaranteed –
the main reason why commodity PC technology is up to today notused in production-
quality video studios [Khr01b]. Upcoming standards like OpenML, especially the
OpenMLdc subsystem, try to overcome these limitations [Opeb, How01]. OpenML
will be discussed in more detail in Section 2.5.

Network QoS

Different approaches for QoS in networks have been proposedso far. IntServ [BCS94]
and its corresponding signalling protocol for reservation, RSVP [BZB

�

97, Wro97],
can provide hard, mathematical provable guarantees on the delay of data packets. As
this comes at the price of maintaining per-flow state in routers, the DiffServ [BBC

�

98]
architectures was proposed that operates at the “edges” of the network and there-
fore can only offer different traffic classes. Another approach is Multiprotocol La-
bel Switching (MPLS) [RVC01] that is especially used by Internet Service Providers
(ISP) in order to divert and route network traffic based on labels that identify different
data-stream types.

However, today’s commonly available networking infrastructure mainly still oper-
ates at best-effort. This is especially true for commodity networks used in the area of
multimedia home networking like Ethernet LANs or 802.11 WLANs. Bandwidth can
not be reserved and throughput cannot be guaranteed. Similarly, there are no guaran-
tees for end-to-end delays. Observed jittering is also not bounded. Finally, packets
can not be assumed to arrive ordered at the receiver; they might even get lost (compare
Section 2.2.4).

2.3 From Best-Effort to Predictable QoS

On the one hand, the discussion in Section 2.2.6 shows thatguaranteedQoS can by far
not be realized with the technological infrastructure available today. On the other hand,
multimedia systems certainly need QoS since they handle high bandwidth continuous
data streams that impose real-time requirements.
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Figure 2.4: Removing jitter: By buffering packets at the receiving side, the varying
delay of a communication channel can be hidden and all deadlines for the process-
ing of data can be fulfilled. This comes at the price of additional buffer space and
delay [KR01].

Together, two different extremes to overcome this problem have been discussed
over the last years. One can argue that end-to-end QoS needs to be realized by making
fundamental changes in the underlying infrastructure. Theother extreme follows the
concept of over-provisioning. By simply adding abundant resources, QoS can be made
available.

Both these approaches are followed today. However, insteadof providing guar-
anteedor over-provisioned best-effortQoS, the realization ofpredictableQoS with
the underlying best-effort mechanisms seems to be worthwhile. Predictable QoS can
be achieved by different approaches. First, the drawbacks of best-effort services can
partly be hidden by additional concepts. Secondly, adaptation to the currently avail-
able resources can further help to provide acceptable behavior of applications – even
when only weak QoS guarantees are provided by the infrastructure.

2.3.1 Hiding Best-Effort

Different techniques such as buffering, prefetching, forward error correction, or inter-
leaving can be used to hide the drawbacks of best-effort services. Furthermore, traffic
shaping allows to control and restrict bandwidth requirements.

Buffering

As described in Section 2.2, with today’s technological infrastructures, communication
channels used for streaming data can in general suffer from jittering and loss of data.

To establish timing relations, timestamps and sequence numbers are used within
logical data units (LDUs) like multimedia data buffers (seeSection 2.4.3) or packet
header fields of protocols like RTP (see Section 2.2.4).

While the sending side of a communication channel emits datapackets with a
certain rate these packets arrive at the receiver with varying delay. To hide the jitter
imposed by the communication channel,bufferingat the receiver side can be used. By
delaying the further processing of packets by a certain interval, the constant rate of the
sender can be reproduced. Figure 2.4 shows this process.
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Figure 2.5: Removing jitter by prefetching: By artificiallyincreasing the sending (and
therefore the receiving) rate, the varying delay of a communication channel can be
hidden and all deadlines for processing data can be fulfilled. This technique requires
the ability to artificially increase the sending rate (e.g. for stored media), temporary
higher bandwidth, and additional buffer space [KR01].

Buffering needs additional resources like main memory at the receiver sides. Fur-
thermore, for choosing a fixed delay, the maximum jitter of the communication channel
must be known or estimated. However, there is certainly a trade-off between the delay
and the number of packets that arrive too late and are therefore discarded: a large delay
will allow a large number of packets to arrive in time but could destroy the interactive
nature of the application. Therefore, more sophisticated approaches adaptively vary
the delay [RKTS94].

Prefetching

Another technique that can be used to hide the effects of jitter is prefetching. Here,
the sending side of a communication channel temporarily increases its outgoing rate
when extra bandwidth and additional buffer storage at the receiving side is available
(compare Figure 2.5). The ability to artificially increase the sending rate is only avail-
able for certain kinds of interaction, e.g. for streaming stored media. It also requires
additional coordination between the receiving side and thesending side.

Hiding Unreliability

Unreliable communication channels may either lose data packets or change the order
of data packets received. Due to timing constraints of multimedia data, retransmission
or reordering can destroy the real-time requirements imposed. Therefore, loss recovery
schemes can be used.Forward Error Correction (FEC)adds redundant information to
the original stream in order to increase the chance of reconstruction lost packets. Dif-
ferent media-dependent or media-independent FEC mechanisms have been proposed
so far [KR01, PHH98].

FEC mechanisms increase the needed bandwidth. Alternatively, different inter-
leavingschemes can be used. These approaches resequence adjacent chunks of data
before transmitting several reordered chunks within one packet. The receiver then
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needs to reorder the data. Therefore, interleaving techniques increase the delay of a
communication channel. Correspondingly, additional buffer storage and processing
time is needed. A lost packet of an interleaved stream results in several small gaps
in the reconstructed data stream – whereas a lost packet in a non-interleaved stream
would result in a single large gap. Depending on the used dataformat, several small
gaps are more tolerable or can be reconstructed from adjacent data.

Traffic Shaping

As described in Section 2.2.1, multimedia data streams are often bursty. This is es-
pecially true for inter-stream encoded formats like MPEG video [ISO98, ISO04a,
ISO04b]. If the bandwidth requirements for a stream vary over time, traffic shap-
ing techniques can be used to smooth the data flow [CDK01]. This has two advan-
tages. First, the varying (and unknown) bandwidth requirements of the original stream
become controllable. Secondly, by using additional scaling techniques described in
Section 2.3.2, a predefined maximum bandwidth can be specified.

In general traffic shaping is realized by using a buffer at thesending side of the
communication channel and an algorithm that defines which data elements leave the
buffer at which time.

The leaky bucketmethod for traffic shaping uses a first-in-first-out buffer ofsize
B. This buffer can be filled arbitrarily until it is full. Dataleaves the buffer with rate R.
This guarantees that the data flow will never flow with a rate higher than R. Further-
more, bursts of a maximum size B can be handled by this method.

While the leaky bucket method completely eliminates bursts, the token bucket
method provides an upper bound of the bandwidth: tokens are generated at rate R
and collected in a bucket of size B. Data of size S can be sent bytaking S tokens out
of the bucket. The peak bandwidth is therefore limited by B.

Similar to prefetching described above, traffic shaping requires additional buffer
storage and is only partly applicable for interactive applications or streaming of cap-
tured live sources.

Discussion

The described methods for hiding best-effort services are certainly useful and mostly
straight forward to realize. However, the diversity of different approaches, e.g. for
media-dependent FEC, demands architectural support for the easy control and integra-
tion of new algorithms.

2.3.2 Adaptation

As discussed in Section 2.2.6, quality of service (QoS) cannot be guaranteed for the in-
frastructures we are focusing on in the scope of this work. Therefore, besides trying to
achieve predictable QoS by using the above described methods, adaptation is another
fundamental approach for handling varying QoS levels. These variations can either
by explicit or implicit: a user of the system can explicitly request for a different QoS;
or the resources needed to achieve a certain QoS can vary implicitly, either because
handling the multimedia data requires varying resources (and this effect cannot be hid-
den by the above mentioned techniques), or the load of the overall system changed –
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a common situation for multi-user multi-tasking environments. Together, multimedia
applications need to be able to adapt to these variations.

In general, it is more useful to adapt multimedia data streams at the sources of
data: adapting data streams before they enter the system hasmuch more influence on
resource requirements. Differentscalingtechniques can be used [CDK01, Ste00]. All
these techniques are media-dependent. For video streams, following techniques can
be used.

� Temporal scaling reduces the number of samples in the time domain, e.g. by
dropping frames of a video stream.

� Spatial scaling subsamples in the spatial domain, e.g. by reducing the x and
y-resolution of a video frame.

� Frequency scaling increases the compression ratio by usingless frequencies of
an image transformed to frequency domain, e.g. by using fewer coefficients of
the transformation used.

� Amplitudinal scaling reduces the depths of different colorchannels of an image,
e.g. by requantization of coefficients.

� Color space scaling reduces the number of entries in the color space, e.g. by
removing chrominance channels from an image.

Similar techniques can be applied to compressed or uncompressed audio streams, re-
spectively.

Further adaptation techniques includesplitting andconversion[PSG00]. Splitting
separates different media from the original stream and allows to process each medium
individually. For example, an audio/video stream can be split into audio and video.
Then, only audio could be presented; video could be discarded in order to reduce
resource consumption. Media conversion such as text-to-speech or speech-to-text can
be used to adapt content to the capabilities of available devices.

Finally, hierarchical coding schemes for video frames process the original data
using different resolutions. While such approaches require additional computational
resources during encoding and more bandwidth for the transmission of encoded data,
they allow to adaptively reduce the requirements during decoding by only accessing
low-resolution versions of encoded frames [Ste00].

Discussion

On the one hand, scaling can be seen as a special QoS maintenance operation (com-
pare 2.2.6). This is certainly true for simple techniques like dropping single video
frames. On the other hand, scaling could also require a complete QoS renegotiation.
For example, scaling can require to decode a data stream and encode it again. This
step requires additionally components to be set up.

2.4 Common Abstractions

After examining the characteristics of multimedia systems, we will now identify the
abstractions commonly used within multimedia architectures. These abstractions al-
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Figure 2.6: A generic processing element with several inputand output ports. The
main loop either generates data or pulls data from input ports. After data is processed,
it will be forwarded to output ports or consumed.
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Figure 2.7: Different types of processing elements can be distinguished according to
the number of input and output ports: source, demultiplexer, converter, multiplexer,
and sink element

low applications to access multimedia devices or to create configurations for process-
ing components.

2.4.1 Processing Elements

As can be seen from the description of the characteristics ofmultimedia systems, there
exits a large variety of different multimedia devices and media operations. Therefore,
this specific functionality is encapsulated in basic processing elements. The main idea
behind this concept is to provide generic access to all thesedifferent operations and to
allow different elements to be connected.

Each elements offers a certain number of input and outputs ports (see Figure 2.6).
The main loop of a processing element then either generates data itself or pulls data
from its input ports. Operations like transformation, multiplexing, or demultiplexing
of data can be performed within a processing element. Finally, data is either forwarded
to output ports or consumed by the element itself.

Processing elements can be distinguished according to the number of inputs and
outputs (see Figure 2.7). Source elements only offer outgoing ports, sinks only incom-
ing ports. Arbitrary transformations require one or more input and one or more output
ports. Typical conversion elements have a single input and output, respectively. Mul-
tiplexing operations require several inputs and only a single output. Correspondingly,
demultiplexing elements provide a single input and severaloutputs.

The names for the basic processing elements differ between different architectures
as we will see in proceeding sections. Furthermore, different granularities are used. A
single multimedia devices can either be represented by several independent processing
elements or by only a single element that provides differentfunctionalities.
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Figure 2.8: A simple flow graph for the playback of MPEG encoded audio: com-
pressed audio data is read from a file by the FileReader element, then forwarded to the
MPEGAudioDecoder element where it is decoded, then forwarded to and played out
by the AudioOutput element.

2.4.2 Flow Graphs

In order to realize a certain functionality, several processing elements are connected to
a directed graph, a so calledflow graph. The edges within this graph then specify the
streaming data connections. Correspondingly, the overallsetup of such a flow graph
represents a certain multimedia operation.

Multimedia data is then generated at source elements. By forwarding data from
output ports to connected input ports, streaming data connections between connected
elements are created. Multimedia streams are then transformed, multiplexed, or de-
multiplexed, and finally consumed at sink elements. The dataflow from output ports
to input ports of elements is referred to asdownstream. Notice, that a flow graph can
also be cyclic. Additionally,upstreamdata flow could also be possible. Conceptu-
ally this results in two edges between elements: one is directed downstream; the other
directed upstream. Input and output ports can then be used toreceive or send data.

Obviously, connecting two elements should only be allowed for matchinginput
and output ports. In this case, matching refers to the fact that the format of the outgoing
stream is compatible to a format that is supported by the input port.

A flow graph based design approach offers a number of benefits [SG96]. First of
all, the elements within a flow graph act independently. As a consequence, this ap-
proach naturally supports parallel and distributed processing. Furthermore, its modu-
larity allows to reuse the functionality provided by a certain processing element within
different setups. Therefore, it is important that elementsrepresent very fine-grained
processing units. In addition, new capabilities can be provided by developing new ele-
ments and inserting them into flow graphs. Finally, flow graphs provide a very simple
and intuitive model, which allows to set up even complex configurations easily.

Notice that the concept of a flow graph is not restricted to handling multimedia
data. Other “pipelined” tasks can also be realized with thisapproach, e.g. modular
router architectures [KMC

�

00].

Figure 2.8 gives an example of a simple flow graph. Three elements are connected:
a source that reads data from a file, e.g. MPEG2 Layer 3 audio (FileReader). Data is
forwarded to a decoder (MPEGAudioDecoder). Within this element, data is decom-
pressed and then forwarded to a sink node that outputs the data, e.g. by using a sound
board (AudioOutput).
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2.4.3 Data Encapsulation

Although multimedia systems handle continuous streams, data is transported within
discrete chunks of data (compare Section 2.2.1). Furthermore, timestamps are needed
for synchronization (see Section 2.2.5). Therefore,multimedia data buffers, or sim-
ply buffers, are commonly used. Such a buffer typically references a chunk of memory
that contains the multimedia data. An additional header includes information like a
corresponding timestamp or meta-information like the specific data format.

Although the largest part of a data stream consists of buffers, often additional con-
trol information needs to be forwarded between processing elements. This is for ex-
ample the case, if a data streams ends. Then, the sending sideis informed about this
fact (since this side stopped streaming), but the receivingside needs to be notified as
well – otherwise it cannot distinguish between a delay of data buffers or the final end
of a stream. Therefore, streaming data connection should beable to transmit con-
trol information as well. This makes is possible to send control information like an
“end-of-stream” messages downstream to receiving processing elements.

2.5 Examples for Multimedia Architectures

This section will review today’s commonly used multimedia architectures. As already
mentioned, all these approaches adopt a centralized approach. All multimedia pro-
cessing is restricted to a single host. The network is only used as source or sink of
data.

2.5.1 Industry Approaches

DirectShow [Mica] from Microsoft is the most widely available architecture and there-
fore reviewed first. Then, the Java Media Framework [Sun99] is presented. As the
general design approaches of all locally operating multimedia architectures are very
similar, only their main concepts and their differences will be high-lighted. In addi-
tion, the emerging industry standard OpenML [Opeb] will be briefly introduced.

DirectShow

DirectShow is a multimedia architecture developed by Microsoft [Mica]. It was first
introduced in 1995 under the name ActiveMovie [CH98]. Beingpart of the DirectX
architecture [Micc], DirectShow is by now part of all recentoperating systems from
Microsoft. It is used as underlying framework for the applications MediaPlayer and
MovieMaker.

DirectX is a collection of low-level libraries (DirectX Foundation) and high-level
architectures like DirectShow (DirectX Media Layer). The Component Object Model
(COM) is used as underlying object model for DirectX [Mice].COM mainly provides
encapsulation for reusable code objects. Interfaces are specified independently of their
realization with a concrete implementation language. Consequently, DirectShow can
be seen as a specification of a standard set of COM interfaces together with an imple-
mentation for Windows operating systems.
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DirectShow uses the design approach described in Section 2.4. Filters can be con-
nected by their specific input and outputpinsto form afilter graph. Filters are divided
into source, transform, or renderer filters. The implementation of filters is closely
tied to other technologies like the Windows Driver Model (WDM) and other DirectX
architectures like DirectDraw or DirectSound [Micc].

Upon connecting an output with an input pin, a negotiation process is executed
that determines a connection format and a transport mechanism; finally an allocator is
created for one of the pins. Formats are described withmajortypeandsubtype. More
specific information about the data format is stored as an unique identifier calledfor-
mattype. A dynamically allocated block of memory then contains information specific
to the given type [Pes03]. DirectShow also offers a procedure calledIntelligent Con-
nect that allows to setup incomplete filter graphs, e.g. by addingadditional convert-
ers [Micb]. This algorithm will be described in Section 10.

The transport mechanism to be established during connection setup is eitherlocal
memory transportor hardware transport. Hardware transport refers to the usage of
dedicated memory in hardware like a video board. Local memory transport uses the
main memory of the system. Transport is done inpushor pull mode meaning that data
is either forwarded from an output pin to an input pin, or explicitly requested from by
an input pin, respectively. Finally, the allocator provides a pool of buffers and manages
streaming by copying data from one pool to another (see [Pes03], page 192).

The basic operations to be performed on a filter graph object are run, pause, and
stop. While pause only halts the current streaming, the stopcommand additionally
flushes the buffer space within the filter graph. For synchronization, a software based
clock is used. Often this clock internally uses the hardwareclock of a sound adapter
because the timing of audio processing is very sensitive. Furthermore, sound adapters
usually provide the most accurate internal clock.

Java Media Framework

The Java Media Framework (JMF) is a specification and reference implementation
originally developed by Sun Microsystems, Silicon Graphics, and Intel Corporation.
Starting with version 2.0, JMF was developed by Sun Microsystems and IBM.

The Java Media Framework is a multimedia architecture that allows to incorporate
time-based media into Java applications and applets [Sun99]. The framework provides
support for capturing, storing, playback, and custom processing of multimedia data.
JMF can be extended by developing additional plug-ins. Although the core architec-
ture of JMF is developed in Java, separate platform packagesare available that natively
implement resource intensive parts.

JMF also uses a flow graph based approach. However, the architecture provides
several distinct entities [Kur01]. AData Sourceis the origin of multimedia data like
a file or incoming stream from the Internet. Such a source is either apushor pull
source (compare push/pull operations within DirectShow described above). When
connected to a Data Source, aPlayer renders the stream of media data. While this
possibly includes demultiplexing and decoding, a Player does not provide control over
any processing it performs. AProcessoris a specialized Player that allows to control
the actual processing. This is split into several optional stages: demultiplexing, pre-
processing, transcoding, postprocessing, multiplexing,and rendering. For each stage,
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differentPlug-inscan be chosen for the different media tracks, e.g. in form of acodec
chain. The output of a Processor can then be used as source of data again. Finally,
aData Sinkcan be connected to a Data Source and is then used to to “consume” data.
Notice, that an element for rendering audio or video is modeled as a Plug-in not a Data
Sink.

Multimedia data formats are modeled by several subclasses of the type Format.
When a Player is created for a certain Data Source, a negotiation process is used to find
suitable demultiplexer and decoders. This algorithm will be described in Section 10.

The JMF already provides support for RTP/RTCP [SCFJ96], andRTSP [SRL98]
for streaming data connections. Furthermore, with the JMF RTP API, this part of the
architecture can be extended (e.g. with custom packetizersor depacketizers) similar to
the way in which new multimedia devices or codecs can be integrated. While Direct-
Show does not provide such an architecture originally, a similar research prototype is
described in [CDK

�

98].

OpenML

The Open Media Library, or OpenML, provides a specification and implementations
for a cross-platform standard programming environment that can be used to capture,
process, render and synchronize digital media like 2D and 3Dgraphics, audio, and
video [Opeb, How01]. Developed by the Khronos Group, a groupthat represents
several companies, OpenML especially aims at providing a portable, reliable and well-
documented, royalty and licensing free standard.

OpenML is a low-level standard. For example, memory management is not part
of the standard. While the specification of a cross-platformstandard for multimedia
is certainly desirable, OpenML needs additional services to provide an architecture
similar to DirectShow or JMF. The main objectives of the OpenML API are as fol-
lows [Khr01a].

� Support for streaming communication between an application and different de-
vices. This includes buffering mechanisms.

� Provision of processing capabilities for media streams.

� Device control and querying of device capabilities.

� Provision of synchronization mechanisms.

OpenML makes use of other specifications and technologies. SGI’s dmSDK 2.0 [CM96]
lays the foundations of the input/output component of OpenML. For controlling dis-
play devices, SGI’s Xdc extension was chosen as basis for MLdc. Furthermore, exten-
sions to the OpenGL graphics standard [Opea] are used to further integrate graphics
and video. Finally, synchronization primitives are included into the OpenML standard.

Discussion

Other relevant multimedia architectures comparable to DirectShow or JMF are Quick-
Time SDK [App] and RealMedia SDK [Reab]. The RealMedia SDK isby now called
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Helix SDK. Some parts of it were made available under a restricted Open Source li-
cense in October 2002 [Hei02]; the Helix Player was first madeavailable under the
GPL in August 2004 [Hei04]. The QuickTime SDK comes togetherwith the Quick-
Time container format that was chosen as basis for MPEG-4. Similar to DirectShow
and JMF, both architectures also employ an approach were multimedia applications are
composed out of a set of connected components. Together, allthese architecture adopt
a centralized approach, where – seen from an application – all processing is restricted
to a single host. Networking is only performed using a client/server approach.

While the described standard OpenML is by now available for different platforms,
it only provides a relatively low level of abstraction and can therefore only be used as
building block for a full featured multimedia architecture; networking is not addressed.

2.5.2 Open Source Approaches

Multimedia Applications

For Open Source operating systems like GNU/Linux, there exists a large variety of
different application for handling multimedia, in particular for playing back multime-
dia.Many of the media player applications available as OpenSource have reached a
maturity equivalent to commercial applications. According to freshmeat.net [frec], the
three most popular Open Source media players are Mplayer [Mpl], xine [Xina], and
xmms [xmm].

In general, these applications are able to playback a large number of different me-
dia formats. A plug-in concept is used to allow for adding newfunctionality, e.g. to
support a new codec or output device. Often, such a functionality is realized by using
an external library.

While the architecture of such a media player application needs to provide fea-
tures like synchronization, the overall architectural design is often restricted to the
special case of media playback and can not be used for creating arbitrary flow graphs.
As an example, the architecture of the xine application consists of a stream layer,
which includes input layer, demuxer layer, stream FIFOs, decoder layer, and an output
layer [Xinb]. Specific plug-ins like a video decoder then runwithin a video decoder
loop as part of the decoder layer.

Other application available as Open Source that are widely used support operations
like audio processing and filtering. Yet other applicationsprovide audio and video
streaming clients and servers for multiparty multimedia conferencing in the Internet
using the overlay network provided by the Multicast backbone, or Mbone [Nat96,
Elk96].

To summarize: Due to the lack of a common multimedia framework for Open
Source operating system, available applications mostly employ a monolithic design
that is not based on a full-featured multimedia architecture.

Multimedia Architectures

During the last years, the need for a unified multimedia architecture for Open Source
operating systems has been identified. Until today, there are several competing projects
that aim at developing a locally running architecture. Someapproaches, such as
ALSA [Adv], aRts and artsd [aRt], EsounD [Eso], or jack [jac], focus on providing
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a sound server that provides uniform access to various audiodevices together with
mixing operations for concurrently running applications.Other architectures, such as
the Simple DirectMedia Layer (SDL) [Sim], are designed to offer access to different
hardware, such as audio devices and 2D or 3D video devices.

While these approaches only address certain requirements that need to be fulfilled
by a locally operating full-featured multimedia architecture, VideoLAN [Vidb] and
GStreamer [GSt] aim at developing generic multimedia frameworks. Since both archi-
tectures employ similar concepts and have reached similar levels of maturity, only one
of them, namely GStreamer, will be described in more detail in the following.

GStreamer

GStreamer is an Open Source project that aims at creating a framework for creat-
ing locally operating streaming media applications [GSt].The basic architectural
design originates from the video pipeline at Oregon Graduate Institute and Direct-
Show [TBW04, BWB

�

04]. The GLib object model is used, which allows to employ
inheritance using the mechanisms provided by GObject [GLi].

Again, a flow graph based approach is taken:elementsthat providesource pads
andsink padscan be linked together to form apipeline. Pads provide capabilities that
provide a name, a MIME type, and a set of properties that hold further information.
These capabilities can be queried during run-time. Signalscan be used to control
objects, e.g. to set a filename of a source element by calling afunction for a particular
element that takes the string “location” and another stringthat carries the filename.

Setting up pipelines is eased by a mechanism comparable to DirectShow’s Intelli-
gent Connect that is calledAutoplugging, respectively a specific element calledSpider.
The algorithms used will be further explained in Chapter 10.

For hierarchically structuring flow graphs, so calledbins are used. Specialized
bins arethreadsandpipelines. A pipeline is the top-level structure that needs to be
present at least once. Threads are bins that run in a separatethread of execution,
e.g. in a separate thread within the operating system. In order to connect two flow
graphs encapsulated within a thread bin, a queueing elementthat supports concurrent
access needs to be inserted manually. These queueing elements are also needed – and
have to be placed carefully within the flow graph – in order to allow for synchronized
processing of multimedia data. Further information on synchronization methods are
not available from the documentation of GStreamer.

Receiving data from or sending data to the network is intended to be realized with
specific elements. An architecture comparable to JMF’s RTP framework is not avail-
able for GStreamer. Furthermore, a mature implementation of these networking ele-
ments was only made available recently in late 2004 – for example, single compressed
video frames could not be transmitted before [GSt04].

2.6 Summary

Multimedia systems need to handle high-bandwidth data streams. Furthermore, mul-
timedia systems can be best characterized by a constantly growing variety and hetero-
geneity in all design dimensions.
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Different multimedia devices with diverse and incompatible underlying technology
and interfaces need to be integrated. Various processing options, like different codecs,
require large amounts of computational and networking resources. The characteristics
of different networking technologies need to be taken into account.

Often the processing of these streams imposes soft real-time constraints. As the
processing of multimedia data is very delay sensitive, quality of service mechanisms
need to be provided. However, as today’s infrastructures often operate at best-effort,
different alternative approaches are needed to be able to provide at least a predictable
quality of service.

As new techniques and approaches emerge continuously in these different areas, a
multimedia software architecture needs to be easily extensible and – at the same time
– provide uniform access to the different components. Therefore, often the concept of
a flow graph of simple processing elements with streaming data connections between
these elements is used.

Today, media player applications – also the ones provided asOpen Source – are
able to playback nearly all available media formats. While commercially available me-
dia players are often built on top of a general purpose multimedia architecture (like in
the case of the Windows MediaPlayer built on top of DirectShow), most Open Source
approaches still adopt a monolithic application design. These applications offer a plug-
in concept that allows to integrate new codecs or output devices but the restricted archi-
tectural design cannot be applied to other tasks. Sometimeseven the provided plug-ins
are so tightly coupled to the application design that they cannot be used in other setups.

Then, there are a lot of different locally operating multimedia architectures avail-
able. They provide a number of benefits. At the best, following features are available.

� Flow graph based architecture: These approaches provide general-purpose mul-
timedia architectures that support the creation of locallyrunning streaming mul-
timedia applications.

� Unified access: Different multimedia devices and software routines are encap-
sulated in basic processing elements.

� Extensibility: New elements can be developed easily by implementing specific
functionality within the plug-in concept provided by the architecture.

� Synchronization: Synchronized processing is supported for capturing and play-
back of multimedia data.

� Connection setup: Setup of flow graphs is eased by providing automatic con-
nection procedures.

� Networking: Often, the network can be used as source or sink of data by using
specific processing elements.

� Support: Finally, these architectures often provide support for a large number of
multimedia devices, file formats, codecs, and processing routines.

While all these points were certainly already true for the commercially available archi-
tectures when we started our work in the beginning of 2001, Linux was still lacking a
decent multimedia architecture at that time.
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However, none of the above mentioned architectures provides the specific network-
ing functionality as identified as goal for our work. At best,existing architectures allow
to realize typical client/server application scenarios – adesign approach that does not
provide the capabilities needed to realize complex distributed setups as discussed in
Section 1.2.

At most, such a locally operating architecture could be usedas basis for our ap-
proach, but would require far reaching modifications and extensions. Unfortunately, at
the beginning of our project, the solutions that provided the maturity needed were not
available as Open Source. A special case is the Java Media Framework (JMF) that is
released under the Sun Community Source Licensing (SCSL). However, this license is
very restrictive. For example, modified source code cannot be distributed without the
written permission of Sun and new public methods or classes may not be added [Sunc].
Furthermore, the Linux version of the JMF was not consideredto provide the needed
performance at the beginning of our project. Other promising approaches were simply
not available at that time. For example, the first alpha version of an implementation of
the OpenML specification was released in July 2003 [Opeb].

Some Open Source multimedia architectures allow for controlling and combin-
ing distributed processing elements, in particular, aRts [aRt] as underlying framework
for artsd used for KDE [KDE], and the recently emerged MediaApplicationServer
(MAS) [Shi]. The architectural elements of these approaches allowing for distribu-
ted multimedia will be further described in the scope of Chapter 4. However, both
approaches only provide limited functionality, mostly forhandling audio only. Fur-
thermore, the first version of MAS was made available in late 2001.

Because of these reasons, we decided to start a completely independent approach.
The developed multimedia architecture should not only provide the architecture for
network-integrated multimedia but also serve as a locally running solution that allows
for other existing architectures to be integrated.



Chapter 3

Foundations of Distributed
Systems

The field of distributed systems and middleware is introduced in this chapter by first
defining the important terms in this area. In particular, therole of a middleware in
this context will be described. Then, the goals and the imposed requirements for a
middleware supporting distributed computing are pointed out. This is followed by the
introduction of common abstractions and design approachesto fulfill the identified
requirements. The chapter ends with a review of different technologies and standards
for distributed object computing.

To help focus on the key requirements for distributed computing, we will restrict
this introduction to approaches that do not cover the handling of multimedia.

3.1 Terminology

3.1.1 Distributed System

According to [CDK01], adistributed systemcan be defined as:

A distributed system is one in which components at networkedcomputers
communicate and coordinate their actions only by passing messages.

A more precise definition is given by [BS98]:

A distributed system is a system designed to support the development of
applications and services which can exploit a physical architecture con-
sisting of multiple, autonomous processing elements that do not share pri-
mary memory but cooperate by sending asynchronous messagesover a
communications network.

Here, the termautonomousis important. It distinguishes a distributed system from
tightly coupled specialized approaches like parallel hardware architectures or distribu-
ted multicomputer operating systems. Despite the fact thatthese specialized architec-
tures might provide several benefits, as a matter of fact, today’s infrastructure consists
of independent hosts that run commodity operating systems.
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Figure 3.1: A distributed system realized as middleware that resides between the oper-
ating system and the applications. Applications can use thecore functionality and the
additional services provided by the middleware layer to implement distributed applica-
tions. The middleware masks out the heterogeneity in terms of network and machine
technologies, operating systems, and programming languages [TvS02].

Another important generalization is the fact that a distributed system not neces-
sarily consists of networked computers. Even independent processes that run on a
single system and do not share the same address space can be regarded as a distributed
system. In the following, the termsdistributedor remotewill be also used for this case.

The second definition also includes the notion ofasynchronouscommunication,
which in this context means that no assumptions about the time intervals involved in
any execution (like processing or networking delays) are allowed (compare [BS98],
page 4, or [CDK01], page 51).

Another definition of a distributed system stresses the factthat the compound of
networked computers should be accessible transparently [TvS02]:

A distributed system is a collection of independent computers that appears
to its users as a single coherent system.

In the following, these three possible definitions togetherwill be used to characterize
a distributed system.

3.1.2 Middleware

Today, many distributed systems are realized usingmiddlewarethat is defined as fol-
lows [BCP03].

The role of middleware is to ease the task of designing, programming and
managing distributed applications by providing a simple, consistent and
integrated distributed programming environment. Essentially, middleware
is a distributed software layer, which abstracts over the complexity and
heterogeneity of the underlying distributed environment with its multitude
of network technologies, machine architectures, operating systems and
programming languages.

For autonomous systems, this definition positions middleware in between applications
and the operating systems (see Figure 3.1).
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Additionally, the term middleware is closely related with the idea ofservices. In
this context, a service is a distinct additional functionality that fulfills a certain require-
ment within the programming model of the middleware [HV99].

As a middleware resides between the operating system and theapplications, it
can be regarded as the session and presentation layer (layer5 and 6) of the ISO-OSI
architecture as described in Section 2.2.4.

The following sections will further identify the challenges for middleware, the pro-
gramming models derived from these requirements, and the services needed to fulfill
the goals of distributed systems as stated in the above definitions.

3.2 Challenges for Distributed Systems

3.2.1 Goals

According to [CDK01, BS98, TvS02], a number of goals for distributed systems can
be identified and will be reviewed in the following in regard to their relevance for this
thesis. The most important goal is to allowsharing of resourcesby enabling access to
possibly remote entities. Consequently, this capability also supportsconnecting users
to perform collaborative activities.

Due to possibly redundant resources within a distributed system, a higher level
of availability can be achieved. Despite the fact that networking communication in-
troduces additional delay,performancefor each individual application can still be im-
proved by using remote resources.

A further benefit is the capability to extend a distributed system in various ways.
On the one hand, the overall system performance can bescaledby adding additional
resources. To realize this, both the distributed system andthe applications running on
top of it has to be designed in a scalable way. On the other hand, even theintegration
of additional new functionalitiesshould be possible to realize.

3.2.2 General Requirements

While the benefits of distributed systems are manifold, theyalso impose a number of
challenges. In order to explore the possibilities given, resources and processes in a dis-
tributed environment need to belocatedandaccessed. This is particular demanding,
if entities are allowed tomigratebetween different hosts. Furthermore, for accessing
remote entities, an understanding of the means and possibilities for controlling them is
needed, e.g. by sending a specific message of a particular protocol to a remote compo-
nent using a supported networking technology.

In addition to this, resources in a distributed environmentare typically accessedcon-
currently. Other challenges for distributed systems are the provision of secure, fault-
tolerantservices.

3.2.3 Transparency

To achieve these goals, a distributed system – or a middleware that realizes such a
system – needs to fulfill several requirements. First of all,the fact that the resources
and processes are physically distributed across multiple hosts in the network and all
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implications of this fact should be hidden from applications and users. This is in
general referred to astransparency. While the concept of transparency is needed in
order to ease the task of developing distributed applications, different aspects can be
distinguished.

� Access transparencyhides the differences in how a local or remote resource is
accessed.

� Location transparencyhides the physical location of a resource.

� Migration transparencyhides the fact that a resource may move to another lo-
cation.

� Relocation transparencyhides the fact that a resource may move to another lo-
cation while in use. This is also called mobility transparency.

� Concurrency transparencyhides that a resource is used by several competitive
tasks.

� Performance transparencyhides the reconfigurations of the system to improve
performance when load varies.

� Failure transparencyhides the failure and recovery of a resource.

� Replication transparencyhides the fact that multiple instances of a resource are
used to increase performance or reliability.

� Scaling transparencyhides that the system can be expanded in scale without the
need to change the system structure or the application algorithms.

Section 3.3 will describe how these different aspects of transparency can be supported
by a software architecture.

The presence of access and location transparency is referred to asnetwork trans-
parency. To this end, the provision of network transparency is regarded as one of the
main goals for middleware.

The key point in realizing location transparency is the provision of aname service
that abstracts over the physical location of possibly distributed resources. More pre-
cisely, such a service allows to map a name to a network-wide reference of a specific
entity.

3.2.4 Masking out Heterogeneity

The realization of the different aspects of transparency isvery demanding due to the
inherentheterogeneityof a distributed system in terms of networks, computer hard-
ware, operating systems and programming languages. Therefore, a middleware has to
provide a certain level of independence from the heterogeneous infrastructure [BS98].

Network and hardware independence is today well understood, for example by
providing standard network protocols and interchange formats. Platform independence
is more complicated to realize but can be achieved by using common abstractions on
the operating system level, e.g. by providing standard means like processes.
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The key for independence from programming languages is the definition of agreed
abstractions over the interfaces offered by different languages together with mappings
to specific implementation languages. That is where middleware solutions become
important. The common type systems and interface definitionlanguages of current
middleware technologies will be reviewed within the scope of Section 3.4.

3.2.5 Openness

The opennessof a distributed system is a key point to achieve its goals. First of all,
openness characterizes whether the services provided by a system operate according to
standard rules [TvS02]. These services therefore need to conform to well-defined in-
terfaces that describe syntax and semantics. Such a specification needs to be complete
and neutral. Together with conformance testing, this allows to ensure interoperability
and portability [BS98].

Secondly, the architecture of the system itself should be open in the sense that it can
be extended, configured and reimplemented in various ways [CDK01]. The key to this
feature is that not only the highest level interfaces are exposed but that the complete
architecture with its individual components is open. This is several benefits [BS98].

� The advantages of interoperability and portability extendto all components of
the architecture.

� The architecture is flexible in the sense that it is easy to configure or replace
components. This allows to specialize or evolve the overallsystem.

� The architecture can be extended in various ways by providing new components
that conform to specific interface definitions.

However, currently available middleware solutions often do not offer such a high de-
gree of openness but are rather restricted to provide interoperability.

3.2.6 Reflection

Another important property for distributed systems isreflectionthat can be defined as
follows [Cou03]:

Reflection is the capability of a system to reason about and act upon it-
self. A reflective system contains a representation of its own behavior,
amenable to examination and change, and which is causally connected
to the behavior it describes which means that changes made tothe sys-
tem’s self-representation are immediately reflected in itsactual state and
behavior, and vice-versa.

The important point for middleware is that reflection enables bothinspectionandadap-
tation [BCCD00]. While inspection provides the facilities to observe the current state
of the system (or specific components thereof), adaptation allows for changing the
behavior of the system including severe reconfigurations.

Inspection is an essential property for distributed systems in heterogeneous en-
vironments, where new and unknown entities can become available at any time. In
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addition, it allows for quality of service monitoring (compare Section 2.2.6). As dis-
cussed in Section 2.3, adaptation is especially interesting for multimedia systems in
the absence of guaranteed quality of service.

3.3 Common Abstractions

3.3.1 Programming Models for Middleware

There exist different programming models for middleware. The most important ones
areobject-based, event-based, or message-oriented[BCP03].

Object-Based Middleware

Object-based middleware offers network transparent access to distributed objects. An
interface definition language (IDL) is used to abstract overthe interfaces offered by
a particular programming language that is used for implementing objects. From an
interface definition, an IDL compiler generates an interface class and an implementa-
tion class – possibly in different programming languages and for different hardware
architectures. Implementation classes are then to be implemented in a particular pro-
gramming language; instances of interface classes are usedby the application. The
middleware transparently realizes method invocations on remote objects.

In order to provide the same interaction paradigm as for locally running object-
based approaches, the communication with remote objects isperformedsynchronous:
method calls block until a response is received. Therefore,object-based middleware
is often closely related to the concept of client/server architecture: the client provides
the local representation of the interfaces of the remote object; the remote object itself
acts as server and processes the request of the client triggered by a method invocation.
However, this concept is very different to client/server approaches for streaming mul-
timedia as described in Section 1.2. On the one hand, middleware provides transparent
access to objects, e.g. to the individual objects a clientandserver are composed of. On
the other hand, middleware for distributed multimedia allows for realizing an applica-
tion for streaming multimedia between different hosts withmore sophisticated design
approaches as discussed in Section 4.2.

In order to locate possibly remote objects, they are identified by globally unique
references. The naming and location of objects is typicallyrealized by a service, var-
iously called Name Service, Object Directory, Interface Trader, Yellow Pages, etc.
Method invocations including parameters are serialized (or marshalled), transmitted,
and deserialized (unmarshalled). Correspondingly, return values are handled. This
will be discussed in more detail in Section 3.3.3.

OMG’s CORBA [Objb] and Microsoft’s DCOM [Micd] are examplesfor object
based middleware. Section 3.4 will provide further detailson CORBA.

Event-Based Middleware

Event-based middleware allows a distributed collection ofheterogeneous entities to
communicate. In contrast to client/server approaches, where a request-reply inter-
action paradigm is used, event-based architectures rely onthe concept of publish-
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subscribe. A number of sources “publishes” events, which are received by a number of
interested sinks that have previously “subscribed” to receive particular types of events.
Correspondingly, interaction is performedasynchronous(non-blocking).

As a major difference to object-based approaches, distributed entities do only need
to provide a very simple interface, e.g. for receiving notifications on new events and to
subscribe to events.

The Jini distributed event specification is an example for anevent-based archi-
tecture that allows subscribers running in one Java VirtualMachine (JVM) to regis-
ter for receiving events for an object running on another JVMon a remote host [Jin,
AOS

�

99].

Message-Oriented Middleware

Similar to event based middleware, message-oriented middleware (MOM) offers an
asynchronous form of communication. However, the focus forthis approach lies in the
provision of extensive support for persistent communication [TvS02]. This is achieved
by using intermediate-term storage, which allows both sender and receiver to be inac-
tive during the actual transmission.

In general, these message-queuing systems only guarantee that a message is in-
serted into the incoming queue of the receiver; no timing guarantees are given. Fur-
thermore, the processing of the message and handling of its content is up to the re-
ceiver. Similar to event-based approaches, only a very simple interface needs to be
provided to applications to realize this interaction paradigm.

The MQSeries from IBM is an example for message-oriented middleware [GS96].

Discussion

The synchronous request-response interaction offered by object-based middleware ex-
tends the model of object-oriented programming languages to distributed systems.
However, the asynchronous one-way interaction offered by event-based or message-
oriented middleware is claimed to allow better scaling for loosely coupled systems
with a large number of hosts. This is mainly because in large real-world scenarios,
mobile systems like laptop computers or PDAs are only occasionally connected to the
networking infrastructure. In such cases, the tightly coupled client/server approaches
of object-based middleware introduce a large number of possible failure conditions.

Furthermore, object-based middleware only offers one-to-one communication in-
stead of the one-to-many or many-to-many interaction offered by the publish-subscribe
paradigm. Therefore, many object-based middleware technologies also allow for event-
based interaction, for example by providing additional services.

As all these different middleware paradigms hide the details of the communica-
tion with distributed entities – for example by locating objects and allowing for remote
method invocations –, they can be said to provide network transparency. Notice how-
ever, that different middleware implementations still distinguish between local and
remote entities. These difference in the programming modelare mainly due to the fact
that distributed systems introduce additional possibilities to fail. However, these dif-
ferences are mostly negligible. For instance, different exceptions or error values might
occur when communicating with remote entities.
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Figure 3.2: An application controls an object via a proxy object: a method foo() is
called on the proxy object but indirectly executed by the object the proxy refers to (a).
If a remote object is accessed, the method call has to be forwarded over a network (b).
For simplicity, no parameters or return values are shown in either case.

3.3.2 Proxy Design Pattern

As described in Section 3.2, achieving a certain degree of transparency can be iden-
tified as a key requirement for middleware. This is true for all three middleware ap-
proaches presented in the preceding section. For example, network transparent com-
munication is similarly useful for both method invocationson remote objects and the
forwarding of events or messages between distributed brokers. In all cases, function-
ality of a remote entity should be transparently accessed. Only the interfaces used are
different. Therefore, we will restrict the terminology used for the following sections
to object-based systems.

To realize access to remote entities a common design patterncalledProxycan be
used [GHJV94]. A proxy acts as a surrogate for another entity. Accordingly, a proxy
can control access to the entity itself.

Figure 3.2(a) shows the usage of the Proxy pattern for object-based approaches.
The application controls an object by calling a method on thecorresponding proxy ob-
ject. The proxy object forwards the request including all given additional parameters to
the object it refers to. Therefore, the proxy object needs toprovide the same interfaces
as the object itself. This can be realized in two ways. Eitherthe same interfaces are
inherited by both proxy and object, or, the proxy exports additional interface objects
to the application that represent the interfaces inheritedby the object the proxy refers
to. In this case, method calls are forwarded from the interface objects to the proxy
and then from the proxy to the object. For request-reply interaction, return values or
exceptions will be forwarded the same way back to the application.

Realizing Transparency

The separation of interfaces that are used by an applicationand the objects that imple-
ment these interfaces is important for developing distributed applications. This prop-
erty of the Proxy pattern provides several benefits. First ofall, it allows to separate
method invocation and execution. This allows for transparently redirecting an invoca-
tion to a remote object. Therefore, the proxy pattern can be used to realize access and
location transparency (see Section 3.2.3). In this case, the method call plus additional
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parameters needs to be forwarded over a network (see Figure 3.2(b)). Likewise, return
values or exceptions need to be transmitted back. The following section will give more
details on these steps.

If the physical location of an object changes, only the way inwhich this commu-
nication is performed needs to be updated. The application will continue to use the
same proxy object. This allows to realize migration transparency or even relocation
transparency.

Similarly, a simple form of failure transparency can be accomplished. If the proxy
detects that the connection to the object broke down, it can try to establish a new
connection. If this also fails, a new object can be requested, possibly on a different
host.

In the same way, the proxy pattern can be employed to increasereplication trans-
parency. A proxy can connect to more than one objects at a time. In the simplest way,
method calls are then forwarded round-robin to the different objects.

The Adapter Design Pattern

Additionally, all communication between application and the object can be “filtered”
by the proxy, e.g. parameter values can be checked prior to forwarding them to the
object. A proxy can even be used to adapt the interfaces provided by the object to
other interfaces. In this case, the Proxy pattern is extended to anAdapteror Wrapper
pattern [GHJV94].

Discussion

Besides providing the means to realize different dimensions of transparency, the Proxy
and Adapter design patterns can be used to allow for interoperability and portability
(see Section 3.2.5). Furthermore, these design patterns support an open design of the
overall architecture. While the application uses uniform interfaces, the communica-
tion between proxy and target object can be realized in different ways. Section 3.4.2
will describe the concept of achannelas an abstraction that provides a compound of
exchangeable and configurable objects, which realize the communication between two
entities.

Although the Proxy pattern is closely related to request-reply interaction with the
proxy being the client and the target object being the server, in general, the design
pattern can be used for different kinds of interaction.

3.3.3 Distributed Objects

In order to implement the Proxy pattern for realizing the different types of transparency
addressed above, several issues have to be resolved. Again,we will restrict these
observations to the case of object-based middleware. Typically, distributed objects are
realized as core service by a middleware (see Figure 3.3).

Bindings

To access a remote object, a network-wide remote object reference is needed [CDK01].
Typically, such a reference is obtained from a name service or passed via another
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Figure 3.3: A distributed object is accessed via a client-side interface provided by the
corresponding proxy object [TvS02]. Request are serialized by the proxy, transmit-
ted, and then deserialized by the skeleton that performs themethod invocation. Such
distributed objects are typically realized as core serviceof middleware.

interface. A remote object reference carries information of how to establish the means
for communicating with the object, generally calledbinding [TvS02].

Depending on the physical location of the application and the target object, three
different types of bindings can be distinguished. The easiest way is alocal binding,
where both application and target object reside within the same address space. If this
is not the case, but the two entities run on the same system, asystem bindingcan be
established. In contrast, anetwork bindingis needed for application and target object
running on two different systems. Depending on the underlying platform, a system
binding can be realized more efficiently than a network binding where all communica-
tion needs to go through the complete network protocol stack.

Serialization and Deserialization

After a binding is established, method invocations can be performed on the client-side
interfaces. In order to be able to call the corresponding method at the target object
with all corresponding parameters, such an invocation needs to be forwarded to the
target object. If a network binding is used, this information needs to be transformed
into a sequence suitable for network transmission. This step is calledserialization
(or marshalling) and is usually provided by the proxy object (or a special component
within the middleware architecture).

During this step, complex data structures are decomposed into simpler data types.
Notice, that also the information needed for establishing abinding can be serialized.
As the target object might reside on a different hardware architecture, serialized data
needs to additionally carry precise type information.

As can be seen in Figure 3.3, askeletonat the server side then performs thedese-
rialization (or unmarshalling). Then, the method is called at the target object. Return
values (or exceptions) are then transmitted from the serverback to the client. Both,
skeletons and proxies are typically generated automatically by an IDL compiler (see
Section 3.3.1).
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Figure 3.4: Explicit binding with binding object. Explicitbinding allows the appli-
cation to choose the type of binding and configure specific parameters. The binding
object is realized as a first class data type that can be used and manipulated like any
other object.

Discussion

Notice, that method invocations can be optimized when a system or local binding is
used. For system bindings, data could simply be copied between different processes;
for a local binding, references to already allocated memoryareas could be used. We
will see in Part II of this thesis, how such optimizations canbe integrated into a mid-
dleware.

3.3.4 Implicit and Explicit Binding

For establishing bindings, two different approaches can bedistinguished. Withimplicit
binding, the middleware automatically creates and configures a binding, e.g. when a
method is called the first time on a client-side interface of aproxy that refers to a
remote object. As the application has no influence on this process, this approach is
also calledblack-boxdesign.

Explicit bindingapproaches allow to manually choose the type of binding to be
established and configure specific parameters thereof. Thiscorresponds to awhite-box
design, where the application can access internal properties of the core functionality
of the middleware.

For explicit bindings, the concept of abinding objectas shown in Figure 3.4 can
be used [BS98]. Binding objects are modeled asfirst class data typemeaning that they
can be used and manipulated like any other object.

As a binding object needs to allow to configure both client andserver-side, depend-
ing on the actual implementation, a binding object can also be realized as a distributed
object.

3.4 Standards for Distributed Object Computing

Within this section, two middleware standards will be reviewed, namely the Common
Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) [Objb] and the Reference Model for
Open Distributed Processing (RM-ODP) [ISO98]. As CORBA acts as an representa-
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tive for other architectures, such as DCOM [Micd] or Java Remote Method Invocation
(RMI) [Sunb], these approaches will not be reviewed in detail since the main con-
cepts are identical; major differences can be found in the way communication is per-
formed [Raj98]: DCOM relies on COM together with a protocol called the Object Re-
mote Procedure Call (ORPC). Since the COM specifies interaction at the binary level,
several programming languages, such as C++ and Java, are supported. Java relies on a
protocol called the Java Remote Method Protocol (JRMP). In contrast, RMI is based on
Java Object Serialization and therefore only available forJava virtual machines (VM).
Also, advanced technologies, such as Java 2 Enterprise Edition (J2EE) [Suna] or the
CORBA Component Model (CCM) [Vin98], are not considered, since they address
a different problem domain, namely the development, deployment, and management
of scalable, transactional, multi-user, and secure multi-tier and server-centric applica-
tions.

In contrast, the Reference Model for Open Distributed Processing (RM-ODP) is
described because it represents a meta-architecture from which different implementa-
tions were derived. Furthermore, within the scope of Chapter 4, different extensions
of CORBA and RM-ODP to handle multimedia will be discussed.

As many foundations of these approaches were already described in the preceding
sections, only the key points important for the following discussion will be highlighted.

3.4.1 Common Object Request Broker Architecture

The Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) specifications [Obj04]
have been developed by the Object Management Group (OMG) [Obja]. CORBA can
be seen as a concrete object-oriented middleware specification that provides interop-
erability in heterogeneous environments [BS98]. Furthermore, CORBA specifies a
number of services.

Overall Architecture

The overall architecture of CORBA consist of four main components: the Object Re-
quest Broker (ORB), the Object Services, the Domain Interfaces, and the Application
Interfaces [HV99]. The ORB is the mediating core component and provides the fa-
cilities for object interaction. The domain-independent Object Services provide the
functionality for many distributed object applications, e.g. to obtain references to ob-
jects. The Naming Service and the Trading Service are also part of the Object Ser-
vices. Domain Interfaces provide services needed for a particular application domain.
Finally, Application Interfaces are developed for a specific application domain and are
not standardized.

CORBA provides a number of different services. The Naming Service provides
a mapping from human-readable names to object references. More advanced is the
Trading Service that provides facilities to publish and retrieve the services an object
offers.

Interface Definition and Mappings

CORBA adopts the client/server approach described in Section 3.3.1. Objects and
services are described in CORBA IDL. Exact rules for mappingIDL descriptions
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Figure 3.5: CORBA adopts a client/server approach for realizing an object-based mid-
dleware [TvS02]. Applications perform method invocationson distributed objects by
either calling methods statically (stubs) or dynamically (Dynamic Invocation Inter-
face). The object adapter dispatches requests either statically (skeletons) are dynami-
cally (Dynamic Invocation Interface). The ORB core provides communication means
via standard protocols like the Internet Inter-ORB Protocol (IIOP).

to client-side and server-side entities for programming languages like C, C++, Java,
Smalltalk, Ada, and COBOL are provided. During runtime, an Interface Repository
provides access to the interface objects. An implementation repository allows to access
and instantiate server-side objects.

Among other things, CORBA IDL allows to specify inheritancefor interfaces. To
realize optimized communication, an additional qualifier (namely in, out, or inout)
has to be defined for each parameter of a method in order to define the “direction” of
the associated parameter. Correspondingly, in parametersare only transmitted from
client to server, out parameters only from server to client,and inout parameters in both
directions.

Request Invocations and Data Flow

Figure 3.5 gives on overview of the general architecture of aCORBA system. Object
references in Interoperable Object Reference (IOR) formatare used to identify, locate,
and address CORBA objects. In the simplest way, an IOR is passed manually from the
server to the client. Alternatively, facilities like the CORBA Naming Service can be
used. In general, CORBA uses an implicit binding mechanism.

Using a reference, a client can make requests either via static stubs that were gen-
erated from IDL descriptions or via the Dynamic Invocation Interface (DII). The DII
allows clients to construct requests dynamically at runtime by calling a generic invoke
operation. These entities also perform the marshalling of requests and the unmar-
shalling of results.

The ORB at the client side than forwards (e.g. transmits) therequest to the ORB
at the server, which again forwards the request to the objectadapter that created the
server-side object. The request is dispatched to the servant. Similarly to the client-
side, this is done statically via skeletons, which were generated by the IDL compiler,
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or dynamically via the Dynamic Skeleton Interface (DSI). Finally, the server processes
the request and a reply is returned in the same manner.

The role of the object adapter is to act as an interposed object that uses delegation
and allows the calling ORB to access the upper layer facilities like skeletons without
knowing their particular interface. The object adapter is designed according to the
Adapter design pattern [GHJV94].

In order to allow interoperability between different ORBs,the General Inter-ORB
Protocol (GIOP) provides an specification of transfer syntax and a standard set of
message formats. The Internet Inter-ORB Protocol (IIOP) specifies how to implement
GIOP over TCP/IP [HV99].

Interaction Models

Different types of interaction are supported by CORBA. Mostcommonly, requests are
performedsynchronous. In this mode, the caller blocks until a response is returned– or
an exception is raised.Deferred synchronousrequests are forwarded to the server; the
client can immediately continue to work and block later until a response is delivered.
The delivery semantics for these two modes is “at-most-once”, which means that the
requests are processed by the server if no error occurs. As analternative, when using
one-way request, the server will not send any response. Furthermore, the semantics for
this mode is “best-effort delivery”, which means that the request will not necessarily
be processed by the server at all.

Although CORBA adopts an object-oriented design, it also offers event-based and
message-oriented communication as described in Section 3.3. The CORBA Event Ser-
vice works as follows. An event can be produced by one or more suppliers and is then
delivered through an event channel to subscribed consumers. This can be done either
in push or pull mode. In push mode, suppliers forward events to event channels that
push the event to all registered consumers. In pull mode, consumers try to poll events
from an event channel, which in turn tries to poll events fromsuppliers. A Notification
Service enhances the Event Service by allowing filtering operations [Obj02b].

Events are generally not stored within the underlying communication system. This
functionality can be realized with the CORBA Messaging Service that provides a call-
back model and a polling model (see [Obj04], Chapter 22). Using the callback model,
the client provides a callback object with its invocation that is used to deliver the re-
sponse back to the client. Contrariwise, when using pollingmodel, an invocation
returns a handle that can be used to poll and wait for a response [Vin98]. In contrast to
the deferred synchronous interaction described above, such asynchronousrequests are
using the IDL and static stubs and therefore provide type safety.

3.4.2 Reference Model for Open Distributed Processing

ISO/ITU-T’s Reference Model for Open Distributed Processing (RM-ODP) is a meta-
standard that defines a generic framework from which specificstandards can be de-
rived [BS98].
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Overall Architecture

RM-ODP adopts an object-oriented approach. In order to manage the complexity,
the standard is structured into five different viewpoints that target towards a particular
audience.

� The Enterprise Viewpointdescribes distributed systems in the operation of an
enterprise.

� TheInformation Viewpointconsiders the different information units, the flow of
information, and the processes that manipulate information.

� The Computational Viewpointdescribes the logical structure of the distributed
system in terms of interacting entities.

� TheEngineering Viewpointis concerned with provision of the infrastructure that
is required for realizing distributed systems.

� TheTechnology Viewpointconsiders the development of distributed systems in
terms of installing particular hardware and software technologies.

RM-ODP defines a number offunctionsfor fulfilling a number of different additional
requirements. These functions can therefore be seen as services as defined in Sec-
tion 3.1.

Interaction Models

With regard to the scope of this thesis, the more important concepts are described
within the Computational and Engineering Viewpoints. In particular, the Computa-
tional Viewpoint describes the object-oriented approach of RM-ODP, where each ob-
ject provides a number of interfaces. In order to interact with objects via interfaces, a
binding to the target object is needed. Three different types of bindings are supported:

� Operational bindingssupport the invocation of methods.

� Signal bindings supportthe processing of simple signals in real-time according
to available quality of service capabilities.

� Stream bindingssupport continuous media interaction.

Selective Transparency

While transparency is in general useful for reducing the complexity of distributed sys-
tems, the Computational Viewpoint allows applications to provide anenvironmental
contractthat specifies the required level of transparency.

The Engineering Viewpoint is responsible for providing thisselectivetransparency.
Therefore,transparency functionsare defined that allow to achieve a desired level
of transparency. Furthermore, the Engineering Viewpoint provides abstract concepts
needed to model communication. The concept of achannelis used. A channel consists
of several interaction entities, namelystubs, binders, protocol objects, and intercep-
tors.
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Figure 3.6: RM-ODP describes the concept of a channel as an abstraction that provides
a compound of exchangeable and configurable objects that realize the communication
between two objects [BS98].

Stubs are a generalization of the stubs and skeletons described in the context of the
introduction to CORBA in the previous section. They providean interface between
the object (e.g. the proxy or the target object) and the underlying communication in-
frastructure. Stubs are the only parts of a channel that haveinformation about the type
of data to transfer.

The binders are responsible for setting up and maintaining the communication
means of a channel. They handle possible failures or relocation of objects, e.g. by
interacting with the services provided by the architecture. Together, they provide the
different dimensions of transparency.

The protocol objects provide the functionality of different underlying communica-
tion protocols. Thus, these objects may also rely on other services specific to the used
protocol. Protocol objects are also responsible to realizepossible optimizations, e.g.
when communicating with a colocated object.

In order to establish communication between objects that donot share a common
interaction protocol, interceptors can be used. These entities perform necessary trans-
formations, e.g. for translating between different protocol formats.

3.4.3 Discussion

While RM-ODP defines an open meta-standard, other middleware solutions, such as
CORBA, traditionally use a black-box approach. However, over the last years, es-
pecially CORBA was extended to follow more the design guidelines provided by
RM-ODP. Especially the introduction of new services for event-based and message-
oriented interaction make CORBA an interesting choice for developing distributed
application – or for developing middleware for distributedmultimedia. The following
chapter will further discuss this topic.
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3.5 Summary

Today, distributed systems typically consist of independent hosts running commodity
operating systems. The task of middleware is to mask out the complexity and hetero-
geneity of the underlying infrastructure and to provide transparent access to distributed
resources.

The various standardization efforts in the area of networking, operating systems,
and programming languages have facilitated the creation ofmiddleware for distributed
systems. Consequently, various standards for middleware technologies provide the
functionality needed for efficiently developing large-scale distributed applications.

However, at higher levels, there still exist a lot of incompatible technologies. De-
spite the fact that middleware technologies try to hide the heterogeneity of the underly-
ing infrastructure, the presence of multiple competing standards for all areas of multi-
media computing and networking – and the continuous emergence of new standards –
introduces a new degree of heterogeneity. This is even more true since various design
approaches for middleware exist, like object-based, event-based, or message-oriented
architectures.

Therefore, bridging technologies that connect originallyincompatible solutions
emerged recently [Sta04]. Furthermore, the introduction of another software layer
called “upperware” on top of current technologies was proposed [TvS02]. Such a soft-
ware layer could then be used as meta-architecture to provide technology transparent
access to different middleware. Obviously, such a layer must provide the ability to
integrate different architectures easily and to translatebetween alternative approaches.

Despite the fact that many distributed systems are successfully employed today,
often their architectures are not fullyopenas described above. However, the openness
of a middleware architecture is a key point in realizing extensible and customizable so-
lutions in the presence of today’s heterogeneous environments. This is especially true
when considering the requirements for distributed multimedia systems as discussed
in the following chapter. To this end, thechannelsintroduced by RM-ODP provide
an interesting architectural design that allows to realizeexplicit binding with parame-
terizable and customizable communication strategies. Combined with the concept of
selective transparency, this results in an white-box approach that still provides trans-
parency when needed.
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Chapter 4

Challenges for Distributed
Multimedia Systems

In this chapter, we will answer the question why middleware support for distributed
multimedia is especially demanding. Therefore, as an synopsis of the previous two
chapters, the challenges and requirements for multimedia middleware will be pointed
out.

More precisely, we will answer the question: “Middleware + multimedia = multi-
media middleware?” [Pla02] . Is it enough to add the capabilities of a middleware to
a locally operating multimedia architecture to realize multimedia middleware? If not,
what else needs to be done? What are the major challenges whenconsidering today’s
heterogeneous infrastructures and the pace in which new standards for distributed mul-
timedia emerge? What additional services are needed to satisfy the needs of users –
especially for multimedia home entertainment? What are thecorresponding services a
middleware should provide to allow for efficient application development?

To answer these questions, we will first give an overview of the relevant aspects and
the relationships between them. Then, each of these aspectsis described in detail. In
this context, related work concerning the core architecture for multimedia middleware
will be reviewed. In addition, the need for additional and advanced middleware ser-
vices will be motivated; corresponding related work will bediscussed in detail within
the specific chapters of Part III of this thesis. Together, the presentation in this chap-
ter includes a definition of the term “network-integrated multimedia middleware” as
focussed in this thesis.

4.1 Overview

Figure 4.1 gives an overview of the most important concepts for network-integrated
multimedia middleware as focussed on in this thesis. As we will see, the openness
required for such middleware is apparently contradictory to the transparency generally
needed for developing distributed applications efficiently [Pla02]. Therefore, there is
a trade-off between openness and transparency. Consequently, one major goal for this
thesis is to develop the “right” abstractions, or – if different degrees of openness are
required – a solution that providesscalabletransparency.
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Figure 4.1: Challenges for network-integrated multimediamiddleware. Starting from
a locally operating multimedia architecture, multimedia middleware can be developed
by providing the facilities of a general-purpose middleware solution for distributed
object computing and the additional properties for distributed multimedia. The in-
herent heterogeneity of today’s infrastructures further requires openness and extensi-
bility in order to realize a technology transparent architecture. Additional challenges
imposed by the dynamics and complexity of the overall systemrequire additional ser-
vices. Together, the systematic integration and combination of all these aspects defines
anetwork-integrated multimedia middleware.
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The positions of the different concepts as indicated in Figure 4.1 roughly corre-
spond to the taken approach. Concepts that impose external requirements or chal-
lenges are shown initalics. The relationships between different concepts are indicated
through directed edges. These edges provide a rather loose semantics like “influences”,
“is important for”, or “requires” for the direction they arepointing to. Notice however,
that these indications are not exhaustive. Finally, the major steps in the development
of the notion of a network-integrated multimedia middleware are indicated by boxes.

To give an overview of the concept of a network-integrated multimedia middle-
ware, we start with a locally operating multimedia architecture as described in Chap-
ter 2. By providing the facilities of middleware for distributed object computing (see
Chapter 3) and by extending this approach with properties needed for distributed mul-
timedia, a multimedia middleware can be realized. Section 4.2 will further describe
this step.

Due to the inherent heterogeneity of today’s infrastructures, such a solution further
requires openness and extensibility. This allows to realize a technology transparent ar-
chitecture. Different additional dimensions of heterogeneity that need to be considered
will be identified in Section 4.3.

For the efficient development of appealing multi-user application scenarios, ad-
ditional services are needed. These service are needed to handle the complexity and
dynamics of the overall system by providing suitable abstractions and programming
models. Section 4.4 will provide more details on these aspects.

4.2 Requirements for Multimedia Middleware

4.2.1 Distributed Flow Graphs

Locally operating multimedia architectures as described in Chapter 2 often allow for
using the network as source or sink of data – for example for streaming data between
two separate applications running on different hosts. These architectures do not pro-
vide network transparency. More precisely, the concept of adistributed flow graphis
not provided: A flow graph of processing elements as described in Section 2.4, where
the individual elements are allowed to reside on remote hosts. While such a flow graph
spans across different systems, the application needs to beable to transparently control
and connect the distributed processing elements.

Figure 4.2 shows a simple distributed flow graph with two processing elements
(source and sink). These two elements and the application are located on different
hosts. The two fundamental concepts for realizing distributed flow graphs, namely
network transparent control and cooperation, are discussed next.

4.2.2 Network Transparent Control

In order to realize such a distributed flow graph, several requirements have to be ful-
filled. First of all, a multimedia middleware needs to enableapplications to transpar-
ently control the distributed processing elements that form the flow graph.

As this requirement is well-known from the object-based middleware, many ap-
proaches directly extend existing solutions in order to develop multimedia middleware.
For example, the Multimedia System Services (MSS) [Hew93] offer an architecture for
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Figure 4.2: A distributed flow graph with two distributed processing elements (source
and sink). The application controls these remote elements via object-based clien-
t/server interaction using proxies. The one-way streamingdata connection between
source and sink includes data transmission over a network.

building distributed multimedia application using CORBA.MSS has been adopted as
the underlying platform for the ISO Presentation Environment for Multimedia Objects
(PREMO) [DH98b]. While PREMO is restricted to a high-level conceptual descrip-
tion rather than an approach for implementation, MSS provides a detailed specification
for a specialization of CORBA. In particular, a class hierarchy defined in IDL for mul-
timedia devices and data formats is provided.

Multimedia middleware approaches like [EB02] are based on implementations of
the Open Services Gateway initiative (OSGi) architecture [Opec]. The specifications
developed by the OSGi Alliance define an open service platform for the delivery and
management of multiple applications and services to all types of networked devices
in home, vehicle, mobile, and other environments [MK01]. While OSGi provides a
standard way to connect devices such as home appliances, it does not provide facilities
especially needed for handling multimedia, e.g. synchronization. Correspondingly,
the system described in [EB02] uses external components like commodity media play-
ers for realizing multimedia functionality, fine-grained distributed flow graphs are not
supported.

4.2.3 Network Transparent Cooperation

Besides being able to control distributed processing elements, the streaming data con-
nections between these elements are the other important part to consider when realiz-
ing a distributed flow graph. The establishment of stream bindings should be supported
by a middleware for distributed multimedia in the same way asfor a locally operating
architecture: a third-party binding between two processing elements created by the
application should allow for network transparent cooperation of distributed processing
elements.

While the development of multimedia middleware can greatlybenefit from the pro-
gramming model provided by object-based middleware, in general these solutions lack
the support for handling continuous media. In particular, streaming high-bandwidth
multimedia data with timing constraints is not supported efficiently [MSS99].

This is mainly due to the fact that the interaction paradigmsof most middleware so-
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lutions were originally not designed to operate efficientlyin this case. While reliability
is certainly required for synchronous request-reply interaction, the timeliness of data
transmission is more important for real-time multimedia application. This includes
the possible dropping of data in order to keep up with the imposed timing constraints.
As discussed in detail in Section 2.2.4, specialized protocols are often used to provide
such features.

Unfortunately, traditional middleware design uses a black-box approach, were
binding mechanisms are not exposed to applications and correspondingly cannot be
queried, configured, or extended by providing additional implementations, e.g. for
streaming data connections. However, especially transferring multimedia data often
requires to optimize network parameters like sending or receiving buffer sizes. Fur-
thermore, the implicit binding mechanisms also forbids to monitor QoS parameters,
like bandwidth or delay, for streaming data connections – a property that is of great
importance to identify situation in which a dynamic reconfiguration or adaptation is
needed.

Middleware Service Enhancements

To overcome this problem, several different approaches have been proposed. First, to
overcome the limitations of traditional middleware architectures, existing services are
extended. Especially enhancements of the CORBA event service seem to be promis-
ing. The approach described in [CLD01] extends the standardCORBA event service
to support multimedia and includes data types for multimedia data flows. In [OB00]
an extension for the CORBA event service is described that offers different levels of
reliability, congestion control mechanisms, and jitter suppression strategies.

However, such approaches do not offer the openness needed for distributed multi-
media. Furthermore, throughput and delay of these kinds of transmissions are severely
affected by the underlying event service. For example in [CLD01], even when using
relatively large data packets of 4096 bytes, throughput with acceptable loss rates is
limited to 1.3 Mbps.

Middleware Extensions

While the approaches described so far enhance an existing middleware service, others
try to overcome the limitations of traditional middleware architectures by providing
additional services for establishing streaming data connections.

Specializations of middleware, like the Multimedia SystemServices [Hew93] spec-
ified for CORBA, provide additional interfaces for establishing and configuring mul-
timedia connections. In particular, MSS also defines an additional middleware layer
protocol, the Media Stream Protocol (MSP), for such connections. A restriction of this
approach is that the representation of the connection does not provide a high degree of
openness once it is established [Fit99]. Further importantprotocols, such as RTP, are
not supported.

A similar approach is followed by the specification of the CORBA audio/video
streaming service [ION97]. This extension provides well-defined modules, interfaces,
and semantics for stream establishment together with efficient transport-level mecha-
nisms for data transmission [MSS99]. Although the specification defines an explicit
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binding mechanisms that allows to specify QoS parameters, again, the connection is
not realized as first-class object and therefore does not provide direct access to its
internal parts [WH98].

Recursive, Hierarchical, and Open Bindings

The approaches described so far no not provide binding objects as described in Sec-
tion 3.3. In [BS98], an engineering model for multimedia based on RM-ODP is intro-
duced. This model describes an explicit binding approach for the channels described
in Section 3.4.2. Furthermore, as an generalization,recursive bindingallows binding
objects to be constructed of configurations that include other bindings. The only con-
straint for such a binding object is that is provides stubs asinterfaces for the binding
itself.

Factories for instantiating bindings can then be used to realize a particular binding
protocol. Binding factories and protocols are extensivelyused within the CORBA
based Sumo-ORB [BS98]. The possibility to extend these factories introduces a new
degree of openness into middleware architectures.

Another hierarchical binding model is described in [WC97].This approach uses
delegation – for example, a service binding is delegated to aclient and server binding,
and a network service binding.

An approach similar to recursive binding is described in [FBC
�

98] asopen bind-
ing. Such a binding is represented by an object graph. An object graph consists of
processing elements and other bindings that create a specific binding. Interfaces of in-
ternal parts are exposed by the wrapping binding object. External interfaces then act as
proxies for internal interfaces. An important distinctionof the open binding approach
is that the processing objects of an object graph inside a binding can contain elements
like encoders or decoders – processing elements that are usually not considered to lie
on the “edges” of a flow graph. However, since an open binding exposes its internal
configuration, this concept allows for fine-grained adaptation within the binding itself,
e.g. by changing the compression ratio of an encoder object.A similar approach is
followed for the QoS aware binding objects in MULTE-ORB [EKPR00].

Transparency versus Abstraction

While the above described approaches provide explicit binding and partly binding as
first-class objects within the middleware, other approaches try to provide new abstrac-
tions that explicitly represent communication means within flow graphs. The Infopipes
architecture is an example for this direction [KBH

�

01, BHK
�

02]. Instead of “hiding”
the communication details in binding objects that might automatically been created
by binding factories, the Infopipes approach uses pictorial abstractions like sources,
buffers, pumps, filters, tees, or sinks to model multimedia streaming. The input and
output ports of these elements operate either in push or pullmode, respectively. For
example, pumps pull data from their predecessor and push it to their successors.

To this end, a so called remote pipe transports information from one address space
to another. The input and output port of such a pipe thereforeexist in different ad-
dress spaces. A netpipe furthermore provides buffering of the information flow. While
the Infopipes architecture uses the Squeak Smalltalk environment for remote method
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invocations on distributed components, netpipes are implemented within the architec-
ture itself. Notice however that the approach deliberatelyonly provides access trans-
parency. Since netpipes have to be inserted manually, location transparency for the
creation of flow graphs is not provided (compare Section 3.2.3).

While the abstractions are certainly useful for modeling explicit binding, only lit-
tle support for configuring netpipes is provided. Furthermore, the manual insertion of
netpipes and pumps complicates application development. In addition, realizing mi-
gration transparency seems to be complicated with this approach because moving parts
of a flow graph from one address space to another might requirethe manual insertion
of additional netpipes. In Section 4.4, this topic will be further discussed.

A similar approach is followed by the MediaApplicationServer (MAS) [Shi] that
aims at providing a network-transparent audio server [NSO04]. Within this architec-
ture, networking connection between processing elements are established by automat-
ically inserting a “net device” as an additional element.

Static versus Dynamic Specification of Streaming Connections

RM-ODP and derived architectures, such as TOAST [FGB
�

01], follow the approach
of statically defining input and output ports of processing elements that can be used for
streaming data connections by using an extended interface definition language (IDL)
that provides additional keywords. This idea is also followed by the aRts architec-
ture [aRt] (compare Section 2.5.2). However, since the precise content of a multime-
dia data stream is not always known a priori – e.g. for a multiplexed MPEG stream as
described in Section 2.2.3 – and the content of a stream can also vary over time, we
argue that inputs and outputs of processing elements shouldnot be specified statically
within an IDL. Instead, an arbitrary number of ports and the corresponding properties
need to be accessible via a generic interface. The multimedia middleware architecture
presented in Part II of this thesis employs this approach.

Discussion

Explicit binding and the provision of binding objects representing communication
between two objects provide great benefits for distributed multimedia. Applications
can setup and configure communication means according to their needs. Even more
promising is a semi-automatic approach where applicationsonly specify higher level
goals and binding factories perform the binding process autonomously.

However, explicit binding should not be restricted to streaming communication
between the processing elements of a flow graph, but rather beused for all bindings
– including operational bindings between proxy and target object. This is especially
important when considering heterogeneous environments asdiscussed in Section 4.3,
where only certain technologies for establishing communication are available. There-
fore, we aim at providing an unified yet extensible approach for establishing different
kinds of interaction, such as between proxy and target object or between connected
processing elements of a distributed flow graph.
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4.2.4 Distributed Synchronization

As a distributed flow graph potentially spans across different hosts, an application for
distributed playback of multimedia might therefore chose to render different media
on different systems or to capture data from distributed sources. In both cases, the
underlying middleware needs to provide facilities for synchronizing media streams on
distributed systems [BS98].

Different synchronization protocols where developed so far. The most prominent
ones are the Concord algorithm [SSNA95] and the Adaptive Synchronization Protocol
(ASP) [RH97]. As an example, the ASP aims at the synchronizedplayback of buffers
at different distributed data sinks. Therefore, corresponding data units are marked
with the same timestamp. In the beginning, a maximum delay for all units to reach
their corresponding sink node is assumed and all data is played out at the time of the
corresponding timestamp plus this additional delay. Sincethis offset introduces an
artificial extra delay for the play back of buffers, the protocol aims at minimizing the
value used.

While intra-stream synchronization can be accomplished bylocal operations, e.g.
by delaying or dropping buffers, distributed inter-streamsynchronization requires fur-
ther effort. Therefore, common protocols often adopt a master-slave approach, where
one processing element within the flow graph acts as a master and all other processing
elements that perform some sort of synchronization are adapted to the master.

The basis for performing distributed synchronization is a common source for tim-
ing information. Commonly, the Network Time Protocol (NTP)is used to synchro-
nize the system time of distributed hosts [LMS85, Mil91]. The accuracy of this pro-
cess strongly depends on the networking conditions and the accuracy of the system
clock. However, clock offsets in the range of some milliseconds can be achieved using
NTP [NTP]. As we have seen in Section 2.2.5, such values are sufficient for lip-
synchronizing audio and video. For application setups thatrequire higher precision,
alternative approaches can be used [LKW03].

Discussion

While several sophisticated synchronization protocols exist, the focus for developing
a multimedia middleware – and therefore the focus for our work – should be to realize
a framework that allows various protocols to be implementedand used for supporting
different application scenarios, for example capturing orpresentation of multimedia,
but also more advanced services like hand off of media processing from one device to
another as discussed in Section 4.4.3.

4.2.5 Device Discovery and Management

So far we have not considered how remote processing elementslike multimedia de-
vices or software components are located within the network. This is in general re-
ferred to asservice discovery. Service discovery itself is a service according to our
definition in Section 3.1.2 that allows to deploy, discover,and interact with the capa-
bilities of “services” within the network. These services can then be used by other
services. For multimedia middleware the discovery of processing elements is partic-
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ularly interesting. Therefore, the termsdevice discovery and managementor registry
are also often used for such a service.

In any case, such a service needs to provide different facilities. First, devices and
software components need to be registered with a detailed description of supported ca-
pabilities. Second, facilities for applications to query the service need to be provided.
Finally, such queries result in reservation and instantiation of corresponding entities.

One possibility for realizing a registry service is to use the capabilities of existing
middleware solutions. In the case of using CORBA, the namingand trading services
provide the required functionality (compare Section 3.4.1). However, especially for the
area of home networking, a variety of different standards for service discovery exists
like Universal Plug and Play (UPnP) [Uni], Jini [Jin, AOS

�

99], the Bluetooth Service
Discovery Protocol (Bluetooth SDP) [Blu01], the Home AudioVideo Interoperability
(HAVi) standard [Hom], and many others. Then, there are alsoprotocols like the
Service Location Protocol (SLP) [GPVD99] initially developed to operate in larger
networks. While the different approaches share a number of attributes, it is important
to notice that they also provide a number of distinguishing features [SSJH03]. This
topic will be further discussed in Section 4.3.2.

4.2.6 Predictable Quality of Service

The provision of quality of service (QoS) for distributed systems has seen tremen-
dous efforts both in research and standardization activities. To this end, specifications
for extending commodity middleware solutions have emerged. As an example, the
Real-Time CORBA extension provides defined behavior for parameters like compu-
tational load, network bandwidth, or latency by managing processor, communication,
and memory resources [SK00].

However, this end-to-end behavior is only predictable for systems that support real-
time scheduling within operating systems, networks, and protocols. As can be seen
from the discussion in Section 2.3, the underlying infrastructure we are considering
does only provide best effort QoS. Predictable QoS can only partly be achieved by
mechanisms like buffering, prefetching, traffic shaping, or forward error correction.
Therefore, we argue that adaptation offers a more promisingand widely employable
approach.

As adaptation is not necessarily a fixed part of multimedia middleware but more
often realized as additional service or within the application, related work in this area
will be reviewed in the scope of Section 4.4.1.

However, for adaptation techniques to operate effectively, multimedia middleware
needs to provide the appropriate facilities. Correspondingly, we focus on architec-
tural support for QoS specification, QoS monitoring, and QoSmaintenance (compare
Section 2.2.6). Admission control and resource reservation is only performed on the
middleware layer since no platform support is available. Ongoing work in this area
will be briefly presented in Section 9.5.
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4.3 Additional Dimensions of Heterogeneity

As discussed in Chapter 3, the task of traditional middleware is to mask out the com-
plexity and heterogeneity of the underlying infrastructure in terms of networks, com-
puter hardware, operating systems and programming languages. However, especially
for distributed multimedia systems additional dimensionsof heterogeneity exist. These
dimensions will be further discussed in the following.

4.3.1 Multimedia Devices, Processing, and Architectures

Multimedia middleware must allow to integrate different multimedia devices and pro-
cessing routines, such as newly available codecs. Obviously, this is also a requirement
for a locally operating multimedia architecture. In general, the concept of a flow graph
consisting of processing elements together with their specific multimedia formats pro-
vide the abstractions to fulfill this requirement.

However, since middleware for distributed multimedia possibly operates on differ-
ent systems, it needs to provide a generic architectural processing model that allows
to integrate existing software components specific for a particular platform, such as
device drivers, multimedia libraries, and even locally running software architectures.
This processing model must provide high level abstractionsand is not allowed assume
a certain behavior of components to be integrated.

4.3.2 Device Discovery and Management

As described in Section 4.2.5, there exists a variety of different standards for device
discovery and management. The different approaches share anumber of attributes –
but they also provide a number of distinguishing features. As a multimedia device will
typically only support some of these standards, this heterogeneity adds another level
of complexity.

The distinguishing features are key properties like initial device discovery, device
description, or interaction. For example, some architectures employ a peer-to-peer
approach for advertising services. Peer-to-peer (P2P) architectures do not rely on
centralized services but rather consist of individual peers voluntary participating in
a dynamic and ad-hoc infrastructure [SGG02]. Others use registration of services in a
central service repository.

While standards like SLP or Bluetooth SDP do not provide mechanisms for ac-
cessing remote services or devices, others, e.g. Jini, UPnP, and HAVi, also provide
ways to access these entities once they were discovered – even if varying widely in the
way how this is achieved.

Although Jini and HAVi are both based on Java, both define their own discovery
protocol to register and access services. Another main difference between the two is
that HAVi defines a fixed set of interfaces for different devices, were Jini only specifies
how to define an interface [RBZ01].

UPnP provides an infrastructure that uses existing Internet standards like HTTP
and XML to integrate, access, and describe devices. For controlling devices, UPnP
uses the Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) [W3Ca]. Unlike other approaches,
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UPnP is therefore independent of the used physical networking medium, the used pro-
gramming language, and operating system. While these features make UPnP a good
choice for heterogeneous environments, one can observe that the area of home net-
working has always seen and will always see technological changes – existing stan-
dards will become less important; new standards will emerge.

Therefore, we aim at providing a registry service that allows for the integration of
different technologies. This service will be described in detail in Chapter 9. In the
scope of this context, in particular in Section 9.2, currentresearch that addresses the
problem of heterogeneity for device management will be discussed.

4.3.3 Networking and Middleware Technologies

As discussed in Section 4.5, at higher layers within the ISO-OSI protocol stack (e.g.
layers 4 to 7), there exist a lot of different approaches:

� Different transport layer protocols, like TCP and UDP discussed in Section 2.2.4
but also many other proposals for multimedia streaming thatoperate on the same
IP infrastructure [KLW01].

� Different protocols for the transmission of multimedia data that operate on top
of transport layer protocols, like RTP/RTCP discussed in Section 2.2.4.

� Different middleware protocols like CORBA’s IIOP discussed in Section 3.4.1
but also Open Source alternatives like the Desktop Communication Protocol
(DCOP) [Bro] and the Multimedia Communication Protocol (MCOP) [Wes]
originated from the KDE project [KDE] and the aRts project [aRt], respectively.

� Different application layer protocols specific for multimedia. To this end, for-
ward error correction (FEC) mechanisms or protocols for digital rights manage-
ment (DRM) play an important role (see Section 2.3.1).

Consequently, multimedia middleware needs to support the integration of these dif-
ferent protocols and mechanisms. To this end, even existingmiddleware solutions for
distributed multimedia should be allowed to be integrated.

Two Open Source approaches for distributed multimedia, namely aRts [aRt] and
MAS [Shi] were already briefly discussed in Section 2.6. Besides the fact that these
frameworks only allow to handle audio streams, they are bothalso tightly coupled to a
specific lower level networking technology. While aRts relies on the above mentioned
MCOP, MAS employs RTP on top of TCP for realizing communication – further ex-
tensions of the architecture are not explicitly supported.

For traditional middleware, pluggable protocol frameworks were proposed. An
example for this approach for CORBA is described in [OKS

�

00] for The ACE Orb
(TAO), which allows for the development and usage of custom inter-ORB messaging
and transport protocols. While such protocols are not compliant to GIOP/IIOP, they
provide better performance in terms of message footprint size, latency, and jitter. The
support of application specific protocols together with CORBA compatibility is also
one of the main goals for the development of the middleware platform GOPI [CBM02].
However, the tight coupling with CORBA certainly limits thegeneral applicability of
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these approaches and requires all components that are to be integrated into the multi-
media architecture to be adapted to the CORBA object model with its restricted set of
data types. Contrariwise, NMM especially aims at providingan framework that does
allow for the easy integration of existing components. Since external components,
such as libraries or device drivers, internally and externally already use a fixed set of
data structures, a seamless integration of existing types is important.

Other systems, such as Da CaPo++ [SCW
�

99], provide general protocol frame-
works that automatically configure stacks of protocol modules from a given specifica-
tion that includes parameters like the required level of security. While this framework
provides the benefits of modularity and extensibility for multimedia communication,
network transparent control of components is not addressed.

Furthermore, current research activities aim at the development of micro-broker-
based middleware that builds a communication infrastructure around a relatively small
middleware core. Examples for this approach are BASE [BSGR03] or Universally In-
teroperable Core (UIC) [RKC01]. Especially BASE provides aplug-in concept for all
communication means through proxies and interoperabilityprotocols. This allows dif-
ferent communication patterns such as request-response orevent-based interaction to
be handled by the middleware. The solution is especially suited for systems with scarce
resources. For such systems, a minimum configuration of the middleware can be used.
However, while being still restricted to a prototypical implementation without full an-
ticipated functionality, this approach does not consider the functionality needed for
distributed multimedia [RKC01]. A similar approach that allows to plug-in different
communication mechanisms such as HTTP within the Virtual Networked Applicances
(VNA) architecture is presented in [NT02]. While the architecture is also suitable for
distributed multimedia application, it is restricted to communication between different
high-level services – fine-grained configuration of applications using distributed flow
graphs is not supported.

NMM also follows the approach of providing a micro-core middleware together
with pluggable components for realizing communication. However, its architecture is
intentionally designed to support different interaction paradigms, such as request-reply
or one-way interaction for multimedia data.

4.3.4 System Characteristics

As discussed in Section 2.2, distributed multimedia applications might require a lot
of networking and processing resources. However, in heterogenous environments, the
various mobile and stationary systems provide different resources in terms of compu-
tational power, memory capacity, and networking performance.

While stationary systems like multimedia PCs or set-top boxes nowadays provide
sufficient resources to allow multimedia middleware or middleware in general to op-
erate efficiently, for resource-poor devices, like PDAs, specifications like Minimum
CORBA were developed [Obj02a]. Contrariwise, recent results also showed that com-
modity mobile devices are able to operate commercial CORBA implementation spe-
cialized for embedded environments efficiently [KAVP03]. However, the performance
strongly depends on the optimizations provided for a particular platform. While these
performance results are quite promising, the memory requirements for standard mid-
dleware might still be too high. Furthermore, as discussed before, support for stream-
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ing multimedia is not included in middleware for distributed object computing and
requires additional resources. In contrast, NMM aims at providing a unified approach
for object-based interaction and multimedia streaming.

4.3.5 Existing Applications

While the availability of some open middleware technology on all platforms is cer-
tainly a desirable goal, many end-systems are closed in the sense that they do not even
allow to install additionally software. For example, many mobile phones only offer a
fixed set of installed applications such as web browsers and media players. Together,
these two applications allow mobile phones to act as a “traditional” streaming clients
that access multimedia streams via links embedded in web pages. Other systems might
allow to install additional software components for receiving streaming data but are
still restricted to use the preinstalled media player for multimedia data processing.

In order to integrate these systems into distributed multimedia computing environ-
ments, proxy architectures can be used. While the Proxy design pattern is also used
within distributed object computing middleware (compare Section 3.3), in this context,
the term proxy refers to an intermediate system between a data source (e.g. a streaming
server) and a data sink (e.g. a streaming client). The proxy can then be used to process
the data received from the source before forwarding it to thesink. The system that rep-
resents the data sink, often runs special software components that handle the receiving
of streaming multimedia before forwarding data to the preinstalled media player.

Different approaches were proposed that employ this concept, e.g. [SDEF98] or the
system described in [MSK01]. Often, a multimedia middleware then runs on servers
and proxies. While such scenarios are not addressed in more detail in the scope of this
thesis, the communication framework of NMM can also be used to realize traditional
client/server setups. Since web browsers can be used as control point, the generation
of web interfaces can be achieved by using the reflective capabilities of NMM.

4.3.6 QoS Management

Heterogeneous environments offer different means to specify and maintain QoS re-
quirements. Consequently, a large variety of different standards exists in this area
(compare Section 2.2.6). Therefore, recent research concentrates on the provision
of integrated generic solutions for QoS management for suchheterogeneous environ-
ments [EGPJ02]. While these approaches certainly share similar goals with other in-
tegrating architectures, we concentrate on the case where the underlying infrastructure
does only provide best-effort QoS and the middleware needs to provide reflection to
guide the adaptation process (see Section 2.3).

4.4 Coping with Dynamics and Complexity

The middleware facilities discussed so far already providesuitable abstractions for
developing distributed multimedia applications. However, due to the dynamics and
complexity of distributed systems in general, multimedia middleware needs to provide
additional services such as adaptation and reconfiguration, support for user and host
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mobility, seamless service provision, support for collaborative activities, and high-
level abstractions together with services that help setting up complex distributed flow
graphs.

Together, the described application scenarios and requirements motivate the de-
velopment of advanced middleware services to be described in Part III of this thesis.
Correspondingly, related work is reviewed within the scopeof the different chapters
of that part.

4.4.1 Adaptation and Reconfiguration

Within a distributed systems, applications – or more generally, tasks– run concurrently
and therefore compete for all kinds of resources. In the context of a multimedia system,
“resources” can be anything from computational power or networking bandwidth to
specialized multimedia input/output devices.

The resource requirements for a single task can vary dynamically. Correspond-
ingly, the resource availability for all tasks in the distributed system change over time.
The variation of resource requirements can be the result of internal or external changes.
On the one hand, as explained in Section 2.2, the different characteristics of even a
single multimedia stream impose varying internal resourcerequirements. For infras-
tructures without strict quality of service guarantees, a single concurrently running
task might therefore violate the resource requirements forall other tasks. On the other
hand, the variation of resource requirements can be the result of external changes. For
example, a user might choose to alter her preferences, e.g. by selecting a higher quality
in terms of video resolution.

As no strict quality of service (QoS) guarantees are provided by the underlying
platforms, multimedia middleware needs to be able to detectthese changes. Then,
different adaptation techniques like the scaling techniques described in Section 2.3.2
can be applied. Such fine-grained techniques have been used by several approaches,
e.g. for controlling the behavior of components running on intermediate host that act
as proxy [SDEF98, NXWL01], for maintenance operations performed on arbitrary
components along a data path [MSK01], or for adaptations within object graphs of
open bindings [FBC

�

98].
If these fine-grained adaptation techniques are insufficient, dynamic reconfigura-

tions of complete flow graphs or application setups can be used. This is used for exam-
ple to instantiate additional components running on hosts that act as proxies [SDEF98]
or by providing alternative application specific configurations for flow graphs together
with rules describing when to use a certain configuration [LXN02].

Discussion

While the provision of adaptation techniques is certainly an important task for multi-
media middleware, we focus on the more complex case of reconfigurations of active
distributed flow graphs. Especially, we aim at providing suitable abstractions for such
reconfigurations within the middleware layer to be used by applications or other mid-
dleware service. In this context, we focus on the special case for dynamic reconfigura-
tions due to user and device mobility as discussed in the following. However, as will
be described in Chapter 12, the taken approach can be appliedin general.
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4.4.2 User and Device Mobility

A special case for a dynamic reconfiguration of a flow graph occurs due to the mobility
of either users, devices, or both together. For example, a user might initiate a multime-
dia application such as the playback of audio/video data on anearby stationary system.
Upon moving to another location, the user might want to continue this application us-
ing another nearby system. For the example of media playback, this would result in
performing the output of audio and video data on the system closest to the user.

This is a typical example of location-aware multimedia access. Similarly, an ap-
plication running on a mobile device can be reconfigured depending on the location of
the device itself.

Another variation of user mobility is referred to as “follow-you-and-me” [NT02].
In such scenarios, the devices that act as sources of data arechosen according to the
location of one person, and the devices that act as sinks of data according to the loca-
tion of another person. An example for a “follow-you-and-mevideo” would record a
video with a camera chosen according to the location of one person and display this
video stream on a device according to the location of anotherperson.

Multimedia Access for Mobile Users

A special case of user and device mobility works as follows. Let us consider an ap-
plication for watching TV running on a stationary system. Such an application is
represented by a flow graph of possibly distributed processing elements (compare Sec-
tion 4.2.1). Typically, the processing elements that perform the output of audio/video
are located on a system nearby the user. Notice, that the distributed synchronization
provided by a multimedia middleware allows the sink elements for audio and video to
be located on different systems. Furthermore, the source ofdata – such as a TV board
for DVB reception – can be used from a remote system.

A distributed flow graph further allows such an application to run on one system,
e.g. a mobile device, while all processing elements of the flow graph itself run on other
systems. To this end, a mobile device acts as a “remote control” for the distributed flow
graph since network transparent control is provided by the underlying middleware.

Again, if the user moves to another location, the distributed flow graph can be re-
configured to perform media output on systems nearby. In particular, the processing
elements that act as sinks need to be migrated to a new system.In the best case, mid-
dleware should therefore provide mobility transparency asdescribed in Section 3.2.3.

This requires to relocate processing elements but also to perform a handoff of
the connection between proxy and target object, and the streaming data connections
between processing elements of the flow graph. Figure 4.3 shows a simple example
for such a migration process. Most commonly, the termhandoff is used to describe
the change of an existing network connection. Whilevertical handoffdescribes the
functionality of changing connections between heterogeneous networks, the termhor-
izontal handoffis used when such a change occurs between networks of the sametype.
Often, these two cases can be handled similarly.

The integration of resource-poor mobile devices into this scenario is particular in-
teresting. For example, while moving from one location to another, the user might
want to continue media playback on a mobile device. Due to thelimitations in terms
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Figure 4.3: Reconfiguration of flow graph for location-awaremedia output (compare
Figure 4.2). The sink element is migrated to another host during runtime. This re-
quires to handoff the connection between proxy and target object, and the streaming
connection between source and sink elements.

of networking bandwidth and processing power of such a device, this might require to
adapt the media streams received by the processing elementsrunning on the mobile
device. Such a dynamic adaptation therefore might require to insert additional pro-
cessing elements into the used flow graph and to distribute the additional workload of
these elements to different powerful systems within the network.

Realizing Location-Awareness

The above described application scenarios are typical examples for ubiquitous comput-
ing. A major research topic in this area focuses on the development of infrastructures
where computers are fulfilling user-centered task while acting invisible in the back-
ground [Wei91].

For realizing the above described scenarios, some environmental factors such as
the locations of the user and devices, the identity of the user, or the preferences of the
user – together, generally referred to ascontext– need to be acquired and considered.
Especially the location of users and devices is important.

There exist many different approaches for acquiring location information, like
radio-frequency (RF) based systems [BP00], infrared-based systems [BBK00], sys-
tems using the Global Positioning Systems (GPS), or combinations thereof [BKW02].
Furthermore, different middleware solutions study architectural support for context-
aware applications, e.g. [CNM01] and [Dey00].

Although the user’s experience will benefit when context information is acquired
and integrated automatically, applications still need to be reconfigured due to changes
in context. However, while this task is often not addressed by solutions for context-
aware computing, the various challenges that need to be solved for this step are specif-
ically addressed in Chapter 12 of this thesis.
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Correspondingly, we are not discussing topics related to context-aware computing
– such as acquiring context information – in the scope of thisthesis but rather assume
that this information is given. In the simplest case, this isrealized by user interaction,
e.g. by manually selecting the current position.

4.4.3 Seamless Service Provision

Several solutions for dynamic reconfigurations and handofffor distributed multimedia
systems were proposed so far. These approaches are described in detail in Chapter 12,
more precisely in Section 12.2. However, the main disadvantage of these approaches
is the lack of synchronized playback during reconfiguration.

Let us again consider a playback application running on a mobile device, e.g. a
PDA, playing audio data through its internal speakers or earphones. When the user
moves around and enters an environment with richer I/O capabilities (e.g. a hi-fi system
in a living room, a car, or an office) the output could be handedoff to these more
capable devices. If the user later leaves this environment the output should be handed
back to the mobile device.

To realize this scenario, the application must be able to dynamically adapt an active
multimedia flow graph to changing environments. In addition, the reconfiguration
and handoff should be seamless and continuous. This means that no data is lost or
duplicated and media playback is fully synchronized at all times, which is especially
important when listening to music. To this end, even the finalchange of the used output
devices should be absolutely “seamless” in the sense that nointerruption is noticeable
for humans.

Discussion

Such seamless service provision by using horizontal handoffs is already known from
network technologies for mobile phones like the Global System for Mobile Communi-
cations (GSM). However, the scenario described above additionally requires to recon-
figure and migrate parts of an active flow graph while keeping multimedia processing
continuous and synchronized at all times. Furthermore, we aim at establishing such
seamless handoff as a general service that is independent ofa particular transmission
protocol.

In general, such a seamless service allows to adapt and reconfigure active distribu-
ted flow graphs. To realize this, middleware needs to providedistributed coordination
and synchronization mechanisms that can be extended easilyto implement a particular
handoff protocol. Furthermore, appropriate abstractionsneed to be provided that allow
to specify what parts of an active flow graph need to reconfigured. In Chapter 12, the
developed service will be presented in detail and related work will be reviewed.

4.4.4 Collaborative Multimedia Applications

Besides seamless service provision, the increased number of mobile and stationary
devices with multimedia capabilities enables further new application scenarios.

Particularly interesting is collaborative multimedia access, where a number of
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users simultaneously enjoys the same (or similar) content –possibly at different lo-
cations using different devices.

Application Scenarios

For collaborative multimedia entertainment, different application scenarios can be en-
visioned. For example, different users within a household can enjoy the same content:
a sports event being watched at a TV set in the living-room canthen at the same time
also be followed with a mobile device, e.g. while being in thegarden, or with another
stationary device, e.g. in the kitchen. While such a scenario could be realized by using
a TV receiver in each devices (e.g. for receiving digital TV via DVB-T), such abun-
dant resources are not necessarily needed. On the contrary,a multimedia middleware
solution that operates on top of commodity networking technology such as IP-based
LANs or WLANs could provide shared access to a single device for receiving TV. Us-
ing such a solution, the described application scenario would also not be restricted to
TV but work for other media as well.

A particularly interesting option arises for shared accessto media like DVD that
usually provide different audio tracks, e.g. for differentlanguages. Here, different
users could jointly watch the video material on the same large screen but use individual
mobile devices (like PDAs) together with earphones to listen to different audio tracks.

Another example that includes wide-area networking could provide an opportunity
for video conferencing together with collaborative accessto additional media. A setup
particularly interesting for multimedia home entertainment could allow a user to play-
back personal media files including audio and video (e.g. from the last vacation) on
the local system and to present the same content simultaneously on a remote system
to another user. By using an additional channel for video conferencing, both users
could interactively comment on the media being presented. This scenario stresses the
importance of synchronized playback on distributed systems.

Yet another scenario provides a similar setup: two users at the same location spon-
taneously “connect” their personal mobile devices in orderto simultaneously enjoy
the same content. For example, one user could playback mediaon a laptop computer,
while a second user accesses the content on a mobile system, e.g. a PDA or mobile
phone.

Middleware Support for Shared Applications

These application scenarios motivate a general requirement for multimedia middle-
ware: parts of an application (in form of a flow graph) need to besharedto be used by
another application.

This feature provides different benefits. First, this possibility is necessary in cases
where only one distinct device exists to perform a certain operation and a number of
different users want to access it simultaneously (e.g. a device for receiving TV). Sec-
ondly, sharing of flow graphs allows to share the computational resources consumed
by a certain task (e.g. the decoding of digital TV). Consequently, this also helps to
integrate devices with scarce resources by reusing parts ofthe multimedia processing
performed on systems with sufficient resources.
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In order to allow rich multimedia access (such as watching TV) for users with
mobile devices, media adaptation needs to be performed to cope with the limited re-
sources of these devices. This adaptation is a dynamic process and has to be performed
on demand and possibly includes the extension of a shared flowgraph.

Another important fact for collaborative multimedia is thepossibility to jointly
control media processing. All users participating in such ashared application should be
provided the possibility to control all parts of the flow partif not restricted otherwise.

Discussion

Different solutions for group communication such as IP multicast or application level
multicast were proposed so far and will be discussed in Section 11.2. While these ap-
proaches consider a different problem domain, the benefits of sharing of multimedia
flow graphs were not considered previously. A middleware service especially devel-
oped for such application scenarios will be described in detail in Chapter 11 of this
thesis.

4.4.5 Automatic Application Setup

While the middleware facilities described so far already provide a lot of support for
developing distributed multimedia applications, a key issue remains: the creation of
flow graphs.

Multimedia middleware must allow an application – or even a user – to create and
configure complex flow graphs without having to deal with low level details such as
data formats and how certain processing elements must be connected to be compatible
with each other. Especially in a distributed environment, new multimedia devices or
software codecs and associated new data formats may become available at any time
and should be seamlessly supported by the multimedia middleware and thus all of its
applications.

At best, multimedia middleware could provide interaction mechanisms where a
user simply needs to specify what tasks should be performed (e.g. playback of media)
using what content (e.g. some audio/video file) employing what devices (e.g. a TV set).
Such a representation is then automatically converted to a valid and fully configured
flow graph meaning that only “matching” elements are connected with fully specified
connection formats. Finally, such a representation needs to be mapped to physical
instances of processing elements and connections. In this last step, resource such as
devices, processing capacity of hosts, and networking bandwidth need to be reserved.
In addition, adaptation and dynamic reconfiguration steps might be needed in order to
maintain the initial setup of a flow graph.

Discussion

From the above described requirements, one can conclude that many different aspects
are involved in true automatic application setup. Therefore, this task can be considered
to be an open problem for distributed multimedia systems. For the scope of this thesis
we will concentrate on the problem of finding and configuring valid distributed flow
graphs starting from a given high-level description. The optimization criteria we use is
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oriented to the quality of service perceived by users of the system. The quality-driven
format negotiation and graph building service will be described in detail in Chapter 10.

4.5 Summary

Together, middleware that allows to set up distributed flow graphs masks out the com-
plexity of developing distributed multimedia applications by providing the same pro-
gramming model as locally operating multimedia architectures.

Therefore, a service for device discovery is needed that allows to locate and access
distributed multimedia devices and software components inorder to integrate them
into a distributed flow graph. Such a flow graph provides network transparent control
of distributed processing elements.

While these requirements can partly be fulfilled by traditional middleware solu-
tions, multimedia middleware needs to provide additional features and services. Net-
work transparent cooperation allows to connect distributed and local elements. Stream-
ing data connections between elements need to provide appropriate bindings. Distribu-
ted synchronization is a further requirement for multimedia middleware. In addition,
QoS management for predictable QoS in best-effort environments concentrates on QoS
specification, monitoring, and maintenance within the middleware layer.

As we have seen in Chapter 2, multimedia data streams have very different prop-
erties. Furthermore, even two streams with the same characteristics (e.g. the same
format) need to be handled differently if used in real-time or off-line applications. For
example, real-time applications generally need timely delivery of multimedia data and
thus prefer protocols like RTP whereas off-line application choose TCP because of the
provided reliability.

Therefore, explicit binding approaches allow to manually choose the binding to be
established and configure specific parameters thereof. Thiscorresponds to a white-box
design, where the application can access internal properties of the core functionality
of the middleware. Often explicit binding is realized by providing first-class binding
objects to applications. Such abstractions provide an elegant way to to express the
imposed requirements for a binding in terms of channel characteristics. Furthermore,
they allow to monitor and to inspect the binding. Finally, binding objects can be used
to reconfigure or adapt a communication channel.

Different dimensions of heterogeneity in distributed multimedia systems require
additional architectural choices to be made. To summarize,one cannot assume the
availability of a certain technology on all platforms. To this end, even the existence
of different middleware solutions increases this heterogeneity problem. Therefore, it
seems more promising to develop an open meta-architecture that consists of a very
small middleware core. Rather than relying on a particular technology, such a solution
allow for integrating different existing solutions. Also,different communication mod-
els can be realized uniformly. In addition, reflection needsto be provided – a property
especially important for multimedia middleware because itallows to inspect hetero-
geneous components, to register for notifications in distributed environments, and to
apply different adaptation and reconfiguration strategies.

Based on such a framework, a very generic processing model for multimedia data
flow graphs can be realized that allows to integrate different other locally operating
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components such as devices, software routines, or other multimedia architectures. Fi-
nally, the openness of the architecture should be applied toall aspects of the middle-
ware, like distributed synchronization, or additional services such as device discovery.

While the challenges due to heterogeneity are considered inareas like Enterprise
Application Integration [Gei01], system research for ubiquitous or multimedia com-
puting only started to consider this area [BSGR03, NT02]. The key challenge for such
integrating architectures lies in the challenge to not justsimply add another middle-
ware solution, but provide a meta-level on top of other solutions.

Despite the fact that multimedia middleware needs to provide a certain degree of
openness, it should provide transparency and appropriate abstractions to mask out the
complexity of developing distributed multimedia applications. The concept of dis-
tributed flow graphs greatly helps to ease application development. In addition, the
separation of middleware into an open architectural core and additional higher level
services further helps to provide scalable transparency. Services are allowed to access
all internal properties of the middleware core but provide ahigher level of transparency
to applications.

The dynamics and complexity of application scenarios for distributed multimedia
require additional services to be provided by multimedia middleware. A service partic-
ularly interesting is the seamless adaptation or reconfiguration due to user and device
mobility. More precisely, middleware should support the migration of users’ activities
to different locations and devices without interrupting the tasks.

Rather then requiring to manually integrate processing elements for networking
connections within flow graphs [BHK

�

02], it seems more promising to “hide” this
fact within the edges connecting distributed elements. We argue that such an approach
provides the appropriate abstractions for supporting transparent relocation of process-
ing elements. In such cases, the overall structure of the flowgraph stays the same.
No networking elements need to be inserted (or removed); only the connecting edges
need to be reconfigured. However, such stream bindings need to provide the openness
needed to realize scalable transparency.

Furthermore, middleware for true network-integrated multimedia enables new and
exciting application scenarios where a number of users simultaneously enjoys the same
content using different devices. To enhance the sense of collaboration among users,
such activities need strict synchronization.

Finally, the setup of complex distributed multimedia data flow graphs needs to be
facilitated by additional middleware services. Due to the complexity of this task, an
overall solution for this problem is still actively researched. However, basic support
for setting up applications in distributed environments can already be provided when
focusing on the important aspect of the quality of service asperceived by users of the
system.

To summarize, a lot of challenges and requirements have to beaddressed by a mul-
timedia middleware solution for true distributed multimedia. To this end, The forma-
tion of the Digital Living Network Alliance (DLNA) [Diga] clearly shows the need for
defining frameworks for interoperable multimedia systems and advanced services, and
their commercial relevance. In June 2004, DLNA published a white paper addressing
several use case scenarios that focus on seamless home entertainment [Dig04b]. While
the DLNA Home Networked Device Interoperability Guidelines v1.0 is not available
freely, from a white paper published in June 2004, its general design principles can
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be derived [Dig04a]. Instead of defining an open framework, DLNA tries to achieve
interoperability by strictly specifying the building blocks for network, device, codec,
and software technologies. The guidelines name JPEG, LPCM audio, MPEG2, HTTP,
UPnP, IPv4, Ethernet, and 802.11a/b/g as these building blocks. For integrating new
and emerging technologies, the DLNA standards need to be evolved. Furthermore, the
architecture mostly adopts a client/server approach with streaming data transmissions
mainly taking place between Digital Media Servers (DMS) andDigital Media Players
(DMP); required media adaptations needed for serving devices with restricted capa-
bilities are to be performed by servers, a distribution of workload does not seem to be
possible.

In contrast, the work presented in the following aims at providing a more open
framework that adopts the concept of a distributed flow graph. However, it will be
interesting to evaluate if DLNA products can be integrated into our approach – once
they are available.
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Chapter 5

An Open Middleware Architecture
for Network-Integrated
Multimedia

In this chapter, the design of an open middleware architecture for network-integrated
multimedia is presented [LRS02, LS03, Loh04d]. The major design goals and the de-
rived architectural decisions are discussed first. While the presented base architecture
is not restricted to multimedia computing, we will continueby giving an overview of
a concrete realization of a flow graph based multimedia middleware. The following
chapters of this part of the thesis will provide more detailson the developed middle-
ware – the Network-Integrated Multimedia Middleware (NMM).

5.1 Architectural Decisions

From the discussion in the preceding chapters, it can be derived that the different di-
mensions of heterogeneity of today’s infrastructures impose new challenges for multi-
media middleware and for middleware in general [Gei01]. Furthermore, the dynamics
and complexity of distributed multimedia applications requires suitable abstractions to
allow for the development of advanced middleware services.The following discussion
will introduce the core concepts as provided by the Network-Integrated Multimedia
Middleware (NMM) to address these challenges.

5.1.1 Open and Integrating Micro-Core Architecture

First of all, one can observe that the benefits of object-oriented programming naturally
fit into the task of developing middleware for distributed multimedia:

An object-oriented approach provides a suitable programming model for
multimedia middleware.

In particular, we choose the programming language C++. Thischoice was mainly
made because many low-level multimedia libraries (e.g. forencoding or decoding
data) for GNU/Linux are available as C libraries. While offering the benefits of an
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object-oriented programming language, C++ allows to integrate these libraries easily.
The following sections will extensively use terminology typically for object-oriented
programming such as inheritance or exceptions [Str97].

The key design challenge is to provide a high degree of openness and at the same
time allow for scalable transparency in order to ease the development of distributed
multimedia applications. It is important to notice thatopennessimplies that the ar-
chitectures allows the composition of the overall system out of individual components
and at the same time provides access to these components. These properties should be
fulfilled not only for the main externally visible components but also for all internal
components. Such a degree of openness then allows for configurability and extensibil-
ity. To summarize:

An open middleware allows to be extended, configured, and tailored.

Our approach aims at providing an integrating meta-architecture that does not rely on
a particular technology or middleware. Instead, it allows the flexible usage of different
technologies:

An integrating meta-architecture is chosen over of a close coupling to a
specific technology.

Consequently, the architecture consists of a very small middleware core – a property
important for resource-poor devices – and additional components for realizing differ-
ent aspects. Together:

A micro-core architecture is suited for heterogeneous environments with
varying resource availability.

Distributed multimedia systems imply a high degree of dynamics – for example, due to
the possible mobility of users and devices. Therefore, suchsystems can be regarded as
loosely coupled organizations of distributed resources. The characteristics of such en-
vironments are better supported by peer-to-peer (P2P) architectures that do not rely on
centralized components but rather consist of individual peers voluntary participating
in a dynamic and ad-hoc infrastructure:

The architecture prefers a peer-to-peer approach over a centralized client/-
server approach.

Finally, the approach of providing a pluggable and generic peer-to-peer architecture
that offers openness is also applied to facilities like synchronization and all additional
services to be developed:

The above defined design principles are applied to all aspects of the mid-
dleware.
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Figure 5.1: Different aspects of the NMM architecture. The architecture is based on
the Proxy design pattern shown in (a). By providing a unified messaging system, dif-
ferent kinds of interaction can be realized as depicted in (b). Events can be passed
either manually or by method invocations on interfaces. In addition, listener notifica-
tion and one-way message passing between different objectsare available. In (c), the
communication channels are shown that provide an abstraction for all kinds of bind-
ings. Different transport and serialization strategies can be chosen and configured for
each communication channel.

5.1.2 Mediating Proxy Objects

The architecture is based on the Proxy design pattern (see Figure 5.1(a)). As described
in Section 3.3.2, proxy objects allow to separate method invocation and execution.
Therefore, they can be used to realize various degrees of transparency. Furthermore,
a proxy object can act as mediator or adapter that controls access to its target object.
Together:

The architecture allows to take full advantage of the benefits of the Proxy
design pattern.

5.1.3 Unified Messaging System

As discussed in Section 4.2.1, the concept of a distributed flow graph is a central archi-
tectural element for multimedia middleware. Streaming one-way interaction between
processing elements of such a flow graph is mainly used for forwarding multimedia
data encapsulated in messages of type buffer. However, the possibility of forwarding
additional arbitrary control information in between the multimedia data stream is an
essential requirement for realizing advanced functionality within flow graphs (see Sec-
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tion 2.4.3). Therefore, this interaction needs both buffers andcontrol information en-
capsulated in messages of type event to be transmitted over anetwork. Consequently,
it is necessary to realize serialization, transmission, and deserialization for these dif-
ferent message types (see Section 3.3.3). The concrete realization of this functionality
can then be employed for all other interaction as well.

The resulting unified messaging system allows for realizingdifferent interaction
paradigms like synchronous request-reply interaction, event-based asynchronous in-
teraction, or message-oriented store-and-forward interaction (see Section 3.3.1). Con-
sequently, the messaging system can be used to implement object-based interaction
via interfaces (see Figure 5.1(b)). For each method call performed on an interface, a
message of type event – or simply an event – is generated, forwarded to the object, and
dispatched for executing the corresponding method. Then, return values or exceptions
are sent back to the caller using the same event.

Stream interaction is realized via one-way asynchronous calls – possibly in dif-
ferent directions as can be seen in Figure 5.1(b). A serialized message can even be
stored on intermediate-term storage in order to realize decoupled message-oriented
interaction as described in Section 3.3.1. To summarize:

A unified messaging system allows for realizing different interaction paradigms.

In general, messages of arbitrary type and content are allowed. However, in order
to optimize for the requirements for distributed multimedia computing, two different
types of messages can be distinguished. Multimedia data is placed into messages
of type buffer; messages of typeeventcontain arbitrary control information. This
distinction allows to handle high-bandwidth multimedia streams in an optimized way.
Furthermore, for control events within a multimedia stream, different quality of service
properties such as reliability can be provided. To summarize:

The unified messaging system allows for realizing possible optimizations
for high-bandwidth communication and quality of service improvements
for control events.

5.1.4 Object-Oriented Interfaces

While method invocations on interfaces exported by components have the same se-
mantics as event passing, interacting with interfaces provides a more type-safe and
comfortable way than manual creation of events. Furthermore, interfaces provide the
possibility to group related functionality and to use inheritance. In addition, inter-
faces provide the well-known interaction and handling as known from object-oriented
programming environments. Therefore, we chose to provide acomplete interface def-
inition and code generation system on top of the unified messaging system:

An object-oriented interface system provides a suitable programming model.

5.1.5 Reflective Middleware

By providing a unified messaging system for all interaction,components can dynami-
cally add and remove supported functionality. More precisely, this is done by adding
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or removing the handling of certain events. Furthermore, components can be queried
for their supported features – either by querying supportedevents or interfaces, re-
spectively. In addition, applications can register to be notified by components when a
certain event occurs. Since method invocations on interfaces exported by components
have the same semantics as event passing, notification is performed for both kinds of
interaction. Together, this allows to develop a reflective middleware as described in
Section 3.2.6. To summarize:

A reflective middleware is provided that allows for realizing inspection,
notification, and adaptation.

5.1.6 Communication Channels

All communication is based on the same abstraction: communication channels (see
Figure 5.1(c)). These channels represent a first class data type and provide a bidirec-
tional binding between two entities. Network transparent control and cooperation is
realized with communication channels (see Section 4.2.1):

Communication channels provide a unified abstraction for communica-
tion.

Notice that for network transparent cooperation, communication channels “hide” the
specific configuration of connections between different processing elements of a flow
graph within the connecting edges. This is according to the way in which network
transparent control for object-based request-reply interaction is realized by using com-
munication channels. While this design decision is in contrast to approaches that re-
quire additional processing elements for networking connections within flow graphs, it
provides better abstraction for realizing migration transparency as the overall structure
of the flow graph stays the same even if communication channels have to be recon-
figured. However, communication channels provide the openness needed for setting
up streaming multimedia connections. Applications or middleware services can de-
cide what degree of transparency they require – or, if they want to manually set up
communication channels. Together:

Communication channels “hide” communication means for allkinds of
interaction but provide scalable transparency.

Messages sent across a communication channel are serialized, transmitted, and then
deserialized. The way in which these steps are performed canbe configured during
the explicit binding process. Explicit binding allows to choose the serialization and
the transport strategies independently for the transmission of multimedia data and the
transmission of control events. Appropriate parameters can be set for every connec-
tion. This is an important property for multimedia middleware. Not only streaming
data connections require specific configuration, but also request-reply interaction with
objects such as multimedia devices require appropriate communication setup. To sum-
marize:

Explicit binding with parameterizable serialization and transport strate-
gies is provided.
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Together, the serialization and transport strategies allow to realize a uniform way of
communication by providing generic interfaces to different underlying technologies or
protocols. In contrast to other middleware approaches, transport strategies represent
individual entities and do not rely on a centralized component such as an object request
broker. However, they allow to act as wrappers for such solutions. To this end, even
technologies like CORBA can be integrated into our architecture.

Different extensions to existing middleware technologiesas well as new technolo-
gies in general will emerge in the future (see Section 4.3). Our architecture can take
advantage of this progression by using these new technologies as additional communi-
cation strategies (e.g. for serialization or transport), or by integrating new multimedia
middleware functionality with suitable proxy objects:

Extensibility is provided through easy integration of new communication
strategies and mediating proxy objects.

Resource-poor devices can be integrated by providing specialized and light-weight
strategies. Furthermore, the tight coupling of a multimedia middleware to an existing
technology might incur significant overhead, which is oftenpermanent even for locally
operating applications. This overhead can be removed by using simple and efficient
strategies within communication channels. To summarize:

Efficiency can be improved through the usage of specialized and light-
weight communication strategies.

5.1.7 Generic Multimedia Middleware Architecture

Based on the provided facilities, a generic multimedia middleware architecture for dis-
tributed flow graphs is provided. The architecture is generic in the sense that it allows
to integrate all kinds of multimedia devices, algorithms, synchronization protocols, or
other multimedia architectures. The streaming data connection between processing
elements are realized with communication channels and therefore allow bidirectional
communication using all message types:

A generic multimedia middleware architecture and processing model for
distributed flow graphs with full-featured bidirectional communication is
provided.

This architecture is described in detail in Chapter 7 of thisthesis.

5.1.8 Local Specialization

Finally, the taken approach allows to prove the feasibilityof the concept of an inte-
grating open architecture by providing a specialization for a purely locally operating
multimedia architecture that is independent of a full-featured middleware solution.

A purely locally operating multimedia architecture as specialization of
the developed multimedia middleware solution proves the configurability
of the chosen approach.
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Figure 5.2: A distributed flow graph using the facilities provided by the NMM archi-
tecture. Objects, such as nodes and connecting input or output jacks, are controlled
via mediating proxy objects. Method calls on object-oriented interfaces (with prefix
“I”) and out-of-band event passing provide the same semantics. Instream communi-
cation for data buffers or events via streaming one-way interaction can be performed
upstream and downstream. Proxies can notify registered listeners within applications
for a certain instream or out-of-band event to occur. All communication is based on the
unified messaging system and the abstraction of communication channels that provide
an explicit binding mechanism. As an example, the application accesses the instream
binding via a local representation of the communication channel.

To this end, the architecture can also be used to develop locally operating desktop
applications or “traditional” client/server streaming solutions. In this case, the net-
working functionality is integrated into the processing elements of a flow graph rather
than into the edges.

5.2 Overview

Figure 5.2 provides an overview of the developed architecture by showing a concrete
distributed flow graph that uses the facilities provided by our middleware. Two distri-
buted processing elements – callednodesin NMM terminology – are connected via
their input and output ports. These ports are represented byso calledjacks; in par-
ticular input jacksandoutput jacks. In general, all distributed objects are controlled
via mediating proxy objects. These proxy objects provide object-orientedinterfacesto
applications.

By using theunified messaging systemand communication channels, different
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types of interaction can be realized. Request-reply interaction between proxies and
corresponding target objects is performed by sendingout-of-bandevents and blocking
until results of the operation invoked are received. In thiscase, events are generated
automatically by interface objects according to the specific method called. Using in-
terfaces provides a type safe and more convenient way of interacting with objects.
Interfaces and corresponding implementation classes are generated from interface def-
initions written in NMM IDL. However, this mechanism can be bypassed by creating
events manually and sending them to proxy objects directly.Together, this type of in-
teraction allows to transparentlycontrol any kind of distributed object, e.g. nodes and
jacks, but also arbitrary other objects.

Instreamstreaming data connections between connected input and output jacks are
also realized by using communication channels. When handling multimedia, this kind
of interaction mostly consists of sending buffersdownstreammeaning from nodes that
represent sources of data to nodes that process or consume data. In this case, non-
blocking one-way interaction is used in order to fulfill the requirements for streaming
data connections. As discussed above, the ability to insertevents into this data stream
is essential for realizing advanced functionality. Furthermore, especially the possibility
to send messagesupstreamis also of great importance to enhance interaction between
the nodes of a flow graph. Therefore, bidirectional streaming data connections are
provided for all connected jacks of NMM flow graphs.

For both instream and out-of-band communication, the architecture offers explicit
access to all aspects of the binding by providing local representations of communica-
tion channels. For the case of instream communication, thisis shown in Figure 5.2.
Notice that the internal parts of a communication channel can themselves be distribu-
ted objects.

In addition, the messaging system offers the ability for registering an application
as listener. Then,notificationsare sent from proxy objects to registered components
within the application. Such notifications are then performed whenever an event occurs
at a particular object; either for all events or for some specific events only. Notice that
the unified messaging system allows to register for instreamand out-of-band events in
the same way.

5.3 Summary

In this chapter, the architectural decisions for the designof the Network-Integrated
Multimedia Middleware (NMM) were presented and an overviewwas given. Our
approach provides an open micro-core architecture. As its basic functionality, a mes-
saging system allows for forwarding information in form of multimedia buffers and
control events, which is essential for realizing differentinteraction paradigms in a
uniform way. The key for the openness and extensibility of the NMM is that this
messaging system is strictly separated from the multimediaprocessing aspects and the
communication aspects of the architecture: Available multimedia functionality is en-
capsulated within NMM nodes; communication channels handle all communication
aspects. We argue that this simple yet effective design is the key for regarding NMM
as an network-integrated architecture – one of the main contributions of the presented
work. Instead of relying on specific solutions, this approach allows for the flexible
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integration, usage, and combination of available technologies and therefore achieves a
degree of openness not presented before.

The following chapters demonstrate how the discussed design choices were ap-
plied by presenting the NMM architecture in more detail. In Chapter 6, the integrating
communication framework of NMM is described. Based on the provided facilities, a
generic multimedia middleware was developed that is presented in Chapter 7. Finally,
Chapter 8 provides an evaluation of the performance of different aspects of the current
implementation.

Note

The following chapters will provide structural class diagrams using the notation of the
Unified Modeling Language (UML) according to [SSR00]. However, these diagrams
do not necessarily represent the concrete implementation of NMM. Rather, they are
used to further clarify and formalize the concepts and design issues discussed in the
corresponding text. Therefore, often only subsets of the concrete interfaces of classes
are shown or the signatures of methods are simplified.
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Chapter 6

An Integrating Communication
Framework

In this chapter, the concrete design and implementation of communication frame-
work for distributed computing is presented that follows the architectural decisions
discussed in the preceding chapter [LRS02, LS03, Loh03g, Rep03a, Rep03b, Loh04d,
RWLS04, RWLS05]. This framework provides a unified approachfor realizing dif-
ferent interaction paradigms, such as out-of-band and instream interaction, needed for
multimedia middleware. Furthermore, it allows to integrate arbitrary data types, seri-
alization protocols, and networking technologies.

In the following, the different parts of the communication framework are described
in detail, namely the serialization framework, the unified messaging system, the com-
munication and proxy architecture, and the object-oriented interface system. Finally,
the connecting parts of the architecture, so called communication channels, and the
corresponding binding framework is presented.

6.1 Serialization Framework

As we have seen in Section 5.1, the serialization and deserialization of objects such
as buffers and events is an important building block for multimedia middleware. On
the one hand, serialization and deserialization is required to transmit objects over net-
works. On the other hand, this functionality is also needed for realizing message-
oriented communication with intermediate storage. WithinNMM, serialization and
deserialization is supported by a dedicated framework [LRS02, LS03, Rep03a, Rep03b].
As the concepts of the developed framework are essential forthe other parts of the
architecture, serialization is described first. For the scope of this thesis, the term “seri-
alization” stands for both serialization and deserialization, unless otherwise indicated.

6.1.1 Requirements

Several requirements have to be fulfilled by a serializationframework.

� Requirement 1:Support for basic data types.First, since the chosen program-
ming language C++ does not provide facilities for serializing objects, the frame-
work needs to support the serialization of the basic data types of C++.
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� Requirement 2:Support for new complex data structures.Furthermore, a mech-
anism is needed that allows to easily realize serializationfor newly developed
complex data structures.

� Requirement 3:Integration of existing data structures.In addition, the frame-
work should offer support for integrating existing data structures – even when
no direct modifications are possible. However, such data structures then need to
provide access to all internal members that are needed for reconstructing them.

� Requirement 4:Integration of additional serialization strategies.As described
above, besides providing different transport strategies,the provision of differ-
ent serialization strategies is an important aspect for realizing technology trans-
parent middleware. Therefore, the serialization framework should provide the
appropriate means and abstractions for implementing additional strategies.

� Requirement 5:Stacking of several serialization strategies.Furthermore, to en-
hance configurability, different strategies can be combined to form a stack of
serialization (and corresponding deserialization) operators. For example, one
operator can be used to transform an object into a certain representation and
another operator can add a header to the data.

� Requirement 6:Efficiency of serialization process.Finally, the efficiency of the
serialization process is of great importance. Therefore, one major goal for our
framework is to reduce the amount of data that has to be copiedimplicitly (i.e.
without the influence of the framework) during serialization and deserialization.
Especially when serializing high-bandwidth data streams for network transmis-
sion this is a crucial factor [GS98]. To this end, the framework itself should add
no copy operation at all. However, there is a trade-off between the amount of
copied data during serialization and the number of lower level function calls
needed for network transmission. Therefore, copy operations performed for
buffering data are allowed to be used as part of a specific serialization strategy.

Notice that the serialization framework developed to fulfill the above described re-
quirements is not restricted to certain data types. While this is in contrast to other
middleware solutions that are typically only support a restricted set of data types, this
choice was made in order to be able to integrate and serializearbitrary data structures
as given by a certain technology to be integrated. Of course,when mapping between
different technologies, this might require conversions. However such operations can
also be performed within the serialization framework. Furthermore, by fulfilling the
above described requirements, our framework allows different ways to integrate data
types. To this end, one can choose a technique that best suitsthe requirements for
integrated an existing approach.

6.1.2 Architecture

The serialization framework makes use of the concept of streams as known from
the iostream library, a component of the C++ standard library [Str97], where output
operators,operator<<, allow to recursively decompose complex data structures;
input operators,operator>>, operate the other way round.
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The general approach for the serialization framework is as follows. The serial-
ization of basic data types is realized by specifying specific stream operators for each
type. As data arrays are important when handling multimedia, additional methods are
defined for such types. For all these operators, implementations have to be provided
for different serialization strategies. These implementations also need to handle type
information.

Complex data types are composed out of basic data types. For complex data types,
a mapping to (or from) other data types has to be provided for serialization (or deserial-
ization). For serialization, such a mapping recursively uses lower level operators until
the complex data type is decomposed into the basic data typesthat are provided by a
specific serialization strategies. Therefore, such mappings only have to be provided
once for each complex data type.

For integrating complex data types different possibilities exist. First, for newly
developed data types – or existing data types that can be modified for integrating them
into the framework – parameterizable types provided by the serialization framework
can be used, which act as wrappers for the attributes of the complex data type to be
integrated. These wrappers provide full access to the internal data types but already
provide the interfaces and functionality needed for serialization. The complex data
structure to be integrated needs to inherit from a super class that implements serial-
ization for all its registered internal data types. Secondly, for data types where this
option can not be realized, corresponding serialization and deserialization operators
can be implemented. As described above, such operators needto be provided only
once for the decomposition and composition of complex typesand can then be used
together with another specific serialization strategy for basic data types. To this end,
even closed source data types that allow to access all attributes needed for reconstruc-
tion them after deserialization can be integrated into the framework transparently. For
both approaches, unique type information has to be providedand the data type itself
has to be registered with a factory that allows to create objects during deserialization.

6.1.3 Implementation

Figure 6.1 shows the base classes for all specific serialization strategies, namely classes
IStream andOStream. These classes define operators for serializing and deserial-
izing C++ basic types, respectively. Since arrays of basic types are additionally defined
by their size, the corresponding operations are realized bymethods that allow to spec-
ify this value as a parameter (e.g.writeBuffer(char*&, size t) for arrays of
typechar).

For combining different streams, apartner streamcan be set. This allows a con-
crete implementation of an operator to forward information(e.g. a serialized object)
to its partner. By configuring a specific stack of operators, the complete serializa-
tion process can be composed out of different steps. However, a serialization strat-
egy might also need to buffer data before forwarding it to itspartner. Therefore, the
methodwriteData() can be used to trigger the flushing of such an internal buffer
and forward data to the partner stream. WithreadData(), an analog operation exists
for deserialization.

For all data to be serialized the exact type information needs to be added. This
is needed to perform type-safe reconstruction of data structures during deserializa-
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IStream
+operator>>(int16_t&): IStream
+...()
+readBuffer(char*&,size_t): void
+...()
+setPartnerStream(IStream*): void
+readData(): void Sets partner of stream

Operators for all 
C++ basic types

Methods for reading 
arrays with given size

Triggers reading
from partner stream

IValueStream
+goDown(): bool
+goUp(): bool
+nextElement(): bool
+isEmpty(): bool
+getCurrentTypeInfo(): TypeInfo&

OValueStream
+beginType(const TypeInfo&)
+endType()

Starts / ends
complex type

OStream
+operator<<(int16_t&): IStream
+...()
+writeBuffer(char*&,size_t): void
+...()
+setPartnerStream(OStream*): void
+writeData(): void Sets partner of stream

Operators for all 
C++ basic types

Methods for writing 
arrays with given size

Triggers writing 
to partner stream

Starts / ends
complex type

Figure 6.1: The classesIStream andOStream define operators for serializing and
deserializing basic types of C++, respectively, and for interacting with partner streams.
The classesOValueStream andIValueStream add interface methods for han-
dling type information. Concrete serialization and deserialization strategies are derived
from these classes.

Value
+toStream(OValueStream&)
+assignFromStream(IValueStream&)
+createFromStream(IValueStream&)
+copy(): Value*

Fills pre-allocated attributes of Value object
Called by OValueStream operator>>

Called by OValueStream operator<<

Creates new attributes of Value object

Factory Method for constructing values

Figure 6.2: The abstract super classValue provides the interface for serialization,
object creation, and deserialization.

tion. Therefore, the input and output streams are extended to so calledvalue streams,
namelyIValueStream andOValueStream (see Figure 6.1). As C++ does not
provide type information1, a classTypeInfo is provided that holds type information
in form of strings. For basic types of C++, corresponding type information is already
provided. In order to create unique type information, othertypes need to provide this
information according to their class name and namespace.

Specific serialization strategies inherited fromOValueStream need to imple-
ment the methodsbeginType(const TypeInfo&) andendType() to begin
respectively end the serialization of a complex type. During deserialization with sub-
classes ofIValueStream, read type information obtained via the methodget-
CurrentTypeInfo() is compared with the expected type information of the per-
formed operator. For navigating within complex data structures the methodsgoDown
is called to start processing the stream of values,isEmpty to test for the end of the
stream (as marked byOValueStream::endType(), andgoUp() to finish pro-
cessing a complex data type.

As described above, parameterizable wrappers are needed. In addition, a base class
that handles all aspects of serialization and deserialization of all registered internal
data types needs to be provided as base class for newly developed data types. The

1C++ Runtime-Type-Information (RTTI) depend on the used compiler [Str97] and can even change
between consecutive executions of the same binary [And01].
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Value

TValue
-value: T
+toStream(stream:OValueStream&)
+assignFromStream(stream:IValueStream&)
+createFromStream(stream:IValueStream&)

type:T

/* Serialize */
stream << value;

/* Deserialize */
stream >> value;

Figure 6.3: The parameterizable classTValue<T> acts as wrapper for basic data
types. Serialization and deserialization are implementedby calling the corresponding
operator.

Value

TValue
-value: T
-size: size_t
+toStream(stream:OValueStream&)
+assignFromStream(stream:IValueStream&)
+createFromStream(stream:IValueStream&)

type:char*

/* Serialize */
stream.writeBuffer(value, size);

/* Deserialize */
stream.readBuffer(value, size);

Figure 6.4: The template specialization for arrays (e.g.TValue<char*>)
implements serialization and deserialization by callingwriteBuffer()
andreadBuffer, respectively.

base class for these different classes isValue (see Figure 6.2). This class provides an
abstractcopy method that allows to delegate object creation to sub classes according
to the Factory Method design pattern [GHJV94].

The different subclasses ofValue need to be able to provide their own imple-
mentation for serialization and deserialization. Therefore, two abstract methodsto-
Stream(OValueStream& andassignFromStream(IValueStream&) are
to be called by the corresponding operators (see Figure 6.2). While assignFrom-
Stream(IValueStream&) sets internal preallocated attributes of the object, the
methodcreateFromStream(IValueStream&) is used when internal attributes
have to be constructed during deserialization. This mode isneeded for creating dy-
namic and polymorphic objects and for handling unknown datatypes during deserial-
ization as discussed below.

As can be seen in Figure 6.3, a parameterizable subclassTValue<T> exists that
acts as wrapper as described above. Furthermore, wrapper classes for arrays of basic
data types exist (e.g. forchar*) that allow to handle data buffers efficiently by calling
the specialized methods of the serialization strategy (seeFigure 6.4).

The classSerializedValuecan be used as base class for integrating newly de-
veloped data types into the framework. In addition, existing data types that can be mod-
ified can be handled that way. This class allows to register attributes of typeValue,
e.g. basic data types of C++ wrapped in objects of typeTValue<T> (see Figure 6.5).
The serialization and deserialization is then handled by recursively triggering the cor-
responding operations of all internal registered values. In this step, the processing of
the specified type information is also performed.
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Value

SerializedValue
-type_info: TypeInfo
-values: vector<Value*>
+toStream(stream:OValueStream&)
+assignFromStream(stream:IValueStream&)
+createFromStream(stream:IValueStream&)
+registerAttribute(value:Value*)
+setTypeInfo(info:TypeInfo&)

Handles TypeInfo and delegates
serialization / deserialization
to registered values

Registers an attribute for serialization

Needs to be called by subclasses
for setting the TypeInfo

*

Figure 6.5: The classSerializedValue can be used as base class for data types to
be integrated into the framework. Registered attributes oftypeValue are serialized
and deserialized using the provided type information.

Value

TValue
-value: T*
+toStream(stream:OValueStream&)
+assignFromStream(stream:IValueStream&)
+createFromStream(stream:IValueStream&)

type:T*

if(value) stream << *value;
else { stream.beginType("NULL"); stream.endType; }

if(stream.getCurrentType() == "NULL") value = 0;
else { /* assign resp. create from stream */ }

Figure 6.6: The classTValue<T*>handles pointers to dynamically and polymorphic
objects. The type informationNULL is used to identify NULL pointers.

For handling C++ pointers to dynamically allocated and polymorphic objects, a
specialized classTValue<T*> is provided (see Figure 6.6). The type nameNULL is
used for arbitrary NULL pointer. The serialization framework also provides common
abstractions, e.g. the classSequenceValue<Value*>as a subclass ofvector of
the STL andValue. Such abstractions can be used when developing new complex
data types to be integrated into the serialization framework.

For creating objects of typeValue, aValueFactory is used that allows to in-
stantiate newValue objects during deserialization. A value factory is provided as Sin-
gleton [GHJV94]. The registration of value objects is performed by providing a static
global instance of a parameterizableValueConstructor. More precisely, two dif-
ferent subclasses are available:TValueConstructor are used for types that are
not subtypes ofValue and therefore need aTValue wrapper; TConstructor
constructs objects of typeValue.

Handling Unknown Data Types

Especially for distributed systems, one cannot assume thatan object that is forwarded
between different hosts can be reconstructed and handled onall systems. For exam-
ple, an object forwarded between connected processing elements of a distributed flow
graph might only be available on some systems involved. However, the serialization
framework allows to handle such situations. If a concrete data type cannot be con-
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Value

TValue
type:T

TInValue
type:T

TOutValue
type:T

TInOutValue
type:T

Figure 6.7: As an example, the subclasses ofTValue<T>, namelyTInValue<T>,
TOutValue<T>, and TInOutValue<T>, are shown that provide different mem-
ory management and allow for efficiently realizing different interaction paradigms by
only forwarding values in the specified direction.

structed by theValueFactory (because it is unknown and therefore not registered),
an object of typeSerializedValue is created using the current type information.
This object then recursively holds all values obtained by the deserialization process. In
such situations, these values have to be created by theSerializedValue object.
Therefore, in this mode, the methodcreateFromStream(OValueStream&)
of Value is used.

in, out, and inout Values

As described in Section 3.4.1, technologies like CORBA require to specify the “di-
rection” of parameters of method signatures by the keywordsin, out, or inout. In
accordance with this approach, the value classes of NMM allow to set such a property.
On the one hand, this is important for different kinds of memory management. On the
other hand, this distinction allows to optimize serialization and network transmission.
For example, for request-reply interaction, in-values only have to be transmitted within
a request; out-values only within a reply. Only inout-values have to be included within
the request and the reply. Figure 6.7 shows the different subclasses ofTValue<T>
that provide the implementation for in, out, or inout-values.

6.1.4 Realized Serialization Strategies

Several serialization strategies have been implemented inthe scope of our work. Fig-
ure 6.8 gives an overview of the developed classes. TheXML value streamsand
themagic number value streamsare subtypes of the corresponding value stream classes
that handle type information. Therefore, they can be used atthe top layer of a stack
of serialization strategies. Thestandard streamsandnet streamsare only meant to
handle to lower layers of the serialized stack, e.g. the forwarding respectively receiv-
ing of byte streams using a certain communication technology. Therefore, they do not
need to process type information and are only subtypes of thecorresponding stream
superclasses.
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OValueStream

OStream

IStream

StdIStream

StdOStream NetStream

UnbufferedNetStreamBufferedNetStream

IValueStream

XMLIValueStream MagicNumberIValueStream

XMLOValueStream MagicNumberOValueStream PacketNetStream

Figure 6.8: The concrete serialization strategies. Strategies that are to be used at the
top layer of a stack of serialization strategies need to handle type information and are
therefore subclasses of the corresponding value stream. The lower-layer strategies are
subclasses of the simpler stream classes. For realizing bidirectional network commu-
nication, the networking streams inherit from both input and output streams.

XML Value Streams

Using the XML value stream for serialization, XML representations of objects can be
generated. Correspondingly, the value stream for deserialization allows to reconstruct
an object from such an XML representation.

While the generated byte streams are not very efficient in terms of memory con-
sumption for storage or bandwidth consumption for network transmission, they offer
a convenient way for generating information for long term storage using a data format
convenient for humans [BSL00]. Furthermore, these streamswere mainly developed
as proof-of-concept. Since technologies like UPnP use the XML based protocol SOAP
for all communication (compare Section 4.3.2), this shows that such technologies can
easily be integrated into and accessed within NMM.

Magic Number Value Streams

For realizing efficient communication within NMM, the magicnumber value streams
were developed. These streams map type information to a 32 bit number, themagic
number. For the basic types of C++ these numbers are predefined. The serialization
operator of these streams then prepends the magic number of atype before serializing
its value; the operator for deserialization compares the magic number with the expected
value.

For registering magic numbers of complex data types, themagic number man-
agercan be accessed (singleton of classMagicNumberManager). Figure 6.9 shows
an example of a serializedvector<int32 t> with five elements. However, if no
magic number is registered for a certain data type, objects of this type can still be han-
dled. This happens when the corresponding type is simply notavailable on a certain
but needs to be forwarded from that system to another system –a situation that needs
to be handled to support instream interaction between connected processing elements
of a distributed flow graph running on heterogeneous systems. In such cases, a spe-
cial number is used and the complete type information as provided byTypeInfo is
written.
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Type infomation
of vector<int32_t>

Elements
of vector

Size of
vector

Type information
of elements

Type information
for size
of vector

End of
complex 
data type

End of
value stream

Figure 6.9: A complex data typevector<int32 t> with five elements serialized
with the magic number value stream; for vectors of basic datatypes, the current im-
plementation can be optimized to only serialize the type information once [Rep03a]

Standard Streams

The standard streams were developed to use the existing iostreams of C++ within
NMM, e.g. for writing serialized objects to files. The implementations of the oper-
ators of these classes invoke the operator of the corresponding C++ stream.

Unbuffered Networking Streams

For writing data to and reading data from the network, GNU/Linux and other operating
systems use the concept of sockets that allows to call functions likesend andrecv
with a file descriptor [Ric98]. As discussed above, for efficiently serializing and trans-
mitting objects, it is necessary that the serialization framework of NMM itself adds
no implicit copy operation. The unbuffered networking streams provided with NMM
demonstrate this feature (classUnbufferedNetStream). Within these classes, the
methodswriteValue andreadValue implement the sending and receiving of
data, respectively. These methods are called by the corresponding operators, e.g. from
the operators for typeint32 t implemented in classNetStream.

Buffered Networking Streams

As mentioned above, there is a trade-off between the amount of buffered data during
serialization and the number of lower level function calls needed for network trans-
mission. Especially when serializing data types with many attributes that only contain
a small number of bytes, the relatively large number of functions calls imposes a cer-
tain overhead. This is even more true since these function calls are typically directly
executed within the kernel of the operating system.

Therefore, we also provide buffered networking streams (classBufferedNet-
Stream). These streams internally use a preallocated buffer with acertain size. Data
to be processed (e.g. to be written to a socket) is tried to be buffered within this memory
area if sufficient space is available. Otherwise, the bufferis emptied (e.g. by writing
buffered data to a socket) and the data to be processed is either handled directly (if the
amount of data still does not fit into the buffer) or buffered within the freed memory
area.

An analog strategy is followed for reading data from sockets. Performance eval-
uations of the different networking streams are presented in Section 8.1. Within this
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context, we will also discuss the “optimal” size of the internal buffer for these net-
working streams.

Packet Networking Streams

Another networking stream was developed in order to offer enhanced quality of service
for unreliable low-level networking technologies [Win05], e.g. for transport protocols
like UDP (compare Section 2.2.4). This stream provides in-order delivery and the
guarantee that serialized objects, which were split into several data packets during
network transmission, are either received completely or discarded. This latter property
is especially important for being able to properly deserialize objects such as messages
or events.

Together, these capabilities are implemented as follows within classPacket-
NetStream. The complete byte stream of each serialized object gets a unique se-
quence number� assigned to be used internally. In general, such a serialized objects
is split into � lower-level data packets, e.g. according to the UDP packet size. Each
packet gets another sequence number� assigned, which corresponds to the order of
packets of the serialized object. Within the header of each packet, following additional
information is stored: the sequence number� of the object, the packet sequence num-
ber� , and the total number of packets�. On the receiving side of the stream, packets
are ordered lexicographically according to�� �� �. Whenever all packets of an object
are received, these packets are combined and forwarded and all preceding packets are
discarded.

6.1.5 Discussion

The described framework allows to easily develop new or modify existing data types
for integrating them into the serialization process (Requirement 1 and Requirement
2 discussed in Section 6.1.1). As the serialization and deserialization operators can
be defined external to the definition of the data type itself, Requirement 3 can be ful-
filled by implementing corresponding operators. No additional changes are needed
for the framework. Notice that such an operator only needs tobe implemented once
for OValueStream and forIValueStream, respectively.

The framework allows to integrate new serialization strategies (Requirement 4).
Such strategies only have to provide the specific functionality for handling basic data
types (and arrays). Furthermore, the stacking of serialization strategies provides suit-
able abstractions for decomposing complex protocols and integrating new data formats
(Requirement 5). To this end, even the interaction with low-level networking interfaces
can be realized by developing a suitable strategy.

Since the signature of the C++ operators are to be defined witha typed reference,
no additional copy operation is performed by the framework itself; Requirement 6
can be fulfilled. However, the interfaces provided also allow to buffer data within
serialization strategies; a property important for optimizing the relationship between
the number of low-level function calls needed for network communication and the
buffered data.
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Message
+increaseCount(unsigned int=1)
+release()
+getCount(): int
+getMandatoryBit(): bool
+setMandatoryBit(bool)
+setDirection(Direction)
+getDirection(): Direction
+setTimestamp(const Timestamp&)
+getTimestamp(): const Timetstamp&

SerializedValue

Buffer
+getData(): char*
+getSize(): size_t
+setUsed(size_t)
+getUsed(): size_t

CEvent
+size(): size_t
+getEvent(size_t): Event&
+insertEvent(size_t,Event&)
+setEvent(size_t,Event&)
+removeEvent(size_t)

Event
+Event(const string&,size_t)
+setKey(const string&)
+getKey(): const string&
+setValue(size_t,Value*)
+getValue(size_t): Value*
+setReturnValue(Value*)
+getReturnValue(): Value*
+setException(Exception*)
+getException(): Exception*

Sets / gets direction of message:
DOWNSTREAM, UPSTREAM, OUTOFBAND, UNDEF

Memory management via
reference counting

A composite event
contains a sequence
of objects of type
Event and offers
access to this 
sequence

A Buffer contains
an array with
specific size to
hold arbitrary
chunks of data and
provides access to
the used part of
this array

Constructs Event with given key and size

Provides access to key of this Event

Access to individual objects of type Value (e.g. for parameters)

Access to return value of type Value

Access to object of type Exception (subclass of SerializedValue)

*

Sets / gets timestamp

This bit specifies whether the Message
can be discarded in certain situations

Figure 6.10: The messaging system of NMM provides a base class Message
that provides functionality like reference counting and time stamping. The sub-
classBuffer allows to store multimedia data; the subclassCEvent (composite
event) allows to store a sequence of objects of typeEvent. All classes are derived
from SerializedValue and therefore can be used within the serialization frame-
work described in Section 6.1.

6.2 Unified Messaging System

The unified messaging system of NMM consists of different parts [LRS02, LS03].

� Message types for control information and multimedia data buffers.

� Abstract interfaces for realizing different kinds of interaction, e.g. out-of-band
request-reply or instream one-way communication.

� Dispatchers that trigger registered methods upon receiving a message and lis-
teners that can be additionally be notified.

These different entities will be described in more detail inthe following together with
the most important aspects of their implementation.

6.2.1 Message Base Type

The base class for all messages calledMessage provides the interface for realizing
memory management via reference counting (see Figure 6.10). Furthermore, a mes-
sage can be specified to bemandatory. In this case, the message is not allowed to
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be discarded. In general, this functionality is needed to distinguish between messages
that need different quality of service requirements. Whilecontrol information often
needs reliable transmission or intermediate storage, messages containing multimedia
data may be dropped in different situations, e.g. when dropping a message that vio-
lates synchronization requirements or when flushing the data currently buffered within
a flow graph.

For messages sent via undirected interfaces – for example, the messages generated
within the processing elements of a flow graph – , the message base class allows to
set an direction; in particularDOWNSTREAM for messages that flow from sources to
sinks, andUPSTREAM for messages that are to be forwarded in the opposite direc-
tion. In addition, messages sent out-of-band can be marked with the corresponding
valueOUTOFBAND. However, as described below, this option is not used withinthe
NMM architecture but rather provided for completeness.

An essential feature for multimedia middleware is the ability to synchronize differ-
ent streams of data. Therefore, the base type for all messages allows to set and query
aTimestamp. The synchronization architecture of NMM will be discussedin detail
within the scope of Chapter 7.

Derived from the message base type are the two different major types,CEvent
(for composite event) andBuffer, to be described next. Notice thatSerialized-
Value is used as base class, which allows all messages to be handledby the serializa-
tion framework as described in Section 6.1.

6.2.2 Events and Composite Events

Events are the basic elements that can carry all kinds of control information. An event
is identified by a name and can hold arbitrary parameters of typeValue (e.g. basic
data types wrapped inTValue<T> as described in Section 6.1) that can be queried
and modified. In order to realize request-reply interactionvia events, an event must
also allow to store a return value and an exception. The most important interface
methods of the classEvent are shown in Figure 6.10.

While an event corresponds to single execution step – e.g. a single method call
– , it is often useful to group several events. This is especially important, when a
certain functionality can only be achieved by a sequence of several events and this
sequence needs to be handled in a single and atomic step of execution. This kind of
service is needed when realizing advanced features within aflow graph by forwarding
a compound of events instream between different processingelements. Different ex-
amples for this approach will be discussed in the scope of Section 7.7.3. Therefore,
the classCEvent (for composite event) is introduced as subclass ofMessage, which
allows to carry an arbitrary number of events2. In addition, within a composite event,
events can be inserted, replaced, or removed.

2For the scope of this thesis, the termeventwill be used for instances ofCEvent or instances
of Event. However, from the context of the text it should always be clear, which type is meant. Only if
the differences between these two cases are important, we will explicitly speak of the two types.
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IEventSender

IMessageSender IMessageReceiver
+receiveMessage(Message*,IMessageSender*): Result

IEventReceiver
+receiveEvent(Event&,const IEventSender*): Result

Figure 6.11: Different interface classes are provided to explicitly identify different
types of interaction.IEventSender andIEventReceiverare used for blocking
request-reply interaction;IMessageSender andIMessageReceiver for non-
blocking one-way interaction.

6.2.3 Buffers

Messages of typeBuffer provide the functionality to store larger amounts of ar-
bitrary data, for example the discrete memory chunks of a multimedia stream (com-
pare Section 2.2.1). Handling multimedia typically requires high memory bandwidths.
While allocating and deallocating memory are expensive operations, reference count-
ing is a common technique that allows to reuse preallocated data buffers. Within the
NMM architecture, this functionality is provided by specialized buffer managersto be
described in more detail in Section 7.6. In general, buffer managers administer a pool
of preallocated buffer objects. Upon request, a buffer witha reference count of one
is provided. If the buffer is no longer needed within this address space, the reference
count is decreased to zero and the buffer is returned to its buffer manager for later
reuse.

A lot of multimedia processing routines have no a priori knowledge of how much
data they will produce. For example, the compression ratio for a certain amount of
memory typically depends on its content (compare Section 2.2.3). However, if an up-
per bound of the needed size of output memory is known, a buffer can still be requested
from a buffer manager. To be able to handle such situations, the interface ofBuffer
provides methods for setting and requesting the amount of data that is actually used of
the overall available memory of this buffer (see Figure 6.10).

6.2.4 Interfaces for Different Interaction Paradigms

One major goal of the messaging system is to provide a unified architecture that allows
to realize different interaction paradigms. To explicitlyidentify which kind of inter-
action is intended, different interface classes are provided as shown in Figure 6.11.
However, the architecture is apparently not restricted to these specific interfaces; they
rather offer one possibility to use the provided facilities.

For realizing request-reply interaction using events, theabstract interface classes
IEventSender andIEventReceiver are provided3. An event sender forwards
a single event and its own reference to an event receiver. Thesender blocks until the
event is processed and returned. The return value of the methodreceiveEvent()
indicates the success of this process. If successful, the event contains updated out or
inout values and a return value – or an exception, if the method that processed the

3In general, the prefix ’I’ denotes interface classes, e.g. virtual classes, as in this case, or interfaces
defined in NMM IDL as discussed in Section 6.4
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event threw an exception. This option is extensively used for realizing communication
for NMM interface classes to be described in Section 6.4.

One-way interaction can be realized by implementing the abstract interface classes
IMessageSender andIMessageReceiver. In this case, the implementation of
receiveMessage() is required to operate non-blocking. This kind of interaction
is extensively used between connected processing elementsof a flow graph. More
precisely, the output jack of a processing element and the input jack of a connected
second processing element both use these interfaces to forward messages upstream
or downstream as described in Section 5.2. Notice that this kind of communication is
restricted to objects of typeMessage; a single object of typeEvent is not supported.
This choice was made to allow for an uniform handling of all instream interaction.

6.2.5 Dispatching

For realizing different communication patterns such as instream and out-of-band in-
teraction, the mapping of messages to triggering certain actions is required. This is
commonly referred to asdispatching. For instream communication, the messaging
system needs to distinguish between objects of typeBuffer andCEvent. As the
realization of this step is straightforward, the implementation for this process is up
to the specific architecture that employs the messaging system. Furthermore, this al-
lows for an easy extension of the messaging system by introducing new subclasses of
typeMessage specific for a certain domain. Chapter 7 will provide more details on
the usage and extension of the messaging system for realizing the generic multimedia
architecture of NMM.

While the handling of objects of typeMessage has to be provided by a specific
architecture, the messaging system provides facilities toprocess all events of a com-
posite event and to dispatch a single event. This functionality is realized by theevent
dispatcherEventDispatcher together with parameterizableevent dispatcher ob-
jects, in particular the subclasses ofEDObject as shown in Figure 6.12. Thesetem-
plate event dispatcher objects, or TED objects, have knowledge about the complete
information for dispatching a method of a particular object, namely:

� The type of the object they refer to and the address of that object.

� The type of the method they should dispatch and the address for the method of
the object they refer to.

� The type of the return value.

� All types of parameters4.

An event dispatcher object is registered with the event dispatcher by defining akey.
A key is a unique name represented asstring. The event dispatcher allows to dy-
namically register event dispatcher objects – or to remove the capability to handle a
certain key. This allows to dispatch single NMM events identified by a key (compare
Figure 6.10). Furthermore, the classEventDispatcher provides methods for han-
dling composite events. Then, each event of the composite event will be dispatched.

4The current implementation allows methods with up to seven parameters to be dispatched by TED
objects.
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IState
+getState(): int
+changeState(int)

EventDispatcher
+registerEvent(const string&,EDObject*)
+removeEvent(const string&): EDObject*
+registerEventListener(const string&,EDObject*)
+removeEventListener(EDObject*): list<string>
+registerEventListener(const string&,IEventReceiver*)
+removeEventListener(const string&,IEventReceiver*)
+registerEventListener(IEventReceiver*)
+removeEventListener(IEventReceiver*)
+getState(): int
+changeState(int)
+addLimited(const string&,state:int )
+addRequired(const string&,from_state:int,to_state:int)
+dispatch(const Event&,IEventSender*): Result
+internalProcessCEvent(CEvent*): Result
+externalProcessCEvent(CEvent*): Result
+forwardEvent(const Event&,const IEventSender*)
+externalDispatch(const Event&,const IEventSender*)

Registers / removes event dispatcher
 object (EDObject)

Registers / removes listener:
for event dispatcher object (EDObject),
for IEventReceiver and specific key,
or for IEventReceiver and all keys

Methods inherited from IState

Limits event dispatching for given key to 
certain state resp. requires successful
event dispatching for reaching other state

Various methods for dispatching a single
event / a composite event internally or
forwarding it to external listeners

EDObject
+dispatch(const Event&): Result
+addLimited(int state)
+isExecutionAllowed(state:int): bool
+addRequired(from_state:int,to_state:int)
+isRequired(state:int): bool

TEDObject0
+dispatch(const Event&): Result

T:Type of object
U:Type of method
V:Type of return value

*

Methods for limiting / 
requiring event
dispatching and querying
information

Abstract dispatch method
to be implemented by 
subclasses

Implementation
for zero parameters
and non-void 
return value

TEDObject1
+dispatch(const Event&): Result

T:Type of object
U:Type of first parameter
V:Type of method
W:Type of return value

Implementation
for one parameter
and non-void
return value

IEventReceiver
+receiveEvent(Event&,const IEventSender*): Result

*

Figure 6.12: The classEventDispatcher allows to register event dispatcher
objects. The subclasses ofEDObject provide parameterized function wrappers,
e.g.TEDObject0 andTEDObject1. Additional listeners can be registered in the
form of event dispatcher objects or objects of typeIEventReceiver. The event
dispatching system is state driven: dispatching can belimited to certain states orre-
quired to reach other states.

As composite events are used for instream communication, this process also allows to
insert, replace, or remove events of the composite event during this process.

Reflection and Listener Notification

As discussed in Section 5.1.5, multimedia middleware needsto provide reflection.
Several aspects of reflection are supported by the event dispatcher. First, all registered
keys can be queried. For each registered key the corresponding event dispatcher object
can be accessed. This allows to determine the precise signature of the method that
handles the key.

Second, the event dispatcher allows to register additionallisteners. This can be
done in several ways. First, an additional event dispatcherobject can be registered
for a particular key. In this case, the method specific to the event dispatcher object
will be triggered whenever such a key is handled by the dispatcher. Then, an object
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implementing theIEventReceiver interface can be added; either for a specific
key, or for all keys. In the latter case, the events have to be further processed by the
listener.

State-Driven Dispatching

Finally, the event dispatching system is state-driven. This means that the state of an
event dispatcher can be changed and queried (through the implemented abstract inter-
faceIState). Furthermore, the event dispatching itself is state driven. This means
that for each key, two properties can be specified.

� The dispatching of an event with the specific key can belimited to certain
states. For all other states, dispatching is not performed;instead, an exception is
thrown.

� The successful dispatching of an event with a specific key canbe required for
reaching another state. In this context,successfulmeans that the event could be
dispatched and no exception was thrown by the method that handled the event.

While these two extensions are optional and could also be realized for individual im-
plementations of methods that handle events, we argue that they are fundamental con-
cepts for multimedia middleware. More precisely, these extension were motivated
by the observation that many multimedia devices or softwarecomponents operate ac-
cording to the above described properties. For example, to use a specific multimedia
device, it first has to be configured, e.g. by setting corresponding parameters such as
the particular hardware device. Then, operations like changing parameters such as a
particular property of a hardware device can only be performed when the device is
already configured. The same observations can be made for software components, e.g.
a file name can only be specified when the component is not processing another file,
but needs to be provided in order to use the component.

6.2.6 Discussion

The messaging system provides different entities for carrying information. On the
one hand, events act as basic elements for holding arbitrarycontrol information. On
the other hand, different message types are provided: Buffers for holding multimedia
data and composite events for grouping a sequence of events.While the base class of
all message types offers functionality especially needed for instream communication
such as reference counting and time stamping, a single eventused for out-of-band
request-reply interaction does not need these features andis therefore deliberately not
a subtype of message.

For distinguishing different types of interaction, specific interfaces are provided.
However, further specialization are also possible. Message dispatching is realized in
two steps. While the distinct handling of the different message types, namely buffers
and composite events, needs to be provided by architecturalcomponents built on top
of the messaging system, the dispatching of composite events and single events is
performed by an event dispatcher. This component of the architecture provides the
functionality for realizing a reflective middleware: the dispatcher can be queried for its
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ProxyObject
+receiveEvent(Event&,const IEventSender*): Result
+registerEventListener(const string&,EDObject*)
+removeEventListener(EDObject*)
+registerEventListener(const string&,IEventReceiver*)
+removeEventListener(const string&,IEventReceiver*)
+registerEventListener(IEventReceiver*)
+removeEventListener(IEventReceiver*)
+getOutOfBandChannel(): OutOfBandChannel&

NMMObject
+receiveEvent(Event&,const IEventSender*): Result
+registerEventListener(const string&,EDObject*)
+removeEventListener(EDObject*)
+registerEventListener(const string&,IEventReceiver*)
+removeEventListener(const string&,IEventReceiver*)
+registerEventListener(IEventReceiver*)
+removeEventListener(IEventReceiver*)

IEventReceiver
+receiveEvent(Event&,const IEventSender*): Result

Methods exported from internal
EventDispatcher to register
event listener

Access to binding object for
out-of-band communication

Forwards event to corresponding
NMMObject and to registered
listeners

Figure 6.13: The Proxy design pattern is realized by server-side objects of
type NMMObject and client-side objects of typeProxyObject. NMM objects
act as event receivers and allow to register additional listeners; proxy objects act as
a surrogate for NMM objects and therefore provide the same interface. Furthermore,
a proxy object provides access to the communication channelOutOfBandChannel
that provides access to the binding between proxy and NMM object.

supported functionality in terms of registered event keys;the interface system of NMM
to be described in Section 6.4 extends this capability to allow for querying supported
interfaces from an object. Furthermore, the capability of handling specific events can
be added and removed dynamically. Finally, the dispatcher allows to register additional
listeners.

As a further feature, the messaging system operates state driven. As discussed
above, this extension was observed to be important for multimedia middleware. There-
fore, this capability is also offered by the interface definition language and code gen-
eration tools built on top of the messaging system.

6.3 Communication Architecture

As discussed in Section 5.1, the NMM architecture uses the Proxy design pattern to
access objects [LRS02, LS03]. The two base classes that realize this pattern are pre-
sented in the following, namelyNMMObject andProxyObject.

While the interaction between proxy object and target object follows the request-
reply paradigm, the other important aspect of communication is one-way interaction
between connected processing elements of a flow graph. As described in Section 5.2,
these connections are realized with so called jacks. The corresponding base classes
will be presented briefly in the following.

6.3.1 NMM Object

For the Proxy design pattern as used within NMM, the server side objects are of
type NMMObject. As can be seen in Figure 6.13, an NMM object acts as event
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IMessageSender IMessageReceiver
+receiveMessage(Message*,const IMessageSender*): Result

Jack

InputJack OutputJack

Abstract class that represents the input / output
ports of a processing element within a flow graph

Figure 6.14: The classes that represent the input and outputports of a processing ele-
ment are calledInputJack andOutputJack, respectively. Their superclassJack
inherits the two interfacesIMessageSender andIMessageReceiver for pro-
viding bidirectional instream communication.

receiver. Furthermore, it uses an event dispatcher as described in Section 6.2 to re-
alize event handling. The interface of classEventDispatcher is partly publicly
exported by the classNMMObject. In particular, the methods for registering addi-
tional listeners are provided. Section 6.4 will demonstrate the usage of NMM objects
in combination with the NMM interface definition language (IDL) and the correspond-
ing code generation tools.

6.3.2 Proxy Object

The classProxyObject represents the client side of the Proxy design pattern. In
order to act as a surrogate for an NMM object this class inherits fromNMMObject
(see Figure 6.13). Received events are first forwarded to theNMM object, where
they are dispatched. Then they are handled by the dispatcherof the proxy object
to notify registered listeners. Notice that several proxy objects can refer to a single
NMM object. Since a proxy object provides the interface for receiving arbitrary events,
it represents a concept similar to the Dynamic Invocation Interface (DII) of CORBA
(compare Section 3.4.1).

As described in Section 5.1, the binding between proxy object and NMM object is
realized by acommunication channel. In the case of request-reply interaction between
proxy object and NMM object, anOutOfBandChannel is used. Further details on
communication channels will be provided in the scope of Section 6.5.

6.3.3 Instream Connections with Jacks

For instream interaction, the classJack respectively the two subclassesInputJack
andOutputJack are provided (see Figure 6.14). An input jack represent an input of
a processing element within a flow graph; an output jack its output. These classes are
described in detail in Chapter 7. For the scope of this chapter, it is only important to
notice that for realizing bidirectional one-way communication, the classJack inherits
the two interfaces for sending and receiving messages as described in Section 6.2.
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Proxy
Object

NMM
Object

Event passing
(request-reply)

Notification

Application

Downstream 
message passing
(one way)

Upstream 
message passing
(one way)Output

Jack
Input
Jack

Figure 6.15: Request-reply interaction is realized by sending events to the proxy object
where they are forwarded to the NMM object, dispatched, and then returned. Regis-
tered listeners are dispatched by the proxy object. Events received as part of one-way
instream communication in upstream or downstream direction are dispatched within
the NMM object and then forwarded to the proxy object if listeners are registered.

6.3.4 Out-of-band and Instream Communication

As already discussed in Section 5.1 and Section 5.2, the unified messaging system
should provide the functionality for handling both out-of-band communication be-
tween application and objects (via proxy objects) and instream communication be-
tween connected jacks of processing elements within a flow graph.

Figure 6.15 shows these concepts for the architectural components of NMM de-
scribed so far (compare Figure 5.2 in Section 5.2). Events sent from the application
to the proxy object are forwarded to the NMM object, where they are dispatched, pro-
cessed, and returned to the proxy object. Then, registered listeners are triggered by the
proxy object. Finally, the processed events are returned tothe application.

However, this mechanism transparently works for instream communication as well.
Messages passed upstream and downstream via jacks are first handled according to
their type, e.g.Buffer or CEvent. While this process and the handling of messages
of typeBuffer will be discussed in detail in Chapter 7, it is important to notice that
for messages of typeCEvent, all internal events are dispatched the same way as for
out-of-band communication.

If additional listeners are registered, events received instream are also forwarded
from the NMM object to its proxy object (or its proxy objects,if more than one client
side object exists). To optimize this step, this is only performed when needed, e.g.
when a listener is really registered at the proxy object for that particular event key,
or a listener is registered for all event keys. This is especially important to avoid
unnecessary network traffic for the case when NMM object and proxy object reside
in different address spaces. The facilities provided by theconnecting communication
channel are used when forwarding events from an NMM object tothe corresponding
proxy object.
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6.3.5 Discussion

While this section only provided the basic details on the proxy architecture of NMM,
following sections will describe the approach in more detail. In particular, the usage of
the NMM interface definition language (IDL) and the generated client side and server
side classes will be described next. Furthermore, as a majorcomponent of the NMM
architecture, communication channels for realizing the binding between proxy object
and NMM object will be presented in Section 6.5.

6.4 Interfaces

The proxy architecture as described in the preceding sections allows for realizing
request-reply interaction between proxy objects and NMM objects by sending events.
However, in order to provide the benefits of object-orientedprogramming within the
NMM environment, an object-oriented interface system is provided that is built on
top of the facilities described so far [LRS02, LS03, Loh03g]. According to other ap-
proaches, such as CORBA described in Section 3.4.1, interfaces are defined with an
interface definition language (IDL). By convention, interfaces described in NMM IDL
should use the prefix “I” [Loh03e].

From an IDL definition, code generation tools produce a client-sideinterface class
and a server-sideimplementation class(with suffix “Impl”). While the interface class
internally employs events, the server-side implementation class registers abstract meth-
ods to be called when dispatching the corresponding methods(compare Section 6.2).
An implementation for the abstract interface of the implementation class need to be
provided by a server-side object, e.g. a subclass of the implementation class. Together,
this approach offers following benefits.

� The grouping of methods within an IDL definition provides suitable abstractions
as known from object-oriented programming. This point is especially important
for multimedia middleware, where interfaces offer an idealway to describe the
features of a processing element, e.g. a multimedia device or a software compo-
nent providing a multimedia processing routine. This option is supported by the
registry service described in Chapter 9 when specifying queries.

� The possibility to use inheritance for interfaces as known from object-oriented
programming allows to further refine this process. For example, a generic in-
terface for a certain multimedia device such as a camera can be specialized for
different device types that offer unique features.

� Rather than creating events with their corresponding parameters manually within
applications, they are generated automatically within interface classes. There-
fore, the usage of these classes within applications provides type-safety. Fur-
thermore, the programming model known from object-oriented programming is
offered.

� By using the facilities of the unified messaging system as underlying technology,
the interface system offers the same semantics and advantages, namely reflec-
tion, listener notification for method invocations, and theextensions for limiting
or requiring method execution to certain states.
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IEventSender IEventReceiver
+receiveEvent(Event&,const IEventSender*): Result

ProxyObject
+receiveEvent(Event&,const IEventSender*): ResultInterface

+sendEvent(const Event&): Result
+getParentObject(): ProxyObject*

NMMObject
+addInterface(Interface*)
+getInterfaceList(): list<Interface*>
+getInterface(): template<typename T> T*

Sends events to ProxyObject

Receives events from Interface(s)

parent
1

Adds / gets 
supported Interface(s)

*

Figure 6.16: The client-side interface classes inherit from Interface that acts as
event sender for a proxy object. The base class for server-side objects isNMMObject
that allows to add and request supported interfaces.

� Finally, the registered methods of server-side objects will not only be dispatched
when handling out-of-band events, but also when processingevents received
instream. This allows to unify the specification of events tobe handled out-of-
band and instream.

6.4.1 Base Class

The base class for all client-side interface classes isInterfaceshown in Figure 6.16.
It acts as an event sender forwarding events to a proxy objectthat provides the interface
for an event receiver (compare Section 6.3).

The classNMMObject is used as a base class for all server-side implementation
classes. It allows to add a supported interface and to request all or a specific interface.
This latter option is realized by providing a parameterizedmethod that can be used as
follows.

NMMObject* object = // create some NMM object ...

// request interface called IExample from object
IExample* my_interface = object->getInterface<IExample>();

The same method is available forProxyObject.

6.4.2 Interface Definition Language

As discussed above, IDL descriptions within NMM are used to specify all kinds of
interaction, namely the interfaces for out-of-band and instream interaction. The syntax
of NMM IDL is very similar to CORBA IDL [HV99]. As this choice was made to ease
the usage of NMM IDL, some extensions were made [Loh03g].

Within an NMM IDL file, an interface is defined with the keywordinterface
as part of amodule. Each interface may inherit from other interfaces. An interface
typically contains one or more methods specified by return type, a name, and zero or
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more parameters. Additionally, according to other middleware solutions, for each pa-
rameter, a qualifier has to be specified, namelyin, out, orinout. In-parameters are
only sent to from sender to receiver, out-parameters are only from receiver to sender,
and inout-parameters are sent in both directions (compare Section 3.4.1). Furthermore,
a method can be declared to throw exceptions.

Supported Data Types

For return types and parameter types, NMM IDL allows arbitrary types, only reference-
types are currently not supported. This is in contrast to other interface definition lan-
guages that only support a limited number of types, e.g. the basic types available for all
supported platforms and programming languages, and some common abstractions like
sequences. However, the choice for supporting arbitrary types was made in accordance
with the general approach of NMM to provide anintegratingsolution. This approach
originates from the observation that most of the existing multimedia software libraries
that are of interest to be integrated into NMM offer interfaces thatdo use arbitrary
data types. Allowing for the seamless integration of these components is one of the
strengths of NMM.

If the IDL would only allow for a restricted number of data types, two possibilities
exit for integrating complexexistingdata types. First, the interface of the software
library to be integrated could be modified to only use this restricted set of data types.
Complex existing data types need to be changed to be composedout of the available
data types of the used IDL, e.g. by using types such asstruct [HV99]. However,
this solution has several drawbacks. Such modifications might be too time consuming
and need to be incorporated in all upcoming versions of the library. For closed source
software, this approach is simply not possible at all.

Secondly, data types of external libraries could be integrated by providing map-
pings between these existing types and newly developed types that are to be composed
out of the restricted set of basic types available. Again, this approach has a major
drawback. In particular, it requires to provide new data types and implementations for
the mappings.

While this second solution might be an option that also worksfor closed source
software libraries, the serialization framework of NMM described in Section 6.1 pro-
vides all facilities to integrate existing complexand closed-source data types without
modifications, e.g. by implementing corresponding serialization and deserialization
operators.

6.4.3 IDL Extensions

Compared to other interface definition languages, NMM IDL provides several exten-
sions. Each method may be further specified by several modifiers. Thelimited
modifier can be used to limit the possible execution of a method to a certain state. If
the object is not in this state, an exception is thrown (IllegalStateException).
The required modifier can be used to specify that a certain method has to be
called and processed successfully before the current statecan be left and another state
can be reached. In this context,successfulmeans that no exception was thrown by
the method that was called. If a required method was not called with success, and
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the state of the object is changed via theIState interface, an exception is thrown
(UnsuccessfulRequiredCallException). Both, the limited and the required
modifier can be given several times for each method.

To realize the semantics of the two modifiers, the facilitiesof the state driven
messaging systems are used. As already discussed in Section6.2, these extensions
are especially useful for multimedia middleware and are therefore extensively used to
specify the intended behavior of NMM processing elements.

While all defined methods of an interface are dispatched for out-of-band and in-
stream interaction, methods that are triggered by instreaminteraction are subject to
certain restrictions. This is due to the fact that instream interaction has aone-wayse-
mantics. In general, return values, exceptions, and out-parameters should not be used;
inout-parameters can be specified if the modification of parameter values is allowed.
Therefore, theinstream modifier has to be used for marking methods that can be
triggered by instream interaction. While the return value of such methods should
be void in general, the NMM architecture also allows the enum of typeResult
to be used. This provides the possibility to realize specialmechanisms by returning
differentResult-values. For example, the valueDELETE can be used to remove the
corresponding event from a composite event after handling it with the specific method.

The instream modifier also forces the generation of a utilitymethod, a so called
create method. This method is generated for the client-side interface class and
is namedcreate <method name>. It takes the same parameters as the method
itself but returns a newly created object of typeEvent with all given parameters set.
A create-method is used to provide a type-safe way to generate events within the main
loop of processing elements of a flow graph. Such an event can then be forwarded
instream within a composite event. Section 7.7 will providesome examples for this
mechanism.

IDL files can also be included in other IDL files. This is neededif an interface
inherits an interface defined in another IDL file. While this feature is provided in
accordance to other middleware solutions such as CORBA, NMMIDL also offers
the possibility to include arbitrary other files into the header and source code files
generated from an IDL file. Again, this feature is available in order to provide an
integrating solution. For example, this allows to include external type definitions to
be used within IDL method signatures. More details on NMM IDLcan be found
in [Loh03g].

6.4.4 Code Generation

As a summary for the concepts discussed so far, an example foran interface def-
inition is provided together with the corresponding generated classes. Figure 6.17
shows the IDL file forIExamplewith the two methodsfoo andbar. From this IDL
description, two classes are generated by using the NMM IDL tools5. The interface
classIExample is a subclass ofInterface and wraps event creation and sending
within method calls. Notice the usage of the differentTValue objects for the return
value and the different types of parameters. Notice that forcomplex data type source
code is generated correspondingly, e.g. for subtypes ofSerializedValue or ex-

5The NMM IDL tools are implemented using lex/yacc [LMB92].
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Interface NMMObject*

module NMM {
  interface IExample {
    int foo(inout int a, out float b)
      limited(SomeState)
      required(SomeState, SomeOtherState);

    Result bar(in int x)
      instream;
  };
}

IExample
+foo(a:int&,b:float&): double
+bar(x:const int&): Result
+create_bar(x:const int&): Event*

IExampleImpl
+IExampleImpl()
+foo(a:int&,b:float&): double
+bar(x:const int&): Result

ConcreteIExampleImpl
+foo(a:int&,b:float&): double
+bar(x:const int&): Result

// Create event with corresponding key and TValue’s
TOutValue<double> return_value;
TInOutValue<int> a_value(a);
TOutValue<float> b_value(b);
Event e(IExample::foo_key, &a_value, &b_value);
e.setReturnValue(return_value);
// If sending event was successful, update inout and
// out-parameters and return received value
if(sendEvent(e) == SUCCESS) {
  
  a = a_value.getRValue();
  b = b_value.getRValue();
  return return_value.getRValue(); 
}
else {
  // handle exceptions
}

// Register event with corresponding key and TED-object
getEventDispatcher.registerEvent(IExample::foo_key,
  new TEDObject2<IExampleImpl, 
                 int, float, 
                 double(IExampleImpl:: *)(int&, float&),
                 double>
    (this, &IExampleImpl::foo));

// Add limited and required modifiers for current key
getEventDispatcher.addLimited(IExample::foo_key, 
                              SomeState);
getEventDispatcher.addRequired(IExample::foo_key,
                               SomeState, SomeOther);

// Similarly, for all other methods defined in the 
// IDL file, e.g. bar

Code
generation

IExample.idl

Figure 6.17: Code generation for NMM IDL. From an IDL description, the inter-
face classIExample and the implementation classIExampleImpl are gener-
ated. Defined methods have to be implemented by subclasses ofIExampleImpl,
e.g.ConcreteIExampleImpl.

ternal closed-source subtypes that are integrated by providing specific operators. For
instream methods, a create-method is generated.

The implementation classIExampleImpl is a subclass ofNMMObject and reg-
isters pure virtual methods to be called by the event dispatcher of the NMM object. No-
tice how the required and limited modifiers are handled during this step. A concrete
implementation of these method is provided by classConcreteIExampleImpl.

Event creation is wrapped within the interface class. The registration of pure vir-
tual methods for handling events is realized within the constructor of the implementa-
tion class.

6.4.5 Discussion

The presented unified messaging system of NMM allows for realizing different interac-
tion paradigms such as out-of-band request-reply communication or one-way instream
communication (see Figure 6.18). For both types of interaction, the NMM IDL of-
fers appropriate means for specifying interfaces. Furthermore, the generated interface
classes provide the type-safety and programming model known from object-oriented
programming. Together, for the design and development of the NMM base system,
more than 45 interface definitions were created. For accessing the specific functional-
ity of the various processing elements, more than 100 interfaces were defined. Espe-
cially for querying the NMM registry for a processing element that supports a certain
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Figure 6.18: The interface system is built on top of the unified messaging system (com-
pare Figure 6.15). All interfaces are defined in NMM IDL. Client-side interface classes
allow for type-safe and convenient generation of events forout-of-band interaction and
provide the programming model as known from object-oriented programming. One-
way instream interaction is supported by the same mechanisms.

feature, these interface definitions have proven to offer suitable abstractions.
While the syntax of NMM IDL is very similar to CORBA IDL, several extensions

where made to take the special requirements for multimedia middleware into account.
However, some features available in CORBA IDL are currentlynot supported, e.g.
the definition of structures. On the one hand, this option canbe implemented easily
by usingTValue objects as wrappers for the members of generatedstruct types.
On the other hand, from our experience, for an open and integrating solution it is less
important to allow to createnewdata types. Instead, the NMM architecture offers the
possibility to includeexistingdata types easily by using the facilities of the serializa-
tion framework together with the NMM IDL.

6.5 Binding Framework

So far, we have only considered the components of the NMM architecture without
the connecting elements that establish communication between these components. In
the following, a framework is described that allows to establish explicit bindings by
integrating and combining the capabilities of available technologies [LRS02, LS03,
Rep03a, RWLS04, RWLS05, Win05].

6.5.1 Requirements and Overview

As discussed above, different kinds of interaction – and therefore different kinds of
bindings – need to be provided for multimedia middleware. For out-of-band request-
reply interaction and listener notification between proxy object and target object, NMM
events are used. One-way instream interaction in upstream and downstream direction,
e.g. between two connected processing elements of a flow graph, consists of an ordered
stream of NMM messages, either of type buffer or composite event.
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Figure 6.19: Communication channels realize bidirectional explicit bindings between
two entities. For out-of-band request-reply interaction and listener notification be-
tween proxy objects and NMM objects, such as nodes or jacks, NMM events are
used. One-way instream interaction between connected jacks forwards messages of
type composite event or buffer (compare Figure 6.18).

Communication Channels and Transport Strategies

Within NMM, all communication is based oncommunication channels. A communi-
cation channel provides an abstraction for a bidirectionalbinding between two entities
and acts as first class data type that allows to access and configure all aspects of the
binding it represents (see Figure 6.19).

For realizing a binding, a communication channel internally uses one or more pairs
of transport strategieswith each of these transport strategies possibly employinga
stack of serialization strategies. While the serialization strategies described in Sec-
tion 6.1 offer different ways to transform entities to otherrepresentations, a transport
strategy allows to transmit or receive such representations using a particulartransport
mechanism. In this context, amechanismcan be understood as the facilities provided
by a particular middleware, networking library, or lower-level protocol, or the process
of forwarding references to allocated memory between two objects.

Figure 6.20 shows an example for the setup of a binding. In this case, the binding
only allows for transmitting an object from one address space to another via the trans-
port strategy on the sending side and the corresponding strategy on the receiving side.
Both sides internally employ a number of serialization strategies that are configured as
a stack. Notice that seen from an application, a binding consists of at least a single pair
of transport strategies, which can both run in different address spaces then the applica-
tion itself. Therefore, a transport strategy itself is a distributed object and accessed via
NMM interfaces.
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Figure 6.20: Example for a unidirectional binding using a sending transport strategy
and a corresponding receiving transport strategy. Both strategies internally use a stack
of serialization operators.

Chosen Approach

Efficient implementations for a large variety of transport mechanisms already exist.
Therefore, NMM as a middleware solution does not aim at providing new mechanisms.
Instead, we focus on providing a framework that allows to integrate and combine the
capabilities of different existing and emerging technologies. However, as the proper-
ties of present technologies differ widely, the following aspects have to be considered.

� The addresses needed for locating and connecting two entities within the net-
work (or within different address spaces of a single system)are dependent on
the underlying technology.

� The connection setup differs. While some technologies already offer such func-
tionality as distinct service, others inherently cannot provide such a feature. For
example, connectionless transport layer protocols like UDP need higher level
services for establishing communication.

� The transport mechanisms themselves are of very different nature. In particular,
the interfaces offered and the service guarantees and properties provided vary
widely between different protocols or middleware solutions.

Especially this last aspect is of great importance. On the one hand, some transport
mechanisms are especially suited for realizing a certain kind of interaction and should
therefore be supported by a multimedia middleware solution. For example, out-of-
band interaction typically needs reliable transmission ofevents containing arbitrary
data structures. While this can be achieved by using protocols like TCP, reliable data
transport requires acknowledgments and possible retransmission. This is in contrast
to the properties needed for the instream transmission of multimedia data, where it is
acceptable to sacrifice reliability in favor of meeting the timing requirements of media
processing, e.g. by dropping buffers instead of handling them too late. Compared with
this, composite events sent instream are not allowed to be discarded since they are
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used to represent critical points in the data stream, e.g. when the multimedia format of
following buffers changes or a new media track is started. These messages should only
be allowed to be discarded if explicitly indicated, e.g. by setting an unreliable transport
strategy for the transmission of NMM composite events.

On the other hand, technologies – and implementations thereof – that especially
support one type of interaction often cannot be used for other types of operation. In
particular, protocols handling multimedia data streams are typically required to pro-
cess the content of a stream in order to operate properly. Therefore, such approaches
can only handle a certain number of well-known multimedia formats – the transmis-
sion of arbitrary data, such as NMM events or composite events, is not supported a
priori. While buffers holding multimedia data typically have a much higher density,
composite events sent instream only occur at a few points in the stream. However,
since these events contain critical control information, their positions within the data
stream need to be maintained during transmission.

As typical examples, let us briefly compare RTP/UDP and TCP (also see Sec-
tion 2.2.4). RTP running on top of the unreliable protocol UDP is especially designed
for handling time critical data streams. RTP provides support for different payload
types, mainly for handling multimedia formats. Typical implementations of RTP only
provide a restricted set of payload types. While general support for RTP for realizing
streaming multimedia data connections is certainly a key requirement for multime-
dia middleware, the instream transmission of control information stored within NMM
composite events is not supported by RTP. Even when using thepossibility to send
user data within the RTP stream [Sch], this data might get lost since UDP is used as
underlying protocol. However, TCP provides reliable transmission for arbitrary data.
Therefore, TCP can be used for realizing out-of-band interaction using events and in-
stream interaction using composite events. Furthermore, formats not supported by an
available implementation of RTP can be handled that way – even though with a differ-
ent service model.

The binding framework of NMM is especially designed to allowfor the integration
and combination of available transport technologies. Thisprovides the following ad-
vantages. First, such an approach also allows to cope with the inherent heterogeneity
of today’s environments where a certain transport mechanism cannot be assumed to
be available on all platforms. Emerging technologies or technologies needed for com-
municating with proprietary devices can be included later on or specialized transport
strategies can be used for efficiency reasons. Second, for every binding, appropriate
combinations of transport strategies can be selected and configured manually – or, an
automatic setup procedure can be used. Third, in order to meet the quality of service
requirements for the different messages types used for instream interaction, multiple
transport mechanisms can be used in parallel, in form of aparallel binding. Since
the ordering of messages within such a stream needs to be maintained, the developed
framework allows to resynchronize received messages.

6.5.2 Transport Strategies

As described above, for realizing a binding, pairs of transport strategies are used that
transmit and receive serialized objects. A transport strategy offers the functionality
provided by a particular transport mechanism. Since this functionality is very specific
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Figure 6.21: Composite strategies for out-of-band and instream interaction. These
strategies implement mid-level interfaces for receiving objects and high-level inter-
faces of senders for forwarding objects to higher-level receivers such as jacks or NMM
objects, respectively.

for the underlying technology used, a transport strategy ischaracterized by thecom-
munication rolesit can fulfill and by the additionalservice capabilitiesit provides.

Composite Strategies

For establishing a particular type of binding, such as a out-of-band or instream binding,
different communication roles have to be provided by the used pairs of transport strate-
gies. For representing such a top-level binding,composite strategiesare made available
that internally employ a number of sub-bindings, again realized using transport strate-
gies. In particular, NMM offers anout-of-band composite strategyand aninstream
composite strategy. The corresponding classesOutOfBandCompositeStrategy
andInstreamCompositeStrategy are shown in Figure 6.21.

During the process of transmitting and receiving NMM buffers, composite events,
or events, a stack of interfaces is traversed; fromhigh-level interfaces, to mid-level
interfaces, to low-level interfaceson the sending side and vice versa on the receiving
side6. The high-level interfaces were first presented in Section 6.2.4 and use the prefix
’I’; mid-level interfaces the prefix ’ICS’ forinterface composite strategy, and low-level
interfaces the prefix ’ITS’ forinterface transport strategy. According to the naming
convention for high-level interfaces, the term “receive” corresponds to the process of
receiving an object from another object.

For instream interaction, an NMM jack that provides the high-level interface named
IMessageSender forwards messages to the mid-level interfaceICSMessage-
Receiver implemented byInstreamCompositeStrategy. On the receiving
side, the instream composite strategy then acts asIMessageSender and forwards

6Notice that all these interfaces are internally used withinNMM and are defined in C++ and not in
NMM IDL. Since a transport strategy is a distributed object,for accessing the capabilities of a transport
strategy from an application, additional interfaces defined in NMM IDL are provided.
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messages to a jack providing the high-level interfaceIMessageReceiver. For the
classOutOfBandCompositeStrategy, the corresponding relations and interac-
tions exit forIEventSender andICSEventReceiver, andIEventSender
andIEventReceiver, respectively.

Communication Roles

Communication roles are described on a lower level but are again represented by a set
of abstract interfaces. Inside a composite strategy, the interaction paradigm offered
by a mid-level interface is then mapped to these low-level interfaces and vice versa.
Together, the different available interfaces help to provide a clean design and precisely
define the required functionality of subclasses implementing this functionality.

Following two pairs of interfaces are provided for instreaminteraction.

� ITSOneWayBufferReceiver andITSOneWayBufferSender: The re-
ceiver interface is to be implemented by a transport strategy that allows to re-
ceive NMM buffers from a mid-level component, such as a composite strategy.
This strategy then transmits buffers (or their serialized byte stream) as part of a
one-way interaction by using a particular transport mechanism. We found that
the integration of arbitrary implementations of transportmechanisms needs to
be supported, e.g. for easily integrating available libraries that provide RTP sup-
port. However, since a transport mechanism might not be ableto handle the
complete information of an NMM buffer, only the transmission of the multime-
dia data of NMM buffers is required for this interface; all additional members of
the NMM message are optional. This is further defined by an additional capabil-
ity of the transport strategy to be described below. The sender interface is to be
implemented by the part of the transport strategy that receives (and deserializes)
the transmitted NMM buffer and sends it to the mid-level transport strategy, i.e.
the instream composite strategy.

� ITSOneWayCEventReceiver andITSOneWayCEventSender: The re-
ceiver interface is to be implemented by a transport strategy that allows to trans-
mit NMM composite events together with the arbitrary data types of internal
events as part of a one-way interaction. Again, the sender interface forwards the
received NMM composite event to the mid-level transport strategy.

Since instream interaction operates non-blocking, additional abstract low-level inter-
facesISignalReceiver andISignalSender are provided that allow a receiv-
ing component to signal its current state to a sending component. These interfaces are
especially needed to control message forwarding in cases were transport strategies and
processing elements within a flow graph operate concurrently.

For out-of-band interaction, following two pairs of interfaces are provided.

� ITSRequestReplyEventReceiverandITSRequestReplyEvent -
Sender: The receiver interface is to be implemented by a transport strategy that
allows to perform request-reply interaction. An NMM event together with the
internal arbitrary data types is first transmitted as “request” and then received
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again as “reply”. The sender interface forwards the received NMM event as “re-
quest” to the mid-level transport strategy, i.e. the out-of-band composite strategy,
where it is further processed. Then, the “reply” is sent back.

� ITSOneWayEventReceiverandITSOneWayEventSenderThe receiver
interface is to be implemented by a transport strategy that allows to transmit
NMM events together with the internal arbitrary data types as part of a one-way
interaction. Again, the sender interface forwards to received NMM composite
event to the top-level transport strategy. However, for realizing request-reply
interaction, two pairs of such a transport strategies are needed, one for transmit-
ting and receiving the request and one for performing the same operations for
the reply.

A particular transport strategy is allowed to implement as many interfaces as wanted.
This allows a single strategy to be used in different contexts, e.g. for out-of-band or in-
stream interaction. Furthermore, a specific implementation can also provide the func-
tionality of the receiving and sending parts of the strategywithin a single class.

When setting up a communication channel using a composite strategy, a specific
set of communication roles needs to be fulfilled. An application can influence which
transport strategy is to be used for which role. All other roles are automatically ne-
gotiated. In this step, already determined transport strategies can be used to fulfill the
remaining functions.

Service Capabilities

To further characterize the service model provided by a particular transport strategy, a
set of capabilities can be specified. This set can be extendedto take the requirements of
future developments into account. In order to be able to integrate a specific transport
mechanisms as “black-box”, i.e. by integrating it without further modification, the
service capabilities help to identify the features of the available implementation. This
information is needed in order to determineif andhow the corresponding transport
strategy can fulfill the requirements that were specified fora certain binding. These
requirements are either given by an application or an automatic binding mechanism as
described below.

Currently, the service capabilities include following entries. First, the reliability
of the strategy is defined. This allows to choose reliable transport strategies for out-
of-band interaction or for instream interaction for applications, such as off-line media
transcoding, that cannot accept dropped buffers.

Second, the real-time properties of the transport strategyare set. This entry can
be used to request protocols, such as RTP, for the multimediadata flow of connecting
edges of a distributed flow graph. Third, the possibility to specify a stack of serial-
ization operators is defined. This capability needs to be specified since the technology
used within a transport strategy – or the implementation providing access to that tech-
nology – might already include serialization mechanisms.

Then, the possibility to handle arbitrary data types is specified. This option can be
queried if the transmission of the complete data structure of NMM buffers is needed
for instream communication. Otherwise only the multimediadata will be forwarded
and additional information, such as NMM timestamps, are discarded. In this case, an
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Figure 6.22: Communication channel of out-of-band interaction. In general, eight
communication roles need to be fulfilled by the internal low-level transport strate-
gies of the used pair of composite strategies. Four communication roles for handling
request-reply interaction and four communication roles for realizing listener notifica-
tion that operates in the opposite direction. For simplicity, only the components for
request-reply are shown: two communication roles for transmitting and receiving the
request, two for handling the reply correspondingly.

additional attribute specifies if the transport strategy internally modifies the sequence
number of NMM messages, e.g. by splitting the data containedwithin an NMM buffer
into different packets used for transmission.

Furthermore, the multimedia formats supported by a transport strategy are speci-
fied and therefore stored as a set of NMM formats (see Section 7.4). This allows to
determine the set of strategies that are suited for handlinga certain format used for the
connection between two processing elements of a distributed flow graph.

As a final capability, the supported types of binding according to Section 3.3.3 are
specified, namely local, system, or network. On the one hand,this allows to determine
which strategy allows to set up a binding to a remote entity. On the other hand, strate-
gies that only support local bindings typically operate more efficiently than strategies
that support network, system, and local bindings.

6.5.3 Out-Of-Band Communication Channels

In general, a communication channel for out-of-band request-reply interaction and
listener notification has to fulfill eight different communication roles, more precisely
four matching pairs of roles. A pair of transport strategiesis needed as event receiver
and sender for the request; a pair of transport strategies isneeded as event receiver and
sender for the reply. The same roles need to be provided in theopposite direction for
listener notification. Figure 6.22 shows the setup of such a communication channel;
for simplicity only the components needed for request-reply interaction are shown.

A request is generated as an NMM event within an NMM interfaceand forwarded
by the corresponding proxy object. Then, the event is handled by one part of the com-
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posite strategy by forwarding it to the receiving lower-level transport strategy. This
strategy serializes and transmits the event using a particular transport mechanism. The
serialized event is received and deserialized by the other part of the lower-level trans-
port strategies. This strategy acts as sender for the corresponding composite strategy.
The request is handled (e.g. by the event dispatcher of the NMM object), a reply is
generated, (e.g. by setting the return value of the NMM object), and the event is send
back. Listener notification is performed correspondingly.

In general, different pairs of transport strategies can be used – one for handling the
request, one for the reply. This is especially useful for heterogeneous environments
where only certain combinations of strategies are available for establishing communi-
cation between connected systems. Furthermore, this allows to reconfigure the used
communication channel, e.g. in cases where an target objectwas migrated during the
processing of a request and the previously set transport strategies for handling the reply
are no longer available.

Since events can be sent concurrently to a single proxy object of an NMM object,
the usage of two pairs of transport strategies requires to include an identifier into every
event. This identifier needs to be unique for a particular communication channel in
order to determine the reply that corresponds to a particular request. This service can
be provided by the composite strategy for out-of-band interaction.

As discussed above, a pair of transport strategies can provide more than two roles.
For example, a single transport strategy object can fulfill the role of the receiver and
sender of one side of the binding. Thus, a single pair of transport strategies suffices to
fulfill all eight communication roles. In this case, only a single transport mechanism
is employed for request-reply interaction and listener notification.

6.5.4 Instream Communication Channels

In contrast to out-of-band interaction, one-way interaction is used for instream com-
munication. As can be seen in Figure 6.23, the composite strategy for instream com-
munication defines eight different communication roles. Two pairs of transport strate-
gies for handling buffers in upstream and downstream direction, and another two pairs
for composite events in both directions. Therefore, in general four different transport
mechanisms can be employed.

6.5.5 Parallel Bindings

As discussed above, a single pair of transport strategies ontop of a single trans-
port mechanism can potentially be used to fulfill these eightcommunication roles.
However, in order to provide different quality of service for different types of mes-
sages, the binding framework of NMM supportsparallel bindingsthat allow for com-
bining different transport strategies especially suited for a particular type of mes-
sage [RWLS04, RWLS05].

If different strategies are used for handling buffers and composite events sent in
one direction, the instream composite strategies also needs to provide a demultiplexing
and multiplexing operation. Sent messages are forwarded tothe transport strategy that
fulfills the role specific for the type of message. On the receiving side, the stream
of buffers and composite events is again multiplexed to a stream of messages. While
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Figure 6.23: Communication channel for instream interaction. In general, eight com-
munication roles need to be fulfilled by the internal low-level transport strategies of the
used pair of composite strategies: two pairs of transport strategies for handling buffers
in upstream and downstream direction, and another two pairsfor composite events in
both directions.

such a parallel binding allows to specify different qualityof service properties for
the transmission of buffers and composite events, the ordering of message needs to
maintained. This is especially demanding in the common casewhere an unreliable
transport strategy, such as RTP, is used for buffers and a reliable strategy, such as TCP,
is used for composite events.

In general, different types of sub-bindings to be used within a parallel binding can
be distinguished.

� Reliable sub-bindingsuse reliable transport mechanisms for transmitting arbi-
trary information.

� Unreliable sub-bindingsuse unreliable transport mechanisms for transmitting
arbitrary information.

� Multimedia sub-bindingsuse unreliable transport mechanisms suited the trans-
mission of time-sensitive multimedia data but only supportspecific formats and
cannot transmit arbitrary information.

In order to maintain the order of messages we use sequence numbers as ordering con-
straints. These numbers are assigned during the demultiplexing step. We use the no-
tation� � for “the message with sequence number

�
”. Since different transport mecha-

nisms that incur different delays can be used for realizing asingle parallel binding, the
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resynchronization of the message stream can only be performed during the multiplex-
ing step at the receiving side.

While transport mechanisms are in general treated as “black-box” within a trans-
port strategy, several requirements have to be fulfilled by asub-binding of a parallel
binding.

1. The used transport mechanism must be able to transport unique and continuous
sequence numbers.

2. If the used transport mechanism changes the sequence numbers of given mes-
sages, feedback must be provide about the sequence numbers actually used.

3. Messages are transmitted in-order through a transport mechanism, i.e. when
sending message� � after message� �, � � is not allowed to be forwarded from
the receiving side of the sub-binding before� �.

Protocols for handling multimedia data streams typically already fulfill the first re-
quirement. For example, RTP makes use of a sequence number aspart of its protocol
header [SCFJ96]. Also, the second property can be fulfilled by protocols such as RTP
that require splitting or merging of media buffers into packets that get new sequence
numbers assigned. The third requirement greatly simplifiesthe multiplexing step.
However, it might not be available for a certain transport strategy. While implementa-
tions of RTP already provide a reordering service, other unreliable transport strategies
require to add an additional layer for message ordering, e.g. by discarding messages
that are received out of order after some timeout expires [RWLS04, RWLS05].

Notice that for a multimedia sub-binding, we cannot specifywhich sequence num-
bers are to be used. In particular, sequence numbers are onlyunique and continuous
for the sub-binding itself, but not for all parallel sub-bindings. Therefore, when us-
ing such a multimedia sub-binding in parallel with a bindingthat allows for arbitrary
data to be transmitted, the above defined requirements need to be modified. In par-
ticular, the sequence numbers of the sub-binding that allows for arbitrary data to be
transmitted only need to provide monotonic increasing sequence numbers, i.e. a sin-
gle sequence number can be used for transmitting several message. However, since
a multimedia sub-binding usesstrictly monotonic increasing sequence numbers that
cannot be influenced, the lastly used sequence number of the multimedia sub-binding
is being applied for all following messages sent via the other sub-binding. Since this
sub-binding allows to transmit arbitrary information, an additional internal sequence
number can be used for realizing in-order transmission for the sub-binding itself. On
the receiving side of the binding, a message� � received from the multimedia sub-
binding then needs to be forwarded before all other messages� � with � � �

received
from the other sub-binding.

Handling two Reliable Sub-Bindings

If a parallel binding internally uses two reliable sub-bindings, i.e. one for the transmis-
sion of composite events and another for the transmission ofbuffers, the maintenance
of message ordering during the multiplexing step can be achieved by a simple algo-
rithm. Since all sub-bindings provide reliable in-order transmission of messages, the
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forwarding of a received message� � is delayed until all messages� �, with
� � � have

been forwarded.

Handling a Reliable Sub-Binding and an Unreliable Sub-Bindings

For reestablishing the correct order of messages when usinga reliable sub-binding in
parallel with an unreliable sub-binding, this algorithm has to be extended. Let

�
be the

sequence number of the latest message that has been forwarded from the composite
binding to the receiving high-level interface. If the next message� � to be handled
by the multiplexing unit has a sequence number� � � � �

, it cannot be forwarded
immediately. Instead, one has to “wait” for allmissing messages� � with

� � � � � .
More precisely, for each missing message� � , we need to determine if it will arrive –
and therefore we need to wait for it – or, if it was lost and we can ignore it. The derived
algorithm works as follows.

1. If � � was received from the reliable sub-binding, all missing messages� � with
� � � � � can only be received from the unreliable sub-binding because in-order
reception is provided by all sub-bindings. Since missing messages are transmit-
ted using the unreliable sub-binding, some� � might get lost. Therefore, the
forwarding of� � is delayed until a message� � with � � � � �

was received
from the unreliable sub-binding. If this happens, we can conclude that none
of the missing messages� � with

� � � � � will be received and forwarded
anymore.

2. If � � was received from the unreliable sub-binding, one of the following two
statements is true for each of the missing messages� � with

� � � � � .

(a) The missing message� � was sent via the unreliable sub-binding and was
lost. This is because� � with � � �

was received from the same unreliable
sub-binding and in-order reception is provided by all sub-bindings.

(b) The missing message� � was sent via the reliable sub-binding, will be
received, and needs to be forwarded before� � .

To determine, which of the two cases is true, we extend the information transmit-
ted for each message sent via the unreliable sub-binding to include the sequence
number	 of the latest reliably sent message. This is possible since an unreliable
sub-binding allows to include arbitrary additional information. For the message
� � received from the unreliable sub-binding, the multiplexing unit is able to de-
termine if one or more reliably sent messages are still to arrive. This is the case
if 	 � �

. Then, the forwarding of� � is delayed until message� 
 was handled.

Notice that for case 1, the worst case occurs if the last unreliably sent message before
a large number of reliably sent messages gets lost. In this case, the forwarding of all
reliably received messages is delayed until the next message is successfully received
from the unreliable sub-binding. However, composite events that are typically sent
using a reliable sub-binding only occur very rarely within the stream of multimedia
buffers sent over an unreliable sub-binding. Therefore, also for case 2, an additional
delay is only introduced if we have to wait for a reliably sentmessage� 
 .
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Handling a Reliable Sub-Binding and a Multimedia Sub-Bindings

When using a reliable sub-binding and a multimedia sub-binding in parallel, the algo-
rithm described above cannot be applied since no additionalinformation can be added
to the stream of multimedia buffers. However, for every message� � received from the
unreliable multimedia sub-binding, the multiplexing unitof the binding needs to deter-
mine whether it needs to wait for a reliably sent message� 
 (compare case 2 above).
The most convenient way to achieve this, is to avoid situations in which messages are
sent via the unreliable and the reliable sub-binding in parallel: Whenever a message
� 
 is sent using the reliable sub-binding, the unreliable sub-binding stops sending fur-
ther messages until the reception of� 
 was acknowledged. For example, for messages
sent in downstream direction, this can be achieved by sending an additional message
via the already established reliable sub-binding in upstream direction.

An obvious drawback of this approach is that it introduces anadditional delay
needed for sending and processing acknowledgments and therefore violates the one-
way semantics of instream interaction. However, again we argue that this situation only
occurs for the relatively small number of composite events to be sent. Furthermore, we
identified our approach to be the only possible solution thatallows to consider multi-
media sub-bindings as “black-box” as described above. The only facility that needs to
be provided is a feedback mechanism that allows to determinethe lastly used sequence
number for sending messages via the multimedia sub-binding– the position at which
the message� 
 needs to be inserted into the stream of messages at the receiving side
of the binding.

Handling the End of a Message Stream

The above described strategies for handling an unreliable or multimedia sub-binding in
parallel with a reliable binding require to explicitly handle the overall end of a stream.
This is due to the fact that both approaches compensate for missing messages by wait-
ing for following messages to arrive. For example, if the lastly streamed message was
sent using the reliable sub-binding and its preceding message was lost, the reliably
received message needs to be forwarded anyway.

This situation can be resolved in different ways. First, thefinal end of a stream
can be marked using a specific instream event, e.g. an “end-of-stream” event. When
handling this event during the multiplexing step, the corresponding composite event
is forwarded after a timeout has expired. Second, before a binding is destroyed, all
pending messages stored within the multiplexing unit can beforwarded to the receiving
component.

6.5.6 Establishment of Bindings

Since the NMM architecture is designed to be independent of aparticular lower level
networking or middleware technology, the addressing of objects and the binding pro-
cess cannot rely on a single mechanism. Instead, for each transport mechanism to
be integrated, specific components can be provided. In addition, hierarchical connec-
tion addresses and corresponding connection setup mechanisms are made available
for establishing connections using composite transport strategies as described in Sec-
tion 6.5.2.
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Addressing and Connection Setup

When an NMM object is created, it registers itself with a reference manager (class
ReferenceManager). The reference manager assigns an NMM reference of type
NMMReference to the object, which uniquely identifies the object within a single
address space. In addition, aUserInfo object is made available that holds informa-
tion specific to the system and process in which the object is running, e.g. the names
of the corresponding host and domain and process ID. An NMM object can also be
registered as anNMM serviceidentified with a name given asstring. In this case,
the reference manager acts as simple naming service that allows to request an object
by specifying the corresponding NMM service name. Together, this information al-
lows to identify an object within the network; it does not specify how a binding can be
established.

For establishing a binding using a particular transport strategy, different subclasses
of TSAddress are provided for representing addresses. While the base class offers
the interface to access the intended NMM reference, subclasses extend this class with
interfaces and attributes needed for supporting a particular technology.

For addressing top-level bindings, i.e. using a pair composite strategies, the class
CompositeAddress and its subclasses for out-of-band bindings respectively in-
stream bindings are used. Within these classes the different roles needed for the par-
ticular type of binding have to be set by specifying different low-level addresses. Since
we aim at providing scalable transparency, this is either done manually or fully auto-
matic as described below.

The provision of different address classes for low-level transport mechanisms al-
lows for using the most efficient or suitable way for establishing connections between
a pair or corresponding transport strategies. If the used underlying transport mecha-
nism provides a distinct service for setting up connections, these facilities can be used.
For example when using TCP as transport mechanism, connections can be established
by using the internal connection setup procedure of TCP sockets.

In order to support the setup of bindings for technologies that do not provide an
internal mechanism for connection setup,connection managersare used. A single-
ton object of typeConnectionManager runs within each address and enables ac-
cess to connection managers running in different address spaces. It also administrates
all available transport strategies, e.g. by providing a factory for transport strategies,
and corresponding acceptor objects, e.g. for enabling specific setup mechanisms. All
communication is performed via NMM interfaces, in particular the interface named
IConnectionManager provided by a connection manager.

Obviously, for using a locally running connection manager to communicate to a
remote connection manager, these two objects need to be connected first. Therefore, at
least one technology that offers an internal connection setup mechanism has to be pro-
vided. Since TCP can be assumed to be available widely, our current implementation
uses a TCP acceptor bound to a well-known port for realizing this functionality. How-
ever, as described below, an NMM interface holds all possible addresses that can be
used for setting up connections to a remote object. Once suchan interface is received,
a suitable and available transport strategy can be chosen.

Two connection managers establish a reliable request-reply connection to initiate
and configure new connections for technologies that do not provide this possibility,
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e.g. UDP or RTP operating on top of UDP. For such technologies, corresponding ad-
dress classes are subclasses ofConnectorAddress. Such an address holds the
interfaceIConnectionManager of the connection manager object that is local to
the corresponding object. Upon receiving such an interface, the initial link between
different address spaces can be established as described inthe following.

Out-Of-Band Connections

A binding is locally represented by a communication channel, i.e. an object of type
CommunicationChannel. Thus, the main task of a communication channel is to
provide a local interface to possibly distributed parts of transport strategies. Further-
more, the communication channel realizes the negotiation of connection parameters,
e.g. by determining a composite address to be used for the binding.

For out-of-band bindings, a specific subclassOutOfBandChannelexists. When
establishing an out-of-band binding to an NMM object, the supported low-level trans-
port strategies that can be used for configuring the corresponding top-level binding
have to be known. More precisely, for each low-level transport strategy available
within the address space of the NMM object, all available attributes need to be de-
termined, namely the supported communication roles – i.e. the implemented low-level
interfaces for out-of-band interaction – and the provided service capabilities. Fur-
thermore, the addresses that allow to establish a connection have to be provided for
each supported transport strategy. For transport strategies that offer such a service,
the corresponding address is provided by an object of a type specific for the transport
strategy, e.g. aTCPAddress representing a TCP acceptor listening to a well-known
port. Otherwise, an address of typeConnectorAddress, e.g. aUDPAddress
orRTPAddress, contains the NMM interface of the locally running connection man-
ager object. Such an object can then be accessed from a different address space as
described above and bridges the gap to remote objects.

Therefore, possible connection addresses are stored within each NMM interface
object. Since such an interface object can be serialized andthen transmitted between
different address spaces, all information for setting up a binding is provided. Notice
that a serialized NMM interface can be compared to a CORBA IOR(see Section 3.4.1).
However, in contrast to CORBA and other middleware solutions, a serialized NMM
interface provides access to different lower level transport mechanisms supported by
the binding framework.

Since a top-level binding consists of at least of a single pair of matchinglow-level
transport strategies and not all strategies can be assumed to be available for all distribu-
ted system, a communication channel needs to determine all possible transport mech-
anisms. For determining what kind of binding can be used – i.e. a local, system, or
network binding –, the classesInterface andNMMObject provide aUserInfo
that holds information specific to the system and process in which the object is run-
ning. Also, the sets of available strategies of both sides ofthe binding are compared.
For example, when establishing a connection to a remote object, the address objects
of the corresponding NMM interface are compared with the setof available strategies
provided by the connection manager.

The only thing required is to provide an initial reliable channel for transmitting
NMM interfaces of instantiated remote objects. In Chapter 9, the registry service of
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NMM is described that allows to request and instantiate processing elements on remote
hosts. Again, a well-known port is used together with a reliable transport strategy
based on TCP to establish the initial communication betweendifferent address spaces
and to exchange NMM interfaces of instantiated processing elements.

Instream Connections

Instream top-level bindings establish communication between an output jack and an in-
put jack of two connected processing elements of a flow graph.A subclassInstream-
Channel is provided that implements the specific aspects of such a binding.

Notice that the setup of instream connections establishes abinding between two
jacks, possibly running on different remote systems. The jacks themselves are also
NMM objects and are therefore accessed using NMM interfaces. In contrast to out-of-
band bindings, the multimedia format used for connecting the two corresponding pro-
cessing elements needs to be taken into account. This is because especially transport
strategies suited for the transmission of multimedia data often only support a restricted
set of formats. Therefore, the chosen connection format limits the set of available
low-level transport strategies for realizing instream interaction. As all transport strate-
gies are registered with the connection manager, this component allows to map a given
connection format to a list of possible strategies to be used.

Scalable Transparency during the Binding Process

As discussed in Section 5.1, we aim at providing scalable transparency. In this par-
ticular context, this goal is realized as follows. On the onehand, top-level bindings
can be set up automatically. Then, all transport strategiesfor all communication roles
are chosen according to the particular type of binding and predefined preferences. For
example, for out-of-band communication, reliable transport strategies are preferred.

On the other hand, all aspects of such a top-level binding canbe configured manu-
ally – settings that are not specified directly are then, again, negotiated automatically.
During the establishment of the binding, all available strategies can be requested first
together with their service capability. Then, a strategy can explicitly be requested to
fulfill a particular role. To further ease this step, the developed API supports to set the
receiving and sending part of a transport strategy – i.e. thetwo roles required – with
one command. For example, this allows for specifying an RTP strategy for instream
transmission of buffers in downstream direction.

If, however, only a subset of available communication roleswas specified, the
already set transport strategies are tried to be reused to fill the remaining roles. For all
roles that are not fulfilled by already available strategies, additional transport strategies
are chosen according to predefined preferences.

Once a top-level binding is set up, interfaces specific for the chosen lower level
transport strategies can be queried. This allows for manually configuring capabilities,
such as sending or receiving buffer sizes of a TCP sub-binding. Especially when in-
tegrating mobile devices with scarce resources using wireless networking technology,
such configurations allow for realizing various optimizations.
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Local Optimization

As a further optimization, the automatic setup of bindings also tries to establish the
most “efficient” kind of binding. The most obvious optimization criterion is given by
the physical locations of the objects to be bound. In particular, for a local binding, a
transport strategy that simply forwards references to allocated memory is to be used.
Since the main components of the NMM architecture, such as NMM object and proxy
object, and input jack and output jack, also directly offer the corresponding high-level
interface of establishing communication, a purely locallyoperating transport strategy
can be completely left out; instead, components are connected directly. This option
is currently already implemented for instream communication; the NMM architecture
can also be extended to use this optimization for out-of-band bindings.

To this end, the NMM architecture allows to be tailored to a purely locally oper-
ating system that does not incur the constant overhead of a middleware solution for
distributed computing. The chosen approach even allows to configure and compile
NMM without including the parts of the architecture that provide some kind of “net-
working”.

6.5.7 Realized Transport Strategies

Different low-level transport strategies were implemented, in general as pairs of send-
ing and receiving components. In this section, these strategies will be described briefly.
In particular, we will focus on the provided communication roles and service capabil-
ities, the supported multimedia formats, and the additionally provided control inter-
faces. More details can be found in [Rep03a] and [Win05].

Local Transport Strategy

As described in Section 6.5.6, a local transport strategy simply forwards references
between connected components. Therefore, it allows to handle arbitrary data types
and correspondingly also implements all available low-level interfaces presented in
Section 6.5.2 within a single class. The local transport strategy is the most efficient
strategy for establishing communication for colocated entities – other types of bind-
ings, i.e. system and network bindings, are obviously not supported.

TCP Transport Strategy

The implemented transport strategy based on TCP provides the corresponding service
capabilities, namely reliable transmission of arbitrary data types and multimedia for-
mats. According to the properties of TCP, our implementation offers the interfaces for
one-way interaction using buffers or composite events, andthe interfaces for out-of-
band request-reply interaction within a single class. Furthermore, this class realizes
the sending and the receiving parts of the transport strategy. Therefore, a single pair of
instances of this strategy can be used to fulfill all communication roles for bidirectional
instream interaction or out-of-band interaction. Anotherapproach for an implementa-
tion based on TCP might split these different functionalities into different classes.

Internally, a stack of serialization operators is used, in particular operators for se-
rializing NMM objects, such as messages or events, on top of anetworking stream
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operator (see Section 6.1.4). While this stack of operatorscan be configured manu-
ally, a magic number value stream on top of a buffered networking stream is chosen as
default.

For manually configuring various parameters specific for TCP, an additional NMM
interface is provided that allows to set properties, such assending and receiving buffers
of the protocol, or to enable flags such as the “no delay” setting.

Since TCP inherently provides a connection setup mechanism, the TCP strategy
uses a distinct acceptor for establishing connections via awell-known port specific for
all TCP connections. Internally, the common design patterns for a Reactor [SSR00]
and a pool of “worker” threads [NBPF96] are used to efficiently realize communication
in a multi-threaded environment.

UDP Transport Strategy

Another transport strategy is based on UDP and provides unreliable transmission of
arbitrary data types and multimedia formats and offers the same interfaces for interac-
tion as the above described TCP strategy. Internally, the magic number value stream is
configured as default. However, as described in Section 2.2.4, data packets sent using
UDP can get lost or arrive out-of-order at the receiving side. Therefore, the packet
networking stream described in Section 6.1.4 is used instead of the buffered network-
ing stream. This stream provides in-order delivery together with the guarantee that
serialized objects that were split into several data packets during network transmission
are either received completely or discarded.

Since UDP as connection-less protocol does not provide a service for connection
setup, a UDP address stores a reference to the NMM interface of the corresponding
connection manager. During runtime, UDP transport strategies are handled by the
multi-threading facilities that are also used for TCP. Finally, multicast networking can
be realized using this strategy.

RTP Transport Strategy

For integrating support for RTP into NMM, we use the externallibrary libliveMedia
provided by [Liv]. According to the properties of this library, the developed RTP
transport strategy provides unreliable transmission of multimedia data streams on top
of UDP – in particular, the strategy only supports the formats available from the library,
e.g. MPEG1/2 audio or video. Since a single RTP connection operates unidirectional,
we implemented a class that acts as one-way buffer receiver and another class that acts
as one-way buffer sender (compare Section 6.5.2). Other communication roles are not
provided. Multicast networking is available for this strategy.

As RTP is especially suited for multimedia communication, the real-time flag of
the service capabilities of the transport strategy is set. Furthermore, this strategy in-
ternally modifies the NMM sequence numbers but provides a feedback mechanism
needed for realizing a parallel binding. The specification of additional serialization
operators is not allowed for this strategy. Similar to UDP, an RTP address stores a ref-
erence to the NMM interface of the corresponding connectionmanager. The used RTP
library internally uses an own approach for scheduling and multi-threading. Together,
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this transport strategy is therefore a good example for a transport mechanism that is
integrated into NMM as “black-box”.

6.5.8 Discussion

The binding framework of NMM allows for the integration and combination of vari-
ous existing transport mechanisms. Furthermore, explicitbinding and scalable trans-
parency provide a suitable programming model for multimedia middleware. This
openness is in contrast to monolithic traditional middleware solutions.

Similar to other approaches for explicit binding, e.g. hierarchical [WC97] and
open bindings [FBC

�

98] described in Section 4.2.3, our architecture considerstop-
level bindings to be composed of lower-level binding objects. In addition, the de-
veloped framework uses the concept of communication roles and therefore strictly
distinguishes between the sending and receiving parts of a bidirectional binding. This
allows to use different underlying transport mechanisms for different communication
roles. While this feature is also provided by the system described in [BSGR03] for
request-reply interaction, NMM extends this concept to instream interaction in up-
stream and downstream direction. This capability is especially important for heteroge-
nous environments, where only certain combinations of transport mechanisms might
be available. Furthermore, due to the mobility of users and devices, possible configu-
rations are constantly changing and need to be adapted to thetechnologies present.

Within NMM, a communication channel is composed of several interacting com-
ponents. While this general concept is similar to the setup of channels in RM-ODP
as described in Section 3.4.2, our architecture provides a more flexible approach that
allows a single component to perform different tasks. This choice was made in order
to be able to integrate various existing implementations oftransport mechanisms that
all provide different capabilities. Furthermore, NMM offers the possibility to use a
stack of serialization operators.

Finally, we extended previous approaches for open and explicit bindings by intro-
ducing the concept of parallel bindings that allows to transmit a stream of ordered mes-
sages with different QoS requirements using different transport mechanisms. Since
parallel bindings are handled within the middleware layer,additional emerging trans-
port layer protocols can be included seamlessly, e.g. the Stream Control Transmis-
sion Protocol (SCTP) [SXM

�

00, JRST01] or the transport protocol for heterogenous
packet flows (HPF) [LHB99].

While parallel bindings are still being researched within the scope of the NMM
project, first evaluations of their performance presented in Section 8.1.3 are quite
promising. Future extension focus on supporting a third type of message stream within
a parallel binding, a stream of only partially ordered and unreliable composite events
that are sent with a higher density than reliably sent composite events. Such frequent
events carry arbitrary non-critical information, like theprogress of a task. In addi-
tion, further transport mechanisms are investigated, e.g using the dynamic any-types
provided by CORBA.

While the provision of communication channels for instreaminteraction allows
for providing network-transparent cooperation as described in Section 4.2.3, the de-
veloped networking components can also be used within different contexts, e.g. within
processing elements of a flow graph instead of within the connecting edges of the
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graph. If wanted, this allows for realizing traditional client/server approaches with
sources and sinks of data being at the edges of the network.

6.6 Summary

In this chapter, the design and implementation of an integrating communication frame-
work was presented. Based on an extensible system for the serialization of arbitrary
data types and a unified messaging system, an architecture for realizing different in-
teraction paradigms was developed. On top of this architecture, an object-oriented
interface system provides suitable abstractions and a convenient programming model
for multimedia middleware or middleware in general. The binding framework offers
the connecting elements of the architecture. In particular, communication channels
realize interaction between entities and can be composed out of different lower-level
components. Finally, the concept of parallel binding allows for transmitting an ordered
stream of messages with different quality of service properties using different and ap-
propriate technologies. Together, the design of this part of the NMM architecture offers
an open and integrating approach and provides scalable transparency.

In the following chapter, a concrete realization of a flow graph based multime-
dia middleware solutions that employs the facilities of thearchitecture presented here
will be presented. Together, these two chapters describe the base architecture of the
Network-Integrated Multimedia Middleware (NMM). As a summary, Chapter 8 pro-
vides performance evaluations of different aspects of the current implementation.



Chapter 7

A Generic Multimedia Middleware
Architecture

The architecture presented in the previous chapter provides the building blocks for
realizing different middleware solutions. In this chapter, we will describe a concrete
multimedia middleware based on this architecture [LSW01, Wam01, LRS02, Did02,
DL03, LS03, Loh03a, Loh03d, Loh03f, Loh04d, Loh04a, LRS03b]. We will first give
an overview of the general design of the middleware. Since many concepts of our
approach are direct applications or combinations of the components presented in the
previous chapter, this overview can also be seen as another viewpoint of the NMM
architecture as presented so far.

The different basic elements of the developed multimedia middleware will then
be presented in more detail. In particular, the processing elements and the connecting
parts between these elements that allow to create distributed flow graphs will be ex-
plained. Facilities for describing and interacting with multimedia formats are another
important part for every multimedia architecture and are described next. The setup and
represenation of distributed flow graphs is discussed next.Then, the memory manage-
ment of NMM is presented. The generic processing model of theNMM architecture
is discussed in detail. This is the most concrete part of the description and shows that
the concepts provided by NMM allow for an easy integration ofexisting multimedia
software libraries and other multimedia architectures – one of the main goals for the
development of NMM. Finally, a generic architecture that allows to realize different
synchronization protocols for distributed multimedia is presented. As a summary, the
development of plug-ins for NMM is described.

Together with the architectural elements introduced in theprevious chapter, the
following description covers the complete base system of the Network-Integrated Mul-
timedia Middleware (NMM).

7.1 Overview

Figure 7.1 gives an overview of how the architectural components as described so far
are used to develop a concrete multimedia middleware [Loh04d]. The general design
approach for this part of the architecture is according to the abstractions for multi-
media architectures in general as discussed in Section 2.4.Within NMM, processing
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Figure 7.1: The facilities of the NMM architecture as described so far are used for re-
alizing a concrete multimedia middleware. Distributed objects such as nodes and jacks
are controlled via the proxy architecture of NMM. Jacks represent the input and output
ports of a node. Internally, jacks buffer received upstreamand downstream messages.
Within a node, events, composite events and buffers are handled. All communication
is realized with communication channels.

elements, such as hardware devices and software components, are represented by so
callednodes(see Section 7.2). An important aspect of a particular node is the number
of input and output ports, calledinput jacksandoutput jacks(see Section 7.3), and
the formatssupported by the different jacks (see Section 7.4). We defineformat as
the meta data that describes a multimedia data stream (compare Section 2.2.2). Nodes
and jacks are distributed objects that implement one or moreimplementation classes
that were generated from definitions in NMM IDL. Correspondingly, these objects are
controlled by an application using request-reply out-of-band interaction via interface
objects or direct event forwarding via the proxy object. Event dispatching is performed
automatically by the corresponding implementation classes.

Nodes can be connected via their jacks to create a flow graph. In order to connect
an input jack to an output jack, both need to support the same format. Due to the large
number of different formats, this aspect is especially important for multimedia mid-
dleware and will be extensively discussed in Section 7.4, Section 7.5, and in the scope
of Chapter 10, where a format negotiation algorithm is presented. With data flowing
instream between connected nodes, the structure of this graph then specifies the op-
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eration to be performed. For one-way upstream and downstream interaction, buffers
and composite events are used to forward information. Both,instream and out-of-band
interaction use the concept of communication channels for realizing communication.

As discussed in Section 2.2.5 and Section 4.2.4, synchronization is an important
part of handling multimedia. An generic architecture that allows to provide different
synchronization protocols for distributed flow graphs is presented in Section 7.8.

While the processing of single events received via out-of-band interaction is al-
ready provided by the event dispatcher that is part of every implementation class
(compare Section 6.4), the messages received instream are to be handled manually
by a node. During this step, received composite events are forwarded to the event
dispatcher where the individual events are dispatched. As the definitions of methods
for instream interaction are also defined in NMM IDL, a node only has to provide the
particular implementations. To enable advanced interaction using instream events, the
parameters of events can be modified. Furthermore, individual events within a com-
posite event can be deleted or replaced, and additional events can be inserted into the
composite event.

Messages of type buffer are handled differently. The methodprocessBufferis
called with a single buffer as argument. This method is the place where the main
work in terms of multimedia processing is done. As this work is specific for a partic-
ular processing element, it is implemented individually for different elements. Such
a specific implementation is also calledplug-in nodeor simply plug-in. Similar to
the processing of composite events received instream, various possibilities exist for
handling buffers. The contents of the memory area of the buffer or its header infor-
mation, such as its timestamp, can be modified. Incoming buffers can be released and
new buffers can be requested, e.g. for implementing a specific multimedia processing
routine. The buffer managers presented in Section 7.6 allowfor efficiently realizing
these operations. Finally, new composite events to be sent instream can be generated
by calling the corresponding method for event creation (seeSection 6.4.2).

As can be seen from the above exemplification, the processingof a single mes-
sage received instream can have different results. For example, the message can be
modified, deleted from the stream, or new messages can be inserted into the stream –
either upstream or downstream. In order to allow for an integration of different exist-
ing multimedia processing components within NMM plug-ins,no assumptions about
a particular interaction pattern are made. Instead, the generic processing model pre-
sented in Section 7.7 allows for realizing arbitrary interaction schemes.

This generalization also needs to be applied for the realization of input and out-
put jacks. In particular, a jack acts as a first-in-first-out buffer of messages. Messages
received instream are buffered and need to be requested explicitly by the node. This be-
havior is needed to allow for a connection of the different components, namely jacks
and transport strategies – or a direct connection between two jacks within the same
address space as described in Section 6.5.6. For all these components, no assump-
tions about a particular interaction pattern can be made. Therefore, buffering elements
between these components are needed. However, the size of these buffers and their
particular behavior can be influenced by the application. The buffering within jacks
also allows to partly hide best-effort service provision asdiscussed in Section 2.3.1.
This will be further described in Section 7.3.

Finally, the registration and notification of listeners is realized by employing the
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Figure 7.2: The interfaceINode provides access to the aspects common to all process-
ing elements within NMM. Properties store the supported formats. The computation
configuration holds additional settings relevant for the resource requirements of a node.
Methods for changing the state of a node allow to control its life-cycle. For connecting
nodes, methods for requesting jacks are provided that take aformat and the name of
the jack as parameters. The classNode implements the interface as provided by the
implementation classINodeImpl. The classThreadedNode adds multi-threading
functionality. The classGenericNode provides an implementation of the generic
processing model described in Section 7.7.

facilities discussed in the previous chapter. In particular, applications can register to be
notified for events received instream or out-of-band, respectively. Especially the possi-
bility to register for instream events is of great importance for multimedia middleware
because this feature is essential for realizing advanced middleware services such as the
service for seamless reconfiguration of flow graphs as discussed in Chapter 12.

7.2 Nodes as Processing Elements

Within NMM, nodes represent the processing elements. Whileall functionality spe-
cific for a certain plug-in node (e.g. a plug-in node that accesses a camera) is accessed
via specific interfaces (e.g. the interfaceICamera), the main purpose of the inter-
faceINode shown in Figure 7.2 is to provide access to the aspects commonto all
processing elements. In particular, this includes:

� Thepropertiesof a node. In general, a property stores a set of formats. Theinput
propertyandoutput propertyof a node provide access to thegenerallysupported
input and output formats, respectively. These properties are also calledstaticand
are stored within the registry (see Section 9). In contrast,theworking input prop-
erty andworking output propertyreflect the supported formats of thecurrent
configuration of the node. This is an important distinction needed for modeling
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multimedia processing elements. For example, the currently supported output
formats often strongly depend on the chosen configuration. As an example, con-
sider a plug-in for reading media files from secondary storage. While such a
plug-in might support various output formats, the format stored in the working
output property strongly depends on the currently read file.Correspondingly,
the working input property reflects the currently used inputformats as specified
when requesting an input jack (see below). In general, the working properties
typically only contain subsets of the formats stored in the static properties.

As the supported multimedia formats are specific for a particular plug-in node,
these values are set by the plug-in itself. Section 7.2.2 will describe when the
different properties are to be specified. Formats are essential for setting up flow
graphs and will be discussed in detail in Section 7.4.

� Thecomputation configurationis a set of key-value pairs that allows to store all
other configurations that are not part of input or output formats but also influence
the resource requirements of a processing element1. For example, when encod-
ing multimedia streams, the chosen algorithm or parametersthereof strongly in-
fluence the needed computational resources. However, such configurations are
typically not part of a format. Again, a distinction is made between thestatic
computation configurationand theworking computation configuration.

� The methods for accessing and changing thestateof a processing element. The
state machine to be described in detail in Section 7.2.2 is anessential aspect for
providing a framework that allows for the efficient development and integration
of new plug-ins by defining strict guidelines for the life-cycle of a node; from
being constructed to the point where data is flowing through it. In addition, a
method for clearing the internal status of a node is provided– theflushoperation.

� For creating a streaming data connection between two processing elements, the
output jack of one element has to be connected to the input jacks of another node.
Therefore, every node allows to request jacks by specifyingthe format specific
for the connection. Furthermore, as a node is allowed to provide several inputs
and outputs, ajack tagcan be given. If this value is not specified, thedefault
jack is requested, e.g. the only input or output jack available, respectively. While
jacks are described in more detail in Section 7.3, the connection setup will be
discussed in Section 7.2.2 and Section 7.5.

Within NMM, a node represents the smallest entity of multimedia processing. In
order to be able to extensively reuse specific nodes in different application scenar-
ios, nodes should represent fine-grained processing units.The innermost loop of a
node handles instream interaction. Within this loop, the node produces messages, per-
forms a certain operation on received messages, or finally consumes messages. The
classThreadedNodeextendsNode to provide a separate thread of execution for this
loop. The classGenericNode provides a generic processing model that handles the
different message types like composite events and buffers.Both classes are discussed
in Section 7.7.

1The current implementation of NMM uses the same class for format and computation configuration
objects (see Section 7.4).
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Figure 7.3: The graphical representations for the different types of NMM nodes,
namely for source nodes, filter or converter nodes, multiplexer nodes, demultiplexer
nodes, multiplexer-demultiplexer nodes, and sink nodes. These representations only
indicate the direction of the downstream message flow.

7.2.1 Node Types

Depending on the number of input and output jacksand the provided functionality,
different types of nodes can be distinguished (compare Section 2.4.1).

� A source nodeprovides a single output. Within its internal processing loop, it
produces messages to be forwarded by its output jack.

� A sink nodeprovides a single input. It processes and consumes messagesre-
ceived by its input jack.

� A processor nodeprovides a single input and a single output. It processes re-
ceived messages and generates messages to be sent. Depending on the type of
media processing, two different types can be distinguished.

– A filter nodedoes not change the format of the multimedia data received,
i.e. its input format and output format are identical. The received data is
only filtered or manipulated.

– A converter nodetransforms data received from one format to another, i.e.
its input format is different from its output format.

This distinction will be of great importance for the development of the format
negotiation service presented in Chapter 10. While filters can be characterized
as elements that transform the contents of multimedia streams, converters offer
the possibility to transform incompatible formats.

� A multiplexer nodeprovides two or more inputs and a single output. Such a node
requests messages from its input jacks and generates messages to be forwarded
to its output jack.

� A demultiplexer nodeprovides a single input and two or more outputs. This type
of node receives messages from its single input jack and forwards messages to
its output jacks.

� A multiplexer-demultiplexer nodeprovides an arbitrary number of inputs and
outputs. It is a generalization of the different node types presented so far.

Figure 7.3 shows the graphical representations for the different types of nodes as used
in the following. As these representations are mostly used to present the structure
of a flow graph, they do not explicitly depict input or output jacks; only connections
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CONSTRUCTED INITIALIZED OUTPUT
INITIALIZED

ACTIVATED STARTED

init();
 doInit();

initOutput();
 doInitOutput();

activate();
 doActivate();

start();
 doStart();

deinit();
 doDeinit();

deinitOutput();
 doDeinitOutput();

deactivate();
 doDectivate();

stop();
 doStop();

Constructor();

Figure 7.4: The state machine for NMM nodes defines a framework for their life-
cycle and offers template methods that allow to integrate plug-in specific functionality
via so called do-methods. These methods are executed when the corresponding state
transition is performed.

between nodes are shown and the direction of the downstream flow is indicated. In
addition, some graphical representations of NMM flow graphswill include the jack
tags for connected jacks.

7.2.2 State Machine

One major goal for the development of the NMM architecture isto allow for an easy
development of plug-in nodes. These plug-ins nodes can be used to implement new
multimedia processing routines. However, since a lot of multimedia software libraries
or locally operating multimedia architectures already exists, an important aspect of
NMM is the integration of these existing components.

The state machine of NMM defines strict guidelines for the life-cycle of a node;
from being constructed to the point where data is flowing through the processing el-
ement [Loh03f]. In order to allow for an integration of various different multimedia
processing routines, the state machine needs to be generic enough to cover all different
cases that might occur.

Figure 7.4 shows the states and methods for performing statetransitions. For each
of these state transition methods, ado-methodis called internally, e.g. forinit()
the methoddoInit(). This design is according to the Template Method pattern,
which delegates specific parts of an algorithm to subclassesthat implement a tem-
plate method that is called by the superclass [GHJV94]. Applied to the state machine
of NMM, this allows to implement code specific for a particular plug-in to be exe-
cuted during state transitions. The state transitions themselves are already provided
by the node base class and internally use the facilities of the state driven event dis-
patcher (see Section 6.2). To this end, the state machine is defined in NMM IDL by
using the keywordlimited as additional modifier for state transition methods, e.g.
the methodinit() is limited to the stateCONSTRUCTED (compare Section 6.4).
For a state transition to complete successfully, the invocation of corresponding state
transition method has to be allowed for the current state, all plug-in specificrequired
methods have to be completed,and the corresponding do-method has to be processed
with success, e.g. without throwing an exception. Otherwise, an exception is thrown
indicating that the state transition failed and the state isnot changed.

The different states that specify the life-cycle of a plug-in node are defined as
follows.
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� CONSTRUCTED This state is reached after the creation of a node. The internal
status of the node should be initialized within the constructor, which acts as
do-method for this state. Within this state, all resources that have influence on
the supported formats or features of the node have to be specified but are not
allocated. For example, the handle to a particular multimedia device has to be
given.

� INITIALIZED When reaching this state by calling the methodinit(), re-
sources have to be requested and allocated. Furthermore, the static input and
output formats of a node have to be fully specified within its static input and
output property, respectively. Often, these formats depend on the allocated re-
sources, e.g. the formats supported by a particularly chosen multimedia device.
In addition, if the number of inputs of the node also depends on configurations
to be made in constructed state, input jacks have to be created; otherwise, this
can be done during the construction of the node. Finally, thestatic computation
configuration has to be set. As all these steps are specific fora particular plug-in,
they are to be implemented within thedoInit()-method.

Within this state, input jacks can be requested from the nodeby specifying a
format and optionally the name of the jack if more than one input is avail-
able. Only if the name and format is supported, an input jack is provided and
the corresponding format is stored internally. A requestedinput jack can be
connected to an output jack to be provided by another node that is within the
stateOUTPUT INITIALIZED.

� OUTPUT INITIALIZED Upon calling the methodinitOutput, the work-
ing properties of the node have to be specified for reaching the next state. In par-
ticular, the working input property has to be filled in respect to the chosen input
formats as specified when input jacks were requested in stateINITIALIZED.
Correspondingly, the working output property has to be filled with all output
formats that are available for the currently configured input formats. Further-
more, the correct number of output jacks with correspondingnames have to be
created. Again, this is done by providing a custom implementation within the
methoddoInitOutput(). Output jacks can then be requested by providing
a format and optionally the name of the jack. This specification seems to be
similar to the requirements for stateINITIALIZED. However, an additional
property of multimedia streams has to be taken into account.Depending on the
chosen input formats, the supported output formats and the number of outputs of
a processing element can only be determined by considering the actual content
of the input streams. For example for multiplexed MPEG streams, the number
and formats of elementary streams is not known a priori and can only be deter-
mined by analyzing the stream of data. A similar property canbe observed for
streams of compressed data, where the precise output formatof the decoding
routine is first known after some decompressed buffers were generated.

However, fully specified output formats are needed in order to be able to connect
output jacks and input jacks. Furthermore, the process of analyzing incoming
data in order to determine the correct output formats is alsoneeded for handling
different multimedia streams with the same flow graph. A simple example for
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this case would be the playback of several files of the same fileformat by using a
single flow graph. Therefore, the generic processing model of NMM presented
in Section 7.7 allows to handle both cases transparently. Correspondingly, the
development of plug-in nodes is greatly simplified. Together, for a node to an-
alyze data, its predecessors within the flow graph – also calledupstream nodes
– need to provide enough buffers for determining the format.Therefore, all
upstream nodes need to be in the stateACTIVATED to be discussed next.

Since the computation configuration stores additional settings relevant for the
resource requirements of the node that are independent of the chosen connec-
tion formats, the specification of the working computation configuration is not
restricted to a certain state. However, withindoInitOutput(), an initial
working computation configuration has to be specified.

� ACTIVATEDWhen calling the methodactivate() the input and output for-
mats of all requested jacks are determined and the jacks are connected. Within
the methoddoActivate() resources that depend on the chosen formats have
to be reserved. From this point on, the node can be started to perform the actual
multimedia processing. Since this is also the first time during the life-cycle of
a node that all required resources have been requested, the stateACTIVATED
needs to be reached for all upstream nodes before a call ofinitOutput() for
a specific downstream node can be performed.

� STARTEDFinally, by calling the methodstart() the internal loop of the node
is triggered and the node starts to perform the intended processing by handling
messages. A concrete implementation of such a main loop is described in detail
in Section 7.7. If needed, plug-in nodes can provide custom functionality to be
performed prior to being started within the methoddoStart().

As can be seen in Figure 7.4, state transition methods also exist for reaching preceding
states, namelystop(), deactivate(), deinitOutput(), anddeinit(),
together with corresponding template methods. In general,all operations and reser-
vations performed should be reverted during these transitions. Figure 7.5 shows an
example for the manual connection setup between two nodes [Loh04a]; Section 7.5.1
will discuss an automatic approach.

Discussion

The state machine for NMM nodes shows the applicability of the state driven event
dispatching as described in Section 6.2 and the corresponding extensions of the inter-
face definition language (IDL) of NMM discussed in Section 6.4. On the one hand, the
state machine itself is described in NMM IDL. On the other hand, the IDL extensions
for limiting and requiring method executions have proven tobe convenient for defin-
ing plug-in specific functionality. For example, setting a specific multimedia device
is often limited to the constructed state and required for reaching the initialized state.
Correspondingly, many features specific for a certain device can only be accessed in
the initialized state or all following states.

Other locally operating multimedia architectures also provide a state machine for
their processing elements. While these approaches often include less states and are
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Figure 7.5: The state transitions methods of NMM nodes as called during the man-
ual connection setup between several nodes. Starting from asource node (Node 1),
a converter/filter node is connected (Node 2). These steps are repeated for all other
connections within the flow graph. Both calls ofconnectTo() return a communi-
cation channel that refers to the same connection and can be configured manually or
automatically (compare Section 6.5.6).

simpler, the NMM state machine uses a more fine-grained approach. However, this is
needed to allow for an integration of different multimedia components and architec-
tures. We especially found the strict definitions of the different states to be essential
for developing plug-in nodes that can be seamlessly combined within a flow graph –
despite the fact that different underlying technologies with varying processing models
are used.

Finally, the state machine of NMM allows to realize advancedfeatures – like the
update of connection formats within a running flow graph – to operate transparently
for plug-in nodes when compared to the initial setup of the flow graph. This operation
will be described in the scope of Section 7.7.

Notice that input and outputs of NMM nodes are not defined via an interface def-
inition language. This is in contrast to other approaches that offer the possibility to
specify the concrete number and type of input and output ports within an IDL descrip-
tion [FGB

�

01]. However, as discussed above, such an approach does not take the
dynamic nature of processing elements into account. More precisely, the number of
inputs and outputs often strongly depends on specific configurationsand the format
of the processed multimedia streams – a property that can only by determined by the
particular processing element itself during runtime. Therefore, we chose to generically
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QueuedOutputJack
+receiveMessage(Message*,const IMessageSender*): Result
+sendMessage(Message*): Result
+setMode(StreamQueue::Mode): Result
+getMode(): StreamQueue::Mode
+setMaxSize(size_t): Result
+getMaxSize(): size_t
+getSize(): size_t
+flush(): Result

IMessageSender IMessageReceiver
+receiveMessage(Message*,const IMessageSender*): Result

Jack

InputJack OutputJack

Flushes internal message queue

Methods for accessing the status 
of the internal message queue

QueuedInputJack
Enqueues message for later processing

Forwards message to IMessageReceiver

Figure 7.6: The classesQueuedInputJack andQueuedOutputJack internally
use an object of typeStreamQueue to buffer incoming messages in a first-in-first-
out manner. All parameters of the queueing model can be queried and set to take
application specific requirements into account.

provide access to input and output jacks via the base interface of NMM nodes. Fur-
thermore, this functionality is embedded into the state machine for NMM nodes, e.g.
by limiting possible access jacks to well-defined states within the life-cycle of nodes.

7.3 Jacks as Connecting Elements

As already discussed before, jacks represent the input and output ports of NMM
nodes. While the connection setup between distributed jacks in general – and two
jacks within the same address space in particular – is described in Section 6.5.6, this
section presents the concrete jack classes that are used within the generic processing
model of NMM.

7.3.1 Queueing Model

The classQueuedInputJack and the classQueuedOutputJack are shown in
Figure 7.6. These classes internally use an object of typeStreamQueue, which of-
fers the functionality of first-in-first-out queue (FIFO), to buffer messages received via
the interfaceIMessageReceiver. For two locally operating jacks, message pass-
ing is directly performed between a message sender (interfaceIMessageSender)
and a message receiver (interfaceIMessageReceiver); for distributed jacks, the
two composite transport strategies involved provide the corresponding interfaces for
each jack (see Section 6.5).

The queued jack classes provide access to all parameters of the internal message
stream queue. In particular, this allows to set the maximum size of the queue and the
queueing mode. Three different modes are available.

� MODE SUSPEND When using this mode, the queue can be filled until its maxi-
mum size is reached. Then, the queue blocks. A message senderis not allowed
to insert another message into the queue as long as the actualsize of the queue
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is not smaller than its maximum size. As soon as the size of thequeue is again
smaller than its maximum size, the queue notifies suspended message senders
via a signalling interface. Within this mode, a stream queuecan be used to
automatically regulate the message flow. However, certain soft real-time char-
acteristics of the message flow are destroyed if they are not handled by other
mechanisms such as connecting transport strategies or synchronization facili-
ties.

� MODE KEEP OLDEST In this mode, whenever the queue is completely filled,
the queue discards the “newest” message to arrive and keeps the “older” mes-
sages already enqueued. However, in order to maintain the quality of service
settings of messages, this step is also performed with respect to the mandatory
flag. If this flag is not set for the message to be inserted into the filled queue, it
is discarded. Otherwise, the newest non-mandatory messagewithin the queue is
discarded. If no such message exists, the newly received message is inserted as
well, but the queue is suspended as described above. Notice that for composite
events the mandatory flag is set per default; for buffers it isnot. Also, we assume
that mandatory composite events are only inserted very rarely into a stream of
buffers. Therefore, this mode allows to maintain the characteristics of the stream
– with the restriction of discarding newly arrived messages.

� MODE KEEP NEWEST In contrast, this mode discards the “oldest” message with-
in the queue whenever the queue is filled completely and a new message is to
be inserted. Again, the mandatory flag is taken into account as described above.
Therefore, this mode also allows to maintain the characteristics of the stream –
in this case, with the restriction of discarding “old” messages within the queue.

The default mode for stream queues isMODE SUSPEND and the default size is 16.
However, this size is usually changed to other values by plug-in nodes with respect to
their performed operation.

Discussion

Together, the setting of queue modes and sizes allows to control the behavior of flow
graphs. Furthermore, the suspending queueing mode automatically regulates the in-
stream message traffic within flow graphs – for both, local anddistributed cases. While
the default values of the queueing model have proven to be applicable for nearly all
flow graphs as described within the scope of this thesis, special requirements like lower
latencies still require application specific manual settings.

For future work, it would be interesting to realize automatic adaptation of the
queueing parameters. Since the interfaces for querying andmodifying queueing be-
havior are already available, the NMM architecture provides the reflection needed for
realizing such an approach.

7.3.2 Jack Groups

As discussed in Section 2.2.4 and Section 4.4.4, multi-party communication and col-
laborative applications are important aspects for distributed multimedia systems. As
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Figure 7.7: The node shown in (a) is extended to use a jack group instead of a sin-
gle output jack (b). In general, all downstream messages received by a jack group
are forwarded to all jacks within this group. In (c), an alternative realization of this
functionality is shown that uses an additional node (more precisely a demultiplexer
calledCopyNode), which forwards all downstream messages to all its output jacks.

a basic service, NMM provides the abstraction ofjack groups. In order to forward
downstream traffic to multiple receiving nodes, such a groupallows to hold several
identical output jacks. Conceptually, downstream messages are then forwarded to all
jacks within such a group (see Figure 7.7 (a) and (b)).

NMM allows to dynamically add jacks to a jack group by invoking the method
cloneOutputJack()provided by the node interface (compare Section 7.2). Since
a jack group is used to forward asinglestream to multiple receiving nodes, the format
given as parameter for this method has to be identical to the already set format.

Discussion

An alternative realization of the functionality of a jack group employs an additional
node – theCopyNode in Figure 7.7 (c) – that acts as demultiplexer and forwards
all incoming messages to all its single output jacks. However, we did not chose this
possibility due to several reasons. First, within the NMM architecture, nodes generally
represent the smallest entity ofprocessing; jacks represent theconnectingelements.
The approach of providing jack groups is coherent with this abstraction. Secondly,
such an additional node would have to be inserted in advance –and might not be
needed during runtime –, or it has to be inserted during runtime, which requires to
tear down existing connections. Finally, the introductionof an additional node would
unnecessarily complicate operations like dynamic migration of nodes. In this case,
the nodeand the corresponding copy node would need to be migrated. However, this
would require to explicitly establish and maintain this relationship.

Together, the additional overhead of using jack groups for downstream traffic is
negligible. Therefore, jack groups are always employed instead of output jacks. How-
ever, jack groups are only depicted if more than a single output jack is connected.

Notice that the abstraction of a jack group intuitively onlymakes sense for down-
stream traffic. This is due to the fact that downstream interaction is the dominating
traffic within flow graphs; upstream interaction is mainly used for forwarding control
events. Downstream traffic is characterized by the flow of message from a source of
data to a sink of data – or to multiple sinks of data, as in the case of using a jack group.
However, for other middleware solutions, the notion of a jack group for upstream traf-
fic might also be feasible.

Together, a jack group offers an abstraction of multi-partycommunication within
distributed flow graphs. Internally, it can rely on different underlying mechanisms.
This is especially interesting for multimedia networking.On the one hand, a jack
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group can employ several unicast connections. This allows to manually control the
parameters of each connection but comes at the cost of additional network traffic per
receiver. On the other hand, a jack group also allows to “hide” multicast networking
within a common abstraction.

7.4 Multimedia Data Formats

In general, multimedia formats provide the meta data that precisely describes a data
stream. While these dynamic aspects are stored within the working properties, for-
mats are also needed to characterize the capabilities of processing elements, e.g. via
the static properties stored within the registry to be described in Chapter 9. Formats
are also important for the creation and setup of flow graphs. When connecting an
input and an output jack, their supported formats have to “match”. Furthermore, ad-
vanced middleware services like the format negotiation discussed in Chapter 10 need
appropriate interaction mechanisms for formats.

For realizing all these functionalities, a well-defined andunique scheme for defin-
ing formats needs to be provided that offers an intuitive wayto precisely specify a
format. However, with regard to the available components that are of interest to be
integrated into NMM, one cannot find a common standard for format definition. More
precisely, a large variety of different solutions exists. Some of these approaches lack
the flexibility and extensibility needed for an integratingarchitecture. For example
OpenML defines a fixed set of media parameters [How01]. Other approaches, e.g.
DirectShow [Pes03], provide a relatively flat hierarchy of formats that was extended
many times over the years and therefore does not provide an intuitive way to specify
or group formats.

Therefore, we chose to use an own approach, which provides extensibility together
with an intuitive scheme for defining formats [LSW01, Wam01,Loh03d]. This deci-
sion requires to map existing format definitions to our scheme. However, due to the
heterogeneity of available approaches, this work has to be done regardless to the cho-
sen solution.

7.4.1 Format Definition

The format definition of NMM is divided into two parts; theformat classification,
which defines a hierarchy of formats, and theformat specification, which provides
precise information for individual formats.

Format Classification

The goal of the format classification is to divide all possible multimedia formats into
possible main categories. In our approach, formats are classified bytypeandsubtype.
This terminology is similar to other architectures such as DirectShow, which uses ma-
jor type and minor type [Mica].

However, while the major type and minor type within DirectShow are used to rep-
resent different concepts, NMM introduces a stricter definition. The type is closely
related to the perception medium; the subtype roughly characterizes the representation
medium (see definitions in Section 2.1.1). In particular, the type is one of “audio”,
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Figure 7.8: Format definition is divided into format classification and format speci-
fication. The hierarchy of the format classification is created according to type and
subtype of media. The two examples for format specificationsshow the different val-
ues available for parameters, namely sets of values, sets ofranges, or wildcards.

“video”, “av” for “audio and video”, or “text”. Furthermore, the chosen subtype for
defining the representation medium is tried to be easy to understand for users. There-
fore, the subtype for all uncompressed media is chosen as “raw”. The precise struc-
ture of representation is then given by the format specification to be discussed below.
However, for compressed media, the general type of compression forms a new sub-
type since this information might be of great importance forusers. Again, the precise
parameters of the used compression scheme are included in the format specification.
Together, we believe that this allows for an intuitive navigation within the hierarchy of
formats. Figure 7.8 gives an overview of some the currently used types and subtypes.

Format Specification

The format specification precisely defines all properties ofa particular format. These
properties are specified asformat parameters, or parametersfor short. A parameter
consists of a key, which is a unique name for a particular parameter within a format,
and a value.

The values of parameters are stored as aset of values, or as aset of non-intersecting
ranges. For sets of values, data types representing integers, floating-point numbers,
or strings are allowed; for ranges, integer or float-point numbers can be used. If no
constraints are given on a certain parameter, awildcard-attribute can be used. Further-
more, a set a values can include other formats. This allows for representing arbitrary
complex formats in a hierarchy. Figure 7.8 shows two examples of format specifica-
tions.

7.4.2 Modeling Dependencies

There are different types of dependencies for multimedia formats to be modeled. First,
for a single format, only certain combinations of parameters might be feasible. For
example, consider a camera, which supports a higher framerate together with a lower
resolution, or a lower framerate with a higher resolution. In order to define which
combinations are allowed, two separate formats have to be provided by the plug-in.

Secondly, a processing element can only operate for certaincombinations of in-
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Figure 7.9: The concept of I/O-partners is used to model dependencies between input
and output formats. A converter node is shown that allows to process four different
combinations of input and output formats that are defined within the static proper-
ties during the initialization of the node (methodinit()). The chosen input format
(methodgetInputJack(Format B)) and all remaining I/O-partners are updated
and stored within the working properties during the execution ofinitOutput().

put and output formats. For specifying this relationship, the concept ofI/O-partners
(input/output-partners) is provided. Each input format isassociated with one or more
output formats and vice versa. This association has to be made according to the num-
ber of inputs and outputs of the node. For a multiplexer, several input formats (i.e. one
format per input) map to a single output format; for a demultiplexer, a single input for-
mat maps to several output formats (i.e. one format per output). For filter or converter,
each input format is associated with an output format. Formats of sources and sinks do
not specify I/O-partners. If more than one combination of input and output formats is
allowed, all possible associations have to be modeled explicitly. An example for this
case is shown in Figure 7.9. A single converter allows four different combinations of
input and output formats. These combinations are stored within the static properties to
be constructed during the initialization of the node. However, after this step, the input
jack of the node can be requested by specifying a format. During the initialization of
the output, the chosen input format and all remaining I/O-partners are reflected within
the working properties of the node (see also Section 7.2.2).

While the entries within the static properties generally are allowed to include for-
mats with sets of ranges or wildcards, the formats for connecting jacks need to becom-
pletely specified. This means that for all parameters only a single value is given; no
ranges or wildcards are allowed. This restriction is neededto allow a plug-in node to
operate with meaningful parameter values during runtime.

This brings up another dependency that is modeledimplicitly during the initial-
ization of the working properties. Consider following relationship within the static
properties: an input format with a wildcard parameter that maps to an output format
with the same wildcard parameter, e.g. a node that is able to handle arbitrary fram-
erates. In this case, the specification of the working outputproperty allows to define
different dependencies in correspondence with the chosen input format. For example,
if the same parameter value must be used within the output format, the value as chosen
when requesting the input jack of the node has to be specified within the format of the
working output property. If such a dependency does not exist, a wildcard parameter
value can still be used.
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For the static properties, such dependencies are not modeled. For the above de-
scribed example, a wildcard would be used within the output format for both cases.
The reason for this is that in general, a node cannot concludeits fully specified out-
put format from a given input format without examining the content of the incoming
multimedia data stream (compare Section 7.2.2). Therefore, the dependency between
input and output formats is first fully specified during the initialization of the working
properties.

7.4.3 Quality Model

As a node might support different formats, it is important toprovide the possibility
to assign a certainquality to a format. In this context, the term “quality” defines
the quality as perceived by a user of the system. While this kind of quality is very
complicated to define, one can observe that the users of a multimedia system in general
prefer “higher” values: higher x and y video resolutions, higher values for color depths,
higher framerates, higher audio sampling rates, larger numbers of audio outputs, etc.
Therefore, NMM provides two approaches that can be used in combination to guide
the process of finding the format that provides the “best quality” out of the set of
supported formats.

First, for each input or output, adefault formatcan be specified as part of the cor-
responding property. This format reflects the default mode of a node and is very useful
when an application (or an user) does not have any knowledge about the supported
formats of a particular node.

Secondly, aweighting modelis provided. Each entry in a set of possible param-
eter values is assigned a weight reflecting its respective quality, e.g. a framerate of
30 frames per second (fps) receives a higher weight than a framerate of 15 fps. This
weight is specified as floating-point number in the range of 0 to 1, where a weight of 1
stands for “best quality”. For values which are specified as arange, the weights of the
lower and upper bounds have to be given. Wildcards are assigned maximum weight.
The total weight of a format is computed as the average of the weights of its parame-
ters. For ranges, the weight of the upper bound is used. An additional factor for each
parameter can be used to stress the importance of a particular parameter.

Both approaches require to define the “quality” of supportedformats during the
development of a plug-in node – or to apply the decisions thatwere already made
for other plug-ins that use similar formats. Correspondingly, the default formats of a
node should be chosen according to the weighting value. Notice that the definition of
quality is not fixed and might be needed to be updated from timeto time, e.g. when
new plug-in nodes are introduced into the system. However, the notion of “quality” of
formats is not to be meant too strict. It rather should provide the possibility to compare
the quality of different formats.

7.4.4 Interacting with Formats

The quality model of NMM will be extensively used for the setup of flow graphs.
While the process of connecting two single nodes is described in Section 7.5, a more
advanced format negotiation algorithm is presented in Chapter 10. In order to realize
such services, formats within NMM provide different possibilities for interaction.
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Figure 7.10: When creating an intersection format, the weight of a parameter value
is computed as average of the weights of the parameter valuesof the two interacting
formats. Case 1 shows the intersection of two single values;case 2 the intersection of
a single value and a range; case 3 the intersection of two ranges.

Intersection Formats

When trying to connect an output jack to an input jack, a test for compatible formats
has to be performed. This test tries to create anintersection format. An intersection
format of two formats exists if their types and subtypes are equal, all parameter keys in
one format exist in the other format and vice versa, and all intersections of the values
of corresponding parameter keys are a non-empty set. The existence of an intersection
format is called amatch.

A special case occurs, if a plug-in supports all kinds of formats. For exam-
ple, NMM provides a source node that allows to read files with arbitrary content,
theGenericReadNode. In such cases, the plug-in specifies a single format called
wildcard formatwith type and subtype set to “*/*” within its static output property.
However, when initializing the output of the node, the working output property con-
tains a format with specified type and subtype (if possible).Per definition, the inter-
section of a given format with a wildcard format results in the given format.

During the creation of an intersection format, its weights are computed according
to the weights of the two interacting formats. Three different possibilities have to be
taken into account during this step (see Figure 7.10).

� Case 1.When intersecting two single values, the intersection contains a single
value if the two values are identical. The new weight of this value is computed
as average of the weights of the two values involved.

� Case 2. When intersecting a single value with a range, the intersection only
contains the single value if it is included within the range.The weight of this
value is computed as average of the weight of the single valueand the weight
of the single value within the range. This latter weight is computed as linear
combination of the weights of the lower and upper bounds of the range.

� Case 3. When intersecting two ranges, the intersection contains the range of
their intersecting values. The weights of the new lower and upper bounds are
computed according to case 2.
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Format Inclusion

Instead of testing two formats for a matching, they can also be checked for inclusion. A
format isincludedin another format, if their types and subtypes are equal, allparameter
keys in the first format exist in the other format, and all intersections of the values of
corresponding parameter keys are a non-empty set. This relation between two formats
is useful because it allows to only specify some wanted parameters of a format. For
example, an application might want to specify the frameratebetween two connected
jacks but leave all other parameters up to the automatic connection mechanism.

7.4.5 Discussion

The format definition within NMM provides an extensible scheme that allows to inte-
grate various other approaches. Since the format hierarchyis defined according to the
presentation and representation medium, it offers intuitive access for users. However,
the required parameters for a particular format still need to be defined and documented
to allow different processing elements to cooperate. The weighting model for NMM
formats together with the possibility to create intersection formats allows to ease the
setup of flow graphs.

7.5 Distributed Flow Graphs

Creating a distributed flow graph of NMM nodes consists of twosteps. First, nodes
need to be requested. Then, nodes can be linked together by connecting input jacks to
output jacks, where every two connected jacks need to support the same format. While
the registry service, which allows to request and instantiate nodes within the network,
is described in detail in Chapter 9, we will provide some details on the connection
setup between two nodes in the following. In Chapter 10, thisapproach will then be
extended to a quality-driven format negotiation that automatically creates flow graphs
from a high level description.

7.5.1 Connection Setup

For connecting two nodes, theconnect method or thec connect method can be
used [Loh04a]. These two methods are identical up to the point where the communi-
cation channel connecting the two nodes via their jacks is configured. While the first
method chooses the first transport strategy out of the list ofavailable strategies, the
second method returns a handle to the corresponding communication channel. This
allows an application to explicitly chose the transport strategy during the setup of the
connection (compare Section 6.5).

For calling one of the two connect-methods, at least two nodes have to be specified.
The output jack tag of the upstream node (the “left” node) andthe input jack tag of
the downstream node (the “right” node) can be given as further parameters. Finally, a
connection format can optionally be provided. However, even if such a format is given,
it does not need to be fully specified, i.e. it is sufficient to use a subset of the actual
intended connection format (see Section 7.4.4). This allows for an easy specification
of only the relevant parameters of the connection format. Asall other concepts of
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the connection setup between two nodes have already been described before, the only
important decision for this process is, which connection format to choose – either if
no format or only a subset is given. Notice that within the scope of this section, we
only consider this problem to be a local decision, which might lead to unresolvable
conflicts within other parts of the flow graph.

The process of finding a “suitable” connection format is implemented within the
connect-methods and is guided by the quality model as definedin Section 7.4.3. As
the upstream node is in stateOUTPUT INITIALIZED and the downstream node is
in stateINITIALIZED (see Figure 7.5), the formats of the working output property
respectively the static input property are considered during this step.

In general, an output format of the upstream node is intersected with an input
format of the downstream node. If a match exists, the optionally given connection
format further needs to be included within this intersection format. Remember, that
the given connection format might not be fully specified. However, a fully specified
format is needed for requesting jacks. Therefore, the givenformat can only be used in
combination with the intersection format.

This general test is performed in following order to determine a fully specified
connection format.

� The default output format of the upstream node and the default input format
of the downstream node are tested for a match. If successful,the generated
intersection format is used for requesting the two jacks.

� The default output format of the upstream node is intersected with all available
input formats of the downstream node (except the default input format, which
was already checked in the preceding step). The resulting list of intersection
formats is then sorted according to their weight, i.e. their“quality”. The same
procedure is performed for the default input jack of the downstream node and all
available output formats of the upstream node (except the default output format).
However, intersections with the default output format are preferred. This choice
is made since multimedia streams generally flow from sources(i.e. outputs) to
sinks (i.e. inputs).

� If no solution was found so far, all combinations of all non-default input respec-
tively output formats are tested.

Together, we found this algorithm sufficient to setup a largevariety of flow graphs.
However, all nodes have to be inserted manually. Furthermore, the algorithm only
makes local decisions. This can lead to conflicts in other parts of the flow graph. A
more advanced approach is presented in Chapter 10.

7.5.2 Composite Nodes

An abstraction for representing a flow graph is acomposite node. This abstraction is
an application of the Composite design pattern [GHJV94]. A composite node provides
the same base interface as a node, namelyINode. However, it only acts as wrapper
for other nodes (or composite nodes) connected to a flow graphand does not provide
a multimedia processing routine itself. Composite nodes provide suitable abstractions
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Figure 7.11: A composite node acts as wrapper for nodes (and other composite nodes)
connected to a flow graph. Composite node offer the same generic interface as simple
nodes. They provide uniform access to different internal flow graphs and allow to
“hide” complex flow graphs. In this example, a composite node, which holds a flow
graph for reading, demultiplexing, and decoding MPEG files,is connected to sink
nodes for rendering audio and video, respectively.

for handling different flow graphs uniformly. Furthermore,complex flow graphs can
be “hidden” inside a composite node, which can then be used assingle processing
element within other flow graphs.

In order to realize such a behavior, a composite node provides access to all aspects
of its internal elements. To allow for recursively adding nodes, a composite node offers
an additional interfaceICompositeNode. By default, all capabilities of internal
nodes are also provided externally. In particular, the interfaces specific for a plug-in
node are exported by the composite node. When dispatching anout-of-band event, e.g.
an event generated by an interface, the plug-in specific functionality is triggered for all
internal nodes that support the handling of that particularevent. While this interaction
mechanism is feasible for events that only carry in parameters, it is not suitable for
handling out or inout parameters, return values, or exceptions. Therefore, during the
construction of a composite node, internal processing elements can be added with a
restricted set of interfaces. This allows to specify a single internal node that should
provide a certain functionality.

The input and output jacks of internal nodes are accessible via the composite node.
However, only the jacks that are not already connected are provided externally. To
avoid name clashes, jacks are renamed according to their node. On the one hand, this
allows to hide the internal structure of the composite node.On the other hand, such
a composite node can then be connected to other nodes (or composite nodes) via the
common interface.

Composite nodes are extensively used to realize the functionality of playing back
different file formats. In this scenario, a composite nodes holds the corresponding flow
graph for decoding the contents of the specified file to uncompressed audio and/or
video streams. This allows for a uniform handling of the specific flow graphs. Fig-
ure 7.11 shows as an example a composite node that holds a flow graph for reading,
demultiplexing, and decoding MPEG files. This composite node is connected to sink
nodes for rendering audio and video, respectively.
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Figure 7.12: When locally streaming a buffer to multiple receivers (e.g. from
node Source via a jack group to nodesNode1 and Node2), only a refer-
ence to a single object is forwarded; no copy operation is performed. Read-
only access can operate concurrently on such a buffer; write-access requires to
call getWriteableInstance(), which creates a copy of the buffer if its refer-
ence count is greater than one, i.e. if it is referenced by more than a single node.

7.6 Memory Management

Handling multimedia requires to process high-bandwidth streams. Since allocating,
deallocating, and copying of memory are expensive operations, NMM provides an
advanced memory management architecture and an efficient implementation [Deu02].
In general, we use the common approach of providing a set of preallocated buffers that
can be requested by plug-in nodes. Reference counting allows to reuse buffers that are
no longer in use and controls concurrent access to buffers.

7.6.1 Buffers

As described in Section 6.2.1, NMM messages provide an interface for realizing ref-
erence counting. In particular, the methodsincreaseCount() andrelease()
shown in Figure 6.10 provide the basic operations for this mechanism. Furthermore,
NMM provides buffer managersthat administrate a certain amount of memory and
offer the interface for requesting a buffer with a particular size. Such a buffer then
initially has a reference count of one. Whenever this counter reaches a value of zero,
the buffer is returned to its corresponding buffer manager.

When streaming buffers between connected colocated processing elements of a
flow graph, only the corresponding reference are forwarded;no copy operation is
performed (see Figure 7.12). However, since a single buffermight be forwarded to
multiple receivers (e.g. when using a jack group), special care must be taken. First of
all, the reference count needs to be increased according to the number of receivers.
Then, additional checks must be provided for accessing the memory area of such
a buffer. While concurrent read-only access imposes no limitations, writing access
needs to be restricted. In order to efficiently realize this functionality, we chose to
use thesameinstance of a bufferas long as possible, and only to create of copy of
a buffer if explicitly requested. This feature is realized via the methodBuffer*
Buffer::getWriteableInstance(). This method requests a new buffer and
creates a copy of the current buffer, if the reference count of the buffer is greater than
one, i.e. the buffer is concurrently used within at least twodifferent branches of the
flow graph. If not, the buffer itself is returned.
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Figure 7.13: Buffer manager administrate a pool of preallocated buffers. Specific im-
plementations of buffer managers offer access to memory areas provided by software
libraries or devices drivers. As an example, the buffer manager ofXDisplayNode
administrates shared memory pages of the X window system. The shared usage of
buffer managers allows to avoid time-consuming memory operations. In this example,
the RGBtoYUVConverterNode requests a buffer from the buffer pool of shared
memory pages of the sink node. The data conversion is then directly performed within
this memory area. The buffer is forwarded to the display, rendered, and returned to the
pool of available buffers.

This allows all parts of the flow graph that only require read-only access to the
buffer to operate on the same instance; a copy is only generated for nodes that explic-
itly need to modify the contents of the buffer. Notice that this also includes modifica-
tions of the header information, e.g. timestamps. Since converters, such as encoders or
decoders, typically do request a new buffer for transforming incoming data to outgo-
ing, copy operations are mainly performed for concurrentlyoperating filter nodes that
operate in-place, i.e. using the memory area of the incomingbuffer.

7.6.2 Buffer Managers

In order to reduce the number of allocation and deallocationoperations, a number of
preallocated buffers is administrated by a buffer manager.If all buffers were already
requested, new buffers are allocated upon request. However, a buffer manager then
tries to limit the total amount of allocated memory by deallocating returned buffers
when this amount is exceeded. Since packet sizes of multimedia streams can be irreg-
ular, the sizes of requested buffers vary. To avoid unnecessary allocations of memory,
a buffer out of the pool of available buffers is also returnedif its size is larger than the
requested size. Therefore, NMM buffers also allow to set andquery the used amount
of memory of buffer objects (compare Figure 6.10).

In addition, plug-in nodes can provide specific implementations of buffer man-
agers. This allows to provide access to memory areas administrated by software li-
braries or device drivers used as a basis within plug-in nodes. For example, the X
window system offers shared memory pages [BCE

�

02, Kle03]. Access to such spe-
cific buffer managers then further reduces the number of time-consuming operations.

As a further optimization, NMM allows to share buffer managers between different
colocated nodes. For example, the buffer manager provided by a node for rendering
video via the X window system can be used by its predecessor. Figure 7.13 shows
this scenario with a color space converter as predecessor ofthe sink node. In this
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case, the sharing of buffer managers allows to directly use the memory provided by
the X window system within the converter node. Therefore, nocopy operation at all is
performed when streaming data between these two nodes.

Buffer managers are also automatically shared between nodes and components
that perform the deserialization of buffers, in particulartransport strategies configured
within a communication channel (compare Section 6.2 and Section 6.5).

7.6.3 Events and Composite Events

For composite events, no such services are provided by NMM. These objects are cre-
ated manually and are copied when being forwarded to multiple receivers. This choice
was made due to following observations. First, composite events store very specific
data, namely different events; reuse of memory needed for events is not applicable
in this case. Secondly, composite events allow to insert, modify, and remove internal
events. This functionality will be described in detail in Section 7.7.3. Providing such
features in the presence of concurrent access would requireto copy composite events
upon certain conditions, e.g. the deletion of an event within another branch of the flow
graph. Implementing this feature is complicated and would require coarse-grained
locking mechanisms.

Together, this effort would not be worthwhile the possible improvements of the per-
formance – this is especially true when considering the comparatively small amounts
of memory needed for composite events and events. However, if larger amount of
memory are to handled by events, our current implementationwould need to be ex-
tended.

7.7 Generic Processing Model

An NMM node represents the smallest entity of processing. Its innermost loop handles
instream interaction. Within this loop, a node produces messages, performs a certain
operation on received messages, or consumes messages.

Although many aspects are already provided by the NMM framework as presented
so far – for example the handling of out-of-band events is provided by the event dis-
patcher and interface system of NMM –, several issues still have to be addressed in
order to provide a processing model suitable for multimedia. This section will de-
scribe the realization of instream interaction for the concrete multimedia architecture
developed within the NMM framework. We chose to realize a model that isgenericin
the sense that no assumptions about the internal processingof plug-ins or their external
interaction patterns are made. More precisely, this refersto the fact, that on the one
hand a single received message might result in arbitrary patterns of sent messages, and
on the other hand, for sending a single message, also an arbitrary pattern of received
messages might be required. For example, a single received message can result in no,
a single, or multiple messages to be sent; or, in order to senta message no, a single,
or multiple message need to be received first. For both cases,this includes all possible
combinations of sent and received messages in upstream and downstream direction. In
addition, arbitrary patterns have to be supported for sending and receiving messages
for nodes with more than a single input or output.
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Fulfilling these requirements in a generic way is essential for providing a suitable
programming model for developing plug-ins. Since plug-insare developed indepen-
dently from each other, situations for complex interactionpatterns are present all the
time. For example, a plug-in that reads data from a file will typically try to optimize
its I/O performance. When being connected to a further plug-in, buffer sizes typically
do not match the intended operation and need to be adapted.

Together, a generic processing model is needed to allow for an easy integration
of various existing technologies in form of device drivers,multimedia libraries, or
full-featured locally operating multimedia architectures. Furthermore, we chose to
realize this model by providing a single component that offers all the functionality
needed. This allows developers of plug-in nodes to access the same functionality when
implementing different types of nodes.

7.7.1 Concurrent Processing

An essential property for the elements of flow graphs is the ability to operate concur-
rently. This is needed in order to be able to handle the varying interaction patterns
that might occur in different parts of the graph. In addition, this allows for efficiently
handling the various processing elements within a single flow graph that are bound to a
certain resource, such as network I/O, secondary storage I/O, or CPU. The concurrent
processing of nodes is also required for synchronizing media processing as discussed
in Section 7.8. Finally, this also allows to take full advantage of multi-processor sys-
tems.

The classThreadedNode extendsNode to provide a separate thread of execu-
tion for the main loop of processing elements (compare Figure 7.2). More precisely,
the methodrun() is called, which is to be implemented by subclasses. This method
provides the functionality for stateSTARTED (compare Section 7.2.2). While thread-
ing is realized using generic classes, our current implementation employs a specializa-
tion for the pthreads standard [RL02, NBPF96]. This allows for a simple yet efficient
provision of multi-threading by using the facilities of theunderlying operating system.

Notice that this is in contrast to approaches (e.g. GStreamer, see Section 2.5.2)
that aim at developing custom schedulers for multimedia pipelines that operate in
user-space. We deliberately did not choose such an approachbecause of following
reasons. First, developing a custom scheduler that supports synchronized processing
for arbitrary multimedia flow graphs is complicated, in particular since each process-
ing elements consumes and generates messages with its own specific rate. A custom
scheduler needs to offer better performance than the highly-optimized scheduler of the
operating system – even when used on multi-processor systems. It also needs to op-
erate effectively in the presence of distributed flow graphswith messages and control
events arriving from the network at any time. Finally, sincethe main processing time
for multimedia flow graphs is spentwithin the actual processing routines, even large
flow graphs only require a relatively small number of contextswitches per second.
Correspondingly, only a relatively small performance benefit can be achieved – even
when using an “optimal” scheduler.

However, if wanted, custom scheduling systems can also be integrated into NMM,
e.g. [KMC

�

00, Jas97]. The run-method offers the possibility to specify the number of
iterations of the main loop. The default value of “0” stands for an unlimited number of
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Figure 7.14: The classGenericNode realizes a generic processing model for nodes
with an arbitrary number of inputs and outputs. Input and Output jacks can be
added and removed dynamically. Single inputs and outputs can be enabled for re-
ceiving and sending messages. The working-flag and the producing-flag allow to fur-
ther control the behavior of the main loop of a plug-in. The processBuffer-method
to be implemented by all plug-ins is the central point of thisclass. The inter-
face IExternalBufferManager provides access to the buffer manager of the
node. Subclasses of the generic node set properties specificfor the different types of
nodes.

iterations, i.e. until the processing of the node is stopped. By calling the run-method
with a parameter of “one”, a custom scheduler could trigger anode manually, e.g.
to process exactly one message. The different conditions upon which a scheduling
algorithm can trigger the run-method are discussed in Section 7.7.3.

7.7.2 Generic Base Classes

The classGenericNodeoffers a generic processing model by implementing the run-
method of classThreadedNode (see Figure 7.14). In particular, this class provides
all facilities for handling bidirectional instream interaction for an arbitrary number of
inputs and outputs.

Subclasses of the generic node provide a specialization forrealizing a particular
type of node as presented in Section 7.2.1. However, since all functionality is provided
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by classGenericNode, subclasses only set the corresponding number of fixed inputs
and outputs. Together, these nodes are calledgeneric nodes.

Specifying the Number of Inputs and Outputs

For node types with a fixed number of inputs or outputs, the corresponding jacks are
already created during the construction of the specific nodeby callingaddInput-
Stream() andaddOutputStream(), respectively. For cases, where the num-
ber or the jack tags of input or outputs are not fixed, the base class for all generic
nodes allows to dynamically add and remove input and output jacks by calling these
methods within different states of the life-cycle of a node.Corresponding to the state
machine for NMM nodes described in Section 7.2.2, input jacks need to be avail-
able in stateINITIALIZED, e.g. by specifying the corresponding jacks within the
methoddoInit(). Since output jacks can only be requested in stateOUTPUT -
INITIALIZED, they can be added within the methoddoInitOutput().

As previously discussed, not only the supported output formats but also the number
and names of output jacks might depend on set input formats oreven on the content of
received incoming messages. Therefore, the generic nodes also provide the possibility
to access multimedia data during the initialization of output jacks. This step is trans-
parently provided for all plug-ins by the concepts described in detail in Section 7.7.5.

7.7.3 Instream Interaction

As can be seen in Figure 7.15, a processing element needs to handle different aspects
of instream interaction. In particular, these aspects include:

� Dispatching a single message according to its type.

� Controlling the flow of messages for both upstream and downstream traffic.

� Handling the flow of messages in the presence of multiple inputs and outputs.

� Providing support for arbitrary patterns of instream interaction for both buffers
and composite events.

In general, the following approach is used. The central partof the processing model is
the methodprocessBuffer(), which is to be implemented for each plug-in node. Within
this method, messages – in particular composite events or buffers – are generated.
Messages are then forwarded upstream or downstream to be processed by other nodes
within the flow graph. When processing a composite event, theindividual events are
dispatched to registered methods of implemented interfaces (compare Section 6.2 and
Section 6.4). Events can be modified, replaced, or deleted, and additional events can
be inserted. Buffers are handled by the processBuffer-method. Again, the content of
buffers can be accessed and modified, buffers can be deleted,and new messages can
be generated – either composite events or buffers.

Controlling Message Flow

The message flow is automatically controlled by using the facilities provided by the
queueing model of jacks presented in Section 7.3.1: Whenever all queues are empty
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Figure 7.15: The generic processing model of NMM. Messages buffered within input
and output jacks are requested and then dispatched according to their specific type.
Individual events of composite events are handled by the event dispatcher. Implemen-
tations of interface methods are allowed to modify, delete,replace or insert events.
Buffers are forwarded to the processBuffer-method. Withinthis method, buffers can
be processed or deleted, and new buffers can be requested. Furthermore, additional
composite events can be created. All messages returned by the processBuffer-method
are then forwarded upstream or downstream.

and the node has finished its processing, it is suspended until a new message arrives.
Whenever the queue within a jack becomes full and is suspended, the connected pre-
decessor is suspended. Other queueing modes allow to discard the oldest respectively
newest message enqueued in such situations.

Notice that these mechanisms also work for connections between distributed jacks.
However, in such cases, also the used transport mechanism needs to be considered. In
particular, the provided reliability either supports the suspending mode of queues or
not. For example, while TCP will “propagate” the status of a suspended queue, other
protocols, such as UDP, will start dropping messages in suchcases. By choosing a
particular queueing mode and transport strategy, applications can control the behavior
for each instream connection.

The overall control of the message flow and the correspondingprocessing model
works as follows: Upon certain conditions, the main loop of the processing model is
triggered. According to the specific condition, an action isperformed. In the simplest
case, this means that a message is dequeued, handled, and then, a message is for-
warded. In the following, we will further define the conditions that need to be fulfilled
for the main loop to be triggered, and what differences exists between the different
node types.

Let us first consider the downstream traffic of a filter/converter node. Such a node
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has a single input and a single output. It is only allowed to try to get a message from its
input if a message can be passed to its output. A message can only be dequeued from
an input if the predecessor of the node already provided one.A node can only pass a
message to its output if its successor does allow to. This is the case if the input of the
successor is not congested. And this is true, when using a queueing mode that allows
to discard messages, or a free slot is available within a queue using the suspending
mode.

An important implication of this observation is thatonly a single messageis al-
lowed to be generated for each iteration of the main loop. Otherwise, too many mes-
sages could be inserted into queues and application specificsettings, such as the max-
imum queue size, would be violated. However, for supportingarbitrary interaction
patterns a suitable programming model is needed, which willbe further defined in the
following.

A further positive property of this implication is that the development of plug-in
nodes is guided to provide the lowest latency possible. For example, when receiving
a buffer with a relatively large amount of data, which results in a number of outgoing
messages, the programming model supports the processing ofthe buffer using a step-
by-step mode: For each iteration of the main loop, an outgoing message is generated.

Correspondingly, the processBuffer-method is only allowed to generate a single
message for each time it is called. This message is then returned; no additional method
for explicitly sending additional messages is provided. However, if this programming
model is inherently not supported by the internal processing part of a node, an addi-
tional queueing operation has to be realized within the processBuffer-method.

Handling Upstream and Downstream Traffic

While the processing model presented so far is restricted todownstream traffic, up-
stream traffic is handled by applying the above described test also for messages en-
queued within output jacks and the predecessors of a node. Since multimedia is mostly
streaming from sources to sinks, we assume that messages sent upstream only occur
rarely but are of greater importance then. Therefore, upstream traffic is prioritized by
first checking for this kind of messages.

As described above, the generic processing model of NMM doesnot make any as-
sumption about traffic patterns. Therefore, a further extension is required. Since single
message received in downstream direction can result in one (or more) upstream mes-
sages and vice versa, when dequeuing a message,all connected nodes in upstreamand
downstream direction must allow to insert a resulting message.

For specifying the direction of a newly generated message, the methodset-
Direction(Direction) is to be called with eitherUPSTREAM orDOWNSTREAM
as parameter; per default all message are created with the direction set to downstream.
Furthermore, if a message is received, processed and forwarded, its direction is not
changed, i.e. downstream messages are streamed downstream, upstream messages in
upstream direction.
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Handling Multiple Inputs and Outputs

While the general direction of a message is to be set for each message to upstream
or downstream, for handling multiple inputs and outputs, two questions have to be
addressed (see Figure 7.15). First, since only one message can be dequeued for
each iteration of the main loop, a strategy for determining from which jack a mes-
sage is pulled has to be defined. We chose to use a hybrid approach, where on
the one hand, the generic node provides a general strategy, and on the other hand
plug-in nodes can further guide this process. For realizingthis concept, the method
setRecvInputStreamEnabled()and the methodsetRecvOutputStream-
Enabled() can be used in order to enable or disable the dequeuing of message from
input and output jacks, respectively (compare Figure 7.14). Per default, all jacks are
enabled. The overall algorithm for dequeuing the next message is as follows:

� The preconditions as described above have to be fulfilled, namely all connected
predecessors and successors within the flow graph have to allow to receive mes-
sages.

� As described above, upstream messages are preferred over downstream mes-
sages. Therefore, a message is tried to be dequeued from all output jacks that
are enabled. If no such message is found, the same test is performed for all
enabled input jacks.

� If a message was successfully dequeued, the next iteration will start to query for
messages by starting from the next jack in the sequence of available jacks. This
corresponds to a round-robin strategy.

� If no message at all could be dequeued, the node is suspended until a new mes-
sage is enqueued again.

The direction of the currently processed message can be queried via the methodget-
CurrentMsgDirection(); the corresponding jack, from which the message was
dequeued, is available via the methodgetCurrentRecvInputStream() respec-
tively getCurrentRecvOutputStream().

Notice that the round-robin strategy avoids the risk of potentially dequeuing only
messages from a single jack. For example, if all jacks are enabled and receive messages
in regular intervals, this guarantees a continuous flow without the manual specification
of enabled and disabled jacks. If, however, a different interaction pattern is required,
plug-ins are able to control the dequeuing process. For example, if a multiplexer with
two input jacks requires to dequeue two messages from its first input for each message
dequeued from its second input, jacks can be enabled and disabled correspondingly.

The second topic to be addressed is to which jacks a message should be sent.
Again, we use a hybrid approach. First of all, the direction of received messages
is not changed and can only be altered explicitly. As described above, a message
generated within the processBuffer-method can be sent upstream or downstream by
setting its direction. Then, for each iteration of the main loop, generated messages
are per default sent to all corresponding jacks, i.e. downstream messages are sent to
all output jacks; upstream messages to all input jacks. A specific plug-in can influ-
ence this behavior by calling the methodsetCurrentSendOutputStream()
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andsetCurrentSendInputStream(), respectively (compare Figure 7.14). If
a specific stream is set, a message will only be sent to the corresponding jack.

The idea behind this strategy is as follows. Composite events that are handled
automatically by the event dispatcher should in general be sent to all jacks in the cor-
responding direction. For messages generated within the processBuffer-method, the
specification of the current sending stream is typically to be implemented together
with the specific processing routine for a stream. For example, when demultiplex-
ing an MPEG stream, this choice is done according to well-defined bytes within the
stream of data. In order to avoid the risk for developers of plug-in nodes to not reset
the current sending stream for each iteration, this is done automatically.

The processBuffer-Method

The processBuffer-method is the central part of a plug-in node that needs to provide
all functionality related to handling multimedia data buffers. Also, composite events
are generated within this method. The processBuffer-method takes a single buffer as
argument and is allowed to return a message – either a buffer or a composite event.
Following is a typical implementation for a filter node.

Message* FilterNode::processBuffer(Buffer *in_buffer)
{

// get writeable instance of current buffer
in_buffer = in_buffer->getWriteableInstance();

// get data of buffer
char* p = in_buffer->getData();

// modify data ...

// forward current buffer
return in_buffer;

}

Buffer objects are requested via the methodgetNewBuffer()provided by the inter-
faceIExternalBufferManager (see Figure 7.14). Since a filter node typically
converts data in-place, the methodgetWriteableInstance() is called. This
part of the architecture is described in detail in Section 7.6.

For a converter, a typical implementation will be similar tofollowing code.

Message* ConverterNode::processBuffer(Buffer *in_buffer)
{

// get new buffer with defined size
Buffer* out_buffer = getNewBuffer( out_buffer_size );

// get data of buffer
char* p = in_buffer->getData();

// some code ...

// release inbuffer since it is no longer needed
in_buffer->release();
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// forward current buffer
return out_buffer;

}

For a sink node that generates an upstream composite event for each received buffer,
following lines of code are needed (for the specification of the interfaceIExample,
compare Section 6.4.4).

Message* SinkNode::processBuffer(Buffer *in_buffer)
{

// release inbuffer since it is no longer needed
in_buffer->release();

// create composite event that includes a single event
CEvent* cevent = new CEvent( IExample::create_bar(4711) );
// set direction to UPSTREAM
cevent->setDirection(Message::UPSTREAM);

// forward created composite event
return cevent;

}

Working-Flag and Producing-Flag

If a plug-in node needs to receive more than a single buffer toproduce a new message,
the processBuffer-method can simply return a null pointer for each iteration that does
not produce a message. Contrariwise, for generating more than a single message from
a received buffer, a special flag needs to be set, theworking-flag(see Figure 7.14. As
long as this flag is set, no buffer is tried to be dequeued and processBuffer is called
with a null pointer. This allows to disable dequeuing new messages as long as the
current message is not processed completely.

This flag could also be used for permanently triggering the processBuffer-method
of source nodes for generating downstream messages. However, if the working-flag
is set, received upstream messages will never be dequeued. Therefore, another flag is
provided, theproducing-flag. If the value of this flag is true, processBuffer is called
with a null-pointerunlessthere is a message that can be dequeued. This flag should
mainly be set to true in one case. The node is a source and wantsto produce messages
all the time while still being able to process new messages received. Per default, only
theGenericSourceNode has set this flag to true. The producing-flag can also be
set to true or false depending on a timer, e.g. to achieve a certain output rate, or to trig-
ger the processBuffer-method of a node on the completion of acertain asynchronous
task.

Handling of Instream Events

As already described above, when processing a composite event, the individual events
are dispatched to registered methods of implemented interfaces (see Figure 7.15). A
composite event is guaranteed to be handled in one iterationof the main loop of the
generic node. In addition, registered listeners are automatically notified.
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During the handling of a composite event, additional eventscan be inserted into, or
deleted from the composite event. Correspondingly, replacing an event is also possible.
The parameters of the currently processed event can be modified if specified as inout
parameter (see Section 6.4). Furthermore, the handling of an event can also set the
working-flag or the producing-flag. Following code fragments show these different
cases.

Result MyNode::handleEventAndInsertNewEvent()
{

// create a new event .
Event* new_event = IExample::create_bar(4711):

// insert the event at current position in composite event
insertEvent(new_event);

return SUCCESS;
}

Result MyNode::handleEventAndDelete()
{

// return DELETE to delete current instream event
return DELETE;

}

Result MyNode::handleEventAndReplace()
{
Event* new_event = IExample::create_bar(4711):
insertEvent(new_event);
return DELETE;

}

Result MyNode::handleEventAndManipulateParameters(int &i)
{
++i;
return SUCCESS;

}

Result MyNode::handleEventAndSetWorkingFlag()
{
setWorkingFlag(true);
return SUCCESS;

}

7.7.4 Examples for Instream Interaction

Together with the ability to define instream events within aninterface definition given
in NMM IDL, the developed programming model for instream interaction has proven
its applicability during the development of various plug-in nodes for NMM. Instream
events were extensively used to transport various types of information, such as markers
for the start and end of a media track, corresponding meta-data (e.g. title, album, artist,
year, and genre for music tracks), progress information (e.g. for accessing the progress
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of media playback within different parts of the flow graph), or information needed for
complex tasks like rendering the menus or subtitles of DVDs.

Due to the possibility to register listeners for events received instream, complex
interaction patterns can be realized. For example, a component within an application
can be registered to be notified for the start and end markers to be handled by sink
nodes. This allows for triggering actions such as updating elements of a graphical user
interface [Loh04a].

Furthermore, the “flushing” of streams is also realized using instream events. In
order to reset all downstream nodes including their internal data structures, a flush-
event can be sent downstream. While this operation can be implemented specifically
for each plug-in node within the methoddoFlush(), the generic node handles such
a flush-event by discarding all enqueued messages that have the mandatory flag set
to false (compare Section 6.2.1). In general, this will dropall buffers. For example,
this event can be used to decrease the delay of a seeking operation performed on the
source node of a running flow graph: The source than stops to generate data, seeks to
the specified position, and then insert a flush-event before continuing to stream data
starting from the new position. This will force all “old” buffers that are enqueued to
be discarded. However, enqueued composite events will still be handled to guarantee
proper operation.

7.7.5 Format Analysis and Instream Format Change

As discussed above, output jacks and supported output formats need to be determined
for reaching the stateOUTPUT INITIALIZED. Consequently, the methoddoInit-
Output() needs to be implemented. However, some nodes need to access and an-
alyze data received from predecessors within the flow graph in order to specify these
properties. From our experience, a possible implementation for this step often requires
to provide the same functionality as during normal operation of the node. Furthermore,
when the data formats of a fully connected and running flow graph change (e.g. due to
a different file that is processed), the same functionality has to be performed again.

Therefore, we chose to transparently provide this feature by allowing to trigger
the processBuffer-method during the initialization of theoutputs of a node (i.e. dur-
ing initOutput()) and when handling a format change event sent instream (i.e.
during setFormat() defined in interfaceIFormatChange as implemented by
GenericNode). While the methodsetFormat() is automatically triggered when
handling the corresponding instream event, within an implementation ofdoInit-
Output(), the methodanalyzeData() can be called to use this feature. In gen-
eral, this step is calledanalyze phase.

Let us consider this phase for the initial setup of the outputof a node during the
execution ofinitOutput(). As can be seen in Figure 7.5, the node itself is in
stateINITIALIZED and all its predecessors are in stateACTIVATED. Therefore,
messages are not generated and forwarded automatically butare iteratively requested
from upstream nodes. Using these messages, the common code for handling messages
is then performed, e.g. by calling the processBuffer-method. This process is performed
until the node has successfully specified its output jacks and supported formats by
analyzing incoming data (or a maximum number of iterations is exceeded). Since the
node is not yet connected in downstream direction, all generated messages for that
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direction are stored for later processing. In particular, these cached messages are the
first messages to be sent to downstream nodes to be connected to the outputs of the
current node.

When performing the analyze phase due to a setFormat-event received instream, a
similar operation is performed. First, the node “pretends”to change its state from
stateSTARTED to stateINITIALIZED by calling all corresponding do-methods.
Then, the methoddoInitOutput() is called. This might result inanalyzeData
being called, which is handled as described above. However,output jacks that were
already available are not created again. Instead, the implementation of the method
setFormat() tests if the newly determined supported output formats and jacks are
still compatible with the values given by the current configuration, i.e. the connection
formats of output jacks. If this is the case, the node is started again by calling all
corresponding do-methods for reaching the stateSTARTED, and the setFormat-event
is forwarded to all successor nodes, where the process is continued. Only if the new
configuration of the node proves to be incompatible, the process is stopped. In such
case, the application needs to reconfigure the flow graph manually, e.g. by connecting
different successor nodes.

7.8 Distributed Synchronization

As discussed in Section 2.2.5 and Section 4.2.4, synchronization is an important part of
handling multimedia. As described in in the previous sections, our middleware allows
an application to transparently control remote nodes the same way as local nodes and
to integrate them into a common flow graph. Such a distributedflow graph might
therefore be used to capture, process, or render media on different systems. For these
operations to be performed synchronously, different facilities need to be provided.

For distributed scenarios, it is especially important to minimize network commu-
nication needed for synchronization. Therefore, the developed approach strictly dis-
tinguishes between intra-stream and inter-stream synchronization. As described in
Section 2.2.5, intra-stream synchronization refers to thetemporal relations between
several presentation units of the same media stream (e.g. subsequent frames of a video
stream), whereas inter-stream synchronization maintainsthe temporal relations of dif-
ferent streams (e.g. for lip-synchronizing of audio and video).

The goal for the generic synchronization architecture is tooffer only a few gen-
eral elements that can be used to realize different synchronization protocols [Did02,
DL03, LRS03b, LRS03b, San03]. These architectural elements will be presented first.
Then, two different protocols and their implementations are discussed in the follow-
ing: A protocol for synchronizing the rendering of a number of media streams and
a protocol for synchronized media capture. While these approaches fulfill only the
basic requirements for distributed synchronization, theyhave been successfully used
within different application scenarios (compare Part IV ofthis thesis). However, we
we especially designed the interfaces and underlying facilities of the synchronization
architecture generic enough to support even advanced protocols such as [SSNA95]
or [RH97]. To this end, even a protocol that allows to seamlessly hand over parts of a
running flow graph can be implemented within the framework (see Chapter 12).

As our solution for distributed synchronization resides within the middleware layer,
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only the media and stream layer of the four-layer reference model for synchronization
are handled (see Section 2.2.5); upper layers such as the object or specification layers
need to be provided by additional middleware services or applications built on top of
NMM. To this end, the application described in Chapter 14 shows how a subset of
SMIL [W3Cc, W3Cb] can be handled using the facilities provided by our solution.

7.8.1 Architectural Elements

The generic synchronization architecture of NMM consists of basic data types (for
representing points in time, intervals, and timestamps), clocks, stream timers for set-
ting timestamps, generic synchronized nodes that use a controller object for handling
timestamps, and synchronizers that implement a specific synchronization protocol.

Basic Data Types

For representing a point in time, the typeTime is provided. A time consists of seconds
and nanoseconds, and therefore provides much higher accuracy than usually provided
by clocking elements, such as the clock of the underlying operating system. However,
this choice was made to provide compatibility with the OpenML standard [How01].
Time durations are represented with the same precision using the typeInterval.
The distinction between time and intervals allows to provide more type safe and mean-
ingful interfaces for various computations. For representing frame rates, rational num-
bers can be specified by using the typeRational.

Each message holds atimestamp(struct Timestamp). The two most impor-
tant entries of a timestamp are atime and astream counter. Usually the time value
indicates the intended beginning of the processing of a message in respect to some
arbitrary time base. When rendering a buffer, this corresponds to the time a buffer
should be presented. The stream counter is used to count the messages of a stream and
allows for detecting dropped messages.

Furthermore, a timestamp holds an additional flagis valid that indicates if the
timestamp has been set correctly. For example, this flag is needed to indicate that
a simple plug-in node for reading various media data from a file is not able to set
timestamps.

Although all messages – namely composite events and buffers– hold a timestamp,
our current implementation does only evaluate this entry for messages of type buffer;
composite events are handled as soon as they are dequeued. However, this limitation
can be removed if needed by some slight modifications of our architecture. Neverthe-
less, the following discussion will use the termbuffer instead ofmessage.

Clocks

The basis for performing distributed synchronization is a common source for timing
information. We are using a staticclockobject (class Clock) within each address
space. This clock represents the system clock. We assume that it is globally synchro-
nized by the Network Time Protocol (NTP) [NTP] and thereforerepresents the same
time basis throughout the network. For this reason, we will refer to this clock asglobal
clock. Section 7.8.4 will further discuss this topic and provide some results we have
obtained when synchronizing the clocks of different systems.
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Stream Timer

As described above, timestamps correspond to a time base. The time base and the
values of generated timestamps are specific for the flow graphof nodes instantiated
by an application. A timestamp might either be generated by anode taking the cur-
rent system time (e.g. the time when a video frame was captured), taken from the
multimedia data stream (e.g. the timestamps of an MPEG stream), or generated by
a node with a constant rate (e.g. for generating audio data with a constant sampling
rate). So calledstream timershelp setting timestamps for these different cases (class
StreamTimer).

A stream timer either operates in modeREAL TIME orCONST RATE. When using
the first option, the global clock is queried when setting thetimestamp of a given
buffer; when using the second option, set timestamps are increased according to a
specified interval. This latter mode can be used if the interval between consecutive
buffers is known.

Generic Synchronized Nodes and Controllers

For source or sink nodes that need to access synchronizationfacilities, generic base
classes are provided (class GenericSyncSourceNodeorclass Generic-
SyncSinkNode). The main goal for the design and development of these classes was
to transparently provide synchronization facilities for the developers of plug-in nodes.
The following sections will show how this was achieved.

These nodes delegate synchronization decisions to acontroller (namelyclass
Controller and subclasses). The way in which this decision is made for each
buffer depends on the specific controller and settings used and will be described below
within the context of the presentation of the different implemented synchronization
protocols.

The controllers therefore realize different ways of intra-stream synchronization.
As intra-stream synchronization has potentially to be performed for every buffer, con-
troller objects resides within the corresponding node (i.e. within the same address
space), so no network traffic is involved in this step.

While different classes for controllers exist, the main goal for their design was to
provide a complete set of functionality to realize various synchronization protocols.

Synchronizers

If multiple data streams within different nodes are to be processed synchronously, the
corresponding controller objects are connected to asynchronizerthat realizes inter-
stream synchronization by implementing a specific synchronization protocol. A syn-
chronizer also offers an interface that allows an application to modify the operation of
the corresponding flow graph, e.g. for pausing data processing.

Notice that the different controller objects might be running on different hosts or
in different address spaces as the synchronizer. In order tominimize network traf-
fic, the controller objects take on an important role as they are the only objects that
are in the same address space as the corresponding node. Therefore, they should not
only realize intra-stream synchronization but also – within certain limits – inter-stream
synchronization.
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Figure 7.16: Distributed synchronization at sink nodes. Timestamps are set by inter-
mediate nodes, such as decoders, with the help of stream timers. Synchronized sink
nodes delegate the handling of timestamps to locally running controllers that realize
intra-stream synchronization. These controllers are connected to a synchronizer that
implements a specific synchronization protocol using the facilities provided by con-
trollers. In order to reduce communication needed for performing synchronization
in distributed flow graphs, controllers also help realizinginter-stream synchroniza-
tion [DL03].

7.8.2 Sink Synchronization

The goal for the sink synchronization is to provide synchronized playback – or render-
ing – for distributed audio or video sinks. A typical examplefor such a setup is shown
in Figure 7.16, where the two controllers of two sinks are connected to a synchronizer.
For simplicity, only two sink nodes are shown; the approach described in the follow-
ing will also work for a larger number of sinks. Such a setup can be used to achieve
lip-synchronization when rendering an audio and a video stream.

The timestamps of buffers that are processed were generatedby intermediate nodes
of the flow graph, e.g. with the help of stream timers. A typical setup would include
two decoders – one for audio, one for video – that produce buffers with a constant rate.
Other setups might only include a single media stream that isrendered synchronously
on two distributed systems, e.g. a single audio stream.

Adjusting Latencies

As mentioned above, the goal for a concrete synchronizationprotocol is to minimize
communication by employing the facilities provided by controllers to realize certain
aspects of inter-stream synchronization. But how can a controller decide when exactly
to present a buffer in comparison to another stream of buffers? The main idea is that the
different controllers running within different sink nodesshould present their buffers as
if they had the samelatencywith respect to processing in the flow graph. Figure 7.17
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Figure 7.17: After a timestamp is set, a buffer needs a certain time for reaching a sink
node. This time – or real latency – can be expressed as difference between the arrival
time and the time set within the timestamp. Two buffers with corresponding time-
stamps need different times for reaching sink nodes – real latency 1 and real latency 2.
The earliest possible presentation time is the maximum of the measured real latencies
– the theoretical latency [Did02].

shows that one can imagine the latency as the time it takes fora buffer to stream from
the node where its timestamp was set (synctime) to the sink node where the buffer
will be presented (presentation time). This can be expressed as

latency := presentation time - synctime

This can also be expressed the other way round: If a latency isgiven, the controller tries
to present all buffers to the timesynctime

�
latency. This given latency is calledthe-

oretical latency.
During runtime, a controller computes the latency for each incoming buffer –

the real latency. If this latency exceeds a certain value depending on the theoretical
latency, the buffer is too old:

real latency� theo latency + maxskew

Depending on the set policy, such a buffer might be declared as invalid and can be
dropped. According to the tolerable skews between different media discussed in Sec-
tion 2.2.5, for lip-synchronization of audio and video, offsets of up to 80 msec can be
allowed. If the real latency is smaller than the theoreticallatency, the presentation of
the buffer will be delayed.

Together, the aim of the intra-stream synchronization is tokeep the latency con-
stant for the buffers of the stream. A constant latency meansthat the temporal distance
between two buffers is equal to the difference of their corresponding synctime, and
so they are presented with the intended “velocity”. In contrast, the goal of the inter-
stream synchronization is that the latencies for the different streams are equal. The
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easiest way to accomplish this is to set the theoretical latencies of all controllers to the
maximum of the latencies of all streams: streams with small latencies are delayed until
their latencies have reached the value of the “slower” ones.To achieve this, every con-
trollers sends its computed real latency for the first bufferto arrive to the synchronizer.
This value is taken as a first estimate of the overall latency.The synchronizer then
computes the theoretical latency as the maximum of all latencies and sets this value as
the theoretical latency for all connected controllers.

During runtime, all controllers also compute the average value of the latencies
of incoming buffers, where the number of buffers to considermay be varied by the
synchronizer or the application, a typical value would be for every 25 video buffers or
50 audio buffers – or other values that roughly correspond toan interval of one second
can be chosen. Only the computed average latency is sent fromthe controller to the
synchronizer. To further reduce needed communication, values are only sent if they
exceed or fall below a certain threshold. Typical values forthis threshold are again
specific for certain media streams. For synchronizing audioand video, values between
20 msec and 40 msec seem to be reasonable.

The synchronizer then again computes a theoretical latencyfor all connected con-
trollers and sets this value. Notice that with this architecture, network traffic is reduced
to a few messages per second with only a few bytes per message during the initializa-
tion of the protocol. If the measured real latencies are constant, no communication is
performed after this setup phase.

Unbuffered and Buffered Controllers

Depending on the used underlying technology for rendering buffers within sink nodes,
two different cases need to be distinguished. First, the used technology allows data
to be renderedas fast as possibleand without additional buffering. We found this to
be the case for all sink nodes for outputting video, e.g. using the X window system or
graphics standards such as OpenGL. In such cases, the real latency can be calculated
as

real latency := currenttime - synctime

with current timebeing the time of the global clock.
Second, an inherent (and wanted) buffering takes place prior to data being ren-

dered. This is often the case when handling audio data that istypically buffered inside
the corresponding drivers or the hardware devices themselves to compensate for jit-
tering. The additional delay introduced by this process needs to be taken into account
since it can be much larger than tolerable skews between different media stream. For
example, typical default settings add an delay of 100 msec and more. In such case, the
real latency can be calculated as

real latency := currenttime + outputdelay - synctime

The additional output delay is specific for a plug-in node andmust be determined
manually, e.g. by querying the current setting of the underlying used driver. The syn-
chronization architecture of NMM provides classes for controllers for both of these two
cases – theUSinkControllerorBSinkController for unbuffered or buffered
media rendering, respectively.
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Master/Slave Approach

The protocol described so far is extended to use a master/slave approach that helps to
further reduce communication needed. Since interruptionsor dropped buffers of audio
streams are much more disturbing than for video streams, thecontroller of the first
audio stream is chosen as master; all other controllers act as slaves that have to adjust
their playback speed to the master. To realize this, the synchronizer propagates the
latency of the master as theoretical latency to all slaves; only if the controller of a slave
detects that its real latency has increased by a multiple of the allowed values (e.g. due
to long-term changed networking conditions), it will report this to the synchronizer
and the synchronizer will use this value as new desired latency – and therefore also
interrupt the master stream once.

Notice that this synchronization protocol also compensates for the drift between
the internal clock of a sound board (that controls audio playback) and the system clock
(that controls video playback). This drift also needs to be taken into account for locally
operating synchronization. We have found this drift to be inthe range of one second
for 30 minutes of video. While video frames can easily be dropped or delayed, when
using more than one audio sink, the controllers of these slave sink nodes have to adjust
their playback speed, e.g. by dropping or doubling audio samples. Although these
operations are currently not implemented, they can be addedeasily to our framework.

This protocol is implemented within a synchronizer that canhandle several au-
dio and video sinks and allows to dynamically add and remove streams – theclass
MultiAudioVideoSinkSynchronizer. This synchronizer is used for all ap-
plications that are described in Part IV of this thesis.

Preparing and Presenting Buffers

To further ensure timely presentation of multimedia data, the presentation step as im-
plemented in the generic synchronized sink node is divided into several parts. The fol-
lowing shows a simplified version of the processBuffer-method of GenericSync-
SinkNode.

// get the timestamp of the buffer
ts = in_buffer->getTimestamp();
if( !controller->isBufferValid(ts) ){

// if the buffer is too old , release it
in_buffer -> release();
return 0;

}
else {

// otherwise , prepare for presentation
prepareBuffer(in_buffer);
// wait until the time has come ...
controller->waitToPresent(ts);

// ... and finally present it !
return presentBuffer(in_buffer);

}

If the buffers arrives in time, the node first performs any necessary processing on the
data within the methodprepareBuffer. Then the controller will wait until the
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Figure 7.18: The eventsyncReset (shown as “S” within the figure) is sent instream
to mark discontinuities of timestamps of consecutive buffers, e.g. after a seeking oper-
ation is performed [Did02]. Nodes handle this event by resetting all parameters related
to synchronization. In addition, sink nodes block until allother sinks connected to the
same synchronizer have handled the event.

timestamp becomes valid, and finally the data will be presented by callingpresent-
Buffer. This division is extremely useful for nodes that, for example, present video
data and perform double buffering. WithinprepareBuffer, the incoming buffer
will be copied to a frame buffer; inpresentBuffer this frame buffer will be
swapped with the current frame buffer. This strategy is implemented in all NMM nodes
for outputting video, e.g. theXDisplayNode and theGLDisplayNode [Did02].
Sink nodes for rendering audio typically only implementpresentBuffer. Corre-
spondingly, plug-in nodes that derive from classGenericSyncSinkNode therefore
need to implement at least the methodpresentBuffer; the methodprocess-
Buffer should not be reimplemented.

Resetting Synchronization

Since the theoretical latency is only updated from time to time, discontinuities of the
values of timestamps impose a problem. Let us consider the case where a seeking
operation is performed on a source node reading a media file. Depending on the di-
rection of this operation – e.g. either backward or forward –the values of timestamps
of following buffers are either too small – and therefore thebuffers are discarded – or
too big – and therefore buffers are delayed too long. This is due to the fact that the
theoretical latency used is not yet updated.

For handling situations where the timestamps of consecutive buffers have no rela-
tionship, the eventsyncReset of interfaceISyncReset can be inserted instream.
For our example, this event is to be sent in downstream direction by the node that ini-
tially performed the seeking operation prior to sending newbuffers. This event is then
to be handled by all nodes involved in the synchronization process, i.e. intermediate
nodes and sink nodes. In particular, this should result in resetting all synchronization
parameters. For synchronized sink nodes, the outcome of this operation forces the
sending of newly calculated values of real latencies to the connected synchronizer.

In cases where two or more sink nodes are synchronized, each node needs to re-
ceive asyncReset event. However, typically these events will not be receivedat the
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Figure 7.19: Distributed synchronization at source nodes.Timestamps are set at source
nodes with the help of stream timers. Handling of buffers andtimestamps is delegated
to controllers. These controllers are connected to a synchronizer that implements a
specific synchronization protocol using the facilities provided by controllers.

same time at all sink nodes. Figure 7.18 shows such a scenario. The event shown as
“S” emitted by the source node within a newly created composite event is automati-
cally forwarded to all connected outputs of the demultiplexer node and then enqueued
within input jacks of sink nodes (compare Section 7.7.3). Our current implementation
for handling the eventsyncResetwithin these sink nodes blocks further processing
until all other nodes connected to the synchronizer have also received and handled the
event. This guarantees that no buffers are lost and further data processing of all sink
nodes will continue at the same time.

7.8.3 Source Synchronization

A concrete synchronization protocol for capturing audio and video using possibly dis-
tributed source nodes that employs the elements of the synchronization architecture is
presented in the following. Figure 7.19 shows a typical setup for this case. A source
synchronizer is connected to two controllers running within two source nodes; one
source captures an audio stream, the other the corresponding video stream. The main
challenge for this setup is that the corresponding timing elements of the audio and
video sink represent different time bases – their internal clocksdrift compared to the
global clock. The drift of a clock� ��� is defined as

� �� � ��� � � ����� � �

where
��

is a time interval measured by the global clock. Typically, adrift can
be observed if different hardware specific clocks are used, e.g. the quartz of a sound
or video board. Then, the data generated within one second oftime measured on
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Figure 7.20: The increasing skew between the clock of a videoboard capturing 25
frames per second (fps) and a sound board capturing audio with 44100 Hz. In this
example, more than 25 fps are generated for 44100 audio samples [San03]. Notice
that while the long-term drift is relatively constant, the short term drift between the
two clocks has different value and sign.

the global clock typically does not correspond to one secondof captured media. For
example, a sound board might provide more (or less) samples than the intended number
samples for one second measured on the global clock; a video board generates more (or
less) frames per seconds than specified. Furthermore, the timing elements for different
hardware devices provide different drifts when compared tothe global time base.

Figure 7.20 shows the increasing skew between corresponding media samples of
a sound board capturing audio with 44100 Hz and a board for capturing video with
25 frames per second (fps). Also notice the varying drift between the two internal
clocks. While the long term drift is relatively constant, short-term values show varying
numbers and sign. In this example, too many video frames are generated and one
hour of captured audio results in approximately one hour andthree seconds of video.
Different possibilities exist to remove this skew. Since modifications of audio streams
are easily noticed by humans, the preferred solution is to drop video frames. Another
option would be to store the framerate of the video stream as measured with the clock
of the sound board. For our example, this would result in a framerate that is slightly
higher than 25 fps. However, often a constant framerate is required, e.g. when storing
video using container file formats such as AVI.

The goal for the source synchronization protocol is to remove the timing differ-
ences that result from the different clocks used by source nodes. This is needed to
establish correct timing relations between media. In general, a master/slave approach
is used, where the timing information of a single source node(master) is used to cor-
rect the timing values of all other source nodes (slaves). Typically an audio source is
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chosen as master.
The overall approach then works as follows. Each controllercalculates the drift�	 �� ���� of its local clock compared to the global clock. Thelocal timecorresponds

to the number of generated data. For an audio source, the local time is

��� ��	�� �	 ���
�� ��	 ��
���� ��	��� � ��� ��	�� 
��� ��� � �	 ���� �	 ���� ��

For a video source, the local time is calculated as

��� ��	�� �	 ���
�� ��	 ��� 	�� ��� �	 ��
��� � �	 ���� �	 � 	�� �
Only the drift of the master

�	 �� ������
 is forwarded to the synchronizer. This is done
whenever the computed value changes, e.g. if no drift was available so far or its value
changed more than a certain amount since the last measurement.

The synchronizer propagates
�	 �� ������
 to all connected controllers of slaves

nodes. Each slave can then uses its own drift and the drift of the master to calculate
the drift between slave and master

�	 �� ����
� ��, i.e. the clock of the master is chosen
as new global time base. This time base can then be used to adapt the outgoing data
rate. For example, video frames can be dropped, if

�	 �� ����
� �� is positive, or doubled
if negative.

Similar toGenericSyncSinkNode, the classGenericSyncSourceNode
provides all facilities needed for source synchronization. In particular, the method
processBuffer handles the dropping or doubling of buffers for all slave nodes that pro-
duce video buffers. To develop a specific plug-in, only the methodproduceBuffer
needs to be implemented.

Figure 7.21 shows the result of the application of the described synchronization
protocol. Whenever the skew between video and audio exceedsthe presentation time
of a single video frame (e.g. 40 msec for 25 fps), a video frameis dropped. For the
example shown, this results in a single dropped video frame for approximately every
32 seconds. Contrariwise, in setups where the skew falls below the presentation time
of a single video frame, the current frame is doubled.

Discussion

Notice that the adaptation to the master clock instead of theglobal clock allows to
avoid the need to modify the master audio stream captured. However, if more than a
single audio source is used, modification of audio data needsto be used. Then, another
solution would be to simply adapt all streams to the global clock.

Also notice that the sink synchronization described in the preceding section could
also use the approach used for source synchronization. Then, the drift between the
internal clock of the master (i.e. the clock of the audio board) and the global clock
needs to be computed and propagated. However, the usage of latencies for sink syn-
chronization is certainly easier and more intuitive. Furthermore, this shows the general
applicability of our synchronization architecture that allows different protocols to be
implemented. Contrariwise, source synchronization needsto include the the various
computed drifts into its operation. This is mainly due to thefact that capturing of video
frames is also influenced by an additional hardware clock (i.e. the clock of the video
board) and cannot be manually controlled like the renderingof video frames.
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Figure 7.21: The increasing skew between the clock of the video board and the clock
of the audio board is decreased by dropping a video frame whenever the skew exceeds
the presentation time for a single video frame of 40 msec for 25 fps [San03] (compare
Figure 7.20).

7.8.4 Remarks on Global Clocks

As discussed above, we use the Network Time Protocol (NTP) toestablish a unique
time base throughout the network. We found that this protocol allows to synchronize
the clocks of various systems, such as commodity PCs and PDAs, within our LAN
and WLAN up to some milliseconds accuracy. This is certainlysufficient for realizing
lip-synchronization of distributed audio/video rendering.

For strongly-coupled audio tracks of a stereo signal, offsets of only 11 to 20�s
were identified to be sufficient to recognize spatial distribution [Ste00]. However, for
thesameaudio stream being rendered on different distributed systems simultaneously,
we found the synchronization achieved with our approach to be sufficient for many
application scenarios, e.g. the rendering of audio on different distributed systems. This
is in accordance with the results given in [Tru99] and [Lab] that state that for the same
audio signal only offsets greater than 30 msec to 50 msec result in a perceivable echo.
In Part IV of this thesis, several applications that successfully employ the provided
synchronization facilities are demonstrated.

However, the lack of a global clock is known to be one of the typical characteristics
of a distributed system [CDK01]. Still, we found that even totally unsynchronized
clocks can be synchronized very efficiently using NTP by forcing one system (the
slave) to synchronize to another system (the master). In a Linux environment, this can
be achieved by stopping the NTP daemon and calling� �� ���� �

� ����	 � one or
two times [Loh04c]. After the NTP daemon is restarted again,the clock of the slave
instantly synchronizes to the clock of the master.
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In addition, NTP also allows to query the offset between distributed systems. This
offset can also be taken into account when the resynchronization of clocks is not avail-
able. To summarize: Distributed synchronization requiresa global clock. NTP pro-
vides a well tested and stable solution for establishing such a global time base.

7.9 Developing Plug-ins

As a summary of the concepts described in this chapter, we will briefly explain the
steps for developing a plug-in for NMM using the generic baseclasses presented in
the previous sections.

Developing plug-in nodes for NMM consists of following steps [Loh03a].

� Specification. In this step, the intended functionality needs to be specified with-
out considering a possible realization in terms of base classes or supported in-
terfaces.

� Defining the granularity and selecting base classes. A decision has to be made
into how many nodes the specified functionality should be split. At the same
time, the corresponding base classes have to be chosen out ofthe set of available
generic nodes. In order to be able to extensively reuse specific plug-ins in differ-
ent application scenarios, nodes should represent very fine-grained processing
units. Therefore, it is advisable to develop as many separate plug-in nodes as
possible.

� Providing implementations for state transitions and specifying formats. In the
simplest case, this step only involves to register the generally supported input
and output formats within the doInit-method (static property), and the specific
combinations of input and output formats for the currently set input formats
within the doInitOutput-method (working property). Furthermore, a correspond-
ing computation configuration might need to be specified. Specific plug-ins
could also require to implement additional functionality within the remaining
do-methods.

� Defining and implementing interfaces to be supported. For providing plug-in
specific interfaces, definitions in NMM IDL need to be created. In order to pro-
vide a generic access to similar plug-ins, the set of alreadyavailable interfaces
should be checked first. The implementations of interfaces are typically very
specific for different plug-ins.

� Providing and implementation for the processBuffer-method. While the process-
Buffer-method provides a generic processing model, again,the implementation
is very specific for different plug-ins. Furthermore, the interaction between im-
plemented interface methods and the processBuffer-methodhas to be realized in
this step. For synchronized nodes, the methods described inSection 7.8.2 and
Section 7.8.3 need to be implemented.

� Registering the plug-in using the NMM registry service. The registry service
of NMM administrates all plug-ins available for a particular host and provides
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access to remote registries. Each plug-in needs to registerwith this service. This
step will be discussed in the scope of Chapter 9.

More then 80 different plug-ins were developed using the generic base classes pro-
vided [NMM04b, Loh03b]. These components were mostly developed by students
doing an advanced practical or diploma thesis or by studentsworking as student re-
search assistants. Some of the plug-ins were developed by students of the Multimedia
course at the Saarland University in the winter term 2001 [Com02] or the summer term
2003 [Com03]. In this case, the students were able to developeven complex plug-ins
after a two hour introduction to NMM.

While most of the plug-ins employ existing device drivers, libraries, or other lo-
cally operating multimedia architectures to realize theirspecific core functionality,
some plug-ins were also developed newly. Furthermore, prototypical implementa-
tions of plug-ins that use the facilities provided by the Java Media Framework (JMF)
were also developed [LRS02]. Together, this proves the applicability of the developed
framework.

7.10 Summary

Based on the facilities described in Chapter 6, a concrete multimedia middleware was
presented. This architecture uses the common abstraction of a distributed flow graph
for modeling multimedia tasks. In particular, following topics were discussed: nodes
as processing elements, jacks as connecting elements, multimedia data formats as
meta-data, the setup and representation of flow graphs, efficient memory management
for handling high-bandwidth streams, a generic processingmodel for flow graphs, and
a generic architecture for realizing different synchronization protocols for distributed
multimedia.

Due to the underlying framework, a network-integrated solution is provided. Fur-
thermore, the generic design of the architecture allows to support arbitrary interaction
patterns. Together, from our experience and the feedback given by several external
developers, the realized approach has proven its applicability and completeness. How-
ever, parts of the architecture could still be improved. Especially the setup of queueing
parameters could be guided by higher-level middleware services and should be adapted
during run-time. The developed architecture already provides the openness and reflec-
tion needed to realize such extensions.



Chapter 8

Summary for Network-Integrated
Multimedia Middleware

In this chapter, the performance of the current implementation of the developed archi-
tecture is evaluated. This concludes the presentation of the base layer of the Network-
Integrated Multimedia Middleware (NMM). Correspondingly, a final summary is pro-
vided and the achieved results are discussed. Finally, ongoing and future work is
briefly described.

8.1 Performance Evaluation

In the following, the performance of out-of-band and instream interaction including
parallel bindings is evaluated. For all measurements presented in this thesis, a detailed
description of the used systems and networks can be found in Appendix A.

8.1.1 Out-of-Band Interaction

For evaluating the performance of out-of-band interaction, we first measured the times
needed for adynamic cast followed by a virtual method call performed on a C++
object for different systems. This reflects the typical usage of interfaces within C++
and clearly indicates a lower bound.

In contrast, the time needed for processing the complete stack for a method call
on an NMM interface is evaluated. First, this is done for an NMM object instantiated
within the local address space, i.e. using a local transportstrategy. In order to be able
to compare the measured results with other middleware solutions, such as CORBA,
we chose different combinations of in and out parameters, either holding the minimum

System Time in�sec per Call

PC1 0.063
Laptop 0.195
PDA 1.175

Table 8.1: Times needed for adynamic cast followed by a virtual method call
performed in C++.
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System Time in�sec per Call
Invocation 0 kByte 50 kByte

in out in out

PC1 5.428 5.828 5.839 5.858 5.862
Laptop 16.184 18.033 18.047 18.040 18.031
PDA 464.405 489.423 489.497 489.456 489.439

Table 8.2: Times needed for local method calls on NMM interfaces including the
complete stack of the NMM communication framework. Since a local optimization is
used and the NMM object is instantiated within the address space of the application,
this stack only includes a local binding.

Setup Time in �sec per Call
Client Server Network Invocation 0 kByte 50 kByte
System System in out in out

PC1 PC1 - 85 99 98 240 312
PC1 PC2 LAN 176 193 189 4703 4725

Laptop Laptop - 204 243 241 909 1331
Laptop PC2 LAN 245 272 266 4806 5000
Laptop PC2 WLAN 2301 2372 2383 86322 73948
PDA PDA - 3775 4481 4444 9056 12174
PDA PC2 LAN 2301 2495 2485 43418 53987
PDA PC2 WLAN 4744 4894 4757 472957 450466

Table 8.3: Times needed for remote method calls on NMM interfaces including the
complete stack of the NMM communication framework. The proxy object is located
on the client system, the NMM object on the server system. If no network is specified,
communication is performed between different address spaces of the same system.

data size of 0 kBytes or a maximum of 50 kBytes. In addition, method invocations
without parameters and return values are measured.

As can be seen in Table 8.2, these times are significantly higher than those needed
for a simple C++ virtual method call. However, method calls on NMM interfaces
provide a completely different service model. In particular, a unified full-featured
messaging system using the concept of the Proxy design pattern is provided that of-
fers reflection, dynamic registration of event dispatchingmethods, listener notification,
state-driven event dispatching, uniform handling of out-of-band and instream interac-
tion, and dynamic reconfiguration of communication channels.

The same measurements as shown in Table 8.2 are performed fora remotely run-
ning instance with different configurations of used systemsand networks. In particu-
lar, we evaluated the performance of different mobile systems, e.g. a laptop or PDA, in
combination with a stationary system. Table 8.3 summarizesthe results. In all cases,
TCP strategies together with magic number value streams areconfigured for realizing
the network binding, either using LAN or WLAN. If no network is specified, commu-
nication is performed between different address spaces of the same system to evaluate
the performance of NMM without the presence of a physical network.
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Setup Time in �sec per Call
Client Server Network NetStream 0 kByte 50 kByte
System System in out in out

PC1 PC2 LAN Buffered 193 189 4703 4725
PC1 PC2 LAN Unbuffered 931 823 5308 5312

Table 8.4: Times needed for remote method calls on NMM interfaces from the client to
the server system for buffered and unbuffered networking streams (compare Table 8.3).

The results clearly show the benefits of the local optimizations provided by NMM:
If an NMM object, for example an NMM node, is instantiated within the local address
space, the binding process automatically establishes a local binding. Some CORBA
implementations allow to remove the overhead of serialization and transmission of
requests and replies via a “loopback” communication device. While such collocation
optimizations provide similar improvements in performance [SWV99], the registry
service of NMM presented in Chapter 9 also allows for automatically instantiating
NMM nodes that are requested to run on the local host within the address space of the
process that initiated the request.

Compared to measurements made for different CORBA implementations accord-
ing to Open CORBA Benchmarking (OCB) [Dis], the current implementation of NMM
already provides competitive results. For example, the average response time for an
invocation of all measurements available using similar setups as PC1 or laptop is 207
�sec – for CORBA client side and server side running on the samesystem but in
different address spaces. For example, for TAO 1.4 running on a 4x2175 MHz 80x86
Linux system, 121�sec are reported for the invocation benchmark and 418�sec for 50
kBytes of in parameters – compared to 85 and 240�sec measured for NMM running
on PC1, a single 3000 MHz system.

Notice that the measurements provided by OCB were mostly made using highly
optimized commercial CORBA implementations. In contrast to CORBA, NMM pro-
vides an open serialization framework that allows for integrating arbitrary data types,
state-driven event dispatching, uniform handling of different interaction paradigms and
reconfigurable communication channels.

In [KAVP03], the performance of CORBA implementations running on PDAs and
commodity PCs connected via WLAN is evaluated. In particular, the same PDA as
used for our measurements is being employed. Again, NMM shows competitive re-
sults. For example, the response times for an invocation between the PDA an a PC
using WLAN are reported to be 8914�sec respectively 5698�sec for two different
CORBA implementations (Table 11 in [KAVP03]). Using a more powerful system on
the server side, NMM only requires 4744�sec. Since these runtimes are bounded by
the computational resources available for the PDA, the measured values can directly
be compared. While NMM is faster when transmitting small in or our parameters,
further optimizations need to be done for handling large parameters – especially when
using WLAN as can be seen from the runtimes for the PDA and the laptop. How-
ever, even the current non-optimized implementation of NMMprovides competitive
performance.

Finally, for remotely running instances, the influence of the used networking stream
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System Throughput in NMM buffers/sec

PC1 71078
Laptop 30823
PDA 2846

Table 8.5: Throughput of a locally running flow graph with a source node being con-
nected to a sink node.

Setup Bandwidth in MBytes/sec
System 1 System 2 Network

PC1 PC2 LAN 11.20
Laptop PC2 LAN 11.20
Laptop PC2 WLAN 0.75
PDA PC2 LAN 1.04
PDA PC2 WLAN 0.59

Table 8.6: Maximum bandwidth in MBytes/sec as measured using the
tool iperf [NLA] with data packets of 2048 bytes.

is measured, in particular the difference between a buffered stream using an inter-
nal buffer of 2048 bytes at the sending side and an unbufferedstream (compare Sec-
tion 6.1.4). As can be seen in Table 8.4, for method calls where corresponding events
only carry little data, the buffered networking stream provides a much better per-
formance since it reduces the number of low-level function calls. Furthermore, this
demonstrates one of main advantages of an open binding approach, namely the pos-
sibility to manually or automatically configure bindings for better performance. For
example, the size of the internal buffer can be optimized. Inaddition, the overall
performance of the system can be improved by realizing new implementations for dif-
ferent parts of the communication framework of NMM, such as networking streams.
This also allows to tailor the overall system to a specific configuration.

8.1.2 Instream Interaction

The other important aspect of NMM is its performance of instream interaction. Ta-
ble 8.5 shows the throughput in NMM buffers per second that can be achieved for a
locally running flow graph with two nodes being connected, a source node and a sink
node. In order to measure the true performance, the source node only request NMM
buffers of size 2048 bytes using its buffer manager; the sinknode releases received
buffers.

For all following benchmarks, this simple flow graph is distributed to run on two
different systems. The instream communication channel is set up automatically to use
the default configuration, namely a single pair of TCP strategies using magic number
value streams and networking streams. For evaluating the performance of such a dis-
tributed flow graph, we first measured the maximum bandwidth that can be achieved
using the different configurations of interest. Table 8.6 summarizes the obtained val-
ues.

Figure 8.1 shows the influence of the used networking stream.More precisely,
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Figure 8.1: Throughput of instream bindings for different sizes of NMM buffers using
a buffered or unbuffered networking stream.

the difference between a buffered and an unbuffered networking stream is shown for
various sizes of NMM buffers. For the buffered stream, the size of its internal buffer is
chosen to hold the complete header of an NMM buffer when beingserialized with the
magic number value stream. This allows for transmitting a single NMM buffer using
only a few low-level system calls. Especially for streams ofNMM buffers containing
only small amount of data, this greatly helps to improve the performance. For larger
amounts of data, the two streams show similar throughput.

Figure 8.2 and Figure 8.3 show the performance achieved for different configu-
rations using the buffered networking stream. Figure 8.2 demonstrates the influence
of available computational resources. When using the laptop connected via LAN, the
maximum possible throughput is only achieved for NMM buffers of 2048 bytes data
size. However, even for relatively small NMM buffers, sufficient throughput is pro-
vided for typical data rates of multimedia streams. For WLAN, the laptop already
provides maximum performance for the smallest NMM buffers used.

Using the PDA in combination with a stationary PC connected via LAN, the max-
imum available bandwidth is achieved for NMM buffers of 10 kBytes; using WLAN,
NMM buffers of 5 kBytes are sufficient to saturate the networkconnection (see Fig-
ure 8.3).

Together, the performance achieved for locally running or distributed flow graphs
is absolutely sufficient, even for high data rates. This is even more true when compar-
ing the performance of NMM to other approaches that extend the facilities provided by
object-based middleware solutions with services need for multimedia communication,
e.g. by using the CORBA event service [CLD01]. Still, extensions that provide better
performance, such as the CORBA A/V Streaming Service [MSS99], can be integrated
by providing additional transport strategies (compare Section 4.2.3).
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Figure 8.2: Throughput of instream bindings for different sizes of NMM buffers using
PCs and a laptop connected via LAN or WLAN.
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Figure 8.4: Throughput of parallel bindings using different synchronization strategies
compared with a simple TCP binding.

To summarize: With NMM, for all configurations, all available networking band-
width can be consumed when using typical sizes of NMM buffers. In addition, more
multimedia data can be transmitted than the used systems canprobably process due to
limited computational power.

8.1.3 Parallel Binding

For evaluating the performance of a parallel binding, threedifferent configurations for
realizing instream interaction in downstream direction were measured.

� BenchmarkSimple Bindinguses a single TCP transport strategy to transmit both
NMM buffers and composite events.

� BenchmarkReliable/Reliable Parallel Bindinguses two different TCP transport
strategies for sending NMM buffers respectively compositeevents together with
the synchronization algorithm for handling two reliable sub-bindings as pre-
sented in Section 6.5.5.

� BenchmarkReliable/Multimedia Parallel Bindingalso uses two TCP transport
strategies but the synchronization algorithm for handlingone reliable and one
multimedia sub-binding is employed. NMM composite events are sent through
the “reliable” sub-binding and NMM buffers are sent throughthe “multimedia”
sub-binding. Since both TCP strategies provide reliable data transmission, all
messages are guaranteed to be received. In particular, simulating a multimedia
sub-binding using TCP allows for comparing the overhead of the used synchro-
nization strategy in a deterministic way.

The message stream to be sent consists of NMM buffers of a constant size of 2048
bytes and composite events. To determine the influence of theparallel binding, a
varying number of composite events per 100 NMM buffers is used and the average
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throughput is measured. The results are presented in Figure8.4. As can be seen, the
synchronization algorithm for the caseReliable/Reliable Parallel Bindingonly adds a
small overhead. For the setupReliable/Multimedia Parallel Binding, the throughput
also achieves comparable values until more than four eventsper 100 NMM buffers are
sent. Even for 10 events per 100 NMM buffers, the throughput is still sufficient for
typical bandwidths of multimedia data streams (compare Section 2.2.2).

8.2 Conclusions and Future Work

The presented performance evaluation of the current implementation of the Network-
Integrated Multimedia Middleware (NMM) demonstrated the feasibility of the archi-
tectural decisions described in the previous chapters. In particular, despite the open-
ness and extensibility, the simple yet unified design of the chosen approach offers
competitive performance – even when being compared to highly optimized commer-
cial middleware solutions. While such solutions mainly focus on request/reply inter-
action, NMM also offers efficient instream interaction, also when using parallel bind-
ings. Together, the developed architecture provides a complete base layer for multi-
media middleware. All requirements imposed by the architectural decisions presented
in Chapter 5 have been fulfilled.

The following chapters will demonstrate advanced middleware services built on
top of this layer. Then, demanding application scenarios that were realized using
NMM are described. This will further prove the applicability of the chosen approach.

While possible directions for future work have already beendiscussed through-
out the presentation, these developments can either be seenas logical extensions of
the current architecture or to be completely orthogonal to the topics covered in the
scope of this thesis. On the one hand, further extensions aimat integrating additional
serialization and transport strategies, e.g. for adding support for additional standards
or for realizing techniques like forward error correction (FEC), interleaving or traffic
shaping (compare Section 2.3.1). While instantiated transport strategies are currently
exclusively used for a single binding, the shared usage of communication facilities can
also be integrated into the framework. With a growing numberof transport strategies
additional mechanisms for automatically configuring communication channels might
be needed.

On the other hand, the NMM architecture provides the openness and reflective ca-
pabilities that allow to develop sophisticated quality of service (QoS) adaptation and
reconfiguration techniques. For example, the synchronization framework can provide
feedback needed for adapting internal queue sizes and buffers of running processing
elements and their connecting communication channels. An integrated QoS manage-
ment scheme for scheduling processing elements and networking components can fur-
ther improve the real-time capabilities of the architecture – even when being used in an
environment that only provides best-effort services. All these enhancements can either
be realized as part of the middleware itself or as additionalservice.
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Middleware Services





Chapter 9

Registry Service

As discussed in Section 4.2.5, the task of the registry service as part of a multimedia
middleware solution is to administrate the facilities provided by plug-ins. In particular,
such a service allows for the discovery, registration, search, instantiation, and reserva-
tion of processing elements on local and remote systems. Therefore, a registry offers
fundamental services for realizing distributed multimedia applications.

In this chapter, the registry service of NMM is presented [LRS02, Rep03a, LRS03b,
Rep04]. First, the basic requirements for this service are motivated – especially in re-
gard to the inherent heterogeneity of the underlying infrastructure – and an overview of
the developed architecture is given. Then, related work is reviewed. This is followed
by a detailed presentation of the most important aspects of the developed architec-
ture, namely the facilities for representing plug-ins and flow graphs, the discovery and
registration of plug-ins, the base classes and their functionality. The mechanisms for
querying the registry, and the components involved in processing a query. Several
concrete examples are given to demonstrate the programmingmodel offered by the
registry service. In this context, the performance of the service will also be evalu-
ated. Then, an approach for managing quality of service parameters within the registry
service of NMM is briefly introduced. Finally, conclusions are drawn and possible
directions for future work are discussed.

9.1 Introduction

A registry service for network-integrated multimedia has to fulfill several require-
ments. A basic facility of any registry is to register and discover locally available
hardware devices and software components, e.g. by dynamically loading libraries of
available plug-ins. Particularly for hardware devices that are only present a certain
number of times, the precise number of devices needs to be determined. Therefore,
developers of plug-ins need an easy way for specifying this value and the correspond-
ing configurations for each device. This is in contrast to software components that
typically allow for an unlimited number of instances to run on a single system; only
the quality of service (QoS) requirements restrict the number of simultaneously oper-
ating plug-ins.

Due to the heterogeneity of available device technologies,a registry service needs
to support the integration of various approaches. Especially, the different capabilities
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Figure 9.1: The registry service of NMM uses a combination ofa client/server ar-
chitecture and a peer-to-peer architecture. All locally available plug-ins of a single
system are administrated by a registry that acts as server for a number of clients, e.g.
the applications running on the same host. Applications usea client registry to com-
municate with the server registry. In order to integrate various existing technologies,
different specialized sub-registries exist within the server registry. Requests for distri-
buted plug-ins are dynamically forwarded to remote systems, where they are processed
by the corresponding registry server.

of present technologies need to be taken into account. For example, some technologies
provide features like hot-plugging or allow a single deviceto be connected to more
than one host at a time (compare Section 2.2.2). In order to handle these requirements,
we use a hierarchical approach, where the main registry service includes a number of
specialized sub-registries that handle capabilities specific for a certain technology.

All attributes of a discovered plug-in need to be stored within the registry service.
For querying plug-ins from this service, suitable facilities have to be provided. Espe-
cially all attributes of a certain plug-in node – or subsets thereof – need to be available
for queries. While the manual request for a single instance of a certain plug-in needs
to be supported, higher-level services for setting up complex flow graphs also need to
be provided.

Since several applications run concurrently on a single system, a registry needs to
globally administrate all locally available plug-ins. To this end, the registry service can
be seen as server and the applications as clients that compete for available resources.
Therefore, access control mechanisms and failure handlingneed to be provided (e.g.
for situations in which an application crashes and does not release reserved compo-
nents).

Since multimedia middleware allows for the setup of distributed flow graphs, a reg-
istry service needs to support the querying and instantiation of plug-ins throughout the
network. Due to the mobility of devices and users in typical application scenarios, the
overall system consists of loosely coupled and changing organizations of participating
hosts. Therefore, a peer-to-peer approach is preferable over a centralized approach
(compare Section 5.1). In particular, while globally administrating all plug-ins for a
single host is certainly required, providing a central administration for all resources
within the network would certainly limit the scalability ofthe approach. Furthermore,
due the dynamics of the overall system, a constant update of the global state would be
required.
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Together, this results in a hybrid approach [LRS02, Rep03a,LRS03b, Rep04]. Fig-
ure 9.1 shows the participating entities. A centralized client/server architecture is used
to administrate all plug-ins available for a single system.An application uses aclient
registry that resides within its address space to access theserver registryrunning on
the same system. A server registry allows for integrating different specializedsub-
registries. For managing distributed resources, a peer-to-peer approach is applied that
forwards queries to other systems within the network. To allow each application to use
its own list of distributed registries, this step is performed by the client registry. Since
locally running and remote server registries run in different address spaces as appli-
cations, the distributed object system and the underlying communication facilities as
described in Chapter 6 are employed.

One goal for the development of NMM was to be able to provide a purely locally
operating multimedia architecture (e.g. for the GNU/Linuxoperating system) that does
not incur the constant overhead of a complete middleware stack, e.g. for inter-process
communication between applications and instantiated plug-ins. Since there is only a
single registry service running on each system, the developed architecture should allow
to reserve plug-ins with this central component, but to perform the instantiation within
the address space of the application itself.

9.2 Related Work

As already discussed in Section 2.2.2, Section 4.2.5, and Section 4.3.2, various stan-
dards for device technology (e.g. IEEE 1394 [139] or USB [AD01]) and device ad-
ministration and discovery (e.g. UPnP [Uni], HAVi [Hom], orJini [Jin]) exist that are
currently present within typical environments.

While different competing standards share a number of attributes, also distinguish-
ing features – e.g. in the way in which interaction with the provided service model
is performed – have to be taken into account. Therefore, ongoing work in the re-
search community aims at integrating these different architectures into a common
meta-architecture [FDC01, NT02]. In general, these approaches provide components
specific to a particular technology combined with components that perform the map-
ping between these technologies and the universal interfaces offered. However, this is
particular demanding when considering the possible incompatible semantics of inter-
action within the different approaches. To this end, the integration of a new technology
always requires for the manual creation of mappings.

As described in the previous section, we chose a similar approach that integrates
available technologies using specialized sub-registries. Furthermore, NMM follows
the approach of providing functionality specific for a particular technologies by corre-
sponding plug-ins that are uniformly accessible via generic interfaces (compare Chap-
ter 7). Also, our extension of such an integrating architecture towards a peer-to-peer
approach provides further advantages – especially for loosely coupled systems and
dynamic environments. Finally, the possibility for automatically instantiating locally
operating plug-ins within the same address space of the application – and not within
the address space of the registry – offers a performance optimization not addressed by
other integrating approaches.

We are not handling initial discovery of systems. In particular, available server
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registries on remote hosts currently need to be added manually. While protocols liks
SLP [GPVD99] can be used for this step, we argue that for typical application sce-
nario the current context, e.g. the location of users and devices, needs to be taken
into account during this step – a property that available standards do not provide and
that is therefore being researched [FDC01]. Also, for searching within such a peer-
to-peer network, simple and fixed strategies are used withinthe registry service of
NMM. However, our architecture can be used to as a test bed formore sophisticated
approaches, e.g. [SSJH03] or [HCZ

�

02]. Section 9.6 will discuss possible directions
for future work.

9.3 Architectural Elements and Functionality

In this section, the architecture of the registry service will be presented in more de-
tail. Examples for the programming model provided by this service will be given in
Section 9.4.

9.3.1 Representing Plug-ins and Flow Graphs

The concepts used for describing entities administrated within the registry service are
also used for querying entities from this service. For specifying a single plug-in, anode
descriptionis used; a complete distributed flow graph is stored within agraph descrip-
tion.

Object Descriptions and Node Descriptions

A node descriptionprecisely defines all attributes of a certain plug-in node. While
the registry service of NMM is currently focussed on administrating plug-in nodes, a
future extension might allow for arbitrary objects to be handled. Therefore, anobject
description(class ObjectDescription) provides all attributes that are avail-
able for arbitrary entities in general. These attributes include:

� Object name.This name can be used to specify the type of an entity.

� Functional specification.The list of supported interfaces specifies the available
functionality. This information is automatically available due to the inheritance
from implementation classes (compare Section 6.4).

� Location. Holds the location of an entity, e.g. the host – and additionally the
port of the corresponding server registry – an entity shouldbe requested from
(or an entity is running on). The location of a node can also beset to “disabled”
for further evaluation (see below).

� Additional specification.To allow for further extensions, the base class already
provides the possibility to add additional specifications in the form of a key and
a value; both stored as strings.

A node description (class NodeDescription)extends this concept by including
all further attributes specific for a plug-in:
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� Node name.This entry holds the type of a node, mostly its class name. However,
object name and node name can be different.

� Node type.The value of this attribute corresponds to the specific type of the
node, such as source, filter, converter, demultiplexer, multiplexer, multiplex-
er/demultiplexer, or sink (compare Section 7.2.1).

� Format specification.This includes all aspects of the supported data formats,
such as supported input or output formats, combinations of input and output
formats (I/O partners), or complete input and output properties (compare Sec-
tion 7.4).

� Sharing attribute. This attribute allows for specifying whether a node offers
shared access to its functionality. This option will be discussed in detail in Chap-
ter 11.

Additionally, a node description stores lists of events – the configuration events– that
are used to configure a particular instance of a plug-in. Moreprecisely, a list is avail-
able for each possible state of a node (see Section 7.2.2). These lists allow to store
specific configurations for later retrieval.

Subset Relation

Particularly interesting for a registry service is the option of testing one object de-
scription for being asubsetof another object description. More precisely, an object
description�� is subset of an object description�
 if following criteria are satisfied.

� If the object name of�� is specified, it has to be identical with the object name
of �
 .

� All interfaces provided by�� have to be available for�
 .
� If the evaluation of the location is not disabled, the location of �� has to be the

same as the location of�
 .
We denote this relation with�� � �
 . Possible additional specifications of object
descriptions are currently not evaluated.

This subset relation is extended for node descriptions. Since complete node de-
scriptions are stored within the registry, this allows for querying all nodes that fulfill
a certain subset of required capabilities. A node description � � is subset of a node
description� 
 – denoted as� � � � 
 –, if following criteria are satisfied.

� The corresponding object descriptions have to be subsets,�� � �
 .
� If the node name of� � is specified, it has to be identical with the node name of

� 
 .
� If the node type of� � is specified, it has to be the same as the node type of� 
 .
� A format

�
� provides a subset of another format

� 
 if it is includedin the other
format (compare Section 7.4.4). We denote this relation with

�
�
� � 
 . This

definition can be extended for properties: If all formats of aproperty� � are
included in the set of formats of� 
 , � � is a subset of� 
 , denoted as� � � � 
 .
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The sharing attribute of a node description is not evaluatedin this step. Its usage is
described in detail in the scope of Chapter 11. Furthermore,the configuration events
are also not considered.

Graph Descriptions

A graph description(class GraphDescription) stores the complete configu-
ration of a distributed flow graph. The properties of a graph description include:

� Specification of nodes and their connections.This specification consists of the
nodes given as node descriptions, their connected input andoutput jacks, and
the used connection formats of a distributed flow graph.

� Communication channel specification.These settings include configurations of
used communication channels, such as the used transport strategies or specific
parameters thereof.

� Synchronization.Finally, synchronizers are specified within a graph description
as object descriptions. This allows to choose between different synchronization
protocols (compare Section 7.8).

Again, such a configuration can be used for requesting a flow graph from the registry
service – and then only a subset of available attributes needs to be specified. For ex-
ample, the connection formats can be left out and will then benegotiated during the
connection setup (compare 7.5.1). In such cases, the graph description will then be
updated to reflect the current setup. Furthermore, requestsspecified as graph descrip-
tions are also stored within the registry service as so called sessions– a running flow
graph administrated by the registry. Chapter 11 will present a service that allows to
jointly use parts of an active flow graph within different applications in order to realize
collaborative scenarios.

Besides being used for requesting the processing elements of a distributed flow
graph, a graph description also allows torealize such a flow graph. This includes
the complete setup and configuration of connecting edges andsynchronizers. To this
end, graph descriptions provide a convenient method for application developers to
create complex distributed flow graphs. Since a graph description and all its internal
attributes can be serialized, these representations can further be stored or transmitted
to other hosts within the network.

A subset relation for graph descriptions, which is similar to the relation given for
object descriptions and node descriptions, is not defined. However, a more advanced
approach to compare two flow graphs is discussed in the scope of Chapter 11.

9.3.2 Discovery and Registration of Plug-ins

For discovering locally available plug-ins, we follow the common approach of dynam-
ically loadingplug-in libraries that hold one or more NMM nodes. In general, upon
loading such a library, nodes are created and brought to stateINITIALIZED. In this
state, all generally available combinations of input and output formats are available –
the static properties (compare Section 7.2.2). Since all other attributes of a plug-in are
also available at that point, e.g. the implemented interfaces, a node description can be
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generated. This node description is then stored together with a generated identifier and
a reference to the corresponding plug-in library. When querying the server registry us-
ing a node description (or subset thereof), libraries of plug-ins that “match” the request
are loaded again (see below).

However, as discussed above, for plug-ins that need additional configurations be-
fore being initialized, or for plug-ins that represent hardware devices that are only
available a certain number of times, additional settings need to be done prior to reach-
ing the stateINITIALIZED. For example, a single system might contain more than
one internal device for outputting audio, e.g. two or more PCI boards. While all these
devices can be handled by a single NMM plug-in, the precise number of devices and
the capabilities of each device need to be determined for storing within the registry.
Furthermore, the concrete steps for achieving this configuration need to be saved in
order to be able to instantiate a particular instance of a plug-in again. As described in
Section 9.3.1, a list of configuration events can be stored within a node description for
this reason.

For our example, the developer of the audio plug-in needs to provide the im-
plementation for determining this information. A concreterealization of this step
for the GNU/Linux operating system sets the audio device to “/dev/dsp” calling the
methodsetDevice of the corresponding interfaceIAudioDevice implemented
by the plug-in. Then, the node is initialized by callinginit of interfaceINode. If
this succeeds, the corresponding node description can be stored, and the next audio
device “/dev/dsp1” is tested. This process is continued until the setting of an audio
device failed.

Internally, NMM events are used to handle method calls. These events can be
logged and stored, e.g. by registering a listener for all events to occur. Therefore,
generated node descriptions allow to include corresponding events for called meth-
ods and their corresponding parameters (for example, the eventIAudioDevice::-
setDevice("/dev/dsp"). Again, the unified messaging system of NMM as pre-
sented in Section 6.2 greatly helps to realize the registration of plug-ins and reduces
the amount of source code to be written by developers. For common cases, such as
testing a number of devices, we also provide generic utilityclasses.

Static versus Dynamic Registration

The discovery and registration of plug-ins is a process thatis performedstatically
during the initial setup of the registry service. During theinitial setup, the server
registry performs the above described procedure for all available plug-ins1.

However, as described in Section 2.2.2, several standards for device technology al-
low to add (and remove) devices during runtime, e.g. hot-plugging for IEEE 1394 [139].
Therefore, the registration process also needs to be triggereddynamically. For support-
ing such features within the NMM registry service, plug-in libraries need to be loaded
again to determine newly connected devices and their attributes. We propose to add
additional processes (or daemons) that watch for dynamically added devices and then

1This procedure is performed automatically whenever a newlyinstalled NMM system is started for the
first time. Additionally, this process can be triggered manually by calling ’./serverregistry -s’ (compare
Section 9.4).
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Figure 9.2: A client registry provides a basic interface forsearching nodes and request-
ing possible results. In addition, complete flow graphs can be requested. Per default,
the locally running server registry is accessible; furtherremote registry servers can be
added on demand (interfaceIServerRegistry). A server registry administrates a
hierarchy of specialized registries (interfaceIRegistry).

trigger the loading of the corresponding plug-in library. This allows to completely ab-
stract from specific device technologies. Another option isto include this functionality
into specific sub-registries running inside the server registry.

9.3.3 Base Classes and Functionality

The basic interface of the client registry (class ClientRegistry) is shown in
Figure 9.2. It allows to indicate the begin and end of a request. This also includes a
coarse-grained access control that enables exclusive control of all server registries the
client has access to. The search and instantiation of nodes is divided into two steps.
First, references to all nodes matching the given node description are provided. In this
context,matchingmeans that the given node description is a subset of a complete de-
scription stored within the server registry. Second, out ofthe list ofresponse objects, a
node can be requested and is then instantiated. Such a response consists of an identifier
for a registry and a list of identifiers of matching objects (i.e. nodes). When requesting
a complete flow graph using a graph description, the client registry requests the first
possible response and the first possible object thereof for each node.

A client registry is always connected to a locally running server registry (class
ServerRegistry accessible via interfaceIServerRegistry). Additional re-
mote server registries can be added by specifying their addresses. Our current imple-
mentation uses a well-known port for this initial connection setup.

The server registry internally holds a number of specialized registries organized in
a hierarchical structure. These registries are all accessed via the interfaceIRegistry.
While the Registry1394 administrates FireWire devices connected to the sys-
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used to request a complete flow graph. For each node to be created, only a subset of
the corresponding complete node description is specified. In this example, the source
node is requested from the local host (Host 1); decoder and sink node are requested
from a remote host (Host 2).

tem [Rep01], theLocalRegistry provides information about all other available
plug-ins that are not managed by specialized registries. For integrating other technolo-
gies that require specific handling, further specialized registries need to be provided.
The interfaces offered by these registry classes are similar to the interface of the client
registry. However, as a client registry is meant to reside within the address space of an
application, no IDL interfaces are used in this case.

9.3.4 Processing of Queries

When the application queries its client registry using a node description, the request is
forwarded to the corresponding server registry. More precisely, the location of a node
description determines which server registry is to be queried. Per default, the location
is set to the local host. If another location is given, the client registries will contact
the corresponding remote server registry. If the remote server registry was not already
added before by callingaddRegistry, this will be done on demand.

Figure 9.3 shows how a graph description of a distributed flowgraph is used to
request a complete flow graph. The source node is queried fromthe server registry
running on the local host; the decoder and sink node from a server registry of a remote
host. Also notice that only subsets of complete node descriptions are given.

A server registry processes a request by forwarding it to allinternal registries. Each
of these registries tests if the given node description is a subset of one of the descrip-
tions of nodes it administrates. Since typically less than 100 different plug-ins are
registered for a single server registry, a linear search provides sufficient performance.
For each successful test, the response object for this request is extended.

A further option is to disable the evaluation of the locationof node descriptions.
This can be done by callingdisableLocation of classObjectDescription.
If the location was disabled, the client registry will forward a request to all known
server registries. This allows for searching nodes within the currently known part
of the network. While this strategy only offers basic support for such queries, more
advanced search algorithms suitable for such peer-to-peerapproaches can be included.
Section 9.6 will discuss future work in this area.
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9.3.5 Reservation and Instantiation

The reservation and instantiation of nodes is strictly separated. This allows to instan-
tiate nodes that were requested from the local server registry within the address space
of the application – and not within the address space of the server registry. Therefore,
the most efficient transport strategies can be used for out-of-band interaction with all
locally running parts of a flow graph (compare Chapter 6).

In addition, this separation also allows to take the properties of specialized sub-
registries into account. While the reservation of nodes is done within specialized
sub-registries, the instantiation of nodes is performed bynode factories. Again, for
supporting different technologies, corresponding factories can be provided. A call
of requestNode is handled as follows. First, the registry tests if the response ob-
ject refers to the registry itself or another registry. In the latter case, the request is
tried to be forwarded to the specified registry. The specific registry reserves the node,
and creates afactory ticket that allows to create a single instance of the node.
This ticket also stores an identifier for a node and the configuration events needed for
properly setting up the particular instance of the plug-in.For locally instantiating a
node from a factory ticket, the corresponding plug-in library is then loaded within the
address space of the application. In this step, the identifiers generated for nodes are
not regenerated but taken from the information provided by the ticket. This is needed
to maintain a global state for all clients of the server registry. In cases where a node is
to be instantiated on a remote host, only the needed plug-in library is loaded dynam-
ically by the corresponding server registry. Finally, the requested node is created and
configured, and access to its basic interfaceINode is provided.

In order to provide a simple mechanism for handling failures, instantiated and re-
served nodes are onlyleased. Applications need to extend such a lease from time to
time. This allows a registry to automatically free resources in cases where an applica-
tion failed to release requested entities.

9.4 Results and Applications

The registry service of NMM is used within all applications described in Part IV of this
thesis. The registry server of NMM is realized as separate application calledserver-
registry [Rep03a, Rep04]. This applications needs to be running in order to establish
the client/server infrastructure. Furthermore, this application acts as participating actor
within the peer-to-peer network of systems running NMM. A well-known port is used
to enable the initial access to remote systems. However, in order to ease application
development and testing, the server registry does not need to be started necessarily. In
these cases, a server registry is automatically created within the address space of the
application; no central administration is available then.

The registry service needs to be set up once (’./serverregistry -s’). In this step,
all node descriptions of available nodes of plug-in libraries are determined and corre-
sponding information is written to a file specific for the hostand the version of NMM.
If this step is not done manually, it will be performed automatically whenever an ap-
plication is started for the first time after the installation of the NMM system.
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9.4.1 Programming Model

For application developers to access the registry service,following lines of source code
need to be included [Loh04a]:

NMMApplication* app =
ProxyApplication::getApplication(argc, argv);

ClientRegistry& registry = app->getRegistry();

The first line creates the central application object for theapplication. This step will
first try to contact the server registry of the system. If thisfails, a local instance is
created instead. The second line requests the client registry.

The following shows a typical example for requesting a single node specified via
its name from the registry service.

NodeDescription source_nd("GenericReadNode");

registry.initTransaction();

list<Response> source_response = registry.initRequest(
source_nd);

if(source_response.empty()) {
throw Exception("Requested node is not available");

}
INode* source =

registry.requestNode(source_response.front());

registry.releaseTransaction();

Notice that since the location was not set for the node description, an instance of the
plug-in will be created within the address space of the application.

A more complex node description is shown below. In this example, a converter
node is specified to be instantiated on a remote host. Furthermore, it is required that
the node allows to convert MPEG audio to uncompressed audio.Other often used
options include to add a number of supported interfaces to a node description.

NodeDescription decoder_nd;
decoder_nd.setLocation("host1");
decoder_nd.setNodeType(INode::CONVERTER);

Format decoder_in_format("audio/mpeg");
decoder_nd.addInputFormat(decoder_in_format);

Format decoder_out_format("audio/raw");
decoder_nd.addOutputFormat(decoder_out_format);

A last example shows how to use a graph description to requesta simple flow graph
consisting of three nodes: A source node for reading data from a file, a converter
for decoding MPEG audio, and a sink node for outputting uncompressed audio. In a
further step, the flow graph is realized, i.e. all specified edges are connected and all
nodes are activated. Finally, the flow graph is started.

NodeDescription source_nd("GenericReadNode");
NodeDescription decoder_nd("MPEGAudioDecodeNode");
NodeDescription sink_nd("PlaybackNode");
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Setup Setup Time
Local Remote Network Local Request Realization Sum

System System Optimization

PC1 PC2 LAN disabled 0.885 3.695 4.580
PC1 PC2 LAN enabled 0.675 2.492 3.167

Laptop PC2 LAN disabled 1.536 9.064 10.600
Laptop PC2 LAN enabled 1.348 5.150 6.498
Laptop PC2 WLAN disabled 2.068 13.547 15.615
Laptop PC2 WLAN enabled 1.590 10.065 11.655

Table 9.1: Measured runtimes in seconds for requesting and realizing a distributed flow
graph consisting of 50 processing elements with the local optimization being disabled
or enabled. A detailed description of the used systems PC1, PC2, and laptop can be
found in Appendix A.

decoder_nd.setLocation("host1");
sink_nd.setLocation("host1");

graph.addEdges(&source_nd,
&decoder_nd,
&sink_nd);

registry.requestGraph(graph);
graph.realizeGraph();
graph.startGraph();

9.4.2 Performance

As presented above, the registry service of NMM provides an optimization that allows
to automatically allocate locally running NMM nodes withinthe address space of ap-
plications instead of the address space of the corresponding registry running on the
local host. Only the reservation of nodes is performed within the registry service.

For evaluating the benefits of this optimization and the performance of the registry
service in general, a distributed flow graph with 50 processing elements is created
using a graph description; starting from a source, 48 elements are added in a row,
before a sink node is added. The source and every other element is chosen to run on
the local host, all other elements are specified to run on a remote hosts. This means
that for every connection between two elements a network binding is created during
the realization of the flow graph. In order to avoid delays dueto data analysis needed
during this step, processing elements are used that simply generate or forward buffers.

Table 9.1 summarizes the measured times needed for requesting and connecting
processing elements either with or without employing the local optimization. The two
systems PC1 and PC2 are connected using LAN, the laptop is either connected using
LAN or WLAN; more details on the used systems can be found in Appendix A. While
the general performance of the registry service is sufficient for setting up even large
flow graphs, the local optimization allows to further reducethe needed setup time. In
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addition, the results demonstrate the influence of the available processing power and
the used networking technology. Further results showing the setup times for smaller
“typical” flow graphs are provided within the following chapters.

9.5 Quality of Service Management

As the handling of multimedia potentially requires high networking bandwidth and
extensive processing power, a multimedia middleware needsto consider the resources
that are required for a particular task and the resources that are available within the
overall infrastructure. This is especially demanding for distributed multimedia due to
the fact that the information about resource requirements are dependent on the partic-
ular task running on particularly chosen systems. Furthermore, the overall resource
availability is also distributed and undergoes a constant change.

The underlying infrastructure as focussed on in this thesisdoes not provide strict
quality of service (QoS) guarantees (compare Section 2.2.6). As discussed in Sec-
tion 2.3 techniques like buffering, prefetching, traffic shaping, or forward error cor-
rection can be used to provide a better degree of predictableQoS. Consequently, such
mechanisms are already integrated into the NMM architecture or can be integrated
easily: Buffering and prefetching is automatically provided by the runtime behavior
of NMM flow graphs. Traffic shaping and forward error correction schemes can be
integrated by providing specific transport or serialization strategies, respectively (see
Section 6.1 and Section 6.5).

The possibilities of NMM together with the registry serviceprovide all facilities
for setting up distributed flow graphs. This allows to accessremote devices and to
distribute workload within the network. However, these possibilities add another level
of complexity. While in the best case, a distributed flow graph allows to realize a
certain task more efficiently, e.g. in terms of overall delays or processing time, an ap-
plication can easily create a malformed distributed flow graph. In the worst case, an
application might choose to instantiate NMM nodes for performing compute intensive
tasks on hosts that do not provide sufficient resources for real-time processing. Fur-
thermore, network data transfer between NMM nodes might be chosen to take place
at the “wrong” edges, e.g. for uncompressed instead of compressed streams or using
slow network connections.

Therefore, even without strict QoS provision of the underlying infrastructure, QoS
management is needed. Together, we aim at following benefits[LXN02].

� Support for instantiation of efficient distributed flow graphs. This allows to dis-
tribute NMM nodes in a more “optimal” way according to application needs and
prevents from setting up flow graphs that violate inherent constraints in terms of
resource requirements like overall networking bandwidth or computational re-
sources.

� Support for guided adaptation. While end-to-end QoS cannotbe guaranteed, we
focus on providing support for adaptation. Knowledge aboutresource require-
ments significantly help to guide this process.

� Support for developing adaptation schemes. Finally, the understanding of de-
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pendencies between different resource requirements will help to improve possi-
ble adaptation schemes.

Notice that adaptation is especially important since NMM flow graphs potentially com-
pete for resources with other external applications running on the operating system
platform. These other processes cannot be controlled by theNMM architecture.

Since the support for QoS management within NMM is still under development, it
is not discussed in detail in the scope of this thesis. Instead, the taken approach will be
described briefly in the following [Bec03], mainly because the advanced middleware
services to be presented in the next chapters can benefit fromsuch facilities.

The QoS management service of NMM provides QoS monitoring and probing,
QoS specification using multimedia formats, facilities fordetermining the QoS re-
quirements of previously untested configurations, and admission control and resource
reservation within the middleware layer (compare Section 2.2.6).

During the runtime of a distributed flow graph, QoS monitoring can be enabled. In
particular, the consumed computational resources and the ingoing and outgoing data
rates can be measured for each node, either as average or as maximum values. Since
resources are shared between different tasks, measurements are performed using an
unloaded overall system in order to obtain precise and meaningful values. For each
node, these measurements are then stored together with its complete configuration.
Such a configuration consists of the chosen input and output formats and the computa-
tion configuration (compare Section 7.4). In addition, the host the node is running on
and the type of application is saved, i.e. either real-time or off-line mode as explained
in Section 2.1.3.

In order to determine the resource requirements for a certain node using a particular
configuration, previously obtained and stored QoS measurements can be accessed. If
the given configuration is not available within the set of measurements,similar probes
are searched and the resource requirements are estimated. In the simplest case, three
probes – the query and two stored probes – are similar, if theyonly differ in a single
parameter value given as a number, e.g. the framerate of a video format; the given
names hosts and the types of application have to be identical. Then, the estimated
resource requirements can be computed by linear interpolation. For parameter values
given as strings, this option is not available. Also, if no such two similar probes can be
found, more advanced search and interpolation techniques must be applied.

Upon instantiating a node, the required resources can be reserved. Since the un-
derlying infrastructure does not provide strict QoS reservation, this step only updates
information stored within the middleware layer. In particular, the currently measured
available CPU resources are decreased by the CPU resources required for the node.
Networking bandwidth between two hosts is periodically measured with tools, such
asiperf [NLA], and updated accordingly. Notice that the reservation of network
bandwidth is highly inaccurate since bandwidth is only reserved between two end-
points of the network, e.g. the two participating hosts; allintermediate network ele-
ments and all other endpoints are not taken into account. However, as discussed be-
fore, strict QoS reservation is not available for the infrastructures we are investigating
(compare Section 2.2.6). Still, such coarse grained mechanisms still allow to further
guide the setup of distributed flow graphs.
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9.6 Conclusions and Future Work

In this chapter, the registry service of NMM was presented. This service employs
a hybrid approach. Since several applications concurrently request resources from
a single system, all locally available plug-ins are administrated by a server registry.
For handling features specific for a particular available device technology, specialized
sub-registries are available within a single server registry. Client registries allow appli-
cations to interact with the server registry running on the same system. For accessing
distributed resources, a peer-to-peer approach is used that allows each client registry
to dynamically forward request to server registries running on remote systems. To-
gether, this architecture allows to take the dynamics of typical application scenarios
into account and provides a test bed for employing advanced search strategies within
organizations of loosely coupled systems.

Furthermore, we showed that the NMM messaging system greatly simplifies the
registration process of plug-ins. Also, the developed registry service allows to remove
the constant overhead of a complete middleware stack for alllocally running parts of
a flow graph by separating the reservation and instantiationof plug-in nodes. Finally,
several examples that demonstrate the programming model provided by the NMM reg-
istry showed its applicability and performance. In addition, ongoing work extending
the registry service towards better quality of service management was discussed in
order to explain the benefits that such facilities provide for the advanced middleware
services that are to be presented in the following chapters.

For future work, we would like to further integrate and combine the concept of
composite nodes described in Section 7.5.2 and the concept of graph descriptions de-
scribed in this chapter. For example, a graph description can be used to create a com-
posite node with certain features. Additionally, the integration of further device tech-
nologies seems to be worthwhile – especially under the premise of identifying possible
needed extensions of our current architecture and implementation. Finally, the realiza-
tion of advanced peer-to-peer search strategies provides afurther direction for future
work. Especially strategies that take the current context,such as the locations of users
and devices, into account seem to be interesting [FDC01, Mat03]. Such approaches
would allow to restrict the search for a plug-in that performs media input or output to
the current location of the user. Such a facility would be a suitable extension for the
service presented in Chapter 12 that allows to seamlessly hand over media processing
and rendering between different systems.
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Chapter 10

Automatic Creation of Flow
Graphs and Format Negotiation

The multimedia middleware as presented so far already provides many facilities for
efficiently developing applications that employ distributed flow graphs for realizing
multimedia processing. However, the difficulties of setting up a distributed flow graph
increase with the complexity of the task to be performed. In particular, many low-level
details need to be handled, such as the choice of matching data formats, the inclusion
of needed converters to adapt or decode media streams, or howcertain devices are to
be configured to provide an appealing user experience.

In this chapter, we present different approaches of how middleware services can
provide support in setting up distributed flow graphs. In particular, the challenges for
such services will be analyzed. Then, related work will be reviewed. This is followed
by the description of an algorithm for automatically setting up a flow graph for playing
back media received from a single source [RL04]. This first algorithm is then extended
in different ways. A more general approach is presented nextthat tries to maximize
the overall “quality” of the formats used within the flow graph [LSW01, Wam01].
Finally, conclusions are drawn, the limitations of both these approaches are discussed,
and ongoing and future work in this area is presented.

10.1 Introduction

The creation and configuration of flow graphs includes different steps. First, the gen-
eral structure of the graph that fulfills the imposed task needs be determined. While this
structure is often specific for a particular task, differentgeneric instances can be de-
termined. For example, for rendering audio/visual media provided by a single source,
data typically needs to be decoded first. In addition, demultiplexing of audio and video
might be needed. This brings up the second step during the creation of flow graphs,
namely the choice of “matching” processing elements. In this context, matching refers
to the fact that a processing elements fulfills a certain sub-task, e.g. by transforming
data streams from one format to another. However, in general, there might be several
elements that provide the same functionality by offering similar combinations of input
and output formats. Furthermore, a certain sub-task withina flow graph can typically
be realized by using different combinations of plug-in components. Then, different el-
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ements require specific amounts of processing or networkingresources to fulfill a task
or they provide a different “quality” of operation, e.g. by using different algorithms or
formats. Therefore, a third step for creating flow graphs is the configuration of mul-
timedia data formats. More precisely, for connecting two elements, the connection
format has to be fully specified (compare Section 7.4).

From this description, one can conclude that the complexityof the creation of
flow graphs grows with the complexity of the task to be performed. Together, many
low-level details are involved, e.g. the choice of matchingprocessing elements and
connection formats. This becomes increasingly complex in distributed environments,
where new devices and formats can become available at any time and must be taken
into account when deciding how to set up a flow graph of distributed multimedia com-
ponents. New formats from components at the edges of a flow graph, such as data
sources (e.g. cameras) and sinks (e.g. displays), can oftenbe handled by including
suitable elements for converting formats to other formats already supported. New
processing elements that will be used as internal nodes in a flow graph are more chal-
lenging as they can have more impact on the optimal data processing. For instance,
optimally using a newly added hardware device that allows for efficiently converting
formats might require rerouting of data across the network to the element instead of
using local software transcoding.

Due to this complexity, multimedia middleware should provide services for setting
up complex flow graphs. At best, this would allow for an application (or an user of
the system) to only specify what task should be performed, e.g. playback of media,
using a particular source of data. Ideally, an application could optionally add further
constraints. For the example of media playback, this could be done by specifying a
set of particular devices that should be employed for fulfilling the task, e.g. a display
and audio system for rendering media. A more advanced approach could even allow to
only specify the current location of the user of the system – or, to determine this loca-
tion automatically. The middleware service would then automatically request nearby
devices for media output; all internal nodes of the flow graphcould be instantiated on
different systems.

10.2 Challenges and Requirements

The problem ofautomatic application setupfor distributed flow graphs can be defined
as follows [LSW01]:Given a high-level description of an intended task plus additional
constraints, try to find a valid and fully configured distributed flow graph that meets
the given constraints and provides the highest possible “quality”. If more than one
solution is found, prefer a cost optimal solution.

To this end, automatic application setup is an optimizationproblem. While the
provision of a service for true automatic application setupis certainly a desirable goal,
several challenges have to be considered when deciding how to realize such a solution.

10.2.1 Task specification

Appropriate means for specifying a task need to be provided.In particular, such a
specification needs to provide a high level of abstraction. We propose the concept of
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Figure 10.1: A user graph provides an abstract representation of an intended task. For
different tasks, generic user graphs can be defined that can be identified by a name.
These graphs only represent the general structure and are independent of converters,
demultiplexers, multiplexers, or connecting formats. However, additional constraints,
such as locations or desired formats, can be specified for each task.

a user graph, which defines an abstract flow graph where only the key components,
their connections, and additional constraints are defined.More precisely, components
are specified as node descriptions (see Section 9.3.1); constraints are given by the
properties of the node descriptions and the formats for connecting them.

While graph descriptions as introduced in Section 9.3.1 areused to request dis-
tributed flow graphs by defining a precise structure, a user graph is independent of
a possible physical realization. In particular, a user graph is incomplete in several
ways: Node descriptions only have to define the key features.Connecting edges can
be chosen independently of possible connections between nodes in terms of matching
formats. To this end, the structure of the graph itself does not need to include con-
verters – to some extent, also demultiplexers and multiplexers can be left out. Only
sources, filters, and sinks need to be specified because thesecomponents represent the
intended functionality. As described in Section 7.2.1, filter plug-ins do not change the
format of the data stream. They provide a certain additionalfunctionality. Therefore,
such plug-ins always have to be specified to be included.

A user graph can be obtained in several ways. First of all, theapplication – or even
a user – can manually create such a graph. A further possibility is the provision of
generic instances. This would allow to access specific predefined user graphs that are
described by a textual description. For example, the task “media playback” could be
represented by a user graph as shown in Figure 10.1(a), whichonly requires a URL to
be given, e.g. a file. Optionally, the location of devices formedia output can be defined,
which are then mapped to the sink nodes within the user graph.Likewise, user graphs
for tasks like capturing live media (“a/v capturing”) or transcoding of files (“transcod-
ing”) could be predefined and stored within a repository. In this context, “transcoding”
is the conversion of the format of media; an operation typically performed to change
single format parameters, such as the resolution of a video stream, or for reencoding
compressed media with a different codec. For capturing, only two input devices for
audio and video have to be specified by the application or user. Optionally, formats
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can be provided (see Figure 10.1(b)). For transcoding, an input file and an output file
has to be given; desired formats for the output file can be attached to the connecting
edge between source and sink (see Figure 10.1(c)). Notice that in general, a single user
graph might result in the instantiation of different flow graphs. However, a provided
user graph should allow for the non-ambiguous creation of the resulting flow graph.

10.2.2 Valid and Fully Configured Flow Graphs

A valid distributed flow graph as stated in the above definition of automatic application
setup includes following points. First, its processing elements have to be available
on the chosen hosts. However, especially when creating distributed flow graphs, one
cannot assume the availability of a certain plug-in on all participating hosts. Secondly,
all connections as defined by the structure of the graph have to be matching, i.e. a
connection format has to exist for each edge. Thirdly, the quality of service (QoS)
requirements for all processing elements have to be in accordance with the resource
availability as given by the QoS service described in Section 9.5.

For afully configuredflow graph, all connection formats have also to be determined
precisely. This is especially demanding for cases where ranges and wildcards still exist
after a flow graph was found to be valid. Then, values for theseparameters have to be
determined and propagated within the graph.

To this end, determining a valid and fully configured flow graph can be regarded
as a search for paths that connect the elements given by a particular user graph. The
constraints expressed within this user graph and the QoS requirements of processing
elements further restrict the search space.

10.2.3 Quality Model for Flow Graphs

From the problem statement provided above, the notion of “quality” needs to be further
defined. While the quality of a single format – and therefore also the quality of a
connection format of two nodes – is defined according to the weighting function as
described in Section 7.4.3, this approach needs to be extended to flow graphs. We
propose to define thequality of a flow graphas the minimum quality of the connection
formats of all its edges [LSW01]. The intuition behind this definition comes from the
fact that the minimum quality along a path of connected processing elements reflects
the total quality of the path: Quality can easily be decreased but never be improved.
Correspondingly, the minimum quality of all paths within a flow graph represents its
total quality.

Figure 10.2 depicts this idea for audio sampling rates; similar observations can be
made for other formats or parameters thereof. In this example, two possible paths exist
for connecting a source to a sink. Assuming that the value of the sampling rate mainly
determines the quality of connection formats, the quality values of all connections can
be derived from the sampling rate. The path shown in (a) only needs two additional
processing elements; the path shown in (b) needs three. Therefore, the path shown
in (a) might be more efficient and could provide lower latency. However, although
both paths end with a quality of 1.0, the path in (b) provides better total quality, since
its quality bottleneckoffers a value of 0.5 compared to 0.25 at the bottleneck of the
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Figure 10.2: The quality of a flow graph is defined as the minimum quality of the
connection formats of all its edges. As an example, two possible flow graphs for
connecting a source to a sink are shown in (a) and (b). Intuitively, quality can be
decreased (e.g. by downsampling the audio stream), but never be improved by (e.g. by
upsampling). Therefore, the flow graph in (b) provides better quality since its quality
bottleneck offers a quality of 0.5 (for 22 kHz) compared to 0.25 (for 11 kHz) in (a).

path in (a). Intuitively, this means that a downsampled audio stream can never reach
its original quality again.

10.2.4 Quality versus Costs

For the scope of this thesis, costs are mainly computationalresources and network
bandwidth (compare Section 9.5). Obviously, there is a trade-off between quality and
costs. This trade-off has not only to be considered in cases where additional processing
elements can be used to reach a higher quality, but also when ahigher valued format
is used for a single processing element. This is due to the fact that a better quality
typically implies higher values of parameters, which implies higher resource utilization
in terms of processing power and networking bandwidth (compare Section 7.4.3).

Notice that the definition of the quality of a flow graph prevents us from using pro-
cessing elements that try to artificially increase the quality. For example, the quality of
a flow graph is never increased by including converters that upsample multimedia data.
Contrariwise, when only optimizing for costs, processing elements that decrease the
quality – and correspondingly decrease costs – would alwaysbe included. Therefore,
we argue that approaches for automatic application setup should be quality-driven and
regard costs only as additional constraint, e.g. when comparing two possible solutions
that provide equal quality or to check whether a solution gives a valid flow graph as
defined above.

Furthermore, there might also be a trade-off between quality and latency within
the flow graph. If latency values are also known, they should be used as additional
constraints and not as optimization criterion. This is in correspondence with users’
expectations for a multimedia system. For example, if a flow graph provides a total
latency that is suitable for interactive applications, users will typically prefer a better
quality over a lower latency.
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Figure 10.3: Automatic application setup as global problem. Due to the restrictions in
terms of supported input and output formats, each chosen node or connection format
within a flow graph potentially has influence on all other nodes and formats.

10.2.5 Global Approach versus Distributed Dynamic State

Automatic application setup is a global problem. Due to the number of inputs and
outputs and the specific combination of possible input and output formats, each node
within a flow graph influences all other nodes that are to be included. Furthermore,
each chosen connection format potentially has influence on all other formats within a
flow graph. Figure 10.3 shows these aspects. The chosen source restricts the set of
nodes that are possible to be connected in downstream direction; the chosen output
format – and all parameter values thereof – recursively restricts the possible formats
for all following connections. Similar observations can bemade for any other node
or format within the flow graph – in upstream or downstream direction. In addition,
for multiplexer and demultiplexer plug-ins, each chosen format for an input or output
typically limits the possibilities for all other incoming or outgoing formats.

From the above description, it can be concluded that automatic application setup
is a discrete optimization problem, which can be expressed as linear programming
problem. In general, linear programming is the problem of minimizing a linear cost
function subject to a number of linear equality and inequality constraints [BT97]. The
minimization of a cost function can also be expressed as the minimization of the value
that the minimum quality within a flow graph is smaller than the maximum possi-
ble value, i.e. the value of 1.0. Since the choice for a particular configuration of a
flow graph includes decision variables, automatic application setup (AAS) is a mixed
zero-one integer programming problem. Since AAS needs to take the computation re-
sources into account, it is intuitively clear that AAS is at least as “hard” as the knapsack
problem [Sch95].

However, a proof for this statement is not given within the scope of this thesis,
since the consideration of AAS as a global problem is not feasible due to the distri-
buted and dynamic state of the overall system. In particular, the constraints for AAS
would need to include all possible configurations of nodes ofall possibly involved
distributed hosts. Again, one cannot assume the availability of a certain plug-in on
all hosts. Contrariwise, the same plug-in might require varying amounts of resources
when instantiated on different hosts. Since NMM chooses a peer-to-peer approach
whenever possible to take the heterogeneity and the loose coupling of system compo-
nents into account, acquiring such a global view would require to query all involved
distributed hosts – a process which might be too time consuming. Furthermore, since
the state of the individual hosts of the overall system dynamically changes, this would
require to “lock” the whole system during the setup of a single application.

Another property of processing elements further forbids toconsider automatic ap-
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plication setup as global problem: Some elements need to process multimedia data
in order to determine their supported output formats. Correspondingly, resource re-
quirements also depend on this step. However, for providingmultimedia data for a
processing element, all preceding upstream elements already have to be setup and
connected properly. Therefore, the creation of flow graphs should be regarded as an
iterative search process. While some parts of the graph can be negotiated without
streaming data between elements, other parts need access todata. Unfortunately, the
partial setup of flow graphs required for providing data alsocomplicates the applica-
tion of backtracking during the search for a valid flow graph.

10.2.6 Setup Time versus User Satisfaction

From the above description one can conclude that due to the complexity of the prob-
lem, the optimized setup of a single application can be very time consuming. However,
the response time (or setup delay) is another important characteristics of a system,
which is especially noticed by human users. Therefore, it isoften more desirable to
provide a feasible solution, which might only be an approximation of the optimal so-
lution, within a predefined amount of time.

To this end, it would be worthwhile to realize automatic application setup asany-
time algorithm. For this class of algorithms, the output quality improves gradually
over time [DB88]. A first feasible solutions is already available instantly (or after a
short period of time); whenever the algorithm is interrupted later on, a solution is pro-
vided that provides at least the same output quality. Often,such approaches are con-
trolled by a meta-level decision procedure, which decides when the algorithm should
be stopped [RN95].

10.2.7 Discussion

From the above discussion it becomes clear that approaches for automatic application
setup that try to achieve a global optimum are not applicable. This is mainly due to
the complexity of the problem but also because of the distributed state of the overall
system and the dynamic characteristics of processing elements. Therefore, we argue
that best-first greedy algorithms should be applied that iteratively combine solutions
of sub-problems found by the application of suitable heuristics; only some parts of the
problem should be solved by following a global optimizationcriterion.

10.3 Related Work

Different protocols and algorithms have been developed forautomatically setting up
distributed multimedia applications. In [XN02], a solution for finding optimal paths in
media service networks is described. A modified Dijkstra algorithm is used in order
to find the “best” path with respect to a generic evaluation function, which expresses
the “risk” in respect to the ratio “requirements-to-availability” of resources. While
the approach includes resource monitoring for host processing capacity and network
bandwidth, it operates on predefined service paths that are restricted to serial config-
urations. Incomplete and general graph based configurations are not supported. A
further aspect that is discussed in Section 10.2 but not considered by the approach is
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the dynamic characteristics of elements along the service paths, i.e. resource require-
ments of elements are assumed to be known in advance.

In [BBE
�

00], an architecture for multimedia home entertainment based on IEEE
1394 is described. The concept of an Activity Graph is used tospecify a certain func-
tionality such as watching TV. This representation will be mapped to physical units
and network connections by a service called Graph Mapper. Inthis step, other ser-
vices are contacted in order to check for available devices.Devices are then chosen
according to criteria like location. Further details on this process are not provided.
The approach does not seem to include the ability to complement incomplete specifi-
cations. However, the abstraction of using an Activity Graph that is independent of a
physical realization proves to be useful for describing application needs and is similar
to the concept of user graphs in our system.

The conceptual framework described in [PSG00] allows to usea mobile device
as a unique communication and access interface for other devices in the surrounding.
The central component is the Smart Gateway Server, which maintains a database of all
devices together with their capabilities as well as the available services like streaming
media delivery. This information is updated with every request. Furthermore, it is the
task of the server to select the most appropriate device and to perform media adaption
if no suitable device was found. This step is basically performed by a lookup in a
database and is therefore also restricted to static configurations.

The Automatic Path Creation (APC) service described in [MK00] follows an ap-
proach similar to ours. Starting from a logical path with a single source and sink, a
search algorithm tries to determine a sequence of additional operators (such as con-
verters) that allow to connect source and sink [MSK01]. The search uses a shortest
path algorithm that is guided by a single criterion, e.g. quality. As a result, a non-
exhaustive list of possible operator sequences is returned. This list is sorted according
to the used optimization criterion. In a second step, such a sequence of operators is
physically created within a distributed system. The operator placement strategy uses
greedy heuristics such as preferring to instantiate many operators on a single unloaded
host. During runtime, the system allows to perform adaptation. To this end, the system
can force to setup another physical path or to consider another sequence of operators.

While especially the iterative process of path creation seems to be promising, the
search algorithms for logical paths is restricted to a single source and sink. Further-
more, the implementation of the approach seems to restrict all operators along a path
to have only a single input and output [Mao]. A possible matching between two opera-
tors is only performed according to their specific input and output type; more complex
properties such as multimedia data formats seem not to be supported. Also, the search
for possible operator sequences and the mapping to physicalconfigurations seems to
be independent. However, we argue that one cannot assume allpossible operators to
be available on all hosts. Finally, the output properties ofoperators are not considered
to be dynamic but also assumed to be predefined; therefore, the approach does not
require to route data to operators during the search.

Some of the locally running multimedia architectures described in Section 2.5 pro-
vide possibilities to create a fully configured and valid flowgraph from an incomplete
description. DirectShow provides a central abstraction for interacting with a flow graph
called filter graph manager [Pes03]. For using such a manager, a flow graph can be
created manually or an URL can be specified. In this latter case, a flow graph for
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playing back a particular media source is set up automatically using a method called
Intelligent Connect [Micb]. First, a source filter is chosenaccording to the given URL.
This is done by checking the protocol, the file extension, or aset of specific bytes in
the stream. Then, all output pins of the source filter are being connected. In this step,
the algorithm first tries to connect to input pins that are already present in the graph,
then, if this fails, a new filter is requested from the registry. This assures that filters
that are already present in the graph are preferred and new filters are only created if
really needed. For choosing a particular filter, all filters are sorted according to their
specificmerit value. Filters with a merit value of MERITDO NOT USE or smaller –
or filters that belong to a category with such a merit value – are not considered.

The depth of this search algorithm is limited to five [Ger]; backtracking is used to
follow other possible solutions. If no solution could be found at all, the solution that
renders the highest proportion of output pins with the fewest filters is returned.

Additionally, DirectShow provides specialized graph building tools for tasks like
DVD playback, or capturing of audio or video. A concept similar to the user graph de-
scribed in Section 10.2.1 is not provided. Furthermore, fora lot of filters and filter cat-
egories, DirectShow has specified merit values smaller thanMERIT DO NOT USE,
which will not allow to use these filters for Intelligent Connect [Mica]. Also, the merit
value only depends on the filter in general and not different input or output formats
provided by a filter. Finally, the solution found by the algorithm has no total value as
there is no optimization criterion that guides the search.

The Java Media Framework also offers a format negotiation, e.g. when creat-
ing a Player from a Data Source (see Section 2.5). Unfortunately, there is no de-
tailed description on this procedure available. However, from personal correspon-
dence via email and the source code of the JMF that is releasedunder Sun’s SCSL
program [Sunc], one can conclude that a mechanism similar toIntelligent Connect is
used. Several optimizations are used, e.g. branches in the search tree that represent
combinations that were already found in previous iterations are cut. Again, the search
depth is limited to four.

For GStreamer, even less documentation exists: the only documentation is the
source code and the mailing-list [GSt]. From these sources,one can conclude that a
simple search algorithm is used. Furthermore, no optimization is performed and the
approach seems to be restricted to certain configuration, e.g. splitting and merging
operations are not supported.

Together, the approaches of DirectShow, JMF, and GStreamerare inherently re-
stricted to create locally operating flow graphs. Therefore, the problem of distribu-
ted state is not present. Concepts similar to user graphs arenot provided. Instead,
all graph building is restricted to certain cases of flow graphs. As mentioned above,
QoS requirements are not included into the used algorithms.Furthermore, the prob-
lem of dynamically specified properties of processing elements seems also not to be
considered. However, despite the fact that only a subset of the problem of automatic
application setup as discussed in Section 10.2 is approached, no global optimization
for criteria like quality is performed.
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10.4 Building Flow Graphs

Within the scope of this chapter, a graph building algorithmwill be presented. Since
this algorithm is very restricted in its generic form in the sense that only a subset of
the challenges for automatic application setup are considered, following sections will
extend the approach to allow for including further features.

10.4.1 Defining Sources and Sinks

For defining resources to be used as source or sink of data within a flow graph, so
calledgraph URLs (Uniform Resource Locators)are provided [RL04]. A graph URL
is then used to request a matching source respectively sink plug-in that can handle a
particular kind of resource. Such a plug-in is then used as source or sink within the
graph building process, respectively. The specification ofgraph URLs is similar to
URLs as known from the World Wide Web, i.e. a graph URL consists of a protocol,
a host, a path for this host, and protocol specific parts such as additional parameters
as key-value pairs. Unlike URLs commonly known, graph URLs are also used to
specify contents to be accessed from audio CDs or video DVDs.For example, the
graph URL “audiocd:///dev/cdrom?track=4” specifies tracknumber four of an audio
CD that is accessible via the device “/dev/cdrom” of the local host. The graph URL
“dvd://host1/dev/cdrom?title=1&chapter=4&angle=1” allows access to the specified
title, chapter, and angle of a DVD that is inserted into the DVD drive of the given host
“host1”. Further graph URLs are used to access files or hardware devices like different
TV boards or cameras.

To request a node that corresponds to a graph URL an iterativeprocess is used that
adds as much detail as possible to an empty node description.In order to allow for
an easy extension with additional protocols, this process is performed bygraph URL
objectsthat are specific for a particular protocol. Such an URL object then handles
the different steps of the determination of a precise node description by implementing
several methods according to the design pattern Template Method [GHJV94]. The
following describes the case for graph URLs for source nodes; graph URLs for sink
nodes are treated similarly.

� The node name of the node description is tried to be set. Therefore, the proto-
col of the graph URL is examined first; then, the file extensionof the specified
resource is considered (if available). If a node name is specified, the node de-
scription can be used to query a node. This is due to the fact that node names
are unique.

� If the previous step does provide a node name, an output format that needs to be
supported is determined. Again, first the protocol is considered, then a possibly
available file extension. If still no format can be identified, the content of the
resource specified by the graph URL is examined to match certain patterns.

� A number of NMM interfaces that need to be supported by a matching plug-in
node can be added to the node description. Again, the provision of interface
identifiers greatly helps to specify the set of applicable plug-ins. For example, a
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source node for reading DVDs typically implements interfaces specific for this
functionality.

10.4.2 Building Flow Graphs for Media Playback

Using the graph URLs described in the preceding section and the interaction mecha-
nisms for formats discussed in Section 7.4, a first algorithmfor building flow graphs
for media playback can be derived. Figure 10.4(a) shows the user graph for generic
media playback that can be handled by the algorithm. In contrast to Figure 10.1(a), no
location for the audio or video sink can be specified but additional jack tags for audio
and video (see below).

The algorithm works as follows. First, the complete node descriptions of possible
sink nodes for rendering audio or video are queried from the registry by using the node
descriptions as given by the user graph. Notice that the nodedescriptions specified
by the user graph may only be subsets of complete specifications. However, complete
specifications are needed to access all supported formats ofsink nodes during the graph
building algorithm.

Then, a node description for the source node is generated from the given graph
URL as described above. Notice that arbitrary URLs can be specified, e.g. for files
but also for accessing audio CDs, video DVDs, or hardware devices like TV boards
or cameras. Since the response of the registry for this node description might include
several possible nodes, a node that supports the exact and complete output format
as specified by the node description is preferred over a node that only includes the
given format. Otherwise, a node that allows to handle all kinds of formats is chosen,
i.e. a node that supports the special format called wildcardformat given by a type
and subtype of “*/*” (compare Section 7.4.4). For example, NMM provides a node
calledGenericReadNode that allows to read all kinds of data from files. However,
for the case of playing back an MPEG file, the node calledMPEGReadNode is chosen
since its output property includes the exact format as givenby the node description (see
Figure 10.4(b)).

In the next step, the source node is configured. This step is also done by the spe-
cific graph URL object. First, all methods to be called in theCONSTRUCTED state
are called using parameters included in the URL, e.g. a trackof an audio CD. For our
example, the graph URL object for handling files sets the input file name via the inter-
faceIFileHandler. Then, the same process is performed for stateINITIALIZED
and stateOUTPUT INITIALIZED.

The main loop of the graph building algorithm is started then. Within this loop, the
algorithm first tries to match the default output format of the current upstream node
(the “left” node) with the input property of one of the sink nodes (the “right” nodes)
as given by the node descriptions queried from the registry.Notice that only the node
descriptions of possible sink nodes are used in this step; nodes are not yet instantiated.
This avoid the instantiation of sink nodes that might not be needed to complete the
construction of the flow graph. For the first iteration of the loop, the upstream node
is given by the source node. If this test is successful, the corresponding sink node is
instantiated and both nodes are connected. If no more upstream nodes are available,
the algorithm will terminate. For example, when a graph URL that refers to a audio
file in WAV format is given, the algorithm will find aWavReadNode as source that
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Figure 10.4: Demonstration of a graph building algorithm for media playback. Starting
from a user graph shown in (a), first, a matching source node isdetermined according
to the given graph URL (b). Then, additional converters or demultiplexers are inserted
in steps (c) and (d) as long as unconnected upstream nodes cannot be linked to possible
sink nodes. In (e), the formats of the decoding plug-ins match the formats of possible
sink nodes and the corresponding nodes are instantiated andconnected.
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can be directly connected to an audio sink of typePlaybackNode.
However, if no connection is possible, the algorithm will try to find a matching

downstream node. In this step, the default output format of the current upstream node
is used to create a new request in form of a node description that holds this format
as input format. First, the registry is queried for converter nodes. Out of the list of
all matching plug-ins returned, a converter that supports the exact format as given by
the default output format of the current upstream node is preferred over a converter
that only includes this format within its input properties.Since converter nodes that
support all kinds of input formats by providing a wildcard format are not reasonable,
they are not tested. According to this ranking, the best matching downstream converter
node is then connected to the current upstream node. If no such node was found, the
algorithm tries to insert a demultiplexer using the same approach. This is the case
for our example as shown in Figure 10.4(c), where the nodeMPEGDemuxNode is
connected.

The algorithm then continues the main loop by first testing all upstream nodes to
be connected to possible sink nodes. Again, if this cannot becompleted successfully,
additional converters or demultiplexers are tried to be inserted. As can be seen from
the demultiplexer in Figure 10.4(c), the algorithm furtherneeds to process several pos-
sible outputs per node. However, since an MPEG stream might contain several streams
for one output media (e.g. different audio streams in MPEG orAC3 format) and addi-
tional streams (e.g an SPU stream for subtitles), the algorithm needs further guidance.
Therefore, the user graph shown in Figure 10.4(a) also provides jack tags for connect-
ing the source to the sink nodes. These jacks tags are used to match available jack
tags. The jack tag “default” is always chosen first. However,a demultiplexer typically
exports different jack tags. By specifying jack tag “audio0”, the first audio track will
be chosen, which might be either the first MPEG audio stream named “mpegaudio0”
or the first AC3 audio stream “acaudio0”. Correspondingly, a jack tag “video0” is
given in the user graph. Notice that this mechanism only works for plug-ins that define
their jack tags according to this convention.

Figures 10.4(d) and (e) show the further steps of the algorithm. In (d), the two
decoding plug-ins are connected to the demultiplexer. In this case, the algorithm oper-
ates in a breadth-first manner, i.e. all outputs of demultiplexers are connected first. In
(e), the sink nodes are instantiated and connected because the outgoing formats of the
decoding nodes are found to be matching. Notice that for all these steps, multimedia
data needs to be streamed and examined by newly connected processing elements in
order to determine the precise output format.

If wanted, the sink nodes within the resulting flow graph can be connected to a
suitable synchronizer (see Section 7.8).

Discussion

The general approach for the algorithm described above is similar to the Intelligent
Connect procedure of DirectShow described in Section 10.3.While the algorithm
already provides support for playing back all kinds of mediafrom a single source, it
is restricted to this specific task and the corresponding user graph. Only the usage of
jack tags within a user graph allows for further influencing the resulting flow graph.
Furthermore, the algorithm lacks support for distributed flow graphs, the consideration
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Figure 10.5: The concept of parallel branched search. All possible sub-graphs are
constructed in parallel and data is streamed in order to find apath from source to sink.
Jack groups directly support the forwarding of a single stream to multiple receivers.

of resource requirements for processing elements, and the global optimization of the
resulting quality.

However, the example shown in Figure 10.4 demonstrates the difficulties for achiev-
ing these goals by showing the dynamic nature of graph building: In order to determine
the overall structure of the graph, the required internal plug-ins, and their connection
formats, the algorithm has to operate step-by-step. This isdue to the fact that precisely
defined output formats are first available after nodes where connected and some data
was analyzed – but this is the information needed to determine how to proceed.

10.4.3 Backtracking versus Parallel Branched Search

In addition to the limitations discussed above, the algorithm only chooses elements
according to local decisions. As a consequence, a decision in early stages of the graph
building process might lead to unresolvable conflicts in terms of non-matching formats
lateron. In order to extend the algorithm to be complete (i.e. to find a solution when
one exists [RN95]),backtrackingcan be performed. More precisely, the algorithm
needs to discard already established paths within a flow graph, which do not provide
a solution, and construct new paths for cases where more thanone option exists, e.g.
because more than a single node was returned when querying the registry or more than
a single output format was available.

While different strategies for performing such a complete search exist – for exam-
ple, breadth-first or depth-first approaches for traversingthe search space – the integra-
tion of backtracking requires the ability to access data again that was already streamed
within parts of the constructed flow graph. For live media, this requires to cache data
within nodes during the construction of the flow graph. This is an option similar to the
functionality provided by the analyze-phase described in Section 7.7.5.

However, as a further approach,parallel branched searchcan be used, where all
possible sub-graphs are constructed and data is streamed through all these sub-graphs
in parallel. In the end, one solution is chosen, and all othersolutions are discarded.
Figure 10.5 illustrates this concept. This idea is directlysupported by the concept
of jack groups described in Section 7.3.2. While the parallel instantiation of sub-
graphs certainly requires additional resources, the approach is especially interesting
for the construction of distributed flow graphs, because it also allows to forward data
to identical sub-graph located on different hosts. Then, the further graph building
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process can be performed on several hosts in parallel and a final solution can be picked
according to QoS measurements.

For both approaches – backtracking and parallel branched search – the correspond-
ing algorithms need to be further extended to detect possible loops during the graph
building process. When creating chains with more than one processing element, the
danger of including an element that reverts a previously performed operation is given.
For example, a required decoding operation can be canceled by a following encod-
ing step. An approach for further guiding the graph buildingprocess is discussed in
Section 10.5.

10.4.4 Adding Local Quality Decisions to Graph Building

As described in Section 7.5.1, when connecting two nodes, a connection format that
provides “best quality” according to the weighting model offormats is chosen. While
this approach is also applied when establishing the link between two processing ele-
ments during the graph building algorithm described above,a quality-driven choice of
the next downstream element can also be used to improve the results of the algorithm:
Whenever more than one possible option for continuing the graph building process is
available – i.e. if more than one processing elements is matching –, the element that
provides the best ranked connection format is chosen. For example, if two or more de-
coding plug-ins are available for each of the steps shown in Figure 10.4(d), the element
that provides a “better” connection format when being connected to the demultiplexer
is chosen.

This decision can also be extended by providing a look-aheadstrategy that ex-
amines possible output formats of all processing elements,which are possibly to be
inserted next,beforecreating the actual connection. However, since elements are not
connected, only possible output formats can be tested. Thisalso allows to quickly find
a processing element that potentially allows to be directlyconnected to an available
sink node.

Notice that all these decisions are only made locally; the overall quality of the
flow graph as defined in Section 10.2.3 is not optimized. This corresponds to a best-
first-search. Section 10.5 will demonstrate how this restriction can be removed at least
partially.

10.4.5 Support for Distributed Flow Graphs

The algorithm for building flow graphs as presented so far does not consider the host
of the given graph URL and the location attributes of node descriptions of sink nodes.
A further extension includes these parameters into the usergraph. The corresponding
processing elements within the resulting flow graph are thenrequested on the specified
hosts. However, where should intermediate elements be located?

For the case of building flow graphs for distributed media playback, following
heuristics can be used: Whenever the upstream part of the currently built graph is lo-
cated on another host as the possible downstream partand the total estimated outgoing
bandwidth of the next processing element to be inserted is much bigger than its total
incoming bandwidth, try to instantiate this processing element at the location of the
downstream part; otherwise at the location of the upstream part.
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Figure 10.6: Demonstration of a graph building algorithm for distributed media play-
back (compare Figure 10.4). Starting from a user graph that allows to specify different
locations for the included node descriptions (a), a distributed flow graph is created (b).
For sub-graphs of a flow graph that are to be distributed, a heuristics is applied that
splits up the different parts of the graph at connections that require lower bandwidth
than following connections.

The intuition behind this idea is that decoding elements typically decompress data,
i.e. the total incoming bandwidth is much smaller than the total outgoing bandwidth.
In this context, the term “much” refers to typical compression ratios for multimedia
as presented in Section 2.2.3. A decoding element should be located on the same host
as further processing elements such as sink nodes. In general, the heuristics helps
to reduce the needed networking bandwidth by collocating processing elements that
are connected with a link that requires higher bandwidth, and distributing sub-graphs
where connecting links require lower bandwidth.

Notice that the information for applying the heuristics canbe queried from the
QoS service described in Section 9.5. As the precise output format is needed for
requesting the needed bandwidth, possible processing elements need to be instantiated,
connected, and data might need to be processed to determine the current output format.
Therefore, backtracking or parallel branched search needsto be applied as discussed
in Section 10.4.3. However, a further possibility is to query the QoS service for the
general relationship of total incoming and outgoing bandwidth of a certain processing
element, e.g. by accessing all stored measurements. If the incoming bandwidth is
typically much smaller than the outgoing bandwidth, the heuristics can also be applied
without the instantiating processing elements.

Figure 10.6 shows the application of the described heuristics for the example first
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ified. The graph building algorithm iteratively tries to fulfill the constraints given by
the format. The resulting flow graph achieves this by including a node for scaling the
video stream and a node for encoding to the given format.

shown in Figure 10.4. For the source node and the two sink nodes, different loca-
tions can be specified. The resulting flow graph is split into three parts; the demulti-
plexer is collocated with the source node, decoding elements are collocated with con-
nected sink nodes. Notice that iflocation1 != location2 andlocation2
== location3, the demultiplexer would also be instantiated on the same host as the
source node and two networking connections betweenlocation1 andlocation2
respectivelylocation3 would be created. This is in contrast to typical streaming
application, where the demultiplexer would be located on host location2 respec-
tively location3. However, the total bandwidth for these connection is the same –
or even less, since some streams of the multiplexed MPEG stream might be discarded
by the demultiplexer – as for a possible connection between the source node and the
demultiplexer.

10.4.6 Extending Graph Building for Arbitrary Tasks

So far, we only considered the graph building algorithm for the case of media playback
and the corresponding user graph as shown in Figure 10.4(a).However, other user
graphs like the ones shown in Figure 10.4(b) and (c) should besupported as well. In
the following, we will describe an approach for an algorithm.

Let us consider the user graph for media transcoding shown inFigure 10.7(a)
where an input file and an output file (or graph URL) has to be provided and intended
formats for the media output are to be attached to the connecting edge between source
and sink. Notice that an arbitrary (sub-)format is allowed,e.g. from a simple audio
format, where only the sampling rate is specified to a complexrecursive format with
fully specified audio and video format. Furthermore, the specified format could also be
a mixture of different formats, e.g. a combination of parameters found in compressed
and uncompressed video formats. This is the case for the instance of the user graph
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shown in Figure 10.7(b). To this end, the flow graph for transcoding is very demand-
ing to construct because the user graph only contains a minimum specification, which
might require a large number of intermediate nodes to be inserted.

The general structure of the algorithm is similar to the algorithm described in Sec-
tion 10.4.2. During an initial step, a source node is instantiated according to the node
description generated by the given graph URL (compare Section 10.4.1). The source
node is configured; in particular the stateOUTPUT INITIALIZED is reached, which
allows to query the precise specification of the current output format. From the graph
URL provided for the sink node, complete node descriptions for possible sink nodes
are derived.

Then, the main loop of the algorithm – again – tries to connectthe current upstream
node (i.e. the source node) with the current downstream node(i.e. the sink node). This
step will only succeed if a matching connection format is found. However, this is only
the case when the initial media format is equal to the intended output format – a case
in which no transcoding at all needs to be done. If a connection is not yet possible,
intermediate downstream nodes that offer best matching input formats are queried from
the registry and inserted into the flow graph as already described in Section 10.4.2. For
our example, only a demultiplexer is found and therefore inserted.

In contrast to the previously described algorithm, the graph building procedure
now tries to match the connection format as given by the user graph with the supported
formats of nodes that are candidates for inserting them intothe flow graph. In this
step, complete formats are tested first, but also single parameters of the given format
of the user graph are checked. Furthermore, a look-ahead is performed: for nodes that
are candidates to be inserted, the supported output formatsare queried and tested for
possible intersections. Together, the algorithm iteratively tries to fulfill all constraints
as given by the user graph.

Figure 10.7c) shows the result of this process for our example. For fulfilling the
constraints as given by the video format defined within the user graph, a decoding node
is inserted that can be connected to the video output of the MPEG demultiplexer and
provides an output format that includes the parameters “x resolution” and “y resolu-
tion”. The intended values of these parameters are not yet matched: the original video
stream provides a different resolution. Therefore, a next step of the algorithm inserts a
node that allows to scale the video stream. This property of the node can be concluded
from the fact that its working output property provides arbitrary resolutions specified
as wildcard parameters. Then, the video is encoded to “video/divx4” by inserting a
corresponding converter. This node is inserted due to the look-ahead of one step that
shows that the last unfulfilled constraint, namely the format of “video/divx4”, can be
fulfilled.

Notice that these two nodes are not necessarily found by the algorithm in the first
place and inserted in the described order. Instead, backtracking or parallel branched
search needs to be performed (compare Section 10.4.3). Then, the first solution to be
found is used as resulting flow graph.

For the audio stream, the situation is quite different. Here, no format was specified
within the user graph. Therefore, no additional nodes need to be inserted. Therefore,
the algorithm is able to select a matching multiplexer that allows to handle both format
of upstream nodes (i.e. the audio and video format) and can beconnected to a possible
sink node as defined by the graph URL (see Figure 10.7c)).
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Discussion

The algorithm outlined above shows the general principle offulfilling constraints as
given by a user graph while building a flow graph step by step. It can be derived
that similar user graphs can be handled successfully by the algorithm as well. How-
ever, especially for more complex user graphs – for example,if several filters are
additionally inserted along a path – the algorithm potentially needs to perform a large
number of backtracking steps or the concept of parallel branched search presented in
Section 10.4.3 must be used. As both these approaches are expensive to apply, the
following section will provide an algorithm that tries to operates on unconnected flow
graphs as long as possible.

10.5 Quality-Driven Format Negotiation

The algorithms discussed in the preceding section use a best-first approach to create
a valid flow graph from a given user graph. From our experience, many user graphs
can be handled successfully that way since often only a single processing element
exists that can be used in a certain step of the graph buildingprocess – or a number
of elements with identical input and output properties is available –, which allows to
make a local decisions based on the provided quality of available formats.

Still, in some situations, additional converters need to beincluded to allow ele-
ments with incompatible formats to be connected. In these cases, the above described
algorithms operate uninformed. Techniques like backtracking or parallel branched
search as discussed above can be applied to examine the search space. However, espe-
cially when choosing parameter values in cases where rangesor wildcards are avail-
able, these approaches still operate uniformed in the sensethat possible values are only
chosen according to a greedy strategy.

To further guide the search – and to reduce the number of backtracking steps or
parallel branches – an additional observation can be taken into account. Especially for
elements that perform format conversion only on single parameters and not on types or
subtypes of formats, the currently supported output formats can be determined solely
from the set input format without the need of processing incoming data. In such cases,
nodes do not need to be connected in order to proceed with graph building. Notice
that this property can be determined easily by trying to initialize the output of an un-
connected node (stateOUTPUT INITIALIZED, see Section 7.2.2). If successful, no
data needs to be accessed. Typical examples for such nodes are plug-ins for converting
the colorspace of video streams, or plug-ins for changing sampling rates of audio or
video data.

For the sub-parts of the graph building algorithm where suchproperties hold, a
global optimization of the quality of the resulting flow graph can be realized. To this
end, also the setting of parameter values for ranges and wildcards is guided according
to this criteria. However, whenever a node is inserted that requires to access data to
proceed, this node must be used as an “anchor” within the flow graph: up to this point
the graph has to be connected and fully configured in order to proceed. Together, this
results in an iterative approach. Whenever a sub-part of an algorithm can be handled
by a global optimization, we will call thisquality driven format negotiationor format
negotiation[LSW01, Wam01]; whenever a best-first approach must be applied, we
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Figure 10.8: Situations during the graph building procedure might occur that al-
low for a quality-driven format negotiation. In this example, the output format of
theMPEGVideoDecodeNode is not compatible with the available input formats of
possible sink nodes. However, different combinations of intermediate converter nodes
allow for connecting the decoder with the sink. All these converter nodes are able
to specify the supported output format from a given input format without accessing
multimedia data. The quality values of all formats are givenby the@-value.

refer tograph building. Intuitively, format negotiation corresponds to extending the
look-ahead of one step, which is already performed by the graph building algorithms
presented so far, to a larger number of steps.

10.5.1 Overview and Motivating Example

Quality-driven format negotiation is performed in severalsteps. Starting from a user
graph, anegotiation graphis generated. The user graph is typically not the graph
initially provided, but a sub-graph that is generated whenever the graph building algo-
rithm cannot proceed by using a look-ahead of one step. Usingthe negotiation graph a
modified algorithm for solving the single-source-shortest-path (SSSP) problem is ap-
plied. Solutions which provide the same quality, are rankedaccording to their costs.
The following sections describe the format negotiation in detail.

As a motivating example, let us consider the situation shownin Figure 10.8. Due
to incompatible formats, the output of the video decoder cannot directly be connected
to the input of a possible display node; supported video resolutions and colorspaces
do not allow to create an intersection format (compare Section 7.4.4). Such situa-
tions might occur during the graph building process described in the preceding section.
However, by adding a chain of nodes that converts incompatible formats, this conflict
can be resolved. For simplicity, only the converters relevant for our example are shown
in Figure 10.8; a node that allows to scale video streams (either within RGB or YUV
colorspace), and a node that allows to convert from YUV to RGBcolorspace. While
it might be obvious that three different combinations of converters result in different
valid and reasonable flow graphs, it is not clear which combination thereof provides
the best quality – or, even the best quality with lower costs when compared to another
equally ranked solution.
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Figure 10.9: The construction of the negotiation graph requires converter nodes to be
split according to I/O-partners. For the node calledVideoScaleNode first shown in
Figure 10.8, this results in the two entitiesVideoScaleNode1 for RGB colorspace
andVideoScaleNode2 for YUV colorspace. The sink node provides separate in-
puts for different supported input formats. The quality values of all formats are given
by the@-value.

10.5.2 Construction of the Negotiation Graph

The negotiation graph is constructed in three steps. First,converter nodes are split
according to their supported combinations of input and output formats. This is needed
to bind a path within the negotiation graph to specific formats – and to propagate
decisions for specific formats along the path. In particular, converter nodes are split for
each combination of I/O-partners (compare Section 7.4.2).Furthermore, as the format
definition allows for sets of values, splitting is also performed for all combinations
of entries in the set of supported parameter values of corresponding input and output
formats. Ranges and wildcards are treated as single entry. The same operations are
performed for provided computation configurations of processing elements (compare
Section 7.2).

Figure 10.9 shows the result of this process for the two converter nodes available
in our example as first introduced in Figure 10.8. The node forscaling video streams
is split per I/O-partner, namely for RGB and YUV colorspace.For source and sink
nodes, no splitting is performed but additional edges are provided, e.g. for different
supported input formats.

The second step in the construction of the negotiation graphthen sets up possi-
ble paths between the nodes as given in the user graph. In particular, an exhaustive
search is performed by using a depth-first search. During this step, connection formats
are created by intersecting input and output formats; available output formats are re-
quested from the working output properties in stateOUTPUT INITIALIZED. As dis-
cussed above,noconnections are created and no data is streamed between the specific
nodes. Therefore, this process is restricted to converter nodes that can be brought to
stateOUTPUT INITIALIZED without accessing multimedia data provided by their
predecessors.

The construction of the negotiation graph also needs to handle possible loops. For
example, a converter for encoding uncompressed video couldbe inserted followed by a
corresponding decoder that is again followed by the corresponding encoder, etc. These
situations can be determined by checking all predecessors along the current path.
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Figure 10.10: The construction of the negotiation graph. In(a), some results of an
exhaustive search for possible paths from source to sink areshown. During the creation
of these paths, not all connection formats and corresponding quality values are already
fully specified. Therefore, in a further step, parameter values of ranges and wildcards
are set globally as shown in (b). Corresponding quality values (@-values) of formats
are computed from the intersection of input and output formats. Notice that the two
paths that end with RGB colorspace provide the same overall quality of 0.9.

Figure 10.10(a) shows the result of this step. Several different paths were found
for connecting the source to the sink node within the negotiation graph. For sim-
plicity, we only show the three reasonable paths. Paths thatinclude additional un-
needed nodes, e.g. scalers, are not included. While these paths are also handled by
all further steps of the approach, resulting solutions are automatically discarded due to
higher costs as described below. For all edges of the negotiation graph, the connection
formats are evaluated together with the corresponding quality as described in Sec-
tion 7.4.4. For example, the quality of the edge connecting theVideoScaleNode1
and theVideoSinkNode is determined to be in the range of 0.0 to 0.9.

However, not for all edges a fully specified format – and a corresponding qual-
ity value – is already available: ranges and wildcards are still present and need to be
resolved during a further step. For example, the connectionformat of the edge be-
tween the scalerVideoScaleNode2 and the colorspace converterYUV2RGBNode
provides wildcards parameters for the video resolution since the scaler allows for ar-
bitrary output resolutions and the colorspace converter supports arbitrary input resolu-
tions. Such edges are shown as dotted lines in Figure 10.10(a).

To resolve ranges and wildcards, precise parameter values are set along all paths.
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Starting from sink nodes, where the parameter values that provide the highest quality
value are chosen, values are propagated towards source nodes. For cases where for-
warded values do not match the available values, this process is inverted and newly
chosen values are forwarded towards sink nodes. This process must be continued until
no more changes are made – or more sophisticated protocols can be applied [RDF97].
Notice that as already discussed above, such propagations are only possible for nodes
where parameters within input and output formats correspond to each other.

For our example, this results in a negotiation graph as shownin Figure 10.10(b).
The quality values for the video formats with smaller resolutions are determined from
the intersection of input and output formats. Furthermore,it can be observed that the
two paths that end with an RGB video stream provide the same overall quality, i.e.
the maximum minimum quality along the path is 0.9 for both possibilities (compare
Section 10.2.3).

10.5.3 Quality-Driven Search

Although for our example, it seems to be straight-forward todetermine the path or
paths that provide the best possible overall quality, this is not true in general. As dis-
cussed above, the negotiation graphs sketched in Figure 10.10(a) and (b) do not show
all paths available. Paths within the negotiation graph do not need to be necessarily
“straight” in the sense the all internal nodes only provide asingle outgoing edge. On
the contrary, starting from source nodes, different paths might share several nodes until
a first branching point. Therefore, we chose to apply a modified algorithm for solving
the single-source-shortest-path (SSSP) problem to determine the path that provides the
best overall quality.

Single-Source-Shortest-Paths and Solutions

For directed graphs that provide a cost value at connecting edges, solving the SSSP
problem refers to finding the path from source to sink that implies the lowest total costs,
if such a path exists; the total costs are the sum of all costs along the path [CLR97].

The Dijkstra algorithm can be used to efficiently solve SSSP problems where no
negative costs are associated with edges. This algorithm works as follows. First,
for all nodes� in the graph, two values are initialized. The variable

� �� � holds an
approximation of the true lowest total costs. The variable� �� � is used to store the
predecessor of node� along the corresponding path. In the beginning, these values are
set as follows:

Initialize()
{
d(source) = 0;
p(source) = undefined;
for(all other nodes v) {
d(v) = infinite;
p(v) = undefined;

}
}

After the termination of the algorithm, the value of
� ����� � is equal to the lowest total
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costs (or infinite if no path from source to sink exists); the value of� ����� � can be
used to recursively construct the corresponding graph.

The algorithm “relaxes” all outgoing edges of the node� that currently provides
the lowest

� �� �; each node and each edge is only handled once:

Dijkstra()
{
Initialize();
while(some node was not yet handled) {
choose unhandled v with minimum d(v) and mark v as handled;
for(all outgoing edges from current v to w) {
Relax(v,w);

}
}

}

Relax(v,w)
{
if(d(w) > (d(v)+costs(v,w))) {
d(w) = d(v) + costs(v,w);
p(w) = v;

}
}

Intuitively, the algorithm iteratively extends the sub-graph that was already processed.
In each step, the node that lies along the path with lowest costs is chosen and all nodes
that are reachable via its outgoing edges are updated with the lowest possible costs to
reach these nodes. Using a Fibonacci heap for realizing the priority queue needed for
selecting the node with minimum

� �� �, the runtime of the algorithm is
� �� ��� � �

� �
with � denoting the number of nodes and� the number of edges in the graph. A proof
for the correctness and runtime of the algorithm can be foundin [CLR97].

Solving the Bottleneck-Problem

Instead of finding the path with the lowest costs, we are interested in the path that
provides the best quality. According to the definition of thequality of a flow graph
provided in Section 10.2.3, this refers to maximizing the minimum quality along the
path – thebottleneck. This can be achieved by modifying the Dijkstra algorithm de-
scribed in the preceding section. First, the values for

� �� � are initialized so that they
reflect an approximation of the quality for reaching node� . The source node gets
maximum quality assigned, all other nodes are set to the lowest quality level:

Initialize()
{
d(source) = 1.0;
p(source) = undefined;
for(all other nodes v) {
d(v) = 0;
p(v) = undefined;

}
}
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Then, the relaxation is changed to increase the quality of nodes – and therefore the
quality of paths – only if both the preceding node and the current incoming edge pro-
vide better quality. Then, the smaller of these two values istaken:

Relax(v,w)
{
if(min(d(v), costs(v,w)) > d(w)) {
d(w) = min(d(v), costs(v,w));
p(w) = v;

}
}

Correspondingly, the main loop of the algorithm needs to choose the node� that pro-
vides maximum

� �� � instead of minimum
� �� � for each iteration. A proof of the

correctness of this variation of the Dijkstra algorithm canbe found in [Way01].

Ranking Solutions according to Quality and Costs

In order to find a solution that provides the best overall quality and the lowest costs
for all equally ranked solutions, the modified Dijkstra algorithm needs to be applied
several times. After a first solution is found, the last edge along the corresponding
path can be removed and the algorithm can be started again. Ifa second solution is
found that provides a lower quality, the first solution is taken. However, if the second
solution provides the same quality as the first solution, costs (e.g. computational costs)
can be evaluated according to the requirements given by the QoS service described in
Section 9.5. This process can be repeated until a final solution is determined.

10.5.4 Discussion

From a theoretical point of view, it can be seen that the overall runtime of the proposed
quality-driven format negotiation is bounded by the runtime needed for constructing
the negotiation graph. In particular, the time for the exhaustive search required is� ��� �, with � being the branching factor and

�
being the maximum depth within the

search tree [RN95]. In our case,� is the maximum number of matching nodes to
connect and

�
is the longest possible path from source to sink.

From a practical point of view especially the dynamic loading of libraries that con-
tain nodes to be inserted into the negotiation graph resultsin large runtimes. However,
since we focussed on finding the “best” possible solution, anexhaustive search – and
therefore the possible consideration of many different nodes – is needed. Finally, it
can be observed that many user graphs that are of practical relevance can be handled
by only considering moderate sized negotiation graphs. Then, the measured runtime
of the algorithmic aspects of the approach are typically in the range of several 100
milliseconds for typical hardware setups.

10.6 Results and Applications

Several parts of the above presented services and corresponding algorithms are already
fully integrated into NMM. In particular, the graph building algorithm for distributed
media playback is employed in various applications. This service allows to specify a
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Setup Setup Time
No. Application Source Audio Video Network Manual Automatic

1 PC1 PC1 PC1 PC1 - 0.533 0.577
2 Laptop Laptop Laptop Laptop - 1.400 1.554
3 Laptop Laptop PC1 PC2 LAN 1.268 1.397
4 Laptop PC3 PC1 PC2 LAN 1.501 1.525
5 Laptop Laptop PC1 PC2 WLAN 2.827 4.736
6 Laptop PC3 PC1 PC2 WLAN 3.103 3.548
7 PDA PC3 PC1 PC2 LAN � 30 � 38
8 PDA PC3 PC1 PC2 WLAN � 30 � 38

Table 10.1: Measured runtimes in seconds for the manual or automatic creation of
a flow graph for the playback of multiplexed MPEG audio/videofiles. A detailed
description of the used systems PC1, PC2, PC3, laptop, and PDA can be found in
Appendix A.

graph URL that refers to a remote media source. In addition, node descriptions for an
audio and a video sink can be specified – again, with the optionof choosing remote
hosts as locations. Upon successfully generating a distributed flow graph, a composite
node is generated that allows to uniformly handle the functionality provided by the
created flow graph (compare Section 7.5.2).

The toolclic described in Chapter 13 and the networked multimedia home enter-
tainment center presented in Chapter 15 use this service to ease the setup of distributed
flow graphs and to realize uniform media handling. In addition, a playback engine for
one of the most popular audio players for KDE [KDE], called amaroK [ama], was
developed in the scope of the NMM project [NMMd, vF04]. WhileamaroK provides
several engines for audio playback based on other multimedia frameworks, the devel-
oped NMM engine transparently supports audio/video playback. Future developments
will provide a graphical user interface for configuring remote audio and video sinks.

For evaluating the performance of the described middlewareservice, the setup
times for the common task of MPEG audio/video playback are measured. The used
MPEG file is taken from a DVD and provides high bitrates for theaudio and video
streams. The media source and the sink nodes for audio and video rendering are al-
lowed to be located on different remote hosts than the application (compare Figure 10.4
and Figure 10.6). Table 10.1 shows the results for differentsetups; the used systems
are described in detail in Appendix A. The times needed for the manual creation of
flow graphs are compared to the times of the graph building algorithm. When using the
PDA for running the application, a remote data source must beused since the tested
MPEG file cannot be stored on the PDA itself. In setup number 7 and number 8, the
scarce computational resources of the PDA mainly influence the measured times.

The setup times needed for the automatic creation of flow graphs are only signifi-
cantly higher in the cases where WLAN is used instead of LAN, i.e. in setups number
5, 6, and 8. This is due to the fact that the graph building algorithm requires more inter-
action with distributed entities, such as the registry service. Especially setup number 6,
the setup using the laptop system as source of data, requiresmuch more time since the
phase in which data is analyzed within processing elements requires a lot of network
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traffic using the WLAN, in particular between the source and demultiplexer located
on the laptop and the decoding nodes for audio and video located on PC1 and PC2,
respectively. This process is described in detail in Section 7.7.5. In contrast, in setup
number 6, the nodes are running on PCs connected via LAN.

Also notice that the measured times for setting up adistributedflow graph in setup
number 3 are smaller than the times needed for setting up a locally running flow graph
in setup number 2. This is because the analysis of data streams is partly performed on
the systems PC1 and PC2 that provide more computational resources than the laptop.

10.7 Conclusions and Future Work

In this chapter, we have motivated and analyzed the problem of automatic applica-
tion setup for multimedia middleware. In particular, we have proposed the concept of
user graphs as high-level concept for specifying multimedia tasks. Furthermore, we
introduced a definition for the quality of flow graphs. According to this definition,
automatic application setup can be described as creating a distributed flow graph from
a given user graph. While this flow graph should provide the best possible quality, it
needs to meet additional constraints. Especially, the flow graph should be created in
accordance with the current resource availability within the overall system.

However, as this goal is very challenging due to the distributed and dynamic state
of the overall system, we only considered several sub-problems of automatic applica-
tion setup. First, we showed how distributed flow graphs for tasks like media playback
and transcoding can be automatically created using a straight-forward and greedy ap-
proach that does not consider the overall quality of the solution. Instead, only local
decisions are made and heuristics are applied to distributethe processing elements
of the resulting flow graph. Other constraints, such as resource availability, are not
considered.

In order to further guide the graph building process, we proposed a quality-driven
format negotiation for creating certain parts of the overall flow graph. Such a negoti-
ation step requires that all converters to be inserted need to be able to determine the
supported output formats solely from the given input formatand without the need to
access multimedia data. For such case, a negotiation graph is created and a modified
version of the Dijkstra algorithm can be applied to find an solution that provides the
best possible quality. For equally ranked solutions, the flow graph that requires the
least computational costs is chosen.

Compared with the initial goals for automatic application setup, the proposed al-
gorithms only partly solve the imposed requirements. However, as argued in Sec-
tion 10.2, this problem remains challenging due to the distributed and dynamic state
of the overall system, which forbids to apply techniques that try to find globally opti-
mized solutions. In particular, a large number of processing elements needs to access
data in order to determine the precise output format. Since this output format is needed
to continue the graph building process, all preceding nodesneed to be connected and
configured. Therefore, it is impossible to globally define the problem without instanti-
ating certain parts of the flow graph. Furthermore, due the different nature of possible
tasks, a generally applicable algorithm might not be possible to be developed.

Nevertheless, several directions for further research canbe identified. First of all,
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the algorithms described so far already imply the application of a layered overall ap-
proach. Starting from a given user graph, an algorithm that best matches the given task
could be selected. For example, for user graphs with audio and video output, differ-
ent constraints, optimization criteria, and heuristics should be applied than for off-line
applications that do not present media to the user.

We already pointed out an iterative approach that allows to combine best-first
greedy search and quality-driven format negotiation. The idea of using “anchors”
within the graph building procedure seems to be promising. These anchor points de-
fine sub-goals that need to be achieved, e.g. because corresponding processing ele-
ments need to access data to specify their supported output formats. Then, different
solutions for different sub-goals can be combined; for example, by adding additional
processing elements.

A completely different approach would try to first find possible flow graphswithout
connecting elements or streaming data at all. While thesevirtual flow graphsform a
superset of flow graphs that are possible to realize, a secondstep could try to instantiate
these. This would also allow to apply techniques like bidirectional search, i.e. to search
in both direction – from sources to sinks and vice versa. Together, such an approach
offers the possibility for applying sophisticated planning techniques [RN95]. An inter-
esting idea could also be to store resulting plans consisting of virtual flow graphs for
later application. However, the instantiation of flow graphs then still requires to solve
at least some of the problems already described above.

Finally, for all possible approaches discussed so far, the integration of constraints
given by available resources and the adaptation to varying resource availability remains
an open problem for automatic application setup. While specific solutions already exist
in this area, e.g. for optimally distributing predefined andfixed flow graphs [OvR01],
or for adapting streams by applying predefined scaling strategies [WKC

�

97], addi-
tional challenges need to be considered for integrating these solutions into a common
approach.



Chapter 11

Session Sharing

Due to the increased number and ubiquity of stationary and mobile devices that provide
multimedia and networking capabilities, new and exciting application scenarios for
distributed multimedia can be envisioned. As discussed in Section 4.4.4, particularly
interesting is collaborative multimedia access, where a number of users simultaneously
enjoys the same or similar content – possibly at different locations using different
devices. A consistent middleware layer allows for realizing such advances application
scenarios by providing a specific middleware service.

In this chapter, we describe the needed middleware support for such scenarios. In
particular, the developed approach – called session sharing [LRS03b] – allows to au-
tomatically share parts of an active distributed flow graph within further flow graphs
to be created by other applications. We will first introduce some application scenarios,
where such a service can be used to realize synchronized and distributed media play-
back on various devices. Then, related work will be reviewed. For realizing such a ser-
vice, two aspects need to be examined first: The parts of a flow graph that are allowed
to be shared need to be identified and the different criteria for overlapping sub-graphs
of two flow graphs need to be formalized. Based on these definitions, an algorithm
that identifies overlapping parts of different flow graphs isdescribed and evaluated.
The setup of such shared configurations is discussed. Then, different applications that
employ the facilities provided by the session sharing service are presented. Finally,
conclusions are drawn and possible extensions of out current approach are outlined.

11.1 Introduction

Mobile systems, such as portable web pads, personal digitalassistants (PDAs), and
even mobile phones, already offer reasonable multimedia capabilities. Remaining
differences are mainly due to the limited processing power and missing I/O devices.
These limitations can be overcome by augmenting mobile systems with the capabilities
from commonly available desktop systems. These stationarysystems can for instance
provide access to sources of multimedia data (e.g. TV receivers or DVD drives), per-
form audio/video rendering (e.g. via a large screen and a high-fidelity audio system),
or they can be used to perform compute intensive tasks (e.g. media transcoding).

All these application scenarios can be realized using the facilities of the multime-
dia middleware presented so far. Especially the registry service of NMM allows to
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Figure 11.1: A flow graph for DVD playback. The audio/video stream is read by
theDVDReadNode, demultiplexed by using theMPEGDemuxNode, audio is decoded
and played out via theAudioDecodeNode and thePlaybackNode; video is de-
coded and rendered via theVideoDecodeNode and theDisplayNode. The con-
trollers of both sink nodes are connected to aSinkSynchronizer that realizes an
inter-stream synchronization protocol.

request remote processing elements from stationary systems. These elements can then
be integrated into the flow graph of an application running ona mobile system.

While some application scenarios for collaborative multimedia access were al-
ready presented in Section 4.4.4, we will further analyze the requirements for realizing
such setups. A first example motivates our core concept, namely session sharing. In
this scenario, the user starts watching a DVD at a stationarysystem. The audio/video
stream is read, demultiplexed, decoded, and synchronouslyrendered using an appro-
priate flow graph of multimedia processing elements, which is shown in Figure 11.1.
This flow graph was requested from the registry service by using a corresponding graph
description (compare Chapter 9).

Starting from this setup, several different application scenarios for collaborative
multimedia access are possible:

� The user that initiated the DVD playback simultaneously wants to watch the
DVD using a second device as audio/video output – for instance a mobile sys-
tem.

� Another user wants to join watching the DVD on a different system, maybe at a
different location.

� Another situation might arise if two users want to watch a DVDon the same
screen while listening to different audio tracks (e.g. different languages) with a
mobile device. Such a situation is shown in Figure 11.2.

In any case, beside the initially started application, all further applications will at least
need access to the data stream provided by the DVD. A first ideamight therefore be,
to create a separate flow graph (i.e. a copy of the flow graph shown in Figure 11.1)
that employs an additional instance of the source node for reading the DVD. However,
in setups where only a single DVD in a single DVD drive exists,such an operation is
not possible due to several reasons. First of all, the operation system might not allow
to access the same device within several processes at a time.Then, the registry might
not provide a second instance for a single device. Even if theshared access to devices
is allowed, the second instance of the source node will startstreaming data from the
beginning of the DVD and not from the position within the datastream that the source
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Figure 11.2: An example for collaborative multimedia access. A DVD is inserted into
the DVD drive of a stationary system; the corresponding video stream is rendered at the
large screen of this system. Users can access audio streams by using mobile systems.
Each user is allowed to listen to a different audio track using earphones connected to a
PDA, e.g. for a accessing a different language.

node of the initial flow graph is currently processing. Collaborative multimedia access
is only available if the complete state of the two source nodes can be forced to be
identical at all times – a requirement that is complicated tofulfill. In any case, the
redundant instantiation of nodes wastes resources.

Therefore, an optimal solution for realizing such application scenarios is to provide
shared access to the same instances of the initially createdflow graph. For realizing
such a service, we introduce the concept of asession: a session is an abstraction for a
flow graph of already reserved and connected nodes, and includes used synchronizers.
Sessions are stored within the registry service. Nodes of the flow graph of a session —
and implicitly edges connecting nodes — can be marked assharableto be reused by
other applications within their flow graphs asshared sessions.

This situation is shown in Figure 11.3. A session is available for the initially
created flow graph. A second application uses a graph description as aqueryto request
a flow graph from the registry service. In this first example, for simplicity, only a single
running session is considered and only the source node for reading the DVD is then
shared between the running flow graph and the query. Therefore, a jack group is used
to access the same data stream within both flow graphs. As described in Section 7.3.2,
jack groups allow to create a copy of the current output jack;data is then forwarded to
all jacks. While jack groups are always used for the outputs of a node, they are only
depicted if more than a single output jack is connected.

In order to realize synchronized playback for all connectedflow graphs, the cor-
responding sink nodes need to be linked to a single suitable synchronizer object that
handles inter-stream synchronization (compare Section 7.8.2).

The shared access to a single instance of a node from different applications also
allows to further enhance collaboration between the participating users. In particular,
all connected applications are offered full control via theinterfaces exported by the
shared node. For our example, this results in all users beingable to control the playback
of the DVD, e.g. by selecting a different chapter. While sucha form of collaboration
is certainly interesting, other application scenarios might require restricting control of
shared nodes to certain interfaces.
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Figure 11.3: An example for session sharing. A running flow graph and its synchro-
nizer is stored as session. The graph description of the query of a second application
is mapped to this running flow graph. For simplicity, only thesource node is shared in
this example. A jack group that allows to duplicate the data stream generated by the
source node is used to connect both flow graphs. All sink nodesare linked to the sink
synchronizer in order to provide inter-stream synchronization. Notice that both flow
graphs are distributed, i.e. all nodes are allowed to run on different systems.

Sharing of nodes is not only necessary in cases where only a single device exists to
perform a certain operation, but also allows for sharing computational resources among
tasks. In particular, shared access to processing elementsis not necessarily restricted
to source nodes. Especially interesting in this context is the fact that the introduction
of mobile systems typically requires the data streams to be adapted to the available
capabilities such as processing resources. For example, typical mobile systems are not
able to decode audio and video streams of a DVD in real-time. In addition, embed-
ded displays provide smaller video resolutions. Finally, only a restricted number of
plug-ins is available for such systems. Therefore, such an adaptation process needs to
include transcoding of the original data streams to other formats.

However, for performing such a transcoding operation, media streams need to be
decoded first. Since this step is also needed for performing media playback on the
stationary system, a larger part of the initial flow graph canbe reused – e.g. the demul-
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tiplexer and the audio/video decoders shown in Figure 11.3.Furthermore, additionally
added mobile systems can be allowed to reuse the newly created parts of the flow
graph that provide transcoded media streams. This allows tofurther reduce processing
requirements. Section 11.6 will provide more details on such complex setups.

Together, the session sharing service for collaborative media playback results in
following service model: Users are allowed to initiate multimedia playback on any
system. As multimedia applications are modeled as distributed flow graphs, other
users may then be allowed to share as much as possible of this initially created flow
graph. This provides following benefits:

� The problem of multiple access to a single multimedia deviceis eliminated by
providing joint access.

� Processing requirements are reduces when several applications share common
tasks.

� Playback is synchronized across all participating devicesin these scenarios.

� Controlling of shared nodes is provided for all applications and users.

The next section will review related work; the following sections will then provide
more details on the realized session sharing service of NMM [LRS03b].

11.2 Related Work

Group communication services such as one-to-many data delivery require efficiency
mainly in terms of overall used network bandwith. For approaches where several
clients access the same stream provided by a server, IP multicast provides the pos-
siblity to share network bandwitdh at the routing layer [Mat03]. Several solutions for
streaming media have been proposed that employ IP multicast, often including the
overlayed multicast backbone of Mbone [AMZ95, Nat96, Elk96].

However, due to different technical and marketing reasons,multicast routing is typ-
ically not widely available [ESRM03]. Therefore,application level multicast(ALM)
services have been proposed recently [Mat03, ESRM03, LHLB00]. As application
layer protocols, these approaches consider the network to be a “black box” and estab-
lish a virtual topology by forming overlay networks. Recentwork focuses on the goal
of incorporating the common functions of different ALM approaches into a frame-
work [MNMA03]

While ALM typically provides efficient routing for multi-party communication,
e.g. by aggregation of streaming data connections, the session sharing service as de-
scribed above considers a different problem, namely the task of finding and estab-
lishing an “optimal” overlap of different flow graphs. Unlike ALM, which typically
considers a single source of data and multiple sinks that receive the same (or filtered)
data, sharing of flow graphs requires to take the overall structure of the flow graph and
its processing elements into account. The edges of such a flowgraph do not neces-
sarily represent network connections. However, if an overlap was found, shared edges
between different flow graphs that employ network connections could benefit from us-
ing IP multicast or application level multicast networking. This idea will be discussed
later in this chapter.
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Applications for Computer Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW) such as shared
white-boards [vSCP96] or design tools [Rot00] typically provide shared access to dis-
tributed information together with replication. However,besides the common data
structures, which simply needs to be shared completely by all participants, no other
parts of the current application need to be shared in such setups.

A system that shares similar goals with our approach is described in [KW02].
The solution uses a proxy architecture together with standard streaming servers and
clients for collaborative media streaming. Consequently,only weakly synchronized
processes are provided, e.g. for operations such as pausingmedia playback. Sharing
of flow graphs is not available.

While the idea of sharing flow graphs was introduced in [BBE
�

00], this concept
was not examined further; in particular no algorithms were proposed. Together, one
can observe that different solutions for “traditional” client/server multimedia streaming
that include some form of “collaboration” and different underlying protocols for group
communication were proposed so far. However, algorithms for automatically sharing
multimedia data flow graphs, synchronization between theseshared flow graphs, and
the application scenarios that can be realized with such a service were not considered
so far.

11.3 Administration of Shared Flow Graphs

For realizing a service for sharing sessions, facilities for specifying which parts of a
flow graph can be shared need to be provided. In addition, shared flow graphs need to
be stored for later retrieval.

11.3.1 Shared Nodes and Edges

For specifying which nodes and edges of a flow graph are allowed to be shared, ap-
plications need to explicitly set asharing policyfor each processing element. This is
done for each node description of a graph description (compare Section 9.3.1).

The sharing policy includes the following modes to control application demands:

� Exclusive: request a node for exclusive use; if no such node is availableexclu-
sively, the query will fail, even if the node exists as a shared node.

� Shared: explicitly request a shared node; if no such node is available for shared
access, the query will fail, even if the node is available forexclusive access.

� Exclusive or shared: try exclusive first; if this fails, try shared.

� Shared or exclusive:try shared first; if this fails, try exclusive.

� Exclusive, then shared:try exclusive; if successful, share the node.

� Exclusive, then shared; or shared:try exclusive; if successful share the node.
If the request was not successful, try shared.

� Shared or exclusive, then shared:try shared; if request was not successful, try
exclusive; if successful, share the node.
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The decision of includingor andthenstatements into the sharing policies was made to
ease application development: Only a single attribute has to be set for specifying the
intended sharing policies. Per default, the sharing policyis set toexclusive or shared.
How to set the sharing policy strongly depends on the requirements of an application.
Section 11.6 will provide some examples.

When processing a query in the form of a graph description, first, all preferred
settings are chosen (i.e. the “left hand” parts of the or-statements). If the overall request
could not be handled successfully, other settings are made (i.e. the “right hand” parts
of the or-statements) and the request is handled again. If this again fails, applications
need to manually adjust sharing policies.

While the sharing policies for nodes have to be set explicitly, edges within running
flow graphs are implicitly specified to be shared or not. If both nodes of a connecting
edge allow sharing, the corresponding edge is also allowed to be shared within other
flow graphs.

11.3.2 Storage and Retrieval

Upon successfully creating a flow graph from a graph description, a session is created
within the registry service that also stores the sharing policies for all instantiated nodes
within node descriptions. Furthermore, instantiated synchronizer objects are admin-
istrated. A session issharable, if at least one of its node descriptions allows sharing.
A node descriptionallows sharing, if the corresponding node was not requested ex-
clusively, or the node was requested exclusively, but is shared now, i.e. “then shared”
was specified within the sharing policy. If a node� allows sharing, we denote this as
� �� � � �	��.

For storing sessions within the registry service, we chose apeer-to-peer approach.
This decision was – again – motivated by the fact that maintaining a single global
repository of running sessions is inappropriate for dynamic distributed infrastructures.
Therefore, each session is currently only stored within a single server registry (com-
pare Chapter 9). Most often, this is the server registry of the host the application that
requested the flow graph is running on. Another option especially interesting for mo-
bile systems, which requested a large number of processing elements from a stationary
systems, is to store the session within the server registry of a stationary system, e.g. the
server registry from the host from which the most nodes were requested. Since mobile
systems, such as PDAs, typically provide scarce computational resources, this allows
to run the session sharing algorithm on more powerful systems (see Section 11.5).

Our current implementation requires that for retrieving a running session, the host
that administrates the session has to be queried. As discussed in Section 9.6, the ex-
tension of the registry service to include advanced peer-to-peer search strategies in
general will also allow to retrieve running sessions in ad-hoc organizations of distribu-
ted systems. Section 11.7 will further discuss this topic.

11.4 Definition of Overlapped Flow Graphs

If an application sends a graph description
�

as query to the registry service, the main
idea for the session sharing service is to find overlapping sub-graphs of the current
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Figure 11.4: An edge�
 of a running flow graph� and an edge�� of a query
�

. For
both edges, sharing policies, node descriptions, jack tags, and connection formats are
shown (see text).

query
�

and some already running session� . For computing the overlap between two
graphs, individual tests for edges�� of graph description

�
and edges�
 of the running

session� are performed.
An edge�� in a graph description marks the connection from node description � ��� �

to � ��� (see Figure 11.4). Sharing policies are given by� �� ��� � � and� �� ��� �. Since nodes
can have several inputs or outputs, the intended connectionhas to be further specified
by

��� ��� � and
��� ��� for the wanted output and input jack, respectively. In addition,

a connection format
�
����� can be associated with an edge. Corresponding definitions

exist for �
 .

11.4.1 Complete Overlap

The edge�� from node description� ��� � to � ��� completelyoverlaps edge�
 from � 
�� �
to � 
�� , if all of the following criteria hold (tests 1 to 4):

1. Thesharing policy allows sharing for all node descriptions:� �� ��� � � � � �� 
�� � � ��	�� and� �� ��� � � � �� 
�� � � �	��.
2. Thenode descriptionsof �� , namely� ��� � and� ��� , are subsets of� 
�� � and� 
�� ,

respectively (compare Section 9.3.1):� ��� � � � 
�� � and� ��� � � 
�� .

3. Since nodes can have several outputs or inputs, thetagsspecifying outputs and
inputs are equal:

��� ��� � � ��� 
�� � and
��� ��� =

��� 
�� . If
��� ��� � or

��� ��� were not
specified, the jack tag “default” is chosen.

4. If theconnection format
�
����� of �� is specified, it has to be a included in

� 
����
(compare Section 7.4.4):

�
����� � � 
���� .

This case is termedcomplete overlap. Test 2 furthermore involves several other tests
that were already described in Section 9.3.1. All these tests are only performed if
the corresponding information has been specified for node descriptions� ��� � or � ��� ;
otherwise a test is assumed to be fulfilled. Notice that particularly the locations set in
node descriptions have to be match if specified.

At best, a completely overlapped edge of� can be reused when creating the flow
graph for

�
; no additional resources need to be requested, no setup timeis needed.

Figure 11.5 illustrates a complete overlap for edges�� and �
 . However, some cases
exist, in which such an overlap exists but cannot be used. These cases will be discussed
in Section 11.5.
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Figure 11.5: Complete overlap of edges�� and �
 (compare Figure 11.4). Sharing
policies, node descriptions, jack tags, and connection formats allow to reuse the edge
�
 of a running flow graph� when creating edge�� of query

�
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Figure 11.6: Partial copy overlap of edges�� and �
 (compare Figure 11.4). Shar-
ing policies, node descriptions, jack tags, and connectionformats only allow to reuse
theoutgoingparts of edge�
 of a running flow graph� when creating edge�� of query
�

. For node description� ��� , a node needs to be instantiated. For connecting this node,
an additional output jack is created and inserted into the outgoing jack group.

11.4.2 Partial Copy Overlap

The edge�� partly overlaps�
 , if test 4 is satisfied and tests 1 to 3 are satisfied only
for outgoingelements, namely� �� ��� � �, � ��� � and

��� ��� �:
1. Thesharing policy allows sharing for node descriptions:� �� ��� � � � � �� 
�� � � ��	��.
2. The outgoingnode descriptionsof �� , namely� ��� �, is a subset of� 
�� �: � ��� � �

� 
�� �.
3. Since nodes can have several outputs, thetags specifying outputs are equal:��� ��� � � ��� 
�� � . If

��� ��� � was not specified, the jack tag “default” is chosen.

4. If theconnection format
�
����� of �� is specified, it has to be a included in

� 
���� :�
����� � � 
���� .

This case is termedcopy overlap. As can be seen in Figure 11.6, when realizing this
case, a copy of the corresponding output jack and an additional connection to the node
instantiated for node description� ��� is created. Both jacks are inserted into a jack
group. Such a jack group then forwards the data stream to all internal output jacks.
Although, jack groups are used for each available output – even if only one output jack
is present –, we only depict them if two or more jacks are used (compare Section 7.3.2).
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Figure 11.7: Partial output overlap of edges�� and �
 (compare Figure 11.4). Shar-
ing policies, node descriptions, jack tags, and connectionformats only allow to reuse
the outgoingparts of edge�
 of a running flow graph� when creating edge�� of
query

�
. For node description� ��� , a node needs to be instantiated. This node is con-

nected to a previously unconnected output
��� ��� � of the node representing� ��� � and

� 
�� �, respectively.

An example for a partial copy overlap is a session with a shared node for read-
ing from a DVD (DVDReadNode) connected to a shared node for demultiplexing
(MPEGDemuxNode) both running on host A. This edge is only partly overlapped by
another edge connecting aDVDReadNode on host A to anMPEGDemuxNode on
host B because this demultiplexer node should be located on another host. Figure 11.3
shows such a setup.

11.4.3 Partial Output Overlap

Another case, in which the edge�� only partly overlaps�
 , exists: If tests 1 and 2 for
a complete overlap are satisfied – again, only for outgoing elements, namely� �� ��� � �
and� ��� � –, and

��� ��� � is a valid tag that corresponds to an output jack that is not yet
connected.

1. Thesharing policy allows sharing for node descriptions:� �� ��� � � � � �� 
�� � � ��	��.
2. The outgoingnode descriptionsof �� , namely� ��� �, is a subset of� 
�� �: � ��� � �

� 
�� �.
3. Thetag that specifies the output

��� ��� � has to be available for� ��� � and� 
�� � , and
the corresponding output jack of the node for� 
�� � is not yet connected.

4. If the connection format
�
����� of �� is specified, it has to be a included in the

set of valid formats for output
��� ��� � of the node for� 
�� �.

This case is termedoutput overlap. Figure 11.7 illustrates this case. An example for
this would be a node within a session with one or more unconnected outputs, e.g.
anMPEGDemuxNode that provides additional unconnected outputs for all available
audio tracks of a stream. In this case, such an unconnected output can be used without
any further restrictions within another session. Only a node for node description� ���
needs to be instantiated.
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11.5 Session Sharing Procedure

First, an overview of the developed approach for session sharing will be given. Then,
the individual steps of this procedure will be described in more detail.

11.5.1 Overview

The session sharing service performs several independent steps. First, if an application
sends a graph description

�
to the registry service that includes node descriptions�

with a sharing policy that allows sharing (i.e.� �� � � �	�� for some node descrip-
tion �), all registered sessions� � � � � � �� �

that allow to share resources are tested for
sub-graphs that can be overlapped with the flow graph to be created for

�
. Such an

overlapping sub-graph is denoted with
�

.
Since the “value” of an overlapping sub-graph can be specificfor an application,

during this first step, all possible overlaps for all� � and
�

are computed. In a second
step, all found overlaps are valued. This allows different value functions to be applied.
For example, the most obvious value function prefers overlapping sub-graphs that pro-
vide a large number of shared nodes and edges. Another optimization criterion can
be to reduce the number of additionally networking connections needed when creating
the flow graph for

�
.

Furthermore, since the main algorithm for finding overlapping sub-graphs is in-
dependent of a specific optimization criterion, a very clearand simple structure can
be used. Finally, the valuation of possible solutions also allows to identify invalid
overlaps.

As final step, the setup of shared flow graphs is performed. This includes the
creation of new processing elements for

�
but also the connection of these elements

with shared elements provided by the chosen� �. Also, the synchronization for all sink
nodes is established in this final step.

11.5.2 Finding Overlapping Graphs

The computation of an overlap between two graphs is divided into individual tests
for edges�� of graph description

�
and edges�
 of the currently processed running

session� . For each test, the possible overlap types – namely completeoverlap, partial
copy overlap, and partial output overlap – are checked (compare Section 11.4).

The session mapping procedure then works as follows. For each running session
� , all nodes	 � � � � � � 	� with no incoming edges are identified. These nodes represent
the sources of data for a session. Also for the query

�
, all nodes� � � � � � � �� with

no incoming edges are identified. Intuitively, an overlapping between� and
�

only
makes sense, if at least one partial overlap between an edge leaving some	 � and an
edge leaving some�� can be found. Otherwise, the two different sessions would try to
share internal nodes for different sources of data.

Starting from such an initial overlap, the algorithm tries to “expand” overlapping
sub-graphs. More precisely, for each	 � and each�� the algorithm tries to find an
overlap by comparing all outgoing edges of	 � with all outgoing edges of�� . The test
for a partial copy overlap is performed first since it is a subset of a complete overlap.
If the test was successful, the test for a complete overlap iscarried out. In any case,
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Figure 11.8: One step of the recursive algorithm for finding overlapping sub-graphs.
A complete overlap was identified for the first edge of the running session� and the
query

�
shown in (a). The generated overlap graph

�
is depicted in (b). For a complete

overlap, the shared edge is removed. In (c), the resulting representations� � and
�

� for
the next step of the recursion are shown.

the test for an partial output overlap is performed in the end. For each successful test,
a recursion of a depth-first search is started with sub-graphs � � and

�
� of the original

graphs� and
�

, respectively. Furthermore, an overlap graph
�

is stored for later
evaluation.

Complete Overlaps

For a complete overlap, the remaining sub-graphs
�

� and� � no longer contain the
completely overlapped edge. This situation is shown in Figure 11.8. In Figure 11.8(a),
the running flow graph� and the query

�
are shown. For simplicity, only the node

names are provided; all other attributes are not shown. Sharing policies are assumed
to allow sharing for all nodes. Therefore, a complete overlap is found within the first
iteration of the algorithm and an overlap graph

�
is created (see Figure 11.8(b)). This

graph contains references to the corresponding node description of � and
�

, and the
shared edge in� .

In Figure 11.8(c), the generated representations for� � and
�

� are shown with the
completely overlapped edge removed. These representations are used in the next re-
cursion step. Also, the overlap graph

�
is passed as argument and tried to be extended.

Obviously, in this example, the second and final recursion step will find another com-
plete overlap of the edges betweenB andC. Therefore, depending on the used value
function, the “best” solution could be to completely reuse the running session of�
when realizing query

�
.

Partial Copy Overlaps and Partial Output Overlaps

When identifying a partial copy or output overlap, the complete sub-graph starting
from the current�� is removed from

�
. Intuitively, this reduction of the search space

is legal because starting from this point, the graph
�

and� continue to “grow” in dif-
ferent directions. Figure 11.9 shows such a situation for a partial copy overlap. Again,
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Figure 11.9: One step of the recursive algorithm for finding overlapping sub-graphs.
A partial copy overlap was identified for the first edge of the running session� and
the query

�
shown in (a). The generated overlap graph

�
including a jack group is

depicted in (b). For a partial copy overlap, the complete subgraph of the corresponding
edge is removed from

�
; the shared edge is removed from� . In (c), the resulting

representations� �� and
�

�� for the next step of the recursion are shown.

in Figure 11.9(a), the running flow graph� and the query
�

are shown. However, in
this case, the node description forX forbids for a complete overlap to be created in
the first iteration. For example, the node description ofX is not a subset of the node
description ofA in the running session. Therefore, a partial copy overlap isfound and
the corresponding overlap graph

�
is created (see Figure 11.9(b)). If this solution is

finally chosen, a jack group will be used as described in Section 11.4.2.
In Figure 11.9(c),� �� and

�
�� are shown. More precisely,

�
�� is an empty graph

description since the edge from node descriptionA to node descriptionX and the com-
plete following sub-graph were removed. For a partial output overlap, the same process
is applied.

Invalid Overlap Graphs

Even if a complete overlap exists, the tests for partial overlaps are performed and a
recursion is started if they succeeded. On the one hand, computing all possible overlaps
allows to apply different value functions. On the other hand, a complete overlap might
lead to a “dead end” in the search later on, which results in aninvalid solution. This is
the case, if no overlap exists for the next edges within the subgraph of

�
used in the

next step of the recursion.
Figure 11.10 shows such a situation. In Figure 11.10(a), therunning flow graph

� and the query
�

are shown. In this example, connection formats are included,
namelyX, Y, andZ. Figures 11.10(b.1) and 11.10(b.2) show the result of the first
iteration:

�
� is the overlap graph for a complete overlap (compare Figure 11.8);

� �

is
the overlap graph for a partial copy overlap (compare Figure11.9).

Figures 11.10(c.1) and 11.10(c.2) show the resulting representations for� � and
�

�,
and� �� and

�
��, respectively, to be used in the next recursion steps of the algorithm.
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Figure 11.10: An example for an invalid overlap graph. The running session� and the
query

�
shown in (a) include connection formats. The results of the first step of the

recursion for a complete overlap are presented in (b.1) and (c.1) (compare Figure 11.8);
the corresponding information for a partial copy overlap isgiven in (b.2) and (c.2)
(compare Figure 11.9). Since formatZ is not included in formatY, no further overlap
can be found for� � and

�
�; no connection for node descriptionsB andC is possible.

Therefore, the corresponding overlap graph
�
� is invalid. The only possible solution

is shown in (d).

However, since formatZ is not included in formatY, no further overlap can be found
for � � and

�
� shown in Figure 11.10(c.1). Thus, there is no possibility toconnect

nodesB andC with formatZ specified by
�

(and
�

�) : Even if a new instance forC
would be created, the output formatZ is not available since the shared nodeB requires
formatY. This situation is a “dead end”. The previously found complete overlap has
“no value” and the corresponding overlap graph

�
� is invalid. The only possible solu-

tion in this example therefore uses the partial copy overlapand results in a setup shown
in Figure 11.10(d).

As can be seen from the above example, the identification of invalid solutions
requires to perform a look-ahead and further processing of solutions during the search.
Since these operations are difficult to realize within the recursive algorithm, we chose
to eliminate invalid solutions during the valuation of solutions. This step is described
in more detail in Section 11.5.3.

Summary and Implementation Issues

To summarize, the approach used for finding overlapping sub-graphs, Figure 11.11
outlines the structure of the developed recursive algorithm. This algorithm is started
using the current running session� , the query

�
, an empty overlap graph

�
, and an
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empty list of results as parameters.
For simplicity, various details of the current implementation of the algorithm are

not shown. For example, since jack tags are unique for a particular node – or its
corresponding node description –, at most a single combination of outgoing edges can
match. This allows to break the innermost for-loop wheneversuch a match was found.
Furthermore, only for the first recursion step, all combinations or the sources of�
and

�
have to be tested. In further recursion steps, the predecessors of the currently

considered source nodes of� and
�

also have to correspond to each other. Intuitively,
this means that the search has to “stay” on the previously chosen path.

Finally, since the algorithm performs an exhaustive searchat all recursion levels,
a single solution can be enumerated several times. To avoid further processing in such
cases, the list of resulting overlap graphs can be queried before starting a new recursion
step. While an exhaustive search is required to allow for a clear separation between
the search algorithm and the valuation – i.e. all possible solutions are provided for
the chosen value function –, this optimization greatly helps to improve runtime by
“cutting” large parts of the search space.

As a further optimization, depending on the used value function, not all possible
overlaps are of interest but only those with the largest number of overlapping nodes and
edges. If this is the case, the exhaustive algorithm can be modified to operate “greedy”.
This works as follows. The first step of the recursion is performed as usual, namely all
combinations of source nodes of� and

�
are tested to find all possible entry points

for a further search. Then, the search space is limited by reducing the first for-loop of
the algorithm to only consider the first possible source of

�
– all other sources of

�

will then be considered in further recursion steps. Notice that while this variation of
the algorithm will also find the overlap with the maximum number of nodes and edges,
not all solutions with less overlapping elements are enumerated in cases when more
than a single source is available for

�
within a recursion step.

11.5.3 Valuation of Solutions

As mentioned above, all different overlaps for
�

and the currently considered running
session� � are computed. Furthermore, this step is done for all� � ’s of the sharable
running sessions� � � � � � �� �

administrated by the registry service. Therefore, all com-
puted overlap graphs are finally evaluated, and the “best” solution according to some
optimization criterion is chosen. We are currently using a very simple approach that
maximizes the number of shared nodes and edges. More precisely, for each complete
overlap, the overall value of the current overlap graph is increased by two; for a partial
overlap this value in increased by one.

More advanced value functions can include the evaluation ofmeasured quality of
service (QoS) requirements needed for nodes and edges that need to be additionally
created. Then, an overlap that requires the least additional resources can be chosen.
Yet other value functions can prefer overlap graphs that provide a large number of
nodes running on a particular host. Such a criterion avoids adding networking con-
nections between connected nodes and is useful in cases where node descriptions of
the query do not contain any locations. Then, nodes running on arbitrary hosts will be
considered.

As already discussed, the valuation of solutions includes the identification of in-
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shareSubGraphs(GraphDescription R,
GraphDescription Q,
GraphDescription O,
list<GraphDescription> Results)

{
Sourced_Q = nodes with no incoming edges in Q;
Sources_R = nodes with no incoming edges in R;
for(each node q of Sources_Q) {
for(each node r of Sources_R) {

for(each outgoing edge e_q of q) {
for(each outgoing edge e_r of r) {
if(copy_overlap(e_r, e_q)) {

O = create_copy_overlap_graph(O, e_r, e_q);
Results = Results + O;
R’’ = remove_edge(R, e_r);
Q’’ = remove_sub_graph(Q, e_q);
shareSubGraphs(R’’, Q’’, O, Results);
if(complete_overlap(e_r, e_q)) {
O = create_complete_overlap_graph(O, e_r, e_q);
Results = Results + O;
R’ = remove_edge(R, e_r);
Q’ = remove_edge(Q, e_q);
shareSubGraphs(R’, Q’, O, Results);

}
}
if(output_overlap(e_r, e_q)) {

O = create_output_overlap_graph(O, e_r, e_q);
Results = Results + O;
R’’ = remove_edge(R, e_r);
Q’’ = remove_sub_graph(Q, e_q);
shareSubGraphs(R’’, Q’’, O, Results);

}
}

}
}

}
}

Figure 11.11: Outline of the recursive algorithm for findingoverlapping sub-graphs.
Several implementation details are not shown but discussedin the text.
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valid solutions. There are several cases that have to be considered to determine whether
a solution is valid or not. First, a complete overlap only makes sense, if for all fol-
lowing edges, some overlap was found. For example, for a demultiplexer that has a
complete overlap at its incoming edge, all outgoing edges need to provide some sort
of overlap – otherwise, the complete overlap led to a “dead end” as discussed above.
For multiplexers to be shared, all incoming edges of the query need to be available as
complete overlaps.

11.5.4 Setup of Shared Flow Graphs

The final setup of a session with shared nodes is straight-forward. Both nodes of a
completely overlapped edge are referenced in the new session – no additional elements
are instantiated. For a partial copy overlap, the output jack is duplicated within the
corresponding jack group and then connected to a newly instantiated node. When
handling a partial output overlap, the previously unconnected output is connected to
a further node to be created. Nodes that cannot be shared at all are requested and
connected as usual.

Due to the state machine of NMM nodes presented in Section 7.2.2, when connect-
ing two nodes, the upstream node (i.e. the “left” node) has tobe in stateOUTPUT -
INITIALIZED and the downstream node (i.e. the “right” node”) has to be in state
INITIALIZED. This is also true when connecting newly created nodes to a running
session. Therefore, there is the possibility that an interruption of media processing
and presentation occurs during this step of the session sharing procedure. However,
since the dynamic setup of additional connections of arunningnode in stateSTARTED
would require to guard the passing ofeachmessage with an additional lock, we delib-
erately did not choose this option to avoid the corresponding decrease in throughput.
Chapter 12 will present a further middleware service that allows for the seamless re-
configuration of active flow graphs.

If a suitable synchronizer is already provided by the running session, the controller
objects of all synchronized sink nodes are linked to that instance. For realizing inter-
stream synchronization, timestamps generated within all connected flow graphs need
to refer to the same global time base. Most often, this is the inherent time base of the
shared media stream. For example, the shared flow graphs presented in Section 11.6
all refer to the time base of the used MPEG streams. In other cases, such a global time
base needs to be established explicitly, e.g. by resetting synchronization parameters.
This can be achieved by inserted asyncReset event instream for all partial overlaps.
For example, for newly added jacks within a jack groups, thisevent can be created
automatically. In Chapter 12, this topic will be further discussed.

When a running session with shared nodes is destroyed, reference counting avoids
deleting shared objects such as nodes or synchronizers.

11.5.5 Discussion

As can be seen from Figure 11.11, an exhaustive depth-first search is performed. As
discussed before, such an exhaustive search is needed in order to provide all possi-
ble solutions for the value function to be applied. For finding the “best” solution, a
complete search is therefore required.
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In general, the runtime of a depth-first search is
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Furthermore, this runtime needs to be spent for every running session to be considered.
Other steps, such as the valuation of flow graphs, are typically linear in the number of
edges of overlap graphs.

While the upper bound of the runtime does not seem very promising, the effective
measured runtime – and therefore also the number of iterations – is indeed very low,
which results in a applicable solution. Several reasons canbe identified. First, typical
flow graphs only have a very limited number of sources and a small number of overall
edges and nodes. For example, the most complex practical relevant flow graphs we
have developed employ less than 20 nodes and 20 edges – overlaps contain even less
elements.

Second, the number of recursion steps is restricted due to the strict criteria that
need to be fulfilled for one of the three different types of overlaps to be applied – the
large number of attributes that need to “match” limits the number of found overlaps.
In particular, jack tags are unique and need to match, which results in only a single
combination of edges to be tested for overlaps. Furthermore, for partial overlaps, com-
plete sub-graphs are removed for the next step of the recursion. Finally, the optimized
implementation of the algorithm described above further reduces the number of re-
cursions. Together, this results in a branch-and-cut algorithm with a large number of
“cuts” within the search space [BT97].

Even for complex scenarios, the runtime of the complete procedure – i.e. from the
point in time where the query is received by the registry to the point in time where all
results for a single running session are valued – is below 400msec. Considering the
setup times for distributed flow graphs, we argue that such time values are tolerable
– even when multiple running sessions need to be considered.The following section
will provide further measurements for several applicationscenarios.

11.6 Results and Applications

The session sharing service described above is fully integrated into the registry service
of NMM. Based on these two services, we have realized variousapplication scenarios.
All scenarios can be seen as examples for distributed multimedia home entertainment,
where a number of users employs various stationary and mobile systems in combina-
tion.

In general, a stationary system provides sufficient computational resources to per-
form a number of typical tasks, such as media playback and transcoding, simulta-
neously. Furthermore, such a system provides high-qualitymedia output, e.g. via a
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Application Scenario Step System PC1 System PC3

100 Negative Tests Search 17 29
Valuation - -
Sum 17 29

Different/Identical DVD Audio Track Search 2 6
Valuation 1 1
Sum 3 7

Shared TV Search 18 45
Valuation 1 1
Sum 19 46

Additional System Shared TV Search 147 371
Valuation 2 3
Sum 149 374

Table 11.1: Measured runtimes in milliseconds of the session sharing algorithm itself
for two different systems. A detailed description of the used systems PC1 and PC3 can
be found in Appendix A.

high-fidelity audio system and a large screen, and offers access to a number of sources
of media, e.g. media files are stored on internal hard disks, DVDs or audio CDs are
read via internal drives, or PCI boards receive analog or digital TV. We use commodity
multimedia PCs running the GNU/Linux operating system for such stationary systems.

Two different types of mobile systems are employed. First, commodity laptop
computers are used – again running under GNU/Linux. Compared to stationary PCs,
these systems provide less computational resources; no direct access to sources of data,
like TV boards or DVD drives might be available. Second, personal digital assistants
(PDAs) are employed. We are currently using the model CompaqiPAQ H3870 run-
ning under GNU/Linux [End03]. These systems are especiallyinteresting due to their
inherent resource restrictions. In particular, only relatively little computational power
is available. Memory capacity is also limited. Furthermore, output capabilities are re-
stricted, especially the screen size. Finally, no direct access to special sources of data
is available. However, since mobile and stationary systemsall provide networking ca-
pabilities, e.g. for LAN or WLAN, each system can access and combine the features
of all devices available throughout the network using the facilities of NMM.

For the different examples to be described in the following,we first measured the
runtimes of the session sharing algorithm itself using two different systems. The results
are shown in Table 11.1. More details of the used systems can be found in Appendix A.
As discussed in the previous section, the runtimes of the session sharing procedure are
measured from the point in time where the query was received by the registry service
to the point in time where all results are valued and the “best” result according to above
described value function is determined. For all provided examples, we are regarding
the exhaustive optimized algorithm as described in the preceding sections; the times
for the “greedy” algorithm are obviously smaller. While themeasured times increase
with the numbers of overlapped edges, they are below 400 mseceven for PC3. The
measured times show that nearly all of the time is spent within the recursive algorithm
for finding overlapping sub-graphs; only very little time isspent during the valuation
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Application Session 1 Setup Session 2 Network Setup
Scenario Time Time

Different/Identical PC1 2.615 PC2 LAN 0.403
DVD Audio Track Laptop LAN 1.236

Laptop WLAN 1.840
PDA LAN approx. 10
PDA WLAN approx. 10

Shared TV PC1 0.748 PC2 LAN 1.455
Laptop LAN 2.759
Laptop WLAN 4.943
PDA LAN approx. 19
PDA WLAN approx. 20

Application Session 2 Setup Session 3 Network Setup
Scenario Time Time

Additional System PC 2 1.455 Laptop LAN 3.197
Shared TV Laptop WLAN 4.587
(Session 1 on PC1) PDA LAN approx. 14

PDA WLAN approx. 15

Table 11.2: Measured runtimes in seconds for the complete setup of initially created
sessions (session 1) and further sessions (session 2 and session 3). A detailed descrip-
tion of the used systems PC1, PC2, laptop, and PDA can be foundin Appendix A.

of solutions. This allows for adding more complex value functions without influencing
the overall runtime too much.

We also measured the times needed for testing additional running sessions that do
not match the query at all, i.e. no overlapping sub-graphs are found. Testing 100 non-
matching sessions takes 17 msec for system PC1 and 29 msec forsystems PC3 (see
Table 11.1). Both times are negligible.

In addition, we also measured the complete duration of the session sharing proce-
dure for different setups, i.e. the period of time starting with the request of a shared
distributed flow graph to the point in time where sessions runas shared sessions. The
results are shown in Table 11.2 assession 2andsession 3. In order to evaluate the
measured times, we also provide the setup times for the corresponding initially created
session,session 1. For all setups, this session is chosen to operate completely on sys-
tem PC1. Therefore, its graph description is stored within the registry of this system.
Correspondingly, the session sharing algorithm also runs on this system. Three differ-
ent systems are used when creating a new request forsession 2, namely system PC2,
laptop, and PDA. For the systems laptop and PDA, either LAN orWLAN is employed.
Furthermore, PC1, PC2, and one of the two mobile systems is used for sessions 1, 2,
and 3, respectively, as described below.

11.6.1 Shared DVD Playback

The application scenario presented in Section 11.1 allows for shared access of the data
stream provided by a single DVD. The application controlledby a first user started
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Figure 11.12: Shared DVD access. The running session 1 and the query for a different
audio track (i.e. “audio1” instead of “audio0”) are mapped to a shared sub-graph that
uses a complete overlap and a partial output overlap. While running session 1 operates
on a stationary system, running session 2 performs decodingand playback of the audio
data on a mobile system. The controllers of all sink nodes areconnected to a single
sink synchronizer to realize distributed inter-stream synchronization.

DVD playback at a stationary system using the flow graph shownin Figure 11.12
as running session 1. Nodes that allow for shared access are shaded dark. In this
example, the application chose to share the nodes required for reading and decoding;
sink nodes for rendering audio and video are not shared. Thisis a typical specification,
since applications (and users) will generally allow the sharing of internal processing
elements but prefer to have exclusive access to output devices.

Notice that by using the facilities of NMM and its registry service, all processing
elements of the running session 1 shown in Figure 11.12 are allowed to operate on
different remote hosts. In particular, the source node for reading DVDs can be located
on another system than the application.

Mobile Access to Different Audio Tracks

In order to access a particular audio track, e.g. for a specific language, of the DVD
being used in the running session, a second user can start another application on a
mobile system that will use a query such as the one shown in Figure 11.12. Here, the
mode “exclusive or shared” is set for all node descriptions,except the one for audio
playback. Furthermore, to perform decoding and playback onthe mobile system, the
corresponding node descriptions are specified to run on the local host. In this first
example, audio track “audio1” is chosen instead of “audio0”.
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Figure 11.12 shows the result of the session sharing procedure as running sessions
1 and 2. TheDVDReadNode and theMPEGDemuxNode and the connecting edge
are shared for the second session (i.e.complete overlap), whereas an additional edge
was created to connect the second audio output of theMPEGDemuxNode to the newly
instantiated nodesAudioDecodeNode andPlaybackNode that are running on
the local host (i.e.partial output overlapto previously unconnected edge). With this
setup, a different audio stream will be rendered on the mobile system.

The sink synchronizer provided by the initial session is used to provide synchro-
nized playback for the complete distributed flow graph. The audio sink of the running
session is chosen as master; the video sink of the first running session and the second
audio sink of the second session act as slaves (compare Section 7.8.2). If the first few
buffers for the second audio sink arrive too late to be presented synchronously with the
master sink, they will be discarded. The system running the second session will then
need sufficient processing power to “catch up” with the running session 1. However,
if multimedia data buffers are enqueued within input jacks of nodes of the running
session 1, media presentation within the new sub-graph of the running session 2 will
typically have to be delayed.

Using the value function described in Section 11.5.3, the total value of the best
solution consisting of a complete overlap and a partial output overlap is three. Ta-
ble 11.1 and Table 11.2 show the runtimes for this setup. Notice that the time for
initially accessing a DVD greatly influences the setup time for session 1. Furthermore,
for systems that provide sufficient resources, such as the laptop, the setup time for ses-
sion 2 increases when using WLAN instead of LAN. Compared to other systems, the
PDA requires significantly higher setup times due to its inherent resource restrictions.
Therefore, no difference between LAN and WLAN can be determined.

Mobile Access to Identical Audio Tracks

The query in Figure 11.12 requests a different audio track than the one used within the
running session 1. A situation, in which the application running on the mobile system
requests the same audio track, is shown in Figure 11.13. Again, this results in a com-
plete overlap for the edge connecting theDVDReadNode and theMPEGDemuxNode.
In this case, however, a partial copy overlap is present for the edge connecting the “au-
dio0” output of theMPEGDemuxNode and the remoteAudioDecodeNode running
on the mobile system.

Using the value function described in Section 11.5.3, the total value of the best
solution consisting of a complete overlap and a partial copyoverlap is three. Table 11.1
and Table 11.2 show the runtimes for this setup.

Notice that for both provided examples, an additionalMPEGDemuxNode will be
instantiated if for some reason, no complete overlap between theDVDReadNode and
theMPEGDemuxNode is possible, e.g. because the demultiplexer does not allow shar-
ing.

11.6.2 Shared TV Access

Another application scenario realized using the session sharing service allows to watch
TV on a stationary system and a mobile system simultaneously. Particularly interesting
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Figure 11.13: Shared DVD access. The running session 1 and the query for the same
audio track (i.e. “audio0”) are mapped to a shared sub-graphthat uses a complete over-
lap and a partial copy overlap. As for the situation shown in Figure 11.12, the running
session 1 operates on a stationary system; running session 2performs decoding and
playback of the audio data on a mobile system. The controllers of all sink nodes are
connected to a single sink synchronizer to realize distributed inter-stream synchroniza-
tion.

is how the adaptation of media streams needed for the mobile system can be included
(compare Section 2.3.2).

Figure 11.14 illustrates the setup for this application scenario. The running session
1 started on the stationary system allows to share all nodes except thePlaybackNode
and theDisplayNode. For receiving TV, theDVBReadNode is used that provides
access to a DVB stream received via satellite; the corresponding MPEG stream is de-
multiplexed with theMPEGDemuxNode (see Section 2.2.3). Again, by using NMM,
all nodes of this running session can transparently operateon different distributed sys-
tems. For example, the node for receiving DVB is not necessarily located on the
stationary system itself.

The query used by the application running on the mobile system uses a complex
graph description for adapting media streams to the available processing power and
output capabilities. In particular, audio and video are transcoded. Audio is decoded,
downsampled to 22050 Hz mono audio using theAudioConverterNode, and en-
coded to MPEG audio again. For video, even more operations are performed. First, the
framerate of decoded video is reduced to adapt to the computational resources avail-
able at the mobile system. Since the received video stream isprovided as half-frames,
video isdeinterlacedusing theVideoDeinterlaceNode to obtain a single frame
from two half-frames [Poy96]. This step is not performed forthe stationary system,
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Figure 11.14: Shared TV access. Digital TV is accessed at a stationary sys-
tem within the running session 1. The query of the mobile system for adapted
media streams can reuse four nodes, namelyDVBReadNode, MPEGDemuxNode,
AudioDecodeNode, andVideoDecodeNode running on the stationary system.
Additional requested nodes for media transcoding are instantiated on the stationary
system; only decoding and rendering of adapted streams is performed on the mobile
system using corresponding nodes. The controllers of all sink nodes are connected to
a single sink synchronizer to realize distributed inter-stream synchronization.

since we assume that this system is connected to a TV set that allows to handle in-
terlaced video. In order to further reduce the computational resource required for
processing video on the mobile system, the resolution of thevideo is then downscaled
using theVideoScalerNode. This step is also useful, since the mobile system
only provides a restricted video resolution of 320 by 240 pixels1. Finally, video is
reencoded, but this time a codec available for the mobile system is used, e.g. MPEG4.
The transcoded audio and video streams are specified to be decoded and rendered on
the mobile system using the corresponding nodes. Therefore, only for these node de-
scriptions the locations are set to “localhost”.

The result of the session sharing service finds three complete overlaps, namely for
the connection between theDVBReadNode andMPEGDemuxNode, and the connec-
tion between this demultiplexer and the nodesAudioDecodeNode andVideoDe-
codeNode running on the stationary system. The outputs of these decoding nodes
are then duplicated within jack groups for realizing partial copy overlaps between the
flow graph of the running session 1 and the query. All further nodes specified within

1Notice that the usage of a node for downscaling might avoid the need for a node for deinterlacing.
For example, by dropping a half-frame, the video resolutionis automatically halved in vertical direction.
However, if the original video resolution and the desired video resolution for the PDA are not known in
advance, both operations need to be performed.
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the query are instantiated and set up. Especially interesting is the fact that the session
sharing service allocates all nodes needed for transcodingon the stationary system.
This is done since no location was specified for these nodes and the session itself is
running on the stationary system. This step could be furtheroptimized by guiding
the instantiation of nodes needed for transcoding by evaluating their quality of service
(QoS) requirements together with resource availability within the network.

On the mobile system, only the nodes for decoding and rendering audio and video
streams are created. The controller objects of sink nodes are then connected to the
sink synchronizer of the running session 1 as additional slaves (compare Section 7.8.2).
While there is currently still a short interruption during the setup of this complex distri-
buted flow graph (see Section 11.5.4), playback stays synchronized on all participating
systems of the running session 1 and 2 later on. In particular, only a few video multi-
media buffers are discarded; instead, latencies are updated due to the interruption.

Notice that the application running on the mobile system will both use remote and
local nodes within its flow graph, where remote nodes are partly taken from another
session. With the current implementation, the iPAQ is able to display up to 15 frames
per second with a resolution of 320x240 and 22 kHz mono audio.The overall bitrate
transferred to the mobile system is around 500 kbps. While these values are currently
determined manually, a future extension of the NMM system will include the dynamic
adaptation of these settings.

Using the value function described in Section 11.5.3, the total value of the best
solution consisting of three complete overlaps and two partial copy overlaps is eight.
Table 11.1 and Table 11.2 show the runtimes for this setup. Again, the provided com-
putational resources of the system used for session 2 and theused network influence
the setup times.

Additional Mobile Systems

A particular advantageous property of the session sharing service is that all created ses-
sions can be shared – initially created sessions but also sessions that were created later
and that already use shared resources. For the above described application scenario,
this allows further mobile systems to be added without requiring additional resources
needed for media adaptation.

This situation is shown in Figure 11.15. The running sessions 1 and 2, which are
also shown in Figure 11.14, can be used to satisfy an additional query of a second
mobile system. The parts of the graph description of this query needed for media
transcoding can be mapped completely to the running session2; only additional nodes
for the decoding and rendering of audio and video streams on the mobile system need
to be instantiated for session 3. All three systems are synchronized by using a single
synchronizer.

Notice that all three systems are also offered full control of shared nodes, e.g. for
changing the TV channel. Future extensions could restrict control to only provide
access to some specific interfaces. Also notice that the session for a mobile system can
be started first and an application running on the stationarysystem can join later on.
In this case, however, the location for all nodes to not run onthe mobile system need
to be specified.

Using the value function described in Section 11.5.3, the total value of the best
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Figure 11.15: Shared TV access for several mobile systems. Digital TV is accessed
at a stationary system and a first mobile system within the running session 1 and 2
(compare Figure 11.14). The query of a second mobile system for adapted media
streams can reuse the complete flow graph needed for receiving TV and transcoding
media streams that is already employed by the running session 2 of the first mobile
system. All three systems are synchronized by a single sink synchronizer.

solution consisting of nine complete overlaps and two partial copy overlaps is 20.
Table 11.1 and Table 11.2 show the runtimes for this setup. Inparticular, session 1
is running on PC1 and session 2 on PC2; then, session 3 is addedand running on an
additional mobile system, e.g. the laptop or the PDA. Noticethat while the session
sharing procedure adds a certain delay due to the needed runtime of the algorithm, the
overall resource consumption of the application is reducedsince a large part of the
requested flow graph is reused.

Notice that the setup time for session 3 running on the laptopwith LAN is higher
than that for session 2 running on the laptop. This can be explained as follows. Since
the system running session 1, namely PC1, is already highly loaded because it also runs
the flow graph needed for transcoding media for session 2, theoverall setup time for
session 3 is limited by the computational resources of PC1. When using WLAN for the
laptop, the additional delay during connection setup is thelimiting factor; therefore,
the setup time for session 3 is smaller than that for session 2in this case. For the PDA,
setup times are again much higher. However, in this case, session 3 can also be set up
faster than session 2 since the resources of the PDA are the limiting factor.
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11.7 Conclusions and Future Work

In this chapter, session sharing as middleware service for distributed multimedia appli-
cations was presented. This service enables collaborativeapplications, where a num-
ber of users accesses the same or similar content using different mobile or stationary
systems. Running distributed flow graphs are stored within the registry service as so
called sessions. Parts of such flow graphs can be shared within other applications.
Based on different criteria for overlapping edges of flow graphs, an algorithm for map-
ping new requests to already running sessions was presented. Application-specific
value functions can be applied to overlapping graphs. Together, the session sharing
service eliminates the problem of multiple access to a single multimedia device and
reduces the processing requirements when different applications share common tasks.
Synchronized distributed rendering and shared control of processing elements further
enhances collaboration.

Several application scenarios have demonstrated the benefits and the performance
of this service. Further examples will be described in the scope of Chapter 13 and
Chapter 15. In Chapter 13, an application for setting up distributed flow graphs from
a textual description is presented that allows to directly use the facilities of the session
sharing service. In Chapter 15, a networked multimedia homeentertainment center
is described that uses the session sharing service, e.g. forrealizing shared access to a
single TV device for a digital video recorder and an application for watching TV.

Several directions for future work were already sketched. Since a session is only
stored within the server registry of a single host, advertisement and directed search for
running sessions within peer-to-peer networks could be a first extension. This topic is
also discussed in Section 9.6.

Also, the criteria for overlaps can be enhanced. First, meta-data such as the played
media file or the watched TV channel can also be included. Second, tests for “match-
ing” capabilities of connecting communication channels between two nodes can be
performed. Particularly interesting in this context is thesupport for multicast net-
working for partial copy overlaps. For example, instead of using two unicast network
connections for realizing a partial copy overlap, multicast can be used. This allows to
automatically reuse a single networking connection for several connected flow graphs.
Such an extension requires to dynamically change network settings from unicast to
multicast when first creating such an overlapped connection.

The currently used value function is quite simple. Additional value functions
should be created and evaluated. For example, previously measured quality of ser-
vice (QoS) requirements for different nodes can be used to further guide the process of
finding suitable overlapping sub-graphs. Such measurements can also be applied to au-
tomatically determine needed adaptations for shared sessions. Furthermore, dynamic
adaptations, e.g. for mobile systems accessing streams from DVDs or TV boards, can
be included.

The process of setting up shared sessions currently needs tointerrupt running ses-
sions in order to connect partial overlapped edges. To avoidlarge delays, additional
care must be taken. The following chapter will present a service for seamless recon-
figuration that internally employs the session sharing service.

Finally, for realizing collaborative application scenarios, users need a suitable way
for selecting queries and for specifying the set of running sessions to be tested for
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overlapping sub-graphs. While queries are often fixed for a single task (e.g. “watch
TV”) and can then be selected manually (e.g. by selecting “TV” from a menu), users
might also want to join specific activities performed by other nearby users. For such
cases, suitable interaction mechanisms and user interfaces need to be provided. In
Section 15.6.2, a first approach for selecting and joining activities within a multimedia
home entertainment scenario is described.



Chapter 12

Seamless Reconfiguration

Dynamics can be seen as one of the main characteristics of distributed multimedia
systems. This is especially due to the ubiquity of stationary and mobile devices on
the one hand, and the mobility of users and devices on the other hand. As discussed in
Section 4.4.2, in such computing environments, middlewareneeds to allow multimedia
processing to be flexibly distributed across different devices that are currently available
in a network while supporting dynamic migration between devices as users move or
requirements change.

In this chapter, we present a service that provides dynamic reconfigurations of flow
graphs [LRS03a]. In particular, we concentrate on the ability to perform a synchro-
nized, seamless, and continuous handover of entire parts ofan active distributed media
flow graph. This is demonstrated using a mobile media player that can instantly hand
over its audio rendering to nearby stationary systems that have richer I/O capabilities.
We will first introduce this application scenario in more detail. In the following, re-
lated work is reviewed. The realized service will be described in detail then. The
abstractions for specifying intended reconfigurations arediscussed. We will show how
the session sharing service presented in the preceding chapter can be used to iden-
tify and set up additional required processing elements. Then, a protocol for seamless
handover of media processing and its implementation based on the generic synchro-
nization architecture of NMM is presented. Different strategies and optimizations are
discussed before presenting results and applications of the developed service.

12.1 Introduction

Today, there is a strong trend towards mobile and ubiquitouscomputing. On the
one hand, mobile computing devices like personal digital assistants (PDAs), cellu-
lar phones, or small audio players enjoy great popularity. Yet, the inherent constraints
on size and weight significantly limit the fidelity of multimedia rendering on the de-
vices themselves. On the other hand, we are ever surrounded by a constantly growing
number of networked media devices, like video recorders, set-top-boxes, TVs, hi-fi
systems, or multimedia PCs. These devices offer high-quality input and output capa-
bilities often together with enough computing power and programmability to perform
a variety of multimedia operations. To offer rich multimedia access to mobile users,
the Network-Integrated Multimedia Middleware (NMM) as presented so far allows to
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Figure 12.1: Session handover for audio playback. In (a), anapplication running on
the mobile system performs media output on the device itself, e.g. through its internal
speakers or earphones. In (b), media output is performed on anearby stationary system
because this systems provides richer I/O capabilities. Theapplication running on the
mobile system is given full control of the media output on thestationary system, e.g.
for changing the volume.

transparently access remote I/O devices, e.g. in the environment of the user, and to
integrate these devices into multimedia processing.

As already discussed in Section 4.4.3, especially interesting are applications that
allow to seamlessly employ nearby devices for media rendering. Let us consider, a
media playback application running on a PDA playing audio data through its internal
speakers or earphones. When the user enters an environment that offers devices with
richer I/O capabilities (e.g. the audio system in the livingroom, car, or office), output
should be handed over to these more capable devices. This procedure should be per-
formed with as little delay as possible. In addition, the handover should beseamless
andcontinuous: no audio data should be lost or duplicated, media playback should
be synchronized at all times, and finally media output is performed at the exact same
position within the stream using a new device. All these features that are especially
important for the playback of music – but also when listeningto streamed content, such
as a news report received via the Internet. Finally, after the completion of a handover,
the application is offered full control again, e.g. for adjusting the volume of the media
output. Figure 12.1 shows such an scenario. In (a), audio output is performed locally
on a mobile system (e.g. a PDA); in (b), the hi-fi audio system connected to a nearby
stationary system (e.g. a PC) is used.

We use the termsession handoverfor such a procedure to distinguish it from the
termhandoff that usually describes the functionality of changing network connections.
During such a handover, parts of the currently active flow graph for media processing
are migrated to another system while the multimedia processing stays synchronized
and continuous.

This application scenario is just one example for the need todynamically adapt
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an active multimedia flow graph to a changing environment. Other scenarios would
be the adaptation to changes in quality of service (QoS) levels by changing compres-
sion algorithms or by delegating parts of the media processing to other hosts. This
sort of adaption becomes particularly important in a mobileenvironment where the
environment is constantly changing.

Dynamic adaptation of active flow graphs in distributed media processing imposes
a number of issues for a general multimedia middleware. In the scope of this chapter,
we focus on middleware support for dynamic adaptation of an active flow graph in
form of a session handover [LRS03a]. Several requirements have to be addressed for
realizing such a service. Abstractions need to be provided for specifying the parts of an
active flow graph that need to be reconfigured. Such a specification must be mapped to
the active flow graph and required additional processing elements need to be created.
For realizing this step, the session sharing service presented in Chapter 11 is used. The
middleware must be able to set up alternative routes and synchronize the respective
media streams across the network. Finally, seamless handover between these alter-
natives with little delay and no discontinuities in media processing and presentation
needs to be provided. In order to implement this feature, a specialized synchronizer
was developed that realizes a handover protocol based on thefacilities provided by the
generic synchronization architecture described in Section 7.8.

12.2 Related Work

Different solutions for mobility support have been proposed for lower layers of the
ISO-OSI layering model, like Mobile IP [Per02, Joh95] for the network layer, or TCP
Migrate [SB00] for the transport layer (compare Section 2.2.4). These approaches pro-
vide mobility transparency for applications but require changes in the existing infras-
tructures. However, we argue that such functionality is best provided at the middleware
layer where it can operate on top of different lower layer protocols.

Different approaches for location-aware multimedia services and multimedia ac-
cess for mobile users exist. Some solutions concentrate on using mobile devices as
unique communication and access interface for other stationary devices in the envi-
ronment and do not allow migration during runtime [PSG00].

Various sophisticated handoff protocols have been proposed. A proxy architec-
ture for streaming multimedia data with support for handoffs is described in [MSK01].
During handoff, the data streams is temporarily interrupted; caching, prefetching, and
retransmission is used to minimize this interruption. In [KG01] a procedure for dy-
namic handoff of multimedia streams is described that triesto minimize the number
of frames that have to be discarded by using a circular buffer. The focus for the work
presented in [RSSK02] is the integration of transcoding servers for MPEG into the
handoff scheme. While these solutions offer interesting approaches, they do not pro-
vide seamless and synchronized handover as defined above butrather try to minimize
handoff delays.

As a generalization of a vertical handoff, the ability to move application sessions
across different devices is described in [LGGB02]. Other approaches that also allow
to access audio and video on nearby stationary devices are presented in [BBE

�

00]
for IEEE 1394 networks and as an OSGi compatible solution in [EB02]. A solution
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for “follow-you-and-me video” is described in [NT02]. Multimedia service delivery
with dynamic handoffs to mobile or stationary devices is also presented [CNX04].
In [RHC02b, RHC

�

02a], an application framework for so called active environments
is proposed that can map running applications between different environments depend-
ing on the users position. Similar approaches are presentedin [SG02] and [JFW02].

The usage of standard protocols like the Session InitiationProtocol (SIP) [RSC
�

02]
to support mobility is examined in [WS99], but without the aspect of synchronized
playback and continuous handoff. The approach described in[KIK

�

03] uses SIP to
realize transfer of streaming services among mobile and stationary systems but only
aims at restarting transferred services at the same position within the stream where is
was stopped during handoff.

Together, the main disadvantage of these approaches is the lack of synchronized
playback during handoff. Furthermore, as some of these approaches use off-the-shelf
media players, they are restricted to perform a handoff at one particular position within
the overall configuration of processing elements [LGGB02, EB02, CNX04, KIK

�

03].
The idea of using two simultaneous processing chains for seamless handoff is in-

troduced in [CS02] in the context of media transcoding. Thisapproach provides zero-
loss behavior but cannot ensure timely playback during handoff. While the general
idea of using simultaneous processing chains is similar to our taken approach, we al-
low to set up these chains dynamically on different hosts.

Although the main ideas behind all these approaches come very close to our goals,
our solution allows the migration of arbitrary sub-parts ofan application while ensur-
ing synchronized and continuous playback during the session handoff. According to
the above definition we use the term handover for such a procedure. Furthermore, our
approach provides suitable abstractions to be used within applications to specify the
changes within a flow graph. This new configuration is then mapped automatically to
the active flow graph by using the session sharing service described in Chapter 11.

12.3 Seamless Handover Procedure

We will first give an overview of the chosen approach. Then, all steps of the seamless
reconfiguration procedure are presented in detail.

12.3.1 Master-Slave Approach

While Figure 12.1 illustrates our basic application scenario, the underlying used con-
figuration of processing elements is shown in Figure 12.2. The user wants to playback
media files stored on a mobile system. If no other system is nearby, the presentation
of the media data is performed on the mobile system. In our case, this would be the
decoding and playback of encoded audio files. The flow graph for this example con-
sists of three nodes, all running locally in the beginning, but all accessed via proxies
and interfaces as described in Part II of this thesis. TheReadfileNode reads the
encoded file from the internal memory or a memory card, theAudioDecodeNode
decodes the data (e.g. MPEG-audio or Ogg/Vorbis), and thePlaybackNode per-
forms the audio output using the integrated speakers of the mobile system. Notice that
the source node can also be transparently located on a remotehost, which then allows
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Figure 12.2: Flow graphs for session handover of audio playback. The initially created
flow graph for audio playback running on the mobile system – the master graph – is
reconfigured to perform media decoding and rendering on a stationary system, e.g. the
system nearby the user of the mobile system. The reconfiguredsub-graph is called
slave graph.

to access files from the file system of that host.
If a stationary system with richer I/O capabilities is nearby, the playback session

can be handed over from the mobile system to the stationary system. As discussed in
Section 4.4.2, the technology to be used to sense the currentlocation of the user, the
used mobile system, and nearby stationary systems is beyondthe scope of this thesis
– the selection of locations and systems is currently done manually. If the user moves
on, the session might get handed over back from the stationary system to the mobile
system or from one stationary system to another.

As there are different application scenarios where such a dynamic adaptation of an
active flow graph is needed, the basic idea is always the same:

� The new and adapted configuration of the active flow graph is mapped to this
running flow graph; additionally needed processing elements are identified and
instantiated.

� We configure and start the new parts of the current flow graph while keeping the
original media processing running continuously until bothare synchronous. The
currently active flow graph is calledmaster graph; the newly created sub-graph
is calledslave graph.

� Once master and slave graph operate synchronously, processing is switched to
the newly created sub-graph and the previously used processing elements of the
master graph that are no longer needed are disconnected and released.

Due to the fact that at some time during this procedure, new data connections will be
established and other data connections are to be torn down, there is no guarantee that
the playback will stay continuous and synchronized. Therefore, the main idea for pro-
viding this feature is to setup the slave graph as soon as possible and additionally start
streaming data through the slave graph while still streaming data through the master
graph. Presentation of multimedia data (e.g. playback of audio) will be done within the
master graph only until the slave graph can present data synchronized with the master
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Figure 12.3: The session sharing service described in Chapter 11 maps the reconfig-
ured flow graph (slave) specified by the query to the active flowgraph of the running
session 1 (master). Overlapping sub-graphs are automatically identified and addition-
ally needed processing elements are set up and connected. Inthis example, a partial
copy overlap is found for the source node. The nodes for decoding and playback of
audio data of the running session 1 cannot be shared since thequery specifies these
nodes to operate on another host (i.e. “stationary” insteadof “mobile”). All sink nodes
are connected to the synchronizer of the session.

graph. Then, the presentation within the master graph is stopped and synchronously
started within the slave graph.

This synchronized handover might also include the migration of nodes to remote
hosts. For our example, this results in the creation of new nodes for decoding and audio
output on the stationary system (see Figure 12.2. The decoding can also be performed
on the mobile device after a handover to a stationary system is completed. In this
case, the required network bandwidth is higher due to the transport of uncompressed
audio over the network but the required processing resources on the stationary system
are lower. Our approach for synchronized continuous session handover as described
below will work with both approaches since it is independentof the distribution of
nodes, the usage of media types, or the application of certain network protocols.

While the process described above shows the basic idea of thedeveloped recon-
figuration procedure, several issues are not addressed, such as the specification of the
intended reconfiguration, the mapping of newly created reconfigured elements to the
already running flow graph, and – most importantly – the seamless and synchronized
handover of the media processing. The developed approachesare presented in detail
in the following.
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12.3.2 Specification and Setup of the Slave Graph

As described above, in the first step, the reconfigured instance of the currently active
flow graph needs to be provided and mapped to the active flow graph. The session
sharing service described in Chapter 11 already provides all facilities needed for this
step, namely the automatic creation of the slave graph.

All an application has to do, is to create a query in form of a graph description
that is first of all a copy of the currently running flow graph. Then, in this copy, all
parameters can be reconfigured as wanted: in our example, thenode for decoding
audio and the sink node are configured to no longer run on the mobile system but on
the stationary system (see Figure 12.3). Also, additional nodes can be inserted, or
specific configurations of nodes such as used connection formats can be changed.

The query is then forced to be mapped to the active flow graph byspecifying the
corresponding running session – in form of the NMM interfaceof typeISession.
The session sharing service automatically maps the query tothe specified running ses-
sion; additional nodes are created and connected. For our example, theReadfile-
Node is found to be shared (as it runs on the specified host “mobile”), and theAudio-
DecodeNode and thePlaybackNode are instantiated on the stationary system as
set in the query (see Figure 12.3). The output jack of theReadfileNode is dupli-
cated within its jack group and connected to the remoteAudioDecodeNode (partial
copy overlap, see Section 11.4.2). All sink nodes within these shared flow graphs are
connected to the synchronizer provided. A special synchronizer, theAudioHand-
overSynchronizer, described below realizes the handover protocol. The con-
troller of the current master graph is depicted with aC; the controller of the slave
graph with ac.

Together, seen from an application, this abstraction reduces the reconfiguration of
active distributed flow graphs to the same interaction mechanisms needed for creating
initial instances using the facilities of the registry service.

12.3.3 Establishing a Global Time Base

As already discussed in Section 11.5.4, when setting up shared sessions, a single syn-
chronizer can be used. For realizing synchronized processing within all flow graphs of
such shared session, a common global time base needs to be established. This means
that for corresponding buffers generated within differentsub-graphs, corresponding
timestamps need to be set. In the easiest case, this time baseis given by the inherent
timing information of the used data streams, e.g. the timestamps given by an MPEG
stream.

However, as can be seen in Figure 12.3, for the running sessions 1 and 2, the only
shared node is the source node for reading data from files. A typical implementation of
such a component will simply read blocks of data from a file – notiming information
is added to the stream. Therefore, the only type of node within our example that sets
timestamps for media buffers is the decoder. The establishment of a global time base
for the two decoders of the two different sub-graphs is complicated by the fact that
typically no inherent timing information is given for compressed audio formats, such
as MP3 or Ogg/Vorbis. Therefore, starting from a zero-timestamp, such decoders set
the timestamps of outgoing buffers according to the total number of decoded samples.
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Figure 12.4: Synchronizing media processing within the master and slave graph. The
controller of the master is marked withC; the controller of the slave graph withc.
While data buffers (marked asB, timestamps as numbers) are flowing in the master
graph, remote nodes are setup as shown in (a). In (b), instream events for resetting
the synchronization are emitted from the jack group (S for syncReset) before any
buffers are sent to the slave graph. Data is flowing in both flowgraphs simultaneously
in (c).

This process is eased by the use of a matching stream timer object as described in
Section 7.8.

In order to establish a global time base between the two decoders running on dif-
ferent hosts, the process of setting timestamps has to be reset once data is streaming
through the master and the slave graph simultaneously. To achieve this, the func-
tionality of the jack group is extended to send asyncReset event instream to all its
internal output jacks, once a new jack is added dynamically.This event is then handled
by nodes of all connected sub-graphs.

This process is shown in Figure 12.4. For illustration purposes, timestamps are
also indicated as numbers for buffersB leaving the source node. Furthermore, for
simplicity, for a single buffer received by a decoder, a single buffer is generated – an
assumption which is typically not fulfilled for decoding compressed media (compare
Section 7.7). In Figure 12.4(a), timestamped data buffers are only flowing in the master
graph and playback is therefore only performed on the mobilesystem. The slave graph
is already set up on the stationary system as described above. Both controllers are
connected to the audio handover synchronizer; the controller of the current master
graph is depicted with aC; the controller of the slave graph with ac.

Once the additional connection to the slave graph is set up, the jack group sends
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an instream eventsyncReset to both of its connected outputsbeforesending any
multimedia data to its second output. This instream event will flow downstream as
shown in Figure 12.4(b). When reaching a decoder, the generation of timestamps will
be restarted to begin from the zero-timestamp again. Withina sink node, this event will
force to reset the controller objects that will in turn inform the connected synchronizer
object. Notice that due to the fact that the eventsyncReset is sent to all output
jacks of the jack group, these operations are performed for the master and the slave
graph. Therefore, starting from this moment, the same multimedia data with the same
timestamps will arrive at both sink nodes although with different latencies, as the slave
graph is running on a remote system.

As described in the scope of Section 7.8, due to thesyncReset event, the con-
troller objects will send their average latencies to the synchronizer. Since the controller
of the sink in the slave graph has so far only received a singledata buffer, it will take
this latency. The synchronizer will then send the controller of the slave graph the la-
tency as measured in the master graph. The playback within the master graph is not
interrupted during handover and therefore the slave graph has to “catch up” with the
master graph.

Depending on the used networking technology and protocol and due to the fact
that the pipeline of the slave graph has to be filled first (including the delay of the
algorithms for decoding multimedia data), the first data buffers might arrive too late
at the sink in the slave graph. Therefore, the controller of the slave graph will discard
these buffers. This behavior was set by the audio handover synchronizer. Protocols
like RTP can further ensure timely delivery of multimedia data over a network, e.g. by
dropping buffersbeforethey are forwarded to the decoder, but in general our approach
is independent of such services. In other cases, there mightbe sufficient data enqueued
within the master graph. Then, the slave graph can instantlycatch up.

The next step in the handover procedure can be performed as soon as data in the
slave graph arrives “in time” at its sink node. Since the slave graph will discard data
that arrives too late, this will always be the case, if the time it takes for one buffer to
stream through the complete slave graph is smaller than the time the same buffer will
be presented (in our case: the raw audio data will be played back in the master graph).
If this is not the case, the delay of the slave graph isalwaystoo large to ensure timely
playback, which – in our case – would mean that the processingpower provided for
the slave graph is not sufficient for timely decoding and playback of the encoded audio
data. Of course, such a precondition should be fulfilled.

12.3.4 Synchronized Handover

As soon as the first data buffer arrives in time within the slave graph, it could be played
back synchronously with the sink node of the master graph (see Figure 12.4(c)). De-
pending on the behavior specified by the application there are two possibilities: The
audio streams in both graphs – the master and slave graph – canbe played backsimul-
taneouslyfrom now on. This is basically the same behavior as used for session sharing
in general.

The second possibility is to perform acomplete handover: the audio playback
would then stop within the master graph and start within the slave graph at the same
time. To realize a complete handover, the sink node in the slave graph is configured to
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Figure 12.5: Complete Handover using strategyinstream. In (a), the controllerc of
the slave graph has caught up with the controllerC of the master graph. Therefore, the
synchronizer notifies all nodes for which a partial copy overlap was created during the
session sharing procedure. As a result of this notification,an instream eventU (for “un-
mute”) is sent downstream to the previously muted slave graph. Simultaneously, no
more data is sent downstream from the jack group to the mastergraph. In (b), this event
has reached the sink node of the slave graph and media playback is seamlessly stopped
in the master – since no more data is received – and started in the slave. The controller
of the slave graph is chosen as new master for the distributedsynchronization.

not start playback as soon as the first data buffer arrives in time – it ismuted. Instead,
its controller simply sends the measured latency to the synchronizer. The synchronizer
in turn concludes that the slave graph has “caught up” playback by comparing this
latency with the latency measured in the master graph.

Instream Strategy for Complete Handover

Using theinstream strategyfor complete handover, the synchronizer will then notify
all nodes for which a partial copy overlap was found during the session sharing pro-
cedure. These nodes can be requested from the graph description of the query. For
our example, this is only a single node, namely the source node. As can be seen in
Figure 12.5(a), the notification is done by calling methodswitchOutputs of in-
terfaceISwitch implemented byGenericNode (compare Section 7.7). Such a
notified node then triggers all its jack groups that dynamically created an additional
output during the setup of the slave graph. Such a jack group will then insert an in-
stream eventunmute into the outgoing data stream to the slave graph. This event is
shown asU in Figure 12.5(b). From this moment, the jack group will alsostop sending
data to its first output, namely the output that is connected to the master graph. This
is due to the fact, the the playback within the master graph will be stopped anyway, so
no more multimedia data needs to be processed.

Upon receiving theunmute-event, the sink node in the slave graph will start play-
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Figure 12.6: Complete Handover using strategyout-of-band. In (a), the controllerc
of the slave graph has caught up with the controllerC of the master graph. Therefore,
the synchronizer notifies the controller of the master graphto “mute” playback and the
controller of the slave graph to “un-mute”. For both these operations to be performed
simultaneously, an additional timestamp is given startingfrom which this changed
configuration should take place. This timestamp is estimated from the maximum delay
needed for a method call between synchronizer and connectedcontrollers. In (b),
media playback is seamlessly stopped in the master and started in the slave because
the corresponding buffer is processed. The controller of the slave graph is chosen as
new master for the distributed synchronization.

back with thefirst data buffer that wasnotsent to the master graph. Due to the fact that
master and slave graph are already running synchronously atthat time, this handover is
seamless – audio playback starts at the slave when it stops atthe master. Section 12.4
will provide some measured results. The application can be registered as listener for
the unmute-event event to occur at the sink node and can then destroy themaster
graph.

Out-of-band Strategy for Complete Handover

Another realization of this last step – calledout-of-band strategy– lets the synchro-
nizer directly “un-mute” playback in the slave graph respectively “mute” playback in
the master graph. This is done by estimating the maximum delay it takes to send a mes-
sage to the two corresponding controllers. Due to the globalclock, this value can be
estimated by half the time a method call from synchronizer tothe controller takes. The
method callssetBuffersInvalidTimed(true) for “mute” andsetBuffers-
InvalidTimed(false) for “un-mute” invoked on the corresponding controller
objects additionally hold a timestamp that refers to the execution time of the respec-
tive commands (see Figure 12.6(a)). This timestamp is evaluated for the timestamp of
every buffer passed to the controller of the specific sink node. For example, buffers that
arrive “later” at the sink of the master than the given timestamp are simply discarded.
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Figure 12.7: Destruction of the (former) master graph (compare Figure 12.5). The
corresponding controller is unlinked from the synchronizer. Nodes that are no longer
needed are destroyed.

The application can simply wait until this timestamp has passed and then destroy the
master graph.

An additional property of this second approach for performing a complete han-
dover is that it allows to specify an interval in which both master and slave graph
perform media playback simultaneously before the master graph is muted. This can be
achieved by sending a large timestamp, e.g. a timestamp thatlies several seconds “in
the future”, to the master graph.

We found both approaches to be similarly efficient. While thefirst method takes
additional time for the instream eventunmute to be passed from source to sink, the
time estimated for a single method call currently also includes an additional interval
for security reasons.

Also notice that at the end of this step of the handover process, the controller of
the slave graph is chosen as new master for the distributed synchronization. This is
depicted with aC in Figure 12.5 and Figure 12.6.

12.3.5 Destruction of the Master Graph

As a final step during the handover procedure, the master graph is destroyed. First,
the controller of its sink node is unlinked from the synchronizer, then the complete
graph is released. As described in Section 11.5.4, for all nodes a reference counter
is decreased. Nodes with a reference counter of zero are destroyed. These steps are
already provided by the session sharing service and the registry service.

For our example, the destruction of the master graph is shownin Figure 12.7 for
the complete handover presented in Figure 12.5. Finally, the slave graph is chosen as
new master graph.
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12.3.6 Extensions and Optimizations

The main drawback of the handover procedure as described so far is that there is still
the possibility that during the setup of the slave graph the media processing in the
master graph is interrupted. This is because of two different reasons. First, shared
nodes within the master graph need to be interrupted when connecting them to the
nodes of the slave graph. In our example, the source node needs to be brought to
stateOUTPUT INITIALIZEDwhen connecting it to the remote decoder, which is in
stateINITIALIZED (compare Section 7.2.2). Only after this connection is made, the
source node can be restarted again. The pausing of media processing during the setup
of partially overlapped connection cannot be removed. However, as all other nodes in
the master graph are in stateSTARTED and therefore keep processing data, this step
will only lead to interruptions in media playback when sufficient data is not enqueued
in the master graph to compensate for this delay. For the special case of handover of
audio playback, we found this operation to be implemented sufficiently efficient even
when only little data is enqueued within the master graph, i.e. even when using queue
sizes of one and very small buffer sizes for reading data fromthe current file (see
Section 12.4.2).

The second reason for an interruption during the creation ofthe slave graph is
weightier. Due to the self-regulation of downstream trafficvia blocking message
queues, media processing of a single node – and therefore also the generation of outgo-
ing buffers – is only triggered, when the queues ofall connected nodes are not blocked.
This process is further described in Section 7.7. For our example, this means that the
source node will only generate further outgoing data buffers, if the incoming queue of
the decoder in the master graphand the incoming queue of the corresponding decoder
in the slave graph are not blocked.

However, since flow graphs are recursively connected from “left” to “right” (i.e.
from upstream direction to downstream direction), the initial setup of the complete
slave graph might take too long, and therefore, the source node might be not generate
enough buffers for the master graph to be filled. This resultsin an interruption of
audio output in the master graph. Although this situation does not occur for simple
flow graphs as used in our example, different approaches can be used to avoid this
problem in general.

Realization of Handover Slave Graphs

For the specific reconfiguration of a handover, it can be observed that the slave graph is
a “copy” of the master graph. This means that the overall structure of master and slave
graph are identical in terms of used nodes and connection formats; only the locations
of nodes are different. In such cases, all non-shared parts of the slave graph can be
setup and connected in advance by using the information given by the master graph.
In particular, nodes in this sub-part of the slave graph can be forced to be connected
using the formats given by the master graph. Since this operation bypasses the usual
initialization of the output jacks and output formats of nodes, a specific method needs
to be used, namelygetUnintializedOutputJack of interfaceINode.

In a second step, all connections between shared nodes of themaster graph and the
already configured parts of the slave graph are set up. This step only involves the in-
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herent interruptions of shared nodes of the master graph as discussed above. Together,
this strategy is realized in the methodrealizeHandoverGraph of classGraph-
Description and can be called instead of methodrealizeGraph. For accessing
the connection formats of the master graph, this method additionally requires the graph
description of the master graph as argument.

Realization of Arbitrary Slave Graphs

For realizing arbitrary slave graphs, a solution for avoiding the interruption of the
processing of shared nodes in the master graph is to temporarily increase the incoming
queue sizes of newly created nodes of the slave graph that areto be connected to the
master graph. In our example, this strategy would increase the incoming queue size of
the remote decoder.

However, for efficiently realizing this strategy, several issues have to be addressed.
First, since the slave graph will have to catch up with the master graph, it will have
to process (e.g. decode) all buffered messages. Therefore,an optimized implementa-
tion of this approach will drop selected enqueued messages,i.e. all messages thatwill
receive too late at the sink node of the slave graph since the setup process took too
long. To realize this step, the synchronizer can use the firstmeasured latency of the
slave graph��, which includes the setup time, and the current latency of the master
graph�� to determine the offset between master and slave. Since the first timestamp
received in the master respectively slave graph after the connection setup will be the
zero-timestamp due to the previously sentsyncReset event, the slave graph then
is allowed to skip all buffers with timestamp

� � �� � �� . Using an instream event
sentupstreamfrom the sink of the slave graph to the jack groups of partial overlapped
nodes, buffers that are “too old” can be flushed before being processed by the synchro-
nization mechanisms.

A second issue that needs to be addressed is which queues should be temporar-
ily increased and to what extend this should be done. For example, by increasing the
queue size of aremoteprocessing element, all messages are first sent over a network
connection – even those message that are later discarded as described above. By us-
ing an outgoing queue within the jack group, this can be avoided. Furthermore, for
more complex flow graphs the location of queueing elements should be guided by the
amount of “time per byte” they provide. This means that queues holding compressed
data allow to enqueue the same amount of “time” using less memory. Finally, the over-
all size of an incoming queue can be restricted to the maximumnumber of iterations
needed for analyzing the corresponding output formats as described in Section 7.7.5.
While a decoder might require tens of buffers for this step, asimple converter can deter-
mine its output format from a single buffer. However, the limitation of incoming queue
sizes requires to use a non-blocking queueing strategy suchasMODE KEEP OLDEST
(compare Section 7.3.1) and the flushing of all queues in downstream direction before
a continuous stream of data can be received again.

12.3.7 Discussion

The service for seamless reconfiguration as presented so fardoes not provide migration
transparency for processing element (compare Section 3.2.3 and Section 4.4.2). More
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precisely, in the end of a complete handover process, all interfaces of all non-shard
processing elements of the master graph become invalid since the corresponding node
objects were destroyed. However, as will be shown in the following section, since the
reconfiguration process is using graph descriptions as abstractions, the graph descrip-
tion of the slave graph can be used as “new” master graph that provides full access to
all used processing elements.

Furthermore, as a future extension, migration transparency for NMM objects can
be realized easily by updating the used communication channel between proxy object
and NMM object. This will allow to add an higher-level service on top of the current
facilities.

12.4 Results and Applications

In this section, we will first provide more details on the programming model provided
by the service for seamless and synchronized reconfiguration. In particular, the source
code of a concrete application is presented – an audio playerfor MP3 files that allows
to hand over parts of a running flow graph to remote devices. This application directly
realizes the scenario described throughout this chapter and will demonstrate the pro-
vided abstractions and benefits of the developed service. Then, the performance of the
handover process will be evaluated using different configurations.

12.4.1 Programming Model

As described above, for an application developer, seamlessreconfiguration is reduced
to creating a master graph and a reconfigured slave graph.

Master Graph

As a first step, the master graph is created. This step uses thefacilities of the registry
service. The nodes for reading and decoding data are set to berequested exclusively
and shared then (compare Section 11.3). The synchronizer object to be used is spec-
ified asAudioHandoverSynchronizer. Then, the graph is requested and a ref-
erence to the corresponding session is saved for later usage. Finally, the file to be read
is specified using the corresponding interface of the sourcenode, and the master graph
is set up and started:

// create master graph description
GraphDescription* master = new GraphDescription();

NodeDescription readfile_master("GenericReadNode");
NodeDescription mp3dec_master("MPEGAudioDecodeNode");
NodeDescription audioplay_master("PlaybackNode");

readfile_master.setSharingType(NodeDescription::
EXCLUSIVE_THEN_SHARED);

mp3dec_master.setSharingType(NodeDescription::
EXCLUSIVE_THEN_SHARED);
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master->addEdges(&readfile_master, &mp3dec_master, &
audioplay_master);

// specify object description of synchronizer
master->setSinkSynchronizerDescription(ObjectDescription("

AudioHandoverSynchronizer"));

// request master graph description from registry
ISession_var master_session(registry.requestGraph(*master));

// set file to be read using corresponding interface
INode* readfile_node = master->getINode(readfile_master);
IFileHandler_var filehandler(readfile_node->getParentObject()

->getCheckedInterface<IFileHandler>());
filehandler->setFilename(filename);

// setup master graph
master->connectSinkSynchronizer();
master->realizeGraph();
master->activateGraph();
master->startGraph();

Slave Graph and Seamless Handover

For realizing a handover, first, the graph description for the slave graph is created. For
this example, the source node of the master graph should be reused. Therefore, its
sharing policy needs to be specified asSHARED (compare Section 11.3). Furthermore,
the reconfiguration sets the location of the decoder and sinknode to a remote host. As
mentioned before, other reconfigurations, such as including additional nodes, are also
possible.

// create slave graph description
GraphDescription slave = new GraphDescription();
NodeDescription readfile_slave("GenericReadNode");
NodeDescription mp3dec_slave("MPEGAudioDecodeNode");
NodeDescription audioplay_slave("PlaybackNode");

readfile_slave.setSharingType(NodeDescription::SHARED);
mp3dec_slave.setSharingType(NodeDescription::

EXCLUSIVE_THEN_SHARED);

// decoder and sink node should run on a remote host
mp3dec_slave.setLocation(remote_host);
audioplay_slave.setLocation(remote_host);

slave->addEdges(&readfile_slave, &mp3dec_slave, &
audioplay_slave);

For guiding the session sharing service, the graph description is set to be mapped
to the running session of the master graph. The slave graph isrequested from the
registry service. Since the sharing policy of the source node was set toSHARED and an
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additional running session was specified, the session sharing service is automatically
queried in this step.

// use the session of the master for the session sharing service
slave->setISession(*(master->getISession()));

// request slave graph
ISession_var slave_session(registry.requestGraph2(*slave));

// END OF STEP “Request” (see below)

Then, all partial overlapped nodes are requested and added to the handover synchro-
nizer. This is only needed, if the complete handover strategy instreamis used (see
Section 12.3.4).

// get list of nodes that now have an additional shared connection ( e.g .� a new
jack within a jack group)

list<INode*> switch_nodes = slave->getPartialOverlappedNodes()
;

for(list<INode*>::iterator i = switch_nodes.begin(); i !=
switch_nodes.end(); ++i) {

ISwitch_var switcher(switch_nodes.front()->getParentObject()
->getCheckedInterface<ISwitch>());

sync->addSwitch(switcher.get());
}

Finally, the slave graph is set up and started – the handover process is performed.

// setup synchronization for slave graph
slave->connectSinkSynchronizer();
slave->realizeGraph();
slave->activateGraph();
slave->startGraph();
// END OF STEP “Connect” (see below)

As described in Section 12.3.4, when using the strategyinstream, the termination of
the handover process can be determined by registering as listener for the “un-mute”
event. Then, the master graph is disconnected from the synchronizer and released, and
the slave graph is set as new master.

// remove master from synchronizer
master->disconnectSinkSynchronizer();
registry.releaseGraph(*master);

// make slave the new master
delete master;
master = slave;

Discussion

As can be seen from the above provided source code, many stepsof the handover
process could still be “hidden” inside higher-level components. In particular, the de-
termination of partial overlapped nodes, the setup of the slave graph, and the final
change of the reference to the master graph could be integrated into such a component.
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System 1 PC1 Laptop Laptop PDA PDA
System 2 PC2 PC2 PC2 PC2 PC2
Network LAN LAN WLAN LAN WLAN

Request 0.050 0.094 0.191 1.829 1.917
Connect 0.178 0.269 0.759 4.777 4.958
Synch’ed 0.002 0.003 0.087 0.191 0.326
Sum 1 0.230 0.366 1.037 6.797 7.201
Complete 0.050 0.052 0.052 1.515 1.588
Sum 2 0.280 0.418 1.089 8.312 8.789

Request 0.039 0.133 0.154 1.469 1.515
Connect 0.104 0.277 0.287 1.696 1.706
Synch’ed 0.002 0.003 0.028 0.074 0.083
Sum 1 0.145 0.413 0.469 3.239 3.304
Complete 0.005 0.005 0.013 0.232 0.300
Sum 2 0.150 0.418 0.482 3.471 3.604

Table 12.1: Measured times in seconds for a complete handover from system 1 to
system 2 and back for the five different configurations described. The application is
running on the system 1; a registry server on system 2.

Such a higher-level service could also provide migration transparency for processing
elements as discussed in Section 12.3.7. However, the aboveshown example clearly
demonstrates the general programming model of the developed service.

12.4.2 Performance

The synchronized continuous handover procedure is implemented as part of the NMM
architecture. Five different setups are evaluated in the following. In all cases, the
application is running onsystem 1and a registry server is started onsystem 2(see
Section 9.4). Two complete handover processes are measured, first from system 1 to
system 2, then back to system 1. For being able to evaluate theperformance of the
handover procedure itself, we use the TCP protocol for establishing instream bindings
in all cases.

Table 12.1 summarizes our measurements for five different scenarios. A detailed
specification of the systems used can be found in Appendix A. For all entries, we
computed average values for a large number of tries. “Request” measures the time for
requesting the slave graph using the session sharing service within the registry service.
The entry “Connect” refers to the setup of the slave graph, i.e. the second connection
of the jack group of the source node is created. Notice that the steps “Request” and
“Connect” are also labelled in the above provided source code. The entry “Synch’ed”
means, that the first buffer arrived in time at the sink node ofthe slave graph. From that
moment, playback can be performed simultaneously and synchronized for both sub-
graphs. The next row shows the sum of the former two rows. The entry “Complete”
refers to the additional time until the end of a complete handover, where the audio
sink in the master graph is muted and playback is only performed in the slave graph.
The last row sums the total time elapsed until this moment. The following lines show
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Figure 12.8: Recordings of the audio outputs of master and slave system, respectively.
Depending on the synchronization of the clocks of the two systems involved, the offset
during the handover process between master graph and slave graph is in the range one
to two milliseconds. For demonstrating this, a concatenation of a sine and a rectangle
curve is used and the recorded output of the master system is amplified; no complete
handover is performed.

the same measurements for a complete handover from system 2 back to system 1.
In general, these values are smaller, since newly created nodes are instantiated and
connected locally.

The differences in timing between the setups using the PDA and all other setups
are due to the fact that the PDA offers much less resources than a PC, e.g. CPU power
and memory bandwidth. For systems that provide sufficient computational resources,
the usage of WLAN results in an increase of measured times since establishing new
connection incurs higher latencies in wireless networks.

Together, even with our current non-optimized implementation, we think that the
results are quite promising; especially, since this handover procedure is realized as
high-level interaction within a multimedia middleware solution. Finally, we argue that
these delays are much more tolerable since the media playback stays continuous and
synchronized all the time. While setups using a PDA certainly require to use fine-
tuned parameters, e.g. for queue sizes of NMM processing elements and networking
buffers of transport strategies, all other setups work similarly efficient for arbitrary
configurations.

For measuring a possible offset between the two audio streams during handover,
we recorded the audio output of the two systems involved: from both systems, we
recorded the same stereo channel as the left respectively the right channel of the stereo
input of a third system. Figure 12.8 shows this recording forthe simultaneous handover
(case 1 in Section 12.3.4) in the moment when playback startsat the slave system. We
chose a concatenation of a sine and a rectangle curve and amplified the output of
the slave system for illustration purposes. We found that the offset between the two
streams typically is in the range of one to two milliseconds –if clocks are synchronized
sufficiently by NTP (compare Section 7.8). We argue that considering the acoustic
velocity, this offset is not noticeable to human listeners when performing acomplete
handover, i.e. when audio output is stopped at the master system and started at the
slave system.
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12.5 Conclusions and Future Work

In this chapter, a service that allows for the seamless and synchronized reconfiguration
of active distributed flow graphs was presented. We focussedon the handover of audio
presentation as one of the most synchronization sensitive parts of media processing.
The presented approach, however, is generally applicable to a larger variety of dynamic
changes of active flow graphs. As a middleware service, the approach is independent
of chosen media formats or networking technologies. In particular it can also be used
to implement the vertical handoff procedures required for switching between different
network technologies or input streams.

In general, the developed service uses a master-slave approach. While the original
flow graph – the master graph – keeps running, a second reconfigured instance – the
slave graph – is set up and started in parallel. Therefore, for specifying reconfigura-
tions, the same abstractions as for creating initial instances can be used. The session
sharing service identifies common parts of master and slave graph – only addition-
ally needed processing elements are requested and set up. Once a global time base is
established for the flow graphs operating in parallel, a handover protocol realizes the
synchronous change of configurations. Media rendering stays continuous and is not
interrupted.

The demonstrated programming model of the service and the evaluation of its per-
formance have shown that even such a high-level service can be provided efficiently.
In the scope of Chapter 15, an application is described that uses this service to realize
location-dependent audio playback for users of mobile systems.

In Section 3.2.3, the support for transparency was identified as one of the key
requirements for distributed systems. While network transparency or migration trans-
parency, are well-understood in the area of distributed systems, the service presented
in this chapter can be seen as one step towardsreconfiguration transparency– the
seamless provision of a service in dynamic, heterogeneous,and distributed environ-
ments. In order to seamlessly provide a certain service, middleware needs to provide
high-level abstractions combined with automatic mechanisms that guide the reconfig-
uration process.

In general, reconfiguration can be required for several reasons. Location-dependent
media playback is only one example. Other scenarios includechanges in resource
availability – for example, additional application requests need to be evenly distri-
buted to existing computational resources, or, network bandwidth needs to be shared
among a growing number of users.

When handling multimedia, seamless service provision especially requires con-
tinuous media processing during the reconfiguration phase.Therefore, the approach
presented in this chapter can be seen as an essential facility for future work. In par-
ticular, the extension of the handover procedure for combined audio/video rendering
should be easy to realize. It is also interesting to extend the controller-synchronizer
approach to a hierarchy of synchronizers where each level ofsynchronizers is responsi-
ble for only certain aspects and operates within the constraints imposed by higher-level
synchronizers.

The reconfigurations available so far are restricted to certain structures of flow
graphs supported by the session sharing service. However, arbitrary reconfigurations,
such as the change of internal parts or the sources of a flow graph, should also be
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possible. Different algorithms for finding overlapping sub-graphs need to be developed
for these cases.

Finally, the automatic creation of distributed flow graphs and the quality-driven
format negotiation presented in Chapter 10 can be used to further ease the specifica-
tion of alternative configurations. Especially interesting in this context is the usage of
quality of service (QoS) measurements for guiding the process of the initial setup of a
flow graph and its later reconfiguration.
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Part IV

Applications





Chapter 13

Clic – Command Line Interaction
and Configuration

The development of distributed multimedia applications isgreatly simplified by the
facilities provided by NMM. In order to further ease the testing and setup of distri-
buted application scenarios, we additionally developed a tool calledclic (command
line interaction and configuration) [RL04]. This tools allows to create and configure a
distributed flow graph from a textual description.

In the following, the features provided by clic will be described. Then, a case study
for using clic for setting up a video wall is presented that will demonstrate most of the
available features. This will show that even complex scenarios that require advanced
services, such as the session sharing service of NMM, can be realized efficiently using
clic. Finally, we will draw conclusions and discuss some possible extensions of the
developed tool.

13.1 Overview

For specifying the distributed flow graph to be set up by clic,two possibilities exist.
First, for automatically setting up a distributed flow graphfrom a given URL, the graph
URL objects presented in Section 10.4.1 can be used by providing the corresponding
string including additional parameters available for the given URL. Then, clic uses
the facilities of the graph building service that automatically creates and configures
a distributed flow graph for rendering the audio and video streams provided by the
specified source of data. This step is discussed in detail in the scope of Chapter 10.

Second, more complex setups can be created manually by providing a textual de-
scription that corresponds to a graph description as presented in Section 9.3.1. Such
a description is provided in a.gd file. The syntax of .gd files is presented exemplarily
in the following section; more information can be found in [RL04]. A provided file
is parsed and a corresponding graph description object is generated; then the specified
flow graph is requested, configured, and started.

One of the great benefits of clic is that is allows to define nearly all aspects of a
distributed flow graph with a simple syntax that is consistent with the commands and
interfaces to be used when developing with NMM. In particular, following features are
available:
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� Complex distributed flow graphs using several demultiplexing nodes and a sin-
gle multiplexing node can be specified. Nodes and connectingjacks are defined
by strings, i.e. for the node name and the jack tag.

� Connection formats can be precisely defined for all connecting edges.

� Distributed flow graphs can be specified by providing locations for used nodes.

� Distributed inter-stream synchronization can be automatically set up.

� The session sharing service can be used by defining the sharing policy for nodes.

� For each node in the flow graph, methods of NMM interfaces can be specified
to be executed in a certain state of the corresponding node.

� Finally, communication channels can be configured, e.g. by selecting transport
strategies for out-of-band and instream bindings.

Together, the available features allow to precisely set up the intended configuration of
the distributed flow graph. In addition, the session sharingservice can be used, which
allows to easily create shared application setups by running clic using different .gd
files.

The facilities provided by the unified messaging system of NMM greatly eased to
implement support for many of these features. For example, amethod to be called for
a node is given by a string within the .gd file. By requesting anevent prototype for
dispatching the specified method, additional given parameters can be converted in a
type-safe manner. While this step is currently restricted to basic data types, complex
data types can also be supported, e.g. by providing specific input value streams that
allow to handle string representations of types such as lists.

13.2 Case Study – Video Wall

This section describes how to set up a video wall based on commodity PC technology
using NMM [Loh04b]. In particular, this demonstrates how the creation of complex
distributed multimedia scenarios can be eased by using the clic.

A video wall consists of several video screens, such as TVs, CRT monitors, or
LCDs, that are placed on top of each other or side by side. Eachof the available
screens only shows the section of a video frame that corresponds to its position within
the array of screens. Therefore, a video frame – or each frameof a video stream – to
be rendered is split into different sections. This allows touse the overall screen size of
all available display devices to create a large screen.

Figure 13.1 shows the setup of a video wall consisting of three systems1. Two
systems, the “clients”, offer a single video output each that is connected to a screen.
The video stream is provided by a third system that also performs the audio output.

Together, a video wall is a complex distributed multimedia application that requires
inter-stream synchronization. More precisely, all parts of a video frame have to be
rendered synchronously on all used client systems. Furthermore, lip-synchronization
between audio and video needs to be provided.

1A video showing such a video wall is available online at http://www.networkmultimedia.org/Gallery/
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Figure 13.1: A video wall consisting of three systems. Two clients are used to render
the sections of a video stream. A cropped section for a particular client corresponds
to the position of its connected screen. A server provides the video stream and per-
forms audio output via connected speakers. Inter-stream synchronization needs to be
provided for all media rendering.

Instead of using an application running on the server and another specific appli-
cation running oneachclient system, using NMM only a single main application is
needed – the tool clic together with a corresponding graph description file. There-
fore, the following discussion also demonstrates the benefits of using distributed flow
graphs that transparently provide fine-grained access to distributed resources.

13.2.1 Two-Screen Video Wall

The following shows the file distvideo wall.gd to be used for the above described
video wall consisting of three systems.

DVDReadNode
$ select(1, 1, 1) OUTPUT_INITIALIZED

! MPEGDemuxNode
{
{ ["ac3_audio0"] ! AC3DecodeNode

! PlaybackNode
}
{ ["mpeg_video0"] ! MPEGVideoDecodeNode

# setLocation("client1")
! VideoCropNode
# setLocation("client1")
$ setCrop(0,0,384,288) INITIALIZED

! XDisplayNode
# setLocation("client1")
$ setFullscreen(1) ACTIVATED

}
{ ["mpeg_video0"] ! MPEGVideoDecodeNode

# setLocation("client2")
! VideoCropNode
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# setLocation("client2")
$ setCrop(384,0,384,288) INITIALIZED

! XDisplayNode
# setLocation("client2")
$ setFullscreen(1) ACTIVATED

}
}

As can be seen from this example, a very simple and intuitive syntax is used. Connec-
tions between nodes are denoted with a “!”; different branches within a flow graph are
enclosed in “�“ and “�”. For configuring the descriptions of nodes to be requested,a
“#” followed by the property to be set is used; for methods to be called on implemented
interfaces during runtime, a “$” followed by the method and the state of the node, in
which the method is to be executed, has to be written. For specifying settings that
correspond to the edges between nodes, a “@” is used. This allows to define connec-
tion formats or transport strategies. While these options are not used in the following,
examples can be found in [RL04].

Since the NMM serverregistry is running as a daemon on the server and the clients,
these systems together provide a peer-to-peer NMM network.When using clic to-
gether with the above graph description file, following command needs to be executed
on system “server” in order start the video wall:

server> ./clic dist_video_wall.gd

The general idea of this setup is to provide the compressed video stream of a DVD to all
connected clients, namely “client1” and “client2”. Each client decodes the stream. Ev-
ery decoded video frame is then “cropped” to the configured size. More precisely, data
is read from a DVD inserted locally into the DVD drive of system “server”. The “se-
lect” method allows to choose the title, chapter, and angle of the DVD. The stream read
from the DVD is demultiplexed. The first AC3 audio stream “ac3audio0” is decoded
and played out on the local system. The first MPEG video stream“mpeg video0” is
decoded, cropped, and rendered on both client systems. On the first client, only the
left part of the video stream is shown, namely a region of 384 pixels width and 288
pixels height starting from (0,0). On the second client system, the adjacent region is
shown starting from (384,0). For both clients, video outputis performed in fullscreen
mode.

13.2.2 Two-Screen Video Wall with Overview on Third Screen

The above presented graph description can be used as starting point for further con-
figurations. For example, the cropped sections of the video stream can be changed.
The locations of all nodes of the branch of the flow graph that decodes and renders the
audio stream can be modified. In addition, you can employ a different source node,
e.g. for reading an audio/video file. Using clic, different configurations can be tested
within seconds.

For rendering thecompletevideo stream on a third screen, e.g. the screen attached
to the server, the above provided graph description file needs to be extended slightly.
An additional branch for decoding and displaying the video on the local system is
added:
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Figure 13.2: A video wall using two laptop computers as clients and a third system
connected to an LCD as server. The clients only render cropped sections of the video
stream; the server shows complete video frames. Audio output is also performed on
the server. NMM provides inter-stream synchronization forall connected systems.

DVDReadNode
$ select(1, 1, 1) OUTPUT_INITIALIZED

! MPEGDemuxNode
{
...

{ ["mpeg_video0"] ! MPEGVideoDecodeNode
! XDisplayNode
$ setFullscreen(1) ACTIVATED

}

...
}

A photo showing such a setup can be seen in Figure 13.2. Two laptop computers act
as clients; a third desktop PC connected to an LCD is chosen asserver. Since the
DVD used in this setup provides a video stream that provides an aspect ratio of 16:9,
different cropped regions than the ones defined above are used.

13.2.3 Dynamically Adding Systems

Instead of statically configuring a video wall, clic also allows to dynamically add sys-
tems by using the facilities provided by the session sharingservice that allows to reuse
parts of a running distributed flow graph within different applications (compare Chap-
ter 11). Media processing and rendering is automatically synchronized for all partici-
pating flow graphs.
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To enable session sharing, the sharing policy of requested nodes has to be changed.
In the following example, distvideo wall shared.gd, the source node and the demulti-
plexer are chosen to be requested exclusively and are sharedthen; the remaining nodes
are requested and configured exactly like shown above in distvideo wall.gd.

DVDReadNode
# setSharingType(EXCLUSIVE_THEN_SHARED)
$ select(1, 1, 1) OUTPUT_INITIALIZED

! MPEGDemuxNode
# setSharingType(EXCLUSIVE_THEN_SHARED)

{
...

}

Clic is started as usual using this the following command on system “server”:

server> ./clic dist_video_wall_shared.gd

An additional client systems “client3” can be added (and removed) dynamically by
using following graph description called distvideo wall shared2.gd:

DVDReadNode
# setSharingType(SHARED)

! MPEGDemuxNode
# setSharingType(SHARED)

{
{ ["mpeg_video0"] ! MPEGVideoDecodeNode

# setLocation("client3")
! VideoCropNode
# setLocation("client3")
$ setCrop(192,0,384,288) INITIALIZED

! XDisplayNode
# setLocation("client3")
$ setFullscreen(1) ACTIVATED

}
}

A second instance of clic is started:

server> ./clic dist_video_wall_shared2.gd

In this example, an additional video output is opened for thescreen connected to
“client3” that shows a different cropped section of the video in fullscreen mode, e.g. a
region that overlaps the regions of “client1” and “client2”. The session sharing service
automatically shares the source node for reading the DVD andthe MPEG demulti-
plexer since these nodes were explicitly requested as shared instances. Notice that the
second instance of clic can be stopped at any time and restarted again, e.g. for quickly
testing different cropping parameters. To this end, the session sharing service of NMM
greatly helps to set up such complex scenarios.
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13.2.4 Discussion

Together, the facilities provided by clic demonstrate the advantages of NMM – es-
pecially when compared to “traditional” client/server streaming approaches. Instead
of using a single distributed flow graph that transparently allows to access, control,
and combine remote resources, client/server setups need tostart a client application
on each system connected to a display. Each client application needs to be configured
manually to the data format provided by the server and the section of the video stream
to be cropped. Once started, the server application has no control over the clients. If
the complete setup needs to be restarted, each client needs to be stopped and started
again. This is especially circumstantial if a large number of screens and connected
clients is used. Since there is no interaction between clients and server besides the
streaming data connection from the server to the clients, nointer-stream synchroniza-
tion is provided – a feature that is absolutely required for avideo wall.

13.3 Conclusions and Future Work

The tool clic developed on top of NMM provides an easy way to test and configure
distributed flow graphs given as textual descriptions. Since many facilities provided
by NMM can directly be access when using clic, even complex applications, such as
the above described video wall, can be realized quickly. To this end, the distributed
inter-stream synchronization and the session sharing service can be used. In addition,
the graph building service for media playback applicationsis directly accessible when
using clic.

While the current version of clic only offers simple interaction mechanisms for
running flow graphs, such as pausing of media processing, forfuture versions, we
would like to add a fully interactive programming environment that offers the possi-
bility to control all nodes by sending textual commands to the messaging system of
NMM. Such an environment can even allow to create flow graphs step-by-step. Fur-
thermore, the development of a graphical user interface on top of clic is planned that
allows to interactively create and configure distributed flow graphs.
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Chapter 14

Recording and Playback of
Presentations

The goal of the project Virtual Courseroom Environment (VCORE) [VCO] is the de-
velopment of a system for recording and broadcasting all aspects of a presentation,
such as a talk or lecture. This includes an audio and video stream of the speaker but
also the used additional material like slides and written text or annotations. Within
this project, NMM is used as underlying multimedia architecture. In a first step, an
application for recording presentations including audio,video, and slides was imple-
mented [San03]. From these three sources of data, a compact representation in SMIL
format is generated [W3Cb]. While available media players can be used for playing
back such a representation, an application developed on topof NMM was developed
in order to demonstrate how certain subsets of SMIL can be handled.

In the following, we will first briefly describe the hardware setup of the recording
system. Then, the recording application and the playback application will be pre-
sented, Finally, conclusions are drawn and future work is discussed.

14.1 Hardware Setup

Figure 14.1 gives an overview of a typical hardware setup when using the VCORE
system. The speaker connects a laptop computer to a beamer asusual for showing
the presentation, e.g. by using a program like Microsoft’s Powerpoint running under
a Windows operating system. In addition, the laptop is connected to the same LAN
network as the recording system. This system is a commodity PC running GNU/Linux.
The network connection is needed to capture the slides shownby the speaker via the
virtual network computing (VNC) protocol [Reac].

Since the provided audio quality is vital for the acceptanceof the system, a profes-
sional wireless speech transmission set is used for recording the speech of the speaker
via a small pluggable microphone and a mobile sender. The corresponding receiving
unit is directly connected to the audio input of the sound board of the recording system.

A video stream of the presentation, e.g. a video of the speaker, is generated from
an analog camera connected to a TV board or video capture board of the recording
system.
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Figure 14.1: Hardware setup of the VCORE system. The speaker’s laptop is connected
to a beamer and the network. The audio and video streams, and the presented slides
are recorded by the a system based on commodity PC technology(Figure according
to [San03]).

14.2 Recording Application

For capturing the complete desktop shown at the speaker’s laptop, e.g. the slides pre-
sented, the VNC protocol is used. Therefore, a VNC server needs to be installed at
the laptop. Such a server is available for a large number of operation systems. By
using VNC, the speaker is therefore allowed to use an arbitrary application for giving
a presentation.

The complete NMM flow graph of the application running on the recording system
is shown in Figure 14.2. For receiving updates of the speaker’s desktop via VNC,
the VNCSourceNode is used [San03, GP04]. For example, this node generates a
single image stored within an NMM buffer whenever the speaker changed the slide
being displayed.

In addition, nodes for capturing audio and video are included into the flow graph.
The two constant-rate streams for audio and video, respectively, and variable-rate
stream of captured images via VNC is synchronized via a source synchronizer, pro-
vided by classMasterSlaveSourceSynchronizer, that realizes a synchro-
nization protocol similar to the one described in Section 7.8.3.

For storing the high-bandwidth audio and video streams, both are compressed us-
ing theAudioEncodeNode andVideoEncodeNode, respectively. In particular,
we used MP3 audio and MPEG4 video codecs since the corresponding plug-ins are
provided by NMM. Furthermore, the stream of video frames canbe deinterlaced prior
to compression to obtain single frames out of the the stream of two corresponding
half-frames typically provided by a board for capturing video from an analog camera.
The compressed audio and video streams are multiplexed using theAVMuxNode and
then stored within an AVI file, a file format supported by many media players, using
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Figure 14.2: The NMM flow graph for the recording application. Audio and video
is recorded, compressed, multiplexed, and then written to afile; captured slides are
received via VNC and written to separate files. A SMIL file representing the complete
presentation is generated within the application (Figure according to [San03]).

theAVIWriteNode.
An additional display node, theDisplayNode, can be added to the flow graph to

control the image captured by the connected camera. This node can be added by using
a jack group (compare Section 7.3.2).

The sink nodePNGWriteNode generates an image in PNG format for every
frame received from theVNCSourceNode. In addition, this sink node is configured
to use the timestamps of frames as filenames. For generating aSMIL representation
of the complete recorded presentation, the application itself is registered for receiving
every filename and timestamp used. Furthermore, the total number of video frames
written by theAVIWriteNode is queried in the end of the recording. This number
allows to determine the total time of the presentation, a value needed for generating
the SMIL file.

While SMIL allows very complex presentations to be described in terms of tem-
poral and spatial relationships, only a small subset is needed in our case. A simple
layout of the video stream and the captured slides is chosen,i.e. the video stream and
captured slides are chosen to be side by side. This results infollowing SMIL header:

<head>
<layout>
<root-layout width="1024" height="480"

background-color="white" />
<region id="video" left="0" top="0"

width="384" height="288" />
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Figure 14.3: The RealMedia player presents the SMIL file generated by the VCORE
recording application. Slides being shown on the right sideare updated according to
the position within the audio/video stream. (Figure according to [San03]).

<region id="slide" left="384" top="0"
width="640" height="480" />

</layout>
</head>

For representing the correct temporal relationship of the recorded media, namely the
audio/video stream stored in the AVI file and the captured slides, the parallel element
of SMIL is used together with the sequence element. This results in following body:

<par>
<video src="Data/cg20030428a.avi" region="video"/>
<seq>
<img src="Data/0000.0.png" region="slide"

dur="9.7s"/>
[...]
<img src="Data/3073.2.png" region="slide"

dur="26.4s"/>
</seq>

</par>

The durations for presenting the slides is determined from their timestamps; only the
duration of the last slide is calculated by subtracting the timestamp of the last slide
from the total duration of the presentation.
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Figure 14.4: The NMM flow graph for the playback application.The audio/video
file and the slides are decoded and presented by using a corresponding sub-graph.
A single sink synchronizer provides inter-stream synchronization.(Figure according
to [San03]).

14.3 Playback Application

The SMIL file presented in the preceding section can be playedback using media play-
ers such as the RealPlayer [Reaa]1. Figure 14.3 shows the provided layout; slides being
shown on the right side are updated according to the positionwithin the audio/video
stream.

An NMM flow graph for the playback of the used subset of SMIL is shown in
Figure 14.4. From the given SMIL file, the filename of the AVI audio/video file and the
filenames of the PNG files storing the slides are determined and used to configure the
corresponding source nodes. The timestamps of the NMM buffers holding the slides
can be set according to the corresponding filenames. Anotherpossibility is to use the
durations of slides stored in the SMIL file. In any case, the sub-graph for decoding
the audio/video file and the sub-graph for presenting the slides are both connected to a
single sink synchronizer that provides inter-stream synchronization (see Section 7.8.2).

Notice that while in the flow graph shown, two separate sink nodes for rendering
video and slides are used, an additional multiplexer can be included that allows to
convert the two decoded streams to a single stream with the video frames on the left
side and the slides on the right side. However, in this case, the source node for reading
the slides has to generate NMM buffers according to the intended time of presentation.

1Since all tested available media players for GNU/Linux do not support seeking operations within
SMIL files properly if an AVI file is included, recorded audio/video streams were often converted to a
RealMedia (RM) file in a post-processing step.
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14.4 Conclusions and Future Work

In this chapter, applications for the recording and playback of presentations based
on NMM were presented. Especially, the recording system wasalready successfully
used for capturing more than 80 lectures of three complete courses given at Saarland
University [VCO].

While several other solutions for recording talks and lectures exit, e.g. [Abo99],
[MSW03], or [Row01], the VCORE system as described in this chapter can only be
seen as starting point for future development and research.Therefore, the presentation
in this chapter focussed on how the NMM architecture supports the development of
recording applications in general. To this end, recently introduced advanced features of
the system, such as support for annotations on top of presented slides [GP04], clearly
demonstrate the applicability of NMM. Furthermore, for future extension, the VCORE
system can make full use of the networking facilities of NMM.For example, this
allows to transparently use and control distributed devices, such as a camera connected
to a remote system, within the recording application. Current development also aims
at providing a distributed streaming server [Pet05]. This server will automatically use
distributed resources for performing media adaptation needed in order to support the
streaming to various clients, such as laptop computers or PDAs using wired or wireless
networking technology.



Chapter 15

Networked and Mobile Multimedia
Home Entertainment

With the availability of cheap, small, quiet, and powerful multimedia PCs on the one
hand, and mobile multimedia devices like personal digital assistants (PDAs) on the
other hand, it is now possible to create an open and extensible platform for mul-
timedia home entertainment. In this chapter, we describe the design of an appli-
cation framework. This framework is used to create a networked home entertain-
ment system that provides a uniform user interface to a variety of entertainment op-
tions [BCE

�

02, LS02, LS03, Kle03, End03, Loh03c]1.
We will first introduce the developed system. Then, related work is reviewed.

The underlying hardware platform will be described in more detail. In the following,
the architecture of the application framework is presentedtogether with the realized
functionality. Finally, the more advanced features of the system are discussed. These
features extensively use the facilities provided by the middleware services of NMM.

15.1 Introduction

In almost every household several systems can be found that provide multimedia home
entertainment. While traditional systems like radio or TV are still widely used, there
is a clear trend towards media convergence, where most of thehome entertainment
options will be based on digital media existing in various formats. However, even to-
day, typical newly developed home entertainment appliances only provide a restricted
and fixed set of features. Advanced application scenarios that include some sort of
networking have only recently been introduced.

On the other hand, commodity PC technology allows to provideall necessary mul-
timedia services by using I/O devices, such as DVD drives, PCI boards for receiving
TV, or boards for outputting audio and video. Therefore, together with the official
start of the NMM project in 2001, we also started to develop an“all-in-one” so-
lution for a home entertainment center based on a GNU/Linux PC. This solution is
calledMultimedia-Boxand can be seen as a replacement and extension for traditional
devices like CD or DVD players, video recorders, etc. The overall system offers a

1Videos, photos, and screenshots are available online at http://www.networkmultimedia.org/Gallery/
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Figure 15.1: Scenario for networked multimedia home entertainment using stationary
and mobile systems. Stationary systems use commodity PC technology; mobile sys-
tems are typically laptop computers or programmable PDAs that provide multimedia
capabilities. The Multimedia-Box application framework is running on all systems.
Fully equipped stationary systems can be connected to a TV set in the living room and
provide an “all-in-one” solution for watching TV, DVD, etc.For all connected sys-
tems, the underlying NMM framework allows to access remote multimedia devices or
to distribute compute intensive task. Multimedia entertainment options can be enjoyed
on several systems simultaneously and synchronously. Mobile systems can hand over
media playback between different systems.

unified and simple user interface suited for being displayedon TVs or smaller screens
of mobile devices. When being used in the living-room, the system can be controlled
completely with a remote control. Due the integration of different functionality within
a single system, advanced features like unique access to allavailable media types or
the simultaneous access to different entertainment options, i.e. application-level multi-
tasking, can be realized.

The Multimedia-Box application is realized completely on top of NMM. To this
end, the stepwise development of the application greatly helped to identify require-
ments that needed to be fulfilled by the underlying middleware. In addition, the
Multimedia-Box offered a perfect test-bed for newly developed plug-ins as well as
for additional features of the NMM core architecture or advanced middleware ser-
vices. Being a complex “real-world” application, the system also allows to prove the
applicability of the developed middleware and shows its efficiency.

While the idea of providing an all-in-one solution is also followed by a lot of
commercially available systems, the underlying NMM architecture allows to realize
new and advanced application scenarios. For example, remote devices like special
hardware (e.g. a board for receiving digital TV) can be transparently used and the time
consuming tasks (e.g. video transcoding of recorded TV shows) can be distributed to
remote systems. Furthermore, by using the facilities of thesession sharing service of
NMM, activities like watching TV can be simultaneously and synchronously enjoyed
by several users using different systems available throughout the household.

With the emergence of fully programmable mobile multimediadevices like PDAs,
the initial Multimedia-Box application was extended to allow for a seamless integra-
tion of these systems. In particular, the session sharing service and the service for
seamless reconfiguration are used to realize rich and location-aware multimedia ac-
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cess for mobile users. Users can initiate playback on mobiledevices, or transparently
hand off playback sessions to stationary systems in order toaccess their computational
resources and rich I/O capabilities. In such case, also the user interface of the mobile
device is replicated on the particular stationary system. Figure 15.1 shows this overall
scenario, where a number of stationary and mobile systems work cooperatively within
a household.

Another disadvantage of other available multimedia home entertainment systems
is their fixed set of features and monolithic application design that does not allow for
future extensions. To avoid this drawback, the Multimedia-Box application is thor-
oughly designed as a flexible application and user interfaceframework for creating all
kinds of multimedia home entertainment systems. The core framework is extensible
through application-level plug-ins that support different entertainment options, such as
watching TV or recording TV. A general but very thin user interface layer describes
the appearance and the interaction mechanisms. The application and the user interface
are configured through XML configuration files, which allows to modify the provided
set of functionalities and the overall appearance at the user interface. To this end, the
framework allows to quickly configure and tailor the application to the resources avail-
able for different systems, e.g. by only including the features available for a particular
system.

15.2 Related Work

Today’s home entertainment appliances are usually based ona closed hardware and
software design and do not provide the extensibility and flexibility needed for realiz-
ing networked multimedia home entertainment scenarios. Only recently, simple and
restricted systems were made available for sale that allow to stream media content
stored on the hard disk of a PC to a set-top box connected to theTV in the living
room [Han04]. While these systems work within LAN or WLAN networks, current
streaming clients only support a restricted and fixed set of media formats. Further-
more, the capabilities of these devices cannot be extended.For example, data transfer
is only supported in one direction needed for streaming media playback.

While current streaming clients are based on closed proprietary hardware and soft-
ware design, other recently introduced approaches aim at providing a single integrated
solution for the living-room based on commodity PC technology [SZ04a]. These soft-
ware solutions are often bundled with appealing looking PCsand can be controlled
with a remote control or wireless keyboard. The most prominent representative of
the commercially available software solutions is the Microsoft Windows XP Media
Center Edition (MCE) [Micf]. Since MCE is based on the multimedia facilities pro-
vided by the underlying operating system – in particular Microsoft’s DirectShow (see
Section 2.5.1) –, in theory, it provides an extensible solution that allows to add new
codecs or entertainment options in an integrated manner. This is in contrast to other
Windows based programs that often only try to present a consistent user interface on
top of other monolithic third-party products, such as software for DVD or MP3 play-
back. Due to the fixed functionality of these external applications, possible extensions
are only available by integrating further applications – nofine-grained cooperation or
configuration of the media processing parts of applicationsis available.
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Several competing solutions from the Open Source communityoffer a similar set
of features and have reached a maturity comparable to commercial systems. Exam-
ples for such solutions are vdr [Vida], Freevo [Freb], and MythTV [Myt]. The most
mature solution is certainly the Linux video disk recorder (vdr) [SZ04b]. Initially de-
veloped for watching and recording TV received via DVB, newer versions of vdr offer
a variety of other entertainment options. However, since these options are often real-
ized by monolithic external applications, the same restrictions as discussed above for
Windows-based solutions apply.

The main drawback of all these solutions is that the underlying architectures do not
allow for true networked multimedia home entertainment – ifan extensive multimedia
architecture is used at all. Mostly the functionality provided is restricted to operate
locally on a single system. If the networking capabilities provided by the employed
hardware are used, only restricted and fixed client/server streaming approaches are
realized.

Solutions being developed in the research community only consider specific tasks
within multimedia home entertainment, such as middleware support or handoff of me-
dia streams, and have already been discussed in the corresponding chapters of this
thesis. Yet other approaches focus on topics that are not covered in the scope of this
work, such as context-awareness [Dey00, CNM01], intuitiveinteraction [KHS01], or
social interaction, e.g. via chatting [AAB01].

An important standard in the area of interactive TV is the Multimedia Home Plat-
form (MHP) that specifies an interface between interactive digital applications and the
terminals they run on [Mul, Wor01]. As MHP aims at enhancing the basic TV func-
tionality with interactive content and only defines the required interfaces, applications
are needed as well as a middleware layer, like the OpenTV SDK [Ope00].

As discussed in the previous section, the initial goal for the development of the
Multimedia-Box was to have a test-bed for NMM. However, since our overall home
entertainment system developed beyond our initial plans, it can be used for demon-
strating the new and advanced application scenarios made possible by the facilities
provided by NMM. Finally, the locally running Multimedia-Box application also pro-
vides an alternative for other Open Source approaches [Zot04].

15.3 Hardware Setup

Figure 15.2 shows the available input and output capabilities of the stationary and
mobile systems used. Each device is typically represented by one or more NMM plug-
in nodes.

15.3.1 Stationary Systems

The stationary systems are based completely on commodity PCtechnology. To this
end, all available I/O devices are mostly optional and different configurations are valid.
For example, a single stationary system that acts a host for performing compute inten-
sive tasks only needs to provide a network device and a hard disk. In addition, such a
system can also include one or more boards for receiving TV. By using corresponding
NMM plug-ins, both, analog and digital TV can be provided. One can also imagine
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Figure 15.2: Hardware setup for stationary and mobile systems. Stationary systems are
based on commodity PC technology and allow different configurations of I/O devices
to be used for the Multimedia-Box application. Mobile systems provide fewer and
fixed I/O capabilities that can be transparently extended byemploying resources of
remote stationary systems accessed via NMM.

that this system acts as Internet router for a household, e.g. for accessing the WWW but
also for receiving Internet radio or querying media databases. Together, such systems
can be seen as “servers” typically located in the basement ofa house.

Contrariwise, another stationary system can only provide anetworking device and
an audio device, e.g. for listening to music. If the operating system is loaded via the
network – e.g. from a server –, this system does not even need an internal hard disk.
For systems that are configured like this, the term “client” can be used. Notice that
the terms “client” and “server” are only used to describe hardware configurations; the
underlying NMM architecture operates in a peer-to-peer mode, i.e. all systems are
allowed to access remote resources provided by all other systems. A typical place for
such a client within a household is the kitchen, where only audio output is needed. The
control of such lean systems can be performed by using another device, e.g. a PDA that
acts as “remote control” by transparently accessing the remote resources provided by
the stationary system via NMM. Alternatively, direct control with a commodity remote
control and an included infrared receiver is possible.

Inbetween these two extremes, the configurability of PC technology allows to pro-
vide various other systems – for example, a stationary Multimedia-Box for the living-
room that is fully equipped as shown in Figure 15.2 and connected to a hi-fi system
and TV. Figure 15.3 shows different prototypes we have set up. Further details on the
chosen hardware can be found in [BCE

�

02], [Kle03], and [NMMc]. Finally, a com-
modity PC in the study room can also be integrated into the overall scenario, e.g. for
providing computational resources on the one hand, but alsofor accessing TV received
by remote devices on the other hand.

Discussion

Due to the provided configurability and programmability, stationary systems based on
PC technology offer an interesting possibility for quicklyprototyping networked mul-
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Figure 15.3: Three different prototypes for a stationary Multimedia-Box system from
the years 2002 [BCE

�

02], 2003 [Kle03], and 2004 [NMMc] showing a possible main
menu of the application.

timedia home entertainment scenarios. However, from our experience, there are still
several factors that limit the applicability of commodity PC technology for typical sce-
narios in the living-room. First of all, special care must betaken to reduce the noise
emission of systems. Second, the underlying operating system must be hidden as far
as possible from users, e.g. by reducing boot and wake-up times. Finally, the quality of
video signals provided by the TV out of graphics adapters needs further improvement.
In particular, support for facilities like the MLdc API of OpenML discussed in Sec-
tion 2.5.1 are required. Such extensions allow to guaranteethe intended framerate of
video rendering within certain limits and therefore reducethe jittering of the rendering
process.

15.3.2 Mobile Systems

A large variety of mobile systems exists. We chose the PDA Compaq iPAQ H3870
with a 206 MHz StrongARM SA-1110 RISC processor, 32 MByte Flash-ROM, and 64
MByte RAM (see Figure 15.4). This choice was made for severalreasons. First, this
devices allows to replace the originally installed Windowssystem with the GNU/Linux
operating system needed for NMM [End03]. Second, the iPAQ provides decent mul-
timedia capabilities, e.g. stereo audio output and a 320x240 pixel display that offers
65536 colors. Third, by using an additional expansion “jacket”, commodity PCMCIA
cards can be used, e.g. for 100 Mbps LAN and 11 Mbps WLAN networking.

We found that only little effort was needed to provide full NMM support for this
platform [End03]. In particular, we only needed to provide aspecific sink node suited
for the video device of the iPAQ. In addition, some optimizedassembler routines for
commonly used algorithms such as alpha-blending or color space conversions were
implemented.

Compared to stationary systems, the I/O facilities of typical mobile systems are
restricted and fixed as can be seen in Figure 15.2. However, byusing the facili-
ties provided by NMM, these limitations can be overcome. While the CPUs used
within stationary systems provide much more than sufficientcomputational resources
for performing a large variety of multimedia tasks such as DVD playback or media
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Figure 15.4: The iPAQ 3870 using an expansion jacket holdinga PCMCIA card for
WLAN access [NMMa].

transcoding in parallel, the CPUs of mobile devices and their I/O performance is sig-
nificantly lower. However, as discussed before, the needed media adaptations for these
systems impose especially interesting requirements for a multimedia middleware. Fur-
thermore, the computational and memory resources providedby the iPAQ PDA are by
now available for most of the newer mobile phones. Networking technologies like
UMTS [UMT, 3rd] – or additionally WLAN for future mobile phones – already pro-
vide adequate bandwidth. Only the restricted programmability of these devices limit
their availability for networked multimedia home entertainment with NMM.

15.4 Application Framework

The goal for the development of the Multimedia-Box application was to create an open
and extensible home entertainment system on top of NMM [LS02, LS03, Loh03c]. An
important aspect of the design of the application frameworkwas easy configuration and
extension. This requires the ability to adapt and extend thestructure of the application
itself. Therefore, the whole application is built as a plug-in architecture that is assem-
bled using an XML-based configuration language that describes the hierarchical menu
structure the user can navigate in and the multimedia entertainment options available
at the leaves of this hierarchy, e.g. “actions” such as DVD playback. In addition, the
XML-based configuration allows to easily change the look of the application with so
calledskins[Kle02].

15.4.1 User Interface

For the user interface of the Multimedia-Box application, we chose to use a very simple
approach. The user interface presents a set of hierarchicalmenus – either shown as
intuitive and descriptive icons or simply as text. The structure of the hierarchy is
specified in the XML-based configuration file. The user can navigate these menus
with a remote control or – for mobile systems – by pressing integrated buttons. Visual
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Figure 15.5: The Multimedia-Box application framework. All functionality is sepa-
rated into menu state objects and action state objects. The application object provides
nodes for rendering audio and video, and for presenting on-screen menus overlaid onto
the current video frame. These nodes can be accessed by the currently activated state.
A sink synchronizer provides inter-stream synchronization for the connected state. An
XML parser sets up the complete application from the given XML-based configuration
file.

feedback is given via the connected TV or the display of the system. At the leaves
of the menu hierarchy are special “actions”, such as DVD playback. While each of
these actions provides different functionality and therefore presents its own specific
user interface, only a small set of commonly used interaction elements are used, such
as a list of media files shown in a window-like element. The user interface elements
also display feedback on the state of the specific application. For example, for “play”
or “pause” the symbols known from commodity multimedia appliances are used.

The realized entertainment options are further described in Section 15.5. Further-
more, Figure 15.8 gives an impression of the visual appearance of the provided user
interface.

15.4.2 Architectural Elements and Functionality

The overall system architecture of the Multimedia-Box application consists of several
interacting parts shown in Figure 15.5:

� The Multimedia-Box application objectand its sink nodes for rendering audio
and video together with a corresponding synchronizer, and anode for perform-
ing the overlay of on-screen elements onto the current background. We will refer
to this setup asglobal sink nodes.

� A number ofstate objects, either for menus or for actions, such as DVD play-
back.
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� TheXML parserthat reads a given XML file and sets up the complete configu-
ration of the application.

In a first step, the application is automatically set up from the given XML-description:
for each menu or action, amenu stateor anaction stateobject is created, respectively.
Every menu state object is able to display the correct activated and deactivated items
of its menu according to user navigation by updating and evaluating an internal state.
The rendering of the graphical representations is performed by a special node provided
by the application object as described below. As every menu state object provides the
same functionality it is implemented by a single class and instantiated for each entry in
the hierarchy of menus. Contrariwise, a specific implementation is provided for each
action state object.

Internally, all states are realized as flow graphs of NMM nodes. For example, the
background image of a menu state is generated by a simple flow graph that reads and
decodes an image from a file specified as background in the usedXML configuration.
Action states typically provide more complex flow graphs.

During runtime, events are generated according to user input with a remote control
or the pressed buttons integrated into the device. These events are forwarded to the
currently active state object. More precisely, the corresponding method is called, e.g.
up, down, right, left, start, stop, etc. Together with the application object, the state ob-
jects implement the State design pattern, which allows an object to change its behavior
according to its internal state, i.e. the object acts as if its class changed [GHJV94].

Depending on the received events the active state objects performs an internal state
transitions or an external state transition is triggered. For example, when the action
state for DVD playback is activated, a “play” event triggersthe corresponding method
that implements an internal state transition, e.g. by starting the flow graph of NMM
nodes. Contrariwise, a “kill” events results in an externalstate transition. In particular,
the current state is terminated an the previously running state is activated again. For
example, when the action state for DVD playback is terminated, its predecessor in
the hierarchy of menus as specified in the XML configuration isactivated again if the
action state for DVD playback was reached from that state.

Since the sink nodes for rendering audio and video, and the node for blending on-
screen elements onto the current video background are potentially needed by every
activated state objects, these nodes are made available forall states by the applica-
tion object of the Multimedia-Box. As shown in Figure 15.5, these sink nodes are
thePlaybackNode and theDisplayNode for rendering audio and video, respec-
tively. For adding user interface elements to be blended over on the current video
background, an additional nodeOSDManagerNode is provided as predecessor of
the video sink. In particular, this node provides the functionality of rendering all
available user interface elements onto the current video background including alpha-
blending [Kle03]. Since this operation eventually needs tobe performed for every
single frame of a video stream of 25 or more frames per second,all blending opera-
tions are implemented by using optimized assembler code.

Since a Multimedia-Box system only provides a single outputfor audio and video,
access to the global sink nodes is controlled by the application framework. When
obtaining full access to the global nodes, the currently activated state can be connected
to the audio and video output and manipulate the on-screen elements to be displayed
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by calling methods on the interface provided by the corresponding node. Figure 15.5
shows the action stateLive TV for watching TV being activated. Its flow graph for
decoding digital TV is connected to the both global sink nodes. Additionally, on-
screen elements are set by using the facilities of the corresponding node. Notice that
the figure only shows the connected nodes; the proxies and interfaces being controlled
by the state are not shown for simplicity.

For synchronizing audio and video rendering, the Multimedia-Box application ob-
ject also provides a sink synchronizer that is initially connected to the controllers of the
global sink nodes. However, the currently activated state can also disable inter-stream
synchronization as described below.

15.4.3 Application-Level Multi-Tasking

Not all state objects need access to the audioand the video output. For example, a
state that allows to read and transcode the audio/video streams of a DVD, theDVD
Transcoderdoes only need to provide user interface elements during itsinitial start;
then it can operate in the background for a larger period of time. Other states only need
access to either the audioor the video sink. For example, a simple audio playback
application realized as state, e.g. anMP3 Player, only needs access to the audio sink;
on-screen elements are only needed for selecting tracks, etc. Contrariwise, a state
for displaying images, e.g. the images obtained from a digital camera, does not need
access to the audio sink but requires to be connected to the video sink. Therefore, for
every state object, two flags have to be specified, namelyneedaudioandneedvideo.
These flags control the behavior during the external state change of the Multimedia-
Box application. These flags can be set in the XML configuration either to “yes” or
“no”. For example, all menu states set both flags to “no”.

Using these two flags the application framework providesapplication-level multi-
tasking: Instead of completely terminating a state object, it can also be put to back-
ground by pressing the corresponding button, e.g. on the remote control. When a
running state is put to background, it needs to clear its on-screen elements. Then, as
described above, its predecessor is activated again. If thepredecessor does not require
a global sink node that is used by the state that is being put tobackground, the cur-
rent connections to the global sink nodes can be kept. For example, when deactivating
a state that is connected to both sinks (e.g. theLive TV state) with a state that does
neither need an audio nor a video output (e.g. a menu), the TV state can be kept fully
connected and can continue to work in the background.

As another example, let us consider the situation shown in Figure 15.6. A state for
playing MP3 files is connected to the audio sink (i.e. the stateMP3 Player) and a state
for viewing images is connected to the video sink simultaneously (i.e. the stateImage
Viewer). Both states are running in the background. Since only a single sink node
is connected to each of these states, no inter-stream synchronization is required and
therefore disabled. In addition, the user started a state that reads and transcodes the
audio/video streams of a DVD (i.e. the stateDVD Transcoder). This state is running
completely in the background. Finally, the user started an additional stateEPG that
provides an electronic program guide (EPG) for browsing within textual descriptions
of the broadcasted TV program. This state is currently focussed by the user. Therefore,
all control events are forwarded to it and the on-screen elements are set by this state.
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Figure 15.6: Application-level multi-tasking within the Multimedia-Box application
framework. State objects that do not require a resource thatis used by another acti-
vated state can operate concurrently. In this example, the previously started statesIm-
ageViewer, MP3 Player, and DVD Transcoderare put to background. Since the
statesImageViewerand MP3 Player only require access to a single sink, they are
allowed to operate concurrently; inter-stream synchronization is disabled. An elec-
tronic program guide provided by th stateEPG is currently focussed by the user and
therefore provided access to the node for displaying on-screen items – in this case, on
top of the image provided by theImageViewer.

Notice that the XML-based configuration allows to restrict the possibility to perform
multi-tasking by changing theneedvideoor needaudioflags of states.

For managing all running states, a special action stateTasklist is provided that
allows to change the user focus to a state running in the background or to terminate a
running state. Section 15.6 will demonstrate how this statecan also be used to access
and share states running on distributed systems.

Notice that when using application-level multi-tasking, the on-screen menus are
rendered on top of every video frame generated by the flow graph connected to the
video branch of the global sink nodes. For example, when the stateLive TV is running
in the background and the stateEPG is currently focussed by the user, the on-screen
menu will be rendered onto every single video frame.

To summarize, the chosen design results in an extended Statedesign pattern. The
state currently focussed by the user receives all control events and has full access to
the on-screen user interface. An arbitrary number of statesis allowed to be run in the
background. Only a single state is provided access to the audio sink and only a single
state is provided access to the video sink. Also, a single state can be connected to both
global sinks. If a state that is activated requires access toa sink that is being used by
another state, the currently connected state is terminatedand all connections to global
sink nodes are removed.
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Multimedia-Box.

15.4.4 Integrating Entertainment Options

Using the provided application framework, integrating a new entertainment option is
straightforward. First, an implementation of a new action state needs to be provided.
This state only has to handle the intended interaction types, such as left, right, up,
down, play, stop, by implementing the corresponding methods. These methods realize
internal state transitions specific for the state. The multimedia functionality provided
by the state is to be realized by a flow graph of NMM nodes. For handling external
state transitions, do-methods according to the design pattern Template Method are pro-
vided by the superclass of all states [GHJV94]. Within thesemethods, all functionality
required for creating, destroying, putting the state to thebackground, or reactivating
the state again need to be implemented.

As a second step, the newly developed state needs to be identified with a unique
string. This identifier can then be used to add an additional entry to the XML-base
configuration file. Finally, the source code for parsing thisparticular entry needs to be
provided, e.g. for accessing XML elements specific for the new state.

15.5 Realized Functionalities

Figure 15.7 shows a hierarchy of menus states and action states. In the following,
the functionality provided by each of the currently available action states is described
briefly. This overview will focus on the special aspect ofdistributedmultimedia home
entertainment. Further information can be found in [Loh03c, BCE

�

02, Kle03, Maa05,
Wel04, Wel05, NMM04a].
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Figure 15.8: The user interface of the Multimedia-Box. On the left, the user interface
of the EPG state is shown on top of the video stream of the live TV state running in
the background. On the right, the user interface of the playlist state rendered on top
of the currently played video is shown; on-screen elements can be hidden upon user
interaction. For further screenshots, see [NMMc].

Live TV. Allows to watch the current TV program using a distributed source node
for receiving analog or digital TV [Kle03, Wel05]. In addition, a feature called time-
shifting is available that allows to pause and resume the current live stream received.
Since a temporary buffer is used to realize this feature, seek operations within this
buffer are also supported. Together, this functionality isprovided by a specific plug-
in node. Finally, this state also allows to view additional textual information for the
currently selected TV channel provided by the electronic program guide (EPG) as
described below.

TV Timer. Provides the functionality known from commodity video cassette recorders,
namely the manual setting of start time, end time, and channel to record [Kle03,
Wel05]. The actual recording is provided by a separate state.

Electronic Program Guide (EPG). Allows to browse within the program informa-
tion obtained from different source, e.g. from DVB or specific web services [Wel04,
Wel05]. All information is organized according to date, time, and channel. By select-
ing a specific entry, an entry for the TV timer is automatically created. Figure 15.8
shows the user interface of this state on top of the video stream of the live TV state
running in the background.

EPG Search.Allows to search the available EPG information, e.g. by specifying the
name or genre of a TV show [Wel04, Wel05]. Again, by selectingan entry, an entry
for the TV timer is automatically generated.

DVD Playback. This option provides the functionality known from commodity DVD
player appliances, i.e. DVD playback with support for DVD menus [Kle03]. While
access to a remote source for DVD playback is currently not supported, this feature
can be added easily.

DVD Transcoding. For storing the content of a DVD to the hard disk, a state for
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transcoding audio/video streams available is provided. Various parameters, such as au-
dio/video bitrates, can be chosen interactively before thetranscoding process is started.
Particularly interesting is the option of using remote hosts for performing the compute
intensive decoding and reencoding of the media streams. In this case, only reading and
writing of data is performed on the local host.

CD Playback. This option allows to playback the tracks of an audio CD [BCE
�

02].
In addition, to the operations also supported by commodity CD player appliances, the
names of artists and tracks of the currently used audio CD arerequested from a CDDB
web service [frea].

CD Transcoding. For storing the transcoded content of an audio CD to the hard disk,
this state can be used [BCE

�

02]. Audio streams read from an audio CD are transcoded
to the media format specified in the user settings (see below). In addition, the names
of artists and tracks queried via CDDB are used to store transcoded media tracks.

Transcoder. As a generalization of the transcoding states for CD and DVD,a generic
transcoder is provided [Maa05]. This state allows to transcode an arbitrary number of
sources in parallel. Possible flow graphs for handling specific media types are specified
in text files holding graph descriptions, the .gd files (see Chapter 13). Within these
files, options to be manually set via the graphical on-screenuser interface are defined,
e.g. possible bitrates or alternative codecs for audio/video streams. For distributing the
workload needed for media processing, simple heuristics such as round-robin greedy
strategies are used.

MP3 Player. This action state was one of the first to be developed [BCE
�

02]. It
allows to playback MP3 files stored within the accessible filesystem, e.g. the internal
hard disk of the system.

Image Viewer. This state allows to view images of various formats [Loh03c].

Playlist. A generic media browser and player is provided by the playlist state [Kle03].
This state allows to access all media files stored on the accessible file system, e.g. the
local hard disk. In addition, sources such as audio CDs can beintegrated. Selected
items are organized within a playlist. All media formats supported by NMM can be
handled. In particular, this state uses the facilities provided by the graph building
service described in the scope of Chapter 10. In this case, the global sink nodes of the
Multimedia-Box application act as sink nodes for the algorithm. The service provides
a composite node that allows to uniformly handle all supported file formats, media
types, and codecs. In addition, the generated composite node provides a common
interface for operations such as seeking (compare Section 7.5.2). Figure 15.8 shows
the user interface of the playlist state on-top of the currently playing audio/video file.

Tasklist. This state allows to reactivate all states that are currently running in the
background – or to terminate such a running state. In addition, all states running
within the network of Multimedia-Box systems can be joined.This option will be
further described in Section 15.6

Configuration. For most of the action states presented, user specific configurations are
possible. While the possible values for these settings are stored within the XML-base
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configuration, the actual chosen values are stored within a single text file, the.mm-
boxrc [BCE

�

02]. During runtime, most of these settings can be changed within the
configuration dialog, e.g. the default bitrates for transcoding operations, or the cur-
rently used skin.

15.6 Sharing of Resources

Within the developed networked home entertainment system,the session sharing ser-
vice described in Chapter 11 is used for realizing differentfunctionality.

15.6.1 Simultaneous Live TV and Recording

As described in Section 15.5, the Multimedia-Box application framework provides a
state for watching TV. In addition, the TV timer state, the EPG state, and the EPG
search state allow to specify TV broadcastings to be recorded. The actual recording is
implemented within a separate action state that is not accessible from the user interface
directly. This state employs a flow graph that includes a source node for receiving TV.

In situations where the state for watching TV and the state for recording TV are
activated concurrently – for example, when the live TV stateis started during the
recording of a TV show – the session sharing service allows toeasily share the source
node to be used in both setups. In particular, if the live TV state is started, it tries
to request a source for receiving TV exclusively first. If this fails, the source node
is requested as shared component. Then, the changing of channels is disabled within
the user interface of this state as long as another state – in our example, the state for
recording – is accessing the source node. Instead, a messageis displayed to the user
stating that a recording is currently performed; the user isonly allowed to change the
channel again, if this operation is terminated.

Contrariwise, if the state for watching TV is started first, and an recording is ac-
tivated afterwards, a similar process is performed. If the source node for receiving
TV can only be accessed shared by the state that performs the recording, the chan-
nel is changed to the one specified within the entry of the TV timer and an additional
messages is displayed within the state for watching live TV.

While this feature can also be implemented in other ways, we think that the session
sharing service greatly simplified the realization of this step. Furthermore, this service
also allows advanced features to be developed easily. For example, if several sources
for receiving TV are available within the network, the session sharing service will
automatically identify nodes that can be accessed exclusively. This allows to easily
develop a networked digital video recorder that employs several available sources for
receiving TV.

15.6.2 Sharing of Entertainment Options

For allowing for collaborative multimedia home entertainment, the tasklist of the Multi-
media-Box does not only provides access to states running onthe local host but also to
all other running states within the network of connected systems. Figure 15.9 shows
the user interface of the tasklist that provides a list of textual descriptions for all avail-
able states. Entertainment options running on remote hostsare additionally indicated
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Figure 15.9: The user interface of the tasklist state of the Multimedia-Box. States
running locally in the background can be reactivated or terminated. States running on
distributed systems are labelled with the name of the corresponding host and can be
joined by using the facilities of the session sharing service.

with the corresponding name of the host. The list of remotelyactivated states is gen-
erated by querying a given set of systems. Again, as discussed in Section 9.6, a fu-
ture extension of the registry service that includes advanced peer-to-peer search strate-
gies will allow to dynamically identify running states within the network of connected
home entertainment systems.

While locally running states can be reactivated or terminated, states operating on
distributed systems can be joined by using the facilities provided by the session sharing
service. For example, if the state for watching TV running ona remote system is
joined, a local instance of the corresponding state is generated as usual. The only
difference is that the source node is requested as shared processing element from the
specific remote system. The session sharing will automatically create shared running
sessions and set up distributed inter-stream synchronization. If a running state using a
shared session is terminated, the other connected state will continue to operate.

If a node providing time-shifting functionality is used as successor of the source
node for receiving TV, both nodes can be shared. In this case,time-shifting operations,
such as pausing the current live stream, are performed for all shared sessions simul-
taneously. If this is not wanted, the shared usage of the time-shifting node and the
setup of inter-stream synchronization can also be disabled. Then, shared sessions only
access the same source node but are provided exclusive control of all time-shifting
features.

As discussed in the scope of Chapter 11, full control of all nodes of the shared
flow graphs is then granted for all connected states. A futureextension of the session
sharing service will allow to restrict the set of shared NMM interfaces.

Notice that by using the session sharing service only littlemodifications to the ini-
tial Multimedia-Box application are needed to realize collaborative multimedia home
entertainment scenarios. Furthermore, the provided service allows to setup such shared
applications for all available entertainment options.
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Figure 15.10: Rich and shared multimedia entertainment formobile users. On the
left side, the TV broadcast being displayed on a TV connectedto a stationary sys-
tem is also played synchronously on a mobile system. On the right side, shared and
synchronous access to a DVD menu is offered for a mobile and a stationary system.
In both examples, the session sharing service is used and a complex distributed flow
graph is set up that performs the media transcoding needed for the mobile device.

15.7 Seamless Integration of Mobile Systems

The Multimedia-Box application framework used for mobile systems with scarce re-
sources is very similar to the full-featured framework discussed so far. The main differ-
ence is that a simpler user interface is provided that does not use memory consuming
icons for representing a hierarchy of menus and entertainment options. Instead, sim-
pler graphical elements are used, such a list of text lines shown in a window. Since the
same NMM node is used for generating on-screen items, the user interfaces provided
at mobile and stationary systems provide the same “look”.

Using the PDA described in Section 15.3.2, the application scenario described so
far can be extended to allow for mobile multimedia home entertainment.

15.7.1 Rich and Shared Multimedia Entertainment

By using the facilities provided by NMM, mobile systems can be offered the same
rich multimedia entertainment options available for stationary systems – only the used
media streams have to be adapted to the resources provided bythe mobile system.
In particular, full access to options such as watching TV or DVD can be realized. In
general, an action state running on a mobile system uses a remote source node together
with a complex flow graph of nodes for media transcoding. For example, the setup
discussed in Section 11.6.2 can be used to provide TV access on a mobile system. A
similar yet more complex distributed flow graph can be used for realizing full-featured
DVD playback including support for DVD menus.

The session sharing service of NMM presented in Chapter 11 furthermore allows
to jointly access entertainment options using different mobile and stationary systems.
This option was already discussed in Section 15.6. Figure 15.10 shows two examples
for such setups using a stationary system together with a PDA.
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Figure 15.11: Seamless Handover. On the left side: The user interface of the mo-
bile audio player. The entry in the lower left allows to select a host, on which the
media decoding and output should be performed. Media processing is then hand over
seamlessly to the chosen system. On the right side: Once the handover process is com-
pleted, the user interface of the mobile system is also shownat the stationary system.
The user interfaces of both systems are updated according touser interaction.

15.7.2 Mobility Support

For demonstrating the support for mobile users and systems provided by NMM, we
especially integrated the service for seamless reconfiguration presented in Chapter 12
into the overall application scenario. In particular, the action state providing an MP3
player for the mobile system offers the extended functionality of handing over the
current media playback to a nearby stationary system in order to use the remotely
provided high-quality audio output.

The user interface for this setup is shown in Figure 15.11 on the left side. A tex-
tual description indicates the currently selected system that performs the audio output.
Upon selecting another host out of a list of generally available hosts, e.g. a nearby sta-
tionary system, a seamless reconfiguration is performed similar to the one described
in Section 12.3, i.e. the audio decoding and output is handedover to the selected host.
Furthermore, the user interface initially presented on themobile system is replicated
on the stationary system. Such a situation is shown in Figure15.11 on the right side.

In order to integrate the handover process seamlessly into the application frame-
work of the Multimedia-Box, a special action state for operating on the remote sys-
tem is provided. This state offers the same behavior as all other states, i.e. it can
be put to background, etc. Together, the handover process results in a setup shown
in Figure 15.12. The initially started action stateMobile MP3 Playerinstantiates
the action stateDistributed Stateon the remote stationary system. Within this state,
anMPEGAudioDecodeNode is running. For rendering a background image, both
states provide anImageReadNode that is connected to the locally running sink
nodeDisplayNode via its predecessor, theOSDManagerNode. Also, on-screen
elements, such as the lists of available music tracks, are displayed on both systems us-
ing the corresponding OSD nodes. Since the resolution of thestationary system might
be different, the size of user interface elements can be adapted.

TheAudioHandoverSynchronizer realizes the seamless change of media
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Figure 15.12: Setup for synchronized handover of audio decoding and playback from
a mobile to a stationary system. The action stateDistributed Stateallows to seam-
lessly integrate this step into the application framework of the Multimedia-Box. After
the handover process is completed, the parts of the figure shown in grey are to be de-
stroyed, i.e. the decoding node running on the mobile systemand its connections. The
action state running on the mobile system controls both on-screen displays using the
provided interfaces and adapts the shown graphical elements to the resolution of the
provided display nodes.

output from the mobile to the stationary system. Since both application frameworks
provide global sink nodes, in particular an audio sink node,the service for seamless
reconfiguration does not need to create (or destroy) these nodes. Only the parts of
the figure shown in grey are to be destroyed in the last step of acomplete handover,
i.e. theMPEGAudioDecodeNode and its connections to theReadfileNode and
thePlaybackNode.

15.8 Conclusions and Future Work

In this chapter, a user interface and application frameworkfor multimedia systems was
presented. This framework was demonstrated within a networked home entertainment
system that consists of a number of mobile and stationary systems. The configurability
of the described approach allows for different system setups to be used. In particular,
we developed an “all-in-one” home entertainment system based on commodity PC
technology that integrates the functionality usually onlyprovided by combinations of
several appliances. The provided extensibility of the application framework offers
and easy way to add further entertainment options. To this end, a large number of
application-level modules, called states, was developed.Each of these states provides a
certain multimedia functionality, such as watching TV, andinternally uses the facilities
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provided by NMM. Therefore, remote multimedia devices can be integrated into local
processing and time consuming jobs can be distributed in thenetwork.

In addition, our approach allows for several entertainmentoptions to operate con-
currently in a multi-tasking mode. We found that this feature greatly increases the qual-
ity of user experience – especially, since it is easily accessible with a remote control.
Due to the fact that a Multimedia-Box provides an “all-in-one” multimedia system that
offers a single user interface to a large number of entertainment options, application-
level multi-tasking seems to be particularly useful.

The advanced middleware service of NMM, namely the session sharing service
and the service for seamless reconfiguration, were used to ease the development of
additional application scenarios. In particular, the session sharing service allows for
locally running states to operate concurrently using the same multimedia device. In ad-
dition, users are allowed to share activities initiated by other users at different systems.
The service for seamless reconfiguration enables mobility support, e.g. by handing
over the audio playback from a mobile to a stationary system.In such cases, the user
interface is also replicated among participating systems.

Several states of the Multimedia-Box will be improved in thefuture, e.g. the
transcoding state [Maa05]. Especially the realization of anetworked TV system within
the application framework will be examined [Wel05]. This extension will allow sev-
eral users to transparently access a number of available media sources for watching or
recording TV. Tasks will then be automatically distributedwithin the network.

Initially developed as test-bed for the emerging NMM architecture, we are now
planning to further extend the capabilities of the Multimedia-Box framework itself. To
this end, we would like to improve especially the support forcollaborative multimedia
home entertainment – for example, by automatically adding additional context infor-
mation to all multimedia applications running within the network. This would allow
for a better representation and selection of running multimedia tasks within the tasklist
of the application framework. Users should be notified when other users join or leave
running activities; in addition, admission control mechanisms need to be provided.
Finally, the automatic adaptation of replicated user interfaces presented on different
systems would allow to further ease application development.
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Chapter 16

Final Summary, Conclusions, and
Future Work

In this final part of the thesis, the content of all previous chapters will be summarized
again. Then, conclusions are drawn and the main contributions achieved are discussed.
Finally, possible directions for future work, which were partly already pointed out
throughout the presentation, will be summarized.

16.1 Summary

In this thesis, the foundations of distributed multimedia systems were described and
challenges for multimedia middleware were analyzed (Part I). The design and imple-
mentation of the Network-Integrated Multimedia Middleware (NMM) was presented
(Part II) and additional fundamental and advanced middleware services were described
(Part III). Finally, several real world applications developed on top of NMM were dis-
cussed (Part IV).

Part I: Foundations of Multimedia Middleware

Multimedia systems consist of devices and software components that process high-
bandwidth time-sensitive data streams. Commonly available architectures for handling
multimedia adopt a PC centric approach, where all processing is restricted to operate
on a single host. The network is, at best, used for streaming predefined content from a
server to a client.

Middleware as a software layer between distributed systemsand applications pro-
vides different dimensions of transparency and suitable abstractions that allow for
masking out the complexity of the underlying infrastructure. To this end, all aspects
of communication is completely hidden and not accessible for upper layers. Avail-
able middleware solutions most often only provide support for a single interaction
paradigm, such as object-based request-reply interaction; multimedia communication
is typically not addressed. Furthermore, such solutions donot provide the open-
ness and reflective capabilities needed for integrating andaccessing different available
technologies, e.g. for using protocols especially suited for handling time critical data
streams.
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Based on these observations, the notion of a network-integrated multimedia mid-
dleware was derived by discussing the requirements and challenges for such an ap-
proach. The abstractions used in locally operating multimedia architectures, namely
processing elements and flow graphs, are extended towards distributed flow graphs
that provide network transparent control and cooperation.While the former requires a
programming model known from object-based middleware, network transparent con-
nections between the processing elements of a distributed flow graph demands sup-
port for streaming data interaction. To this end, several extensions for existing mid-
dleware solutions and the facilities provided by differentprotocol frameworks were
discussed. Especially open and explicit binding techniques were identified to offer
a suitable model for establishing bindings. However, theseapproaches can only be
considered as possible building blocks for an integrating multimedia middleware,

Due to the inherent heterogeneity of today’s infrastructures, a multimedia middle-
ware especially needs to provide a high degree of openness and extensibility in order
to provide a technology transparent architecture. Furthermore, for a general purpose
multimedia middleware, an extensible architecture for realizing different protocols for
distributed synchronization is a further requirement.

Additional challenges for multimedia middleware can be characterized by the dy-
namics and complexity involved in the setup and reconfiguration of distributed multi-
media flow graphs. These challenges can be handled by providing additional advanced
and new services. Seamless reconfigurations and support forcollaborative multimedia
applications were identified as particular demanding. In addition, the setup of complex
application scenarios requires further guidance when creating flow graphs.

Part II: Network-Integrated Multimedia Middleware

Based on the identified challenges and additional requirements for multimedia middle-
ware, the architectural decisions of the developed middleware, the Network-Integrated
Multimedia Middleware (NMM), were presented in this part ofthe thesis. Then, the
integrating communication framework and the generic multimedia middleware based
on this framework were described.

In particular, we decided to focus on an integrating micro-core architecture that
provides a relatively small base functionality, basicallyonly for handling messages
and single events. This part of the architecture provides support for different inter-
action paradigms: On the one hand, out-of-band request-reply interaction is modeled
according to the Proxy design pattern and includes an object-oriented interface sys-
tem. In addition, listener notification is made available. On the other hand, one-way
instream communication takes place between connected processing elements.

The approach of specifying object-oriented interfaces using an interface definition
language (IDL) was taken from traditional approaches. However, this model was ex-
tended in different ways. First, it is unified to specify bothout-of-band and instream
interaction relying on control events. Second, the execution of methods can be re-
stricted or required to certain states – a property particularly useful for defining the
state-driven functionality of multimedia processing elements. Finally, for playing an
integrating role, the IDL supports to include arbitrary existing data types that can be
serialized. Since the interface system internally uses events, it provides the reflective
capabilities needed for heterogeneous environments.
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Instead of a strong coupling to a certain lower level technology, communication
channels realize the interaction between two entities. A communication channel is
composed out of several components, namely serialization and transport strategies.
In particular, a stack of corresponding serialization and deserialization strategies is
configured to be used within the sending and receiving side oftransport strategies.
For the two different types of interaction, specific communication roles have to be
fulfilled. While this concept is similar to channels according to RM-ODP, our archi-
tecture provides a more flexible approach that allows for using a single component to
fulfill different roles. Again, this choice was made to take the different properties of
available communication technologies into account. Furthermore, to enable advanced
interaction between connected processing elements, instream interaction consists of
both multimedia data buffers and control events. In order toconfigure and combine
different transport mechanisms especially suited for the transmission of one of these
two types of messages, parallel bindings were introduced. At the receiving side of such
a binding, a synchronization strategy reestablishes the correct ordering of messages.

While communication channels provide a unified abstractionof all kinds of com-
munication, the openness of the architecture offers extensibility and scalable trans-
parency. Extensibility is achieved by several architectural elements. First, the serial-
ization framework allows for the integration of arbitrary data types and therefore eases
the usage of available components. Furthermore, by providing specific serialization
and networking strategies, previously incompatible technologies can be connected or
specialized and optimized strategies can be integrated. Tothis end, communication
between colocated entities can be realized very efficient. Scalable transparency allows
to automatically set up communication channels or to manually configure all aspects
involved.

The various implemented serialization and transport strategies already cover many
different technologies that all provide specific capabilities. This clearly demonstrates
the openness and integrating nature of the overall architecture of the communication
framework.

The multimedia middleware developed on top of the facilities provided by the
communication framework of NMM realizes the concept of a distributed flow graph
by “hiding” the streaming data connections between processing elements within the
edges of the graph, i.e. within communication channels. Compared to approaches that
add additional processing elements for establishing streaming network connections,
this choice further enhances the scalable transparency provided.

In general, the part of NMM implementing all aspects concerned with the han-
dling of multimedia uses a very intuitive and simple design that only consists of nodes
as processing elements that are connected by jacks. Multimedia formats specify the
meta-data of possible connections. The state machine controls the life cycle of nodes,
especially for the connection setup between nodes. Memory managers allow for the
efficient handling of high-bandwidth streams. The generic processing model supports
arbitrary interaction patterns used for instream communication. Together with the pro-
vided generic base classes, this greatly helps to integrateexisting multimedia function-
ality. The synchronization architecture of NMM completes the approach by offering a
framework that is especially suited for realizing different distributed synchronization
algorithms.

An evaluation of different performance characteristics for out-of-band and instream
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interaction concluded this part of the thesis. Together, wewere able to demonstrate that
despite its open design, the current implementation offerscompetitive performance –
even when being compared to highly optimized commercial traditional middleware
solutions that do only partly provide the features requiredfor multimedia middleware.

Part III: Middleware Services

In this part of the thesis, four middleware services especially suited for distributed
multimedia in heterogeneous and dynamic environments werepresented: the registry
service, a service for automatically setting up distributed flow graphs from a high-level
description, session sharing as service that enables collaborative application scenarios,
and a service that allows for the seamless reconfiguration ofan active distributed flow
graph.

The registry service is the most fundamental service for a multimedia middleware
solution and administrates available processing elementsthroughout the network. To
this end, we chose a hybrid approach. All elements availablefor a single system are
administrated by a locally running server registry. A client registry can query local
and remote server registries using a peer-to-peer approach. This allows for the effi-
cient handling of loosely coupled systems. Furthermore, a registry server can contain
specialized sub-registries for integrating additional technologies for device manage-
ment.

Requests forwarded to the registry service can either contain subsets of node de-
scriptions or complete graph descriptions. To avoid unnecessary inter-process or net-
work communication, locally requested NMM nodes are instantiated in the address
space of the application. We also found that the reflective capabilities of the NMM
messaging system greatly helped to realize the initial discovery, registration, and de-
fined recreation of nodes. Finally, the measured runtimes for setting up even large
distributed flow graphs demonstrated the applicability of the chosen approach.

An advanced service for the automatic setup of flow graphs waspresented. First,
the challenges and requirements for such a service were analyzed in detail. In this
context, a definition of the quality of a valid and fully configured flow graph was
provided that was made according to the quality perceived byusers. Furthermore, we
found that a general approach for true automatic application setup will remain an open
problem.

Therefore, we focussed on two subproblems. First, algorithms for automatically
setting up a distributed flow graph for specific tasks, such asmedia playback, were
described. Since in general, the available output formats of a processing element can
only be determined after the element has received and analyzed some multimedia data
from its predecessors, these algorithms can only operate step by step and can then ei-
ther use backtracking or parallel branched search to solve the search problem involved
in automatic application setup. Therefore, quality-driven decisions during the search
can only be made locally. We also showed how a service for managing certain quality
of service aspects can be used to guide the distribution process during the automatic
setup of flow graphs.

Second, a quality-driven format negotiation was presentedthat operates on sub-
graphs that allow to statically determine possible output formats for all processing
elements. This algorithm then creates a negotiation graph,in which a modified al-
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gorithm for solving the Single-Source-Shortest-Path (SSSP) is used to determine the
solution that provides the best quality according to our definition.

While the realized approaches already provide many benefitsfor application de-
velopment and the performance achieved is already quite promising, we concluded
that the integration of quality of service (QoS) measurements will require to extend
the described algorithms.

In the next chapter, session sharing as middleware service for enabling collabora-
tive application scenarios was presented. In such scenarios, the same – or similar –
content is presented to different users simultaneously using different devices, possibly
at different locations. This service builds upon the idea ofsharing parts of running
distributed flow graphs within newly created flow graphs. Distributed synchronization
and shared control of all shared processing elements then helps to increase the sense
of collaboration among users.

The service itself was realized by extending the registry service towards storing
complete running flow graphs and additional sharing attributes for every processing
element. An algorithm for finding all possible overlaps between a running flow graph
and a query was described and augmented by a specific valuation function that deter-
mines the “best” overlapping subgraph according to a specific optimization criteria,
e.g. by counting overlapped elements and edges.

The reuse of parts of active flow graphs not only helps to establish collaborative
application scenarios, it also solves the technical problem of multiple access to a single
device and allows to reduce the computational and networking resources by sharing
active flow graphs for common tasks.

Finally, several application scenarios were demonstratedthat show the applicabil-
ity and utility of the service together with its performance. This especially showed
that this service provides great benefits for integrating mobile devices with restricted
resources into the environment.

At last, a further service that allows for the seamless reconfiguration of active dis-
tributed flow graph was presented. While we focussed on the synchronization sensitive
handover of audio presentations, the developed approach can be extended to provide
reconfiguration transparency, an additional dimensions oftransparency for multimedia
middleware.

This service is built directly on top of the session sharing service and uses a master-
slave approach. Parts of the running graph to be reconfiguredare created using the
session sharing service; overlapping subgraphs are therefore automatically found and
only additionally needed processing elements and connections are set up. A specific
distributed synchronization protocol was implemented within the synchronization ar-
chitecture of NMM that handles the seamless handover of the media processing; no
audio data is lost or duplicated. Media processing stays continuous and is not inter-
rupted at any time.

Since seamless reconfiguration is realized within the middleware layer it is in-
dependent of media codecs or chosen network technologies. To this end, we demon-
strated the high-level of abstraction provided by the programming model of the service.
In addition, the performance of the current implementationshowed that only short de-
lays occur during the reconfiguration process. Also, the minimum offset that can be
achieved during the final change of configurations is negligible.
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Part IV: Applications

In this part of the thesis, different applications developed on top of NMM were pre-
sented. These applications extensively use the facilitiesprovided by the base architec-
ture of NMM and its additional services.

The tool clic (command line interaction and configuration) allows to set up a dis-
tributed flow graph either from a textual description or by using the graph building
service. In this step, the registry service of NMM is used anddistributed synchro-
nization can be configured automatically. Using the first option, it is also possible to
control instantiated processing elements. The messaging service of NMM allows to
easily map textual descriptions to events. Furthermore, the session sharing service of
NMM can be used.

The developed tool has proven to be extremely useful for quickly setting up distri-
buted flow graphs and for testing the session sharing service. Even complex applica-
tion scenarios, like the presented video wall, can be configured within minutes.

In the following chapter, first developments made within theproject Virtual Cours-
eroom Environment (VCORE) were presented. In this application scenario, NMM is
used as framework for developing a system for recording and playback of lectures and
presentations, including audio, video, and additional material, such a electronic slides.
These applications are of particular interest since they demonstrate extended source
and sink synchronization.

For developing a demanding test-bed for the emerging NMM architecture, a net-
worked multimedia home entertainment system was developed. This systems consists
of different stationary and mobile systems. A user interface and application framework
was presented that allows for extensibility and configurability. In particular, an “all-in-
one” solution for a home entertainment center based completely on top of NMM was
realized that provides a large variety of entertainment options within a single system
and is controllable with a remote control. Especially the large number of implemented
application modules and corresponding processing elements shows that NMM is defi-
nitely usable, even for such large scale developments. To this end, even the on-screen
menus are realized by providing a particular processing elements. Furthermore, appli-
cations such as DVD playback including subtitles could be implemented seamlessly
within the processing model provided by NMM. For generalized media playback, the
graph building service of NMM and composite nodes are used.

The developed framework also allows for application-layermulti-tasking, i.e. the
possibility to put active entertainment options to the background and start additional
options in parallel. Distributed flow graphs are used for realizing access to remote
devices, such as TV receivers, or to distribute time-consuming tasks, such as media
transcoding, within the network. The session sharing service furthermore allows for
the transparent and simultaneous access of TV receivers, e.g. when watching TV while
recording the same channel. In addition, all tasks running within the network of con-
nected systems can be joined using this service.

Finally, mobile devices, such as PDAs and laptop computers,were seamlessly inte-
grated into the scenario. Again, the session sharing service allows for joining activities.
Then, required media adaptations can be distributed withinthe network. In addition,
the service for seamless reconfiguration allows for location-aware audio playback by
handing over the media decoding and output from a mobile system to a nearby station-
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ary system.
Together, this application scenario shows all facilities provided by the NMM base

architecture and its additional services in combination and clearly demonstrates the
applicability of NMM for realizing such complex application scenarios.

16.2 Conclusions

In this thesis, the Network-Integrated Multimedia Middleware (NMM), its additional
services, and applications developed on top of the providedfacilities were presented.

We demonstrated that the open micro-core architecture of NMM is especially
suited for playing an integrating role in today’s heterogeneous environments and al-
lows for considering the network as integral part. We identified multimedia middle-
ware to consist of a relatively small base system plus additional connecting elements.
While the basis provides a reflective messaging system and the possibility to realize
different interaction paradigms – especially with supportfor multimedia communica-
tion –, proxy objects and communication channels allow for integrating existing lower
level technologies. To this end, the approach can be seen as meta-architecture com-
bining various available approaches for establishing communication. Scalable trans-
parency allows to hide the complexity of the overall system but also provides fine
grained control and configuration if required. A generic processing model for multi-
media offers the means for integrating existing arbitrary multimedia components. Fur-
thermore, the chosen design principles are also applied to all other aspects, namely the
synchronization framework and the additionally implemented middleware services.

The base architecture of NMM was extended by several middleware services. The
hybrid approach of the registry service combines the client/server and peer-to-peer
paradigm and proved to be suitable for loosely coupled systems. Support for existing
technologies for device management is realized by specialized sub-registries. Further-
more, additional advanced and new services were proposed, realized, and evaluated.
These services show many features and approaches previously not demonstrated. The
graph building and format negotiation service provides first practical results for the
automatic and quality-driven creation of distributed flow graphs. Session sharing as
new middleware service for distributed multimedia allows for collaborative applica-
tion scenarios by providing shared access to parts of running flow graphs, distributed
synchronization, and shared control for applications. At the same time, this service re-
duces resource requirements for common tasks. Seamless reconfiguration finally pro-
vides lossless and synchronized adaptations for active distributed flow graphs together
with a high level of abstraction – a service that was not presented before. Together,
these services complement the NMM architecture to support the dynamics present in
ubiquitous computing scenarios for distributed multimedia. They cover new ideas and
provide facilities not available before – and therefore show a further major contribution
of this thesis.

Due to the openness of the NMM architecture, its individual building blocks can be
exchanged and extended, which allows for tailoring the system. To this end, a purely
locally operating multimedia architecture can be derived.Collocation optimizations
for the middleware core and the registry service were made available.

The performance evaluations of all parts of NMM, its base architecture and its
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services, demonstrated that despite the open design approach, the clean, simple and
unified design still allows for great efficiency. Especiallythose performance charac-
teristics that can be directly compared to commercial and highly optimized traditional
middleware solutions showed competitive or even better results.

The described applications developed on top of NMM clearly demonstrate its ap-
plicability, even for large scale projects. As a result, we were able to present a net-
worked multimedia home entertainment system consisting ofstationary and mobile de-
vices, which is completely based on NMM. To our knowledge, the rich set of features
of this system is not available elsewhere. Especially the success of this application as
test-bed for further research but also as an emerging Open Source project proves the
feasibility of our approach. Other described applicationsshowed that NMM is suitable
to support all different kinds of multimedia applications.

Besides the many other contributions of this thesis discussed so far, the NMM
architecture, its services, and applications demonstrated provide a degree of integration
that has not been achieved before – neither in research or commercial projects. We
think that especially for multimedia entertainment, our approach provides the largest
coverage within a single architecture presented so far – a result of the clear, simple,
and unified design of NMM and its integrating approach.

To this end, we would also like to mention that NMM is fully implemented and
available as Open Source under the LGPL and GPL for the GNU/Linux operating sys-
tem. Since all lower level components are abstracted, support for other Unix platforms,
or even for other operating systems, should be relatively easy to achieve. To this end,
NMM is used for current and future research and developmentsat Saarland University,
but also within other organizations and companies, and the Open Source community
in general. From the feedback we receive especially from external developers, we also
think that we achieved our goal to provide a standard multimedia middleware, in par-
ticular for Open Source developments under GNU/Linux. To our knowledge, NMM is
the only fully implemented multimedia middleware made available as Open Source.

16.3 Future Work

Although the current implementation of NMM already provides a complete multime-
dia middleware solution, several directions for future work can be identified. While
the topics described in the following were mostly already discussed throughout the
presentation, this summary will try to provide a broader context.

Communication Framework

For the communication framework of NMM, the integration andevaluation of addi-
tional serialization and transport strategies together with the development of further
synchronization strategies for parallel bindings is an interesting starting point to en-
hance the current implementation. An important question inthis context is whether a
certain technology can be used as “black-box” or if further algorithms for resynchro-
nizing parallel streams need to be developed.

Future extensions of the concept of parallel binding aim at supporting additional
message streams, e.g. a stream of only partially ordered andunreliable composite
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events that are sent with a higher density than reliably sentcomposite events.

Multimedia Middleware

One of the most interesting aspects for the multimedia architecture of NMM seems
to be whether the notion of a global clock needed for distributed synchronization can
be improved. Especially for distributed and continuous playback of a single audio
stream on different systems, the accuracy and jitter provided by NTP might not be
sufficient. By accessing lower layers of a certain technology, e.g. clocks used for
isochronous network transmission, an advanced global timecan be derived – at least
between devices connected via that specific technology. An interesting aspect will be
how to integrate and combine the different time bases provided by clocks throughout
the network.

Search Strategies for Peer-to-Peer Networks

As already mentioned before, different services need the possibility to employ efficient
search strategies within the dynamic and only loosely coupled hosts participating in an
NMM network. For example, the registry service will benefit from identifying systems
that provide a certain resource, such as a specific multimedia device or sufficient com-
putational power. Furthermore, running sessions to be joined can then be determined
in a more efficient way. While the research community in the area of peer-to-peer
networks is currently very active, especially the support of context information within
a search request seems to be worthwhile. This, for example, will allow for restrict-
ing search algorithms to a certain physical location, e.g. for realizing location-aware
services.

Predictable Quality of Service

Current work towards providing quality of service (QoS) management within NMM
was briefly introduced in Section 9.5. The evaluation of sucha service – a service that
due to the lack of strict QoS support of today’s infrastructures only operates within
the middleware layer – will be the next step of our work. In particular, the influ-
ence of the measured QoS requirements of processing elements will help to increase
the quality of many of the algorithms used within the middleware services presented
in this thesis. For example, the session sharing service canthen identify the “best”
overlapping sub-graph according to such measurements. Contrariwise, the evaluation
of QoS requirements for automatic application setup will certainly lead to new algo-
rithms that provide a bounded runtime together with the possibility to value solutions.
As discussed in Section 10.7, anytime algorithms might be suitable for such tasks.

Reconfiguration Transparency

In Section 12.5, we identified reconfiguration transparencyas additional requirement
for multimedia middleware. A first step towards this goal will be to extend the han-
dover synchronization protocol towards an arbitrary number of audio and video streams.
Then, reconfigurations within internal parts of a flow graph need to be supported in a
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seamless manner. In addition, support for fine-grained adaptation and scaling tech-
niques should be provided. Especially the provision of a seamless feedback loop
between QoS monitoring, adaptation, and reconfigurations of complete sub-parts of
running flow graphs seems to be demanding.

Security

For a distributed system, security requirements need to be taken into account. To this
end, the NMM architecture already provides some mechanisms, e.g. by restricting ac-
cess to distributed registries with a password or by limiting the access to the file system
of the operating system to specified points. However, for large scale installations with
multiple users, these facilities need to be extended.

Applications

Finally, realizing additional and advanced application scenarios on top of NMM can
further help to identify new requirements. In particular, support for ubiquitous com-
puting environments, which include really large numbers ofsensors connected to net-
works, will provide a demanding test-bed.

Support for other Operating Systems

We are currently already working on porting the NMM architecture to other operating
systems, in particular to Windows. Since access to all lower-level interfaces of the op-
erating system is encapsulated within generic classes, thebase system of NMM should
be available for Windows soon. We then plan to integrate available native multimedia
APIs, such as DirectShow, into NMM. This will allow for usingWindows systems as
full-featured NMM systems – or to perform distributed decoding and transcoding of
proprietary codecs that are only available for Windows.

Summary

Since NMM already provides a complete multimedia middleware solution, the pre-
sented directions for future work can be either seen as natural extensions of the frame-
work or as orthogonal to the topics covered in the scope of this thesis. In both cases,
especially the open design of the NMM architecture providesan ideal basis for further
research and development activities.



Appendix A

Systems used for Benchmarks

For all presented measurements, the systems described in the following were used
running a Linux kernel 2.4.x and NMM compiled using a corresponding gcc 2.95.x
compiler with optimization flags set to “-02”.

� PC1andPC2 represent current commodity GNU/Linux PCs.

– Pentium 4, 3 GHz

– 512 MByte RAM

– 100 Mbps LAN

� PC3 represents the current low-end class for commodity GNU/Linux PCs and
is used to evaluate the influence of available computationalresources for certain
algorithms.

– Pentium III, 866 MHz

– 512 MByte RAM

– 100 Mbps LAN

� Laptop represents the current low-end class for laptop computers and is also
used as a mobile device, for example as a web-tablet.

– Pentium III, 700 MHz

– 128 MByte RAM

– Either 100 Mbps LAN or 11 Mbps WLAN

� PDA represents the current low-end class for GNU/Linux personal digital as-
sistants and can also be seen as a representative for upcoming mobile phones
including WLAN.

– Compaq iPAQ H3870 206 MHz StrongARM SA-1110 RISC processor

– 32 MByte Flash-ROM and 64 MByte RAM with an additional 128 MByte
memory card

– Video resolution of 320x240

– Either 100 Mbps LAN or 11 Mbps WLAN using commodity PCMCIA
cards within expansion “jacket”
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